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PREFACE 

This edition of the Statistics Canada Catalogue of Publications includes all 
current Catalogue numbered titles available from the department as of 
January 1. 1980. The next planned release of the Catalogue will be early 
1981. 

A number of changes and innovations have been incoi -jorated in the 1980 
edition of the Catalogue to make the final product more accurate, more 
current and more easily referenced. In particular: discontinued publications 
have been removed from the Catalogue except when the final issue 
appeared in 1979; old occasional publications (containing data more than 
10 years old but eticluding publications from the decennial Census of 1971) 
have been removed; all bibliographic information, including titles and 
prices, plus all abstracts have been verified for accuracy of content and 
corrected where necessary; publications resulting from the 1971 and 1976 
Censuses are presented in separate blocks; the overall format of the 
Catalogue has been modified to more efficiently utilize available printing 
space, and; the photocomposition of the Catalogue is now undertaken 
utilizing a fully automated system, greatly increasing the timeliness of the 
final product For budgetary reasons, the unpublished data section of the 
Catalogue has been eliminated. Information on unpublished data and non-
catalogued publications is available from the User Advisory Services 
Reference Centres which are listed in the Introduction. 

This Catalogue includes all publications from the 1971 and 1976 Censuses, 
although in certain instances the publications will be released afler the 
reference date of January I, 1980. Users should note that publications from 
the 1976 Census will not be listed in a separate Census Catalogue as 
previously announced. 

Users should also note that the 1975 and subsequent editions of the 
Catalogue ceased listing all "vintage" publications. For users wishing to 
utilize such publications, it is suggested that reference be made to the 
following: the Historical Catalogue (which includes publications issued 
from 1918 to 1960); the 1968 edition of the Catalogue (which includes 
publications issued from the 1956 quinqucnnial Census of Canada); the 
1973-74 edition of the Catalogue (which includes publications from the 
1960-1973 period), and; post-1975 Catalogues (which include all 
publications issued from June 1973 to December 1979). 

As in the case of previous Catalogues, single copies are provided at no 
charge. There is, however, a charge of $500 for each additional copy in 
multiple copy requests (one copy of the Catalogue is considered to consist 
of one copy of each of the English and French versions). Additional copies 
of the Catalogue can be ordered from User Advisory Services, Ottawa, 
Ontario K I A 0T6, or from any of the User Advisory Services Reference 
Centres. 

The preparation of this Catalogue has bcen under the direction of its 
Editor. Douglas Loken, with the valuable assistance of Susan Strader and 
Chris Habrowych. 

User Advisory Services Division, 
Statistics Canada, 
January. 1980. 
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INIKOOtCI R)N 

Statistics Canada responsibilities in the Canadian statistical system concern 
the whole range of statistics on the economic and social activities of the 
Canadian people. 

I he publishing program of the department reflects this responsibility, and 
is designed to make statistical information readily available to users in the 
forms in which it is most frequently wanted, including publications and 
computer print-outs, micro-form and computer tapes. Data are also 
available on-line through the Canadian Socio-economic lnkrmation 
Management System (CANSIM). 

This Catalogue is presented in three main sections. The first section 
presents general introductory material, including summary lists of changes 
to the publications program of the department since the last issue of the 
Catalogue was released. The second section of the Catalogue provides 
.innotations on all current Statistics Canada publications bearing 
(.italogue Numbers. The third section of the Catalogue is a detailed 
Subject/Title Index. 

In using Statistics Canada data, the user should be aware of the fact that all 
iii iarmation compiled by the department is subject to the clauses of the 
Statistics Act which protects organizations and persons from individual 
disclosure. 

Foruntition of Five-digit Catalogue Numbers 

Most Statistics Canada publications can be identified by thcir unique five 
digit Catalogue Numbers. These numbers are formed in the following way: 

First Digit: Under the grouping arrangement, all Statistics Canada 
publications are classified into 8 major subject groups, as follows: 

General 

Primary Industries 

3 & 4 	Manufacturing 

5 	Transportation, Communications and Utilities 

6 	Commerce, Construction, Finance and Prics 

7 	Employment. Unemployment and Labour Income 

8 	Education, Culture. Health and Welfare 

9 	Census 

Second Digit: Each of the above major groups is further divided into 
sub-groups. For example. Major Group 3 (Manufacturing) is divided 
into 6 sub groups: ( I ) General Survey: (2) Foods. Beverages and 
Tobacco; (3) Leather and Rubber Products; (4) Textiles and Apparel; 
(5) Wood Products; (6) Paper Products and Printing. 

Third Digit: The third digit indicates the frequency of publication as 
follows: 

0 	Issued more than once per year 

2 	Issued annually 

4 	Issued biennially 

5 	Issued once only or occasionally 

6 	Issued annually with various sub-titles 

7 	1971 Census 

8 	1976 Census  

Fourth and Fifth Digits: The fourth and fifth digits are used to give each 
title its own unique permanent number.  

The numbers are allocated sequentially as new publications are officially 
approved by the department. 

The following is a typical example 0r the above described catalogue 
numbering system: Catalogue Numhci 84-001 has been assigned to the 
publication Vital Statistics. This Catalogue Number was created as 
follows: 

8 	Major Group. Education, Culture, Health and Welfare 

4 	Minor Group - Vital Statistics 

0 	Frequency - Issued more than onev per year (in this case, quarterly) 

01 First Catalogue Number allocated in this group 

International Standard Serial Numbers(ISSN) 

The National Library of ('anada, in cooperation with Statistics Canada, is 
assigning 8 digit International Standard Serial Numbers to all serial 
Statistics Canada publications for the purpose of ticilitating identification, 
citation, ordering and bibliographic control on an international basis. With 
this edition of the Catalogue, complete coserage has been implemented. 

Local Access to Data - Reference Services - Regional AdvIsors - Libraries 

User Advisory Services has statistical Reference Centres in nine major 
cities across the country supported by a head office stafl'in Ottawa. Toll free 
telephone lines to the Reference Centres ate available in several areas. 

At no cost to the user, trained statf in the nine cities: 

- 	Answer over 200,000 telephone inquiries a year for statistical data or 
advice on the availablility. meaning and uses of the data; 

- 	Maintain libraries of all Statistics Canada's recent publications as well 
as some historical ones and additional related material, some of which 
is on microform; 

- 	Open the libraries to the public durint normal working hours, provide 
users with study areas to work with the publications; 

- 	Advise users on how to purchase Statistics Canada information 
through publications, microfiche and microfilm, and computer based 
products or services; 

- 	Retrieve information directly from CANSIM, Statistics Canada's 
machine-readable database or advise users about the on-line services. 

Each local Reference Centre of User Advisory Services has one or more 
Regional Advisors who: 

- 	Assist both experienced and inexperienced users with their data 
problems; 

- 	Promote the use of statistical data by participating in conferences, 
convention displays, workshops, seminars and briefing sessions; 

Provide important feedback to Ottawa on the statistical needs and 
problems of users so as to help Statistics Canada improve the content 
and availability of its products and services. 

St. John's 
User Advisory Services, 
2nd Floor, Viking Building, 
Croshie Road, 
St. John's. Newfoundland. 
AIB3P2 
(709-726-0713) 

Halifax 
User Advisory Services, 



3rd Floor, 
1256 Barrington Street, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
B3J IY6 
(902-426-5331) 

Montreal 
User Advisory Services. 
7th Floor, 
Alexis Nihon Plaza, 
1500 Atwater Avenue, 
Montreal. Quebec. 
H3Z 1Y2 
(514-283-5725) 

Ottawa 
Central Inquiries, 
User Advisory Services, 
Main Floor, 
R.H. Coats Bldg, 
Holland Ave., 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIAOT6 
(61 3-992-4734;996-5254) 

Toronto 
User Advisory Services. 
10th Floor. 
25 St. Clair Ave. East, 
Toronto, Ontario. 
M4T 1M4 
(416-966-6586) 

Winnipeg 
User Advisory Services. 
Room 602, 
General Post Office, 
266 Graham Avenue, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
R3COK4 
(204-949-4020) 

Regina 
User Advisory Services, 
530 Midtown Centre, 
Regina. Saskatchewan. 
S4P 2B6 
(306-359-5405) 

Edmonton 
User Advisory Services. 
10th Floor, 
Baker Centre Building. 
10025- 106th Street, 
Edmonton, Alberta. 
T5J 1G9 
(403-425-5052) 

Vancouver 
User Advisory Services, 
Main Floor, 
1145 Robson Street, 
Vancouver, British Columbia. 
V6E 1B8 
(604-666-3695) 

Toll-free access to the Halifax Reference Centre is available throughout 
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island by dialing 1-800-
565-7192. while in Saskatchewan, the Regina Reference Centre is 
available by dialing 1-800-667-3524. and in Alberta. the Edmonton 
Reference Centre can he reached at 1-800.222-6400. 

In addition to being available from User Advisory Services local Reference 
Centres, Statistics Canada publications are also available for reference 
purposes from a large number of libraries throughout Canada. including 
most provincial legislative libraries and many public and university 
libraries. A complete historical collection of Statistics Canada material is 
hold by the Statistics Canada Library in Ottawa and is available to the 
general public for reference purposes. 

CANSIM, the agency's machine readable database. CANSIM comprises 
two modules, the CANSIM Time-Series module, containing current and 
historical information from a broad range of interrelated soeio-economic 
fields, and the CANSIM Cross-Classified module, which addresses the 
demand for multi-dimensional data mostly expressed by scholars and 
practitioners in the fields of demography, education, health and justice. 

The Time-Series module comprises major groups of data from the 
following subject-matter areas: 

System of National Accounts 

Prices and Price Indexes 

Labour 

- 	Manufacturing and Primary Industries (including Fuel. Power and 
Mining) 

- 	Capital and Finance 

- 	Construction 

- 	Merchandising and Services 

- 	External Trade 

Transportation 

- 	Agriculture and Food 

- 	Population Estimates and Projections 

- 	Health and Welfare 

It also contains data from numerous tables in the Canadian Statistical 
Review, the Bank of Canada Review (including selected U.S. statistics) 
and the Quebec Statistical Review. The content is constantly growing as 
new sets of data are added. Currently some 250 publications are 
represented in part or in full in the CANSIM Time-Series module. 

The CANSIM Time-Series module is offered to users in two formats: the 
CANSIM Main Base and the CANSIM Mini Base. The CANSIM Main 
Base currently contains some 290.000 time series and is updated on a daily 
basis, usually at the same time the data is officially released. It is located on 
on-line disk packs at the CANSIM host service bureau. The CANSIM Mini 
Base is a standard subset ofdata which originates from the CANSIM Main 
Base. The CANSIM Mini Base currently contains approximately 24.000 of 
the most widely used time series. The CANSIM Mini Base is updated daily, 
within the next working day of the series being released on the CANSIM 
Main Base. The CANSIM Mini Base is offered by a number of Secondary 
Distributors. 

Recognition of the increasing use of multi-dimensional information in a 
machine-readable form has led to the development of the CANSIM Cross-
classified module. The approach has been to adapt machine-processing 
techniques to current uses of multi-dimensional statistical aggregations. 

Major data sources for the CANSIM Cross-Classified module currently are 
the Health. Justice, and Education, Science and Culture Divisions of 
Statistics Canada, as well as the Census of Population data base, from 
which larger geographical aggregations are currently being added. 

The CANSIM Cross-Classified module will he of particular interest to 
analysts and researchers specializing in social studies and societal evolution 
and problems. It meets their need for cross-tabulation and analysis of data 
on social conditions (family structure, occupation, income and others) 
available from the Census data base with data on social phenomena in the 
fields of health, welfare, justice and others. At the present time, the 
CANSIM Cross-Classified module is available only at the CANSIM host 
service bureau. 

Canadian Socio-economic Information Management System (CANSIM) 

One of the ways of accessing Statistics Canada's information is through 

At the present time, the CANSIM host service bureau is DataCrown Inc. 
(formerly Systems Dimensions Limited), 770 Brookfield Road. Ottawa, 
Ontario K IV 6.15. Further information, including lists of secondary 
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K.H. Coats Building, Holland Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario K IA 016. (613) 
995-7406. 

Publications In Microform 

In addition to publications and machine readable data, Statistics Canada 
makes available large blocks of data in microform. A large part of the 
output of the 1976 Census of Population and Housing is available on 
microfiche, as are almost all 1976 Census of Agriculture tabulations and all 
eurrcnt serial publications of the External Trade Division. Further 
intormation rcgarding the current microform oTcrings of the department 
can be obtained by contacting any of the Statistics Canada local Reference 
('en tres. 

I he complete historical collection of Statistics Canada publications, with 
the exception of the "Statistics Canada Daily", is being reproduced on 
microfiche under arrangement with Micromedia Limited of Toronto. A 
project which has filmed all publications up to and including 1975 has 
created the most comprehensive body of Canadian statistical material ever 
asscmhlcd. Many rare and out-of-print items are included. Further 
in1rmation on the project is available from: Micromedia Ltd., 5th Floor, 
144 Front Street W., Toronto, Ontario M5J 102. (416)593-5211. 

How to Order Publications 

When ordering, the Catalogue numbers, titles and issues (month, year) of 
publications should be quoted. Subscription orders are accepted for all 
serial publications, but not for biennial and occasional publications. Orders 
should be forwarded to Publications Distribution, Statistics Canada. 

()tt,i\s,i, Ontarit ,  K IA 01 	It Nhould h_ 	td it it Subst. riptioit di not 
commence with the current issue ol an t rdered FiublicailotI,  but rather 
begin with the issue released following receipt of the subscription order. 
Individual publications may be ordered from Publications Distribution 
directly or the User Advisory Services local Reference Centres may be of 
assistance. When ordering, it is important to indicate if a subscription or a 

casual order, is desired. Alternatively, publications may be ordered 

through Government of Canada "authorized agent" bookstores 
throughout the country. These agents are listed in the Yellow Pages of the 
telephone book under "Book Dealers-Retail-Government of Canada 
Publications". 

Those interested in all Statistics Canada data can order the Full 
Publication Service and receive publications automatically as soon as they 
are released. The current cost is $4000 per year for the service to locations 
in Canada and $4800 for the service outside Canada. The Full Publication 
Service does not include decennial orquinquennial Census Publications. 

Prices listed in this Catalogue apply only to purchases within Canada and 
are subject to change without notice. Customers in other Countries must 
add 20% to quoted prices to cover athtiiional postage and handling 
charges. An additional charge is levied ifAir Mail is required. Remittances 
should be in the lbrm of cheque or money order made payable to the 
Receiver General for Canada. Currency and postage stamps should not be 
used in ordering publication by mail. 

As credit is allowed in paritcular circumstances, delays in order fulfillment 
may be avoided by prepayment. However. Statistics Canada is prepared to 
invoice on a monthly basis customers who frequently order publications. 
Application forms for this service arc available from Publications 
Distribution or from User Advisory Services local Reference Centres. 
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NEW PUBLICATIONS 

Following is a list of new English Statistics Canada publications issued since the 1978-79 Catalogue was published. For serial publications, the date of 
first issue is given. Publications resulting from the quinuennial and decennial censuses are not included in the list. 

	

11-510 	Towards a Comprehensive Framework for Environmental 	63-534 	Offices of Architects, 1977. 
Statistics: A Stress-response Approach, 1979. 

	

63-535 	Restaurants, Caterers and Taverns Industry Survey. 1977. 

	

12-558 	Guide to Urban Data (Excluding census data). 1911. 

	

13-571 	Subprovincial Changes in the Labour Force by Industry, 1961- 
1971. 

	

13-573 	Employment by domestic and foreign controlled enterprises in 
Canada. 1975. 

15-508E The Input-output Structure of the Canadian Economy, 1961 
74. 

15-509E The Input-output Structure of the Canadian Economy in 
Constant Prices, 196 1-74. 

2 1-202P Farm Net Income, Preliminary. First issue, 1978 

	

23-008 	Report on Livestock Surveys. First issue. July 1,1979. 

31-OOIS Inventories. Shipments and Orders in Manuracturing 
Industries. Annual Supplement. First issue, 1976-1978. 

	

31-528 	Concepts and Definitions of the Census of Manufacturers. 

	

3 1-529 	Apparent Domestic Availability of Selecied Manufactured 
Products, 1975. 

	

32-02 5 	Production and Stocks of Tea. Coffee and Cocoa. First issue. 
Quarterended March, 1979. 

	

32-026 	Production of Biscuits and Cones. First issue, Quarter ended 
March, 1979. 

	

47-212 	Plastic Film (Sheeting and Layflat Tubing) and Coated 
Products. Only issue. 1977. 

	

54-004 	International Vessel Traffic Statistics. 

61-003P Industrial Corporations. Financial Statistics. Preliminary 
Data. 

	

61-215 	Domestic and Foreign Control of Forestry. Mining and 
Manufacturing Capital Expenditures in Canada. First issue. 
197 7-1979. 

	

62-547 	Urban Family Expenditure, 1976. 

	

63-530 	Department Stores in Canada. 1923-1976. 

	

63-605 	Operating Results: Independent Retail Hardware Stores, 1976. 

	

63-606 	Operating Results: Retail Shoe Stores, 1977. 

	

65-207 	Imports: Merchandise Trade Commodity Detail. First issue, 
1976 and 1977. 

	

7 1-528 	Guide to Labour Force Survey Data. 

	

7 1.529 	Labour Force Annual Averages, 1915-1978. 

73-001 P Preliminary Unemployment Insurance Statistics. 

	

81-002 	Education Siatisiics Service Bulletin. First issue, 1978. 

	

81-571 	1976 University and College Graduates: Doctoral Degree 
Recipients. 

	

83-231 	Compendium of Selected Health Manpower Statistics. First 
issue. 1976. 

83-520E A prognosis for Hospitals. The effects of Population Change on 
the need For hospital space, 1967-2031. 

	

87-502 	Culture Statistics: Travel to Work. 1973-1977. 

	

87-625 	Culture Statistics: Newspapers and PerIodicals, 1976-1977. 

	

87-630 	Culture Statistics: Radio and TelevisIon, 1978. 

	

87-656 	Culture Slalistics: Museums. Art Galleries and Related 
Institutions - Large Institutions, 1976. 

	

87-680 	Culture Statistics: Government Expenditures on Culture in 
Canada. 1976-77. 

	

91-518 	Population: Revised Annual Estimates of Population, by Sex 
and Age for Canada and the Provinces, 1971-1916. 

	

91-519 	Revised Annual Estimates of Population by Marital Status, 
Age and Sex for Canada and the Provinces. 197 1-1976. 

	

9 1-520 	Population Projections for Canada and the Provinces. 1976- 
2001. 

	

91-521 	Revised Annual Estimates of Population for Census Divisions, 
197 1-1976. 



LtIS(O\ I INI II) Pt BLI(A lIONS 

I o lloiiig is it Iit of English St,ttisiics Canada publications that have been ofticially discontinued since the 1978-79 Catalogue was published. The date 
I last Issue is shown after the title. In all cases, the last issues of publications have been released. 

II 	( .inada Year Book. Last issue, 1978. Future issues to be 	544)02 	ShIpping Statistics. Last issue. 1)ecember 1978. 
titslishd as 11-402. 

	

54-202 	Shipping Report: Part I. International Seaborne Shipping by 
I - 	( anada Handbook. Last issue. 1979. Future issues to be 	 country). Last issue, 1977. 

published as 11-403. 

	

54-203 	Shipping Report: Part H. International Seaborne Shipping (by 
4 	Report on Livestock Surveys: Cattle. Sheep. Last Issue. January 	 port). Last issue. 1977. 

1979. See 23-008. 

-I5)' 	Report on Livestock Surveys: Pigs. Last issue. January 1979. 
.c 23-008. 

.L21 I 	1)airy Statistics. Last issue. 1977. Sec 23-001. 

	

54-204 	Shipping Report: Part III. Cuastwlse Shipping. Discontinued, 
last issue. 1977. 

	

54-206 	Shipping Report: Part IV. Origtn and Destination for Selected 
Ports. Last issue, 1977. 

2t-00 I 	Asbestos. Last issue. December 1978. Data available from 	54-207 	Shipping Report: Part V. Origin and Destination for Selected 
Energy. Mines and Resources Canada. 	 Commodities. Last issue. 1977. 

	

2u-003 	Copper and Nickel Production. Last issue. December 1978. 
Data available from Energy. Mines and Resources Canada. 

	

20-004 	Gold Production. Last issue, December 1978. Data available 
from Energy, Mines and Resources Canada. 

	

26-005 	iron Ore. Last issue. December 1978. Data available from 
Energy, Mines and Resources Canada. 

	

26-007 	Production of Canada's Leading Minerals. Last issue, 
December 1978. Data available from Energy. Mines and 
Resources Canada. 

	

26-008 	Silver, Lead and Zinc Production. Last issue, December 1978. 
Data available from Energy. Mines and Resources Canada. 

	

26-009 	Salt. Last issue, December 1978. Data available from Energy. 
Mines and Resources Canada. 

	

26-207 	Contract Drilling for Petroleum and Other Contract t)rilling. 
Last issue, 1976. 

	

32-003 	Grain Milling Statistics. Last issue, February 1979. See 22-007. 

	

32-212 	Canned and Frozen Processed Foods. Last issue. 1974. 

	

33-204 	Leather Glove Factories. Last issue. 1976. See 34-218. 

	

41-009 	Fabricated Metal Products Service Bulletin. Last issue. 
October 1978. 

	

41-010 	Minerals Service Bulletin. Last issue. 1978. Data available from 
Energy. Mines and Resources Canada. 

	

43-007 	Electrical Products Service Bulletin. Last issue, September 
1978. 

	

46-004 	ChemIcals Service Bulletin. Last issue. August 1978. 

	

46-401 	Consumption of Chemicals in Municipal Waterworks. Last 
issue, 1972-73. 

	

47-002 	Rubber and Plastics Industries Service Bulletin. Last issue. 
1975-76. 

	

47-2 12 	Plastic Film (Sheeting& Layfial Tubing) and Coated Products. 
Only issue. 1977.  

	

57-002 	Energy Statistics Service Bulletin. Last issue. 1977. 

	

57-207 	Detailed Energy Supply and l)einand in Canada. Last issue. 
1977. See 57-003. 

	

61-211 	Selected Financial Statistics of Religious Organizations. Last 
issue. 1974.75. 

	

62-008 	Construction Price Statistics. I ast issue, first quarter 1979. See 
62-00 7. 

	

62-009 	Consumer Price Indexes for Regional Cities. Last issue. 
October 1978. 

	

63-205 	Power Laundries, Dry Cleaning and Dyeing Plants. Last issue, 
1975. 

	

63-215 	Voluntary Group Stores (Retail Food Trade). Last issue. 1972. 

	

66-202 	Travel. Tourism and Outdoor Recreation - A Statistical Digest. 
Last issue. 1976-77. Future issues to be published as 87-401. 

	

68-001 	Government Finance. Last issue first quarter 1979. 

	

72-202 	Review of Man-Hours and Hourly Earnings. Last issue. 1970. 

	

72-207 	Notes on Labour Statistics. Last issue, 1973. 

	

81-001 	Education, Science and Culturt Division Service Bulletin. Last 
issue, May 1978. Sec 81-002. 

	

81-206 	University and College Libraries In Canada. Last issue. 1971- 
72. 

	

81-215 	Private Elementary and Secondary Schools. Last issue. 1976- 
77. 

	

81-217 	Enrolment and Staff in Schools for the Blind and the Deal. Last 
issue, 1976-77. See 81-210. 

	

81-242 	Teachers in Universities: Part II. Salaries Related to 
Experience. Last issue, 1974-75 See 81-241. 

	

8 1-243 	Teachers in Universities: Part III. Qualifications and Age. Last 
issue, 1974-75.Sce81-241. 
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8 1-244 	Teachers in Universities: Part IV. Citizenship. Last issue. 1974- 
75. See 81-241. 

	

81-251 	EducatIonal Staff in Public Trade Schools and Similar 
Institutions. Last issue. 1974-75, 

	

8 1-253 	Continuing Education. Participation in Programs of 
Educational Institutions. Last issue, 1977-78. 

	

83-001 	HospItal Indicators. Last issue, second quarter 1977. 

	

83-220 	Health Manpower - Registered Nurses. Last issue. 1976. See 
83-231. 

	

83-221 	List or Special Care Facilities. Last issue, 1974. See 83-201. 

	

83-224 	Health Manpower- Radiological Technicians. Last issue. 1976. 
See 8 3-231. 

	

83-225 	Healh Manpower - Physiotherapists. Last issue, 1976. See 83- 
231. 

	

83-227 	Hospital Statistics, Volume I - Beds, Services and Personnel. 
Last issue, 1975.  

	

83-228 	Hospital Statistics. Volume II - Expenditures, Revenues and 
Balance Sheets. Last issue. 1975. 

	

83.229 	Hospital Statistics. Volume III - Indicators. Last issue, 1975. 

	

83-230 	Health Manpower - Denial Hygienists. Last issue. 1977. See 83- 
231. 

	

83-401 	Annual Salaries of Hospilal Nursing Personnel, Last issue. 
1976. Sec 83-23 I. 

	

83-402 	Annual Salaries of Public Health Nurses. Last issue. 1975. See 
83-231. 

	

84-201 	Vital Statistics, Preliminary Annual Report. Last issue. 1975. 
See 84-203,84-204,84-205,84-206. 

	

85-201 	Statistics of Criminal and OtherOffences. Last issue, 1973. 

	

85-202 	Juvenile Delinquents. Last issue, 1973. 

	

85-204 	Police Administration Statistics. Last issue, 1977. See 85-205. 

	

85-208 	Training Schools. Last issue. 1977. 

	

91-205 	Canadian Citizenship Statistics. Last issue, 1978. 
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TITLE AND OTHER CHANGES 

Following is a list ol' all changes to English titles and all other changes that have been made since the 1978-79 Catalogue of Publications was issued. 
For title changes, old titles are shown in brackets following new titles. For other changes, the exact nature of the change is specified. In all cases, the issue 
with which the change was effective is indicated. 

23-003 	ProductIon and Stocks of Eggs and Poultry - Title changed. 41-018 	Metals Service Bulletin - Re-instated. effective 1978 (formerly 
effective January 	1979 (formerly "Production of Eggs and discontinued, last issue 1977). 
Poultry"). 

43-009 	Electric Lamps (Light Sources) - Re-instated, effective January 
32-004 	Shipments of Animal and Poultry Feeds - Re-instated as 1979(formcrlydiscontinuedwiO theDecember 1978issuc. 

quarterly with new title, effective second quarter 1979 (formerly 
monthly "Shipments of Prepared Stock and Poultry Feeds" 46-001 	Sales of Paints. Varnishes and I acquers - Re-instated, effective 
which was discontinued with the December 1978 issue). March 1979 (tbrmerly discontinued with the December 1978 

issue). 
32-006 	Oils and Fats - Re-instated, effective January 1979 (formerly 

discontinued with the Decemb,er 1978 issue). 46-221 	Sales of Toilet Preparations In Canada - Re-instated, effective 
1978 (formerly discontinued with the 1977 issue). 

32-015 	Bread and Other Bakery Products - Re-instated, effective first 
quarter 1979 (lormerly discontinued with the fourth quarter 

57-208 	Consumption of Purchased 	Fuel and Electricity by the 
1978 issue ). Manufacturing, Mining, Logging and Electric Power IndustrIes 

- Title changed. effective 	1976 (lbrmerly "Consumption of 
32-016 	BIscuits and Confectionery - Biscuit component only re-instated Purchased Fuel Electricity" by the Manufacturing. Mining and 

under Catalogue Number 32-026, effective first quarter 1979 Electric Power Industries). 
(formerly discontinued with fourth quarter 1978 issue). 

6 1-003 Federal Government Enterprise Finance - Second quarter 1978 
32-020 Selected Meat and Meat PRe-parations - reinstated as a issue cancelled. 

quarterly, effective first quarter 	1979 (formerly a monthly 
discontinued with the December 1978 issue). 

63-206 Motion Picture Production. 1977 issue cancelled - data to be 
presented in combined 1977-78 edition. 

 32-226 Apparent Per Capita Food Consumption in Canada - Title 
changed. effective 	1977 (formerly "Apparent Per Capita 
Domestic Disappearance of Food in Canada"). 81-209 Vocational and Technical Training - Last issue is 1976-77, not 

1977-78 as previously announced 

33-002 Footwear Statistics - Re-instated, effective January 1979 issue 
(formerly discontinued with the December 1978 issue). 81-238 Publicly Supporled Vocational F raining Involving the Private 

Sector - 	Last 	issue is 	1976-77, 	not 	1977-78 as 	previously 

35-001 Construction Type Plywood - Title changed. effective January 
announced. 

1979 (formerly" Peeler Logs. Veneers and Plywoods"). 
8 1-241 Teachers in Universities - Title changed. effective 	1975-76 

41-010 Minerals Service Bulletin - Re-instated for 1978 issues only (formerly "Teachers in Universities. Part I - Salaries General"). 

(formerly discontinued, last issue 1977- now discontinued, last 
issue, 1978). 82-207 Cancer in Canada - Title chanted, effective 1976 (formerly 

"New Primary Sites ofMalignanl Neoplasms in Canada"), 

41-013 Cemented Tungsten Carbide Blanks and Tools - Re-instated, 
effective first quarter 	1979 (formerly discontinued with the 85-209 Homicide Statistics - Title changed, effective 1976 (formerly 
fourth quarter 1978 issue). "MurderStatistics"). 





Part I 
	

PUBLICATIONS 

Full Publications Service (excluding Census), $4,000.00 a year. 

1: GENERAL 

II: General 

I l -OOIE Statistics Canada Daily. Daily. E. and F. Up to 15 pp. First 
Issue, February 1932. (ISSN 0380-6 12X). 

Contains news summaries and announcements of reports. reference papers 
and other releases and a list of titles of the publications released. Essential 
for those who want to keep informed day by day on all information issued 
by Statistics Canada. 

$120.00 a year 

I l-002E Infomat. Weekly. E. and F. Up to 4 pp.  First Issue, October 
1932.(ISSN 0380-0547). 

Weekly digest highlighting major Statistics Canada reports, reference 
papers and other releases. Contains charts, summary of latest monthly 
statistics and a complete list of publications released during the week. 
arranged alphabetically by originating division. 

$60.00 a year 

I l-003E Canadian Statistical Review. Monthly. E. and F. Up to 125 pp. 
First Issue, January 1926. ( ISSN 0008-509X). 

Summarizes Canadian economic indicators and statistics showing monthly 
or quarterly figures for most recent two years. Data are entirely derived 
from CANSIM. Includes seasonally adjusted major indicators and charts 
and features articles on general economic conditions and special subjects. 
Weekly (11-004). annual (11-206) and other supplements (e.g.. 11-5051 
free to subscribers. 

$3.50 a copy, $35.00 a year 

	

11-004 	Weekly Supplement to Canadian Statistical Review. Weekly. 
Bilingual. Up to 13 pp.  First Issue, January 1951. (ISSN 0300-
0273). 

Contains the most recent figures produced by Statistics Canada and other 
agencies which are released in the weeks preceding an issue and which will 
appear in the following issue of the Canadian Statistical Review. Designed 
to keep users of the Review closely informed of the most recent changes in 
the major statistical series. Available only to subscribers of 11-003. 

Free 

	

11-006 	New Surveys. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 44 pp.  First Issue. 
1975. (ISSN 0381-4432). 

This publication reports new surveys and major revisions to existing 
surveys being conducted by federal government departments and agencies. 
The publication contains brief abstracts of surveys reported to Statistics 
Canada in compliance with Treasury Board Canada's Administrative 
Policy Manual, Chapter 425, issued December 1978. 

$5.00 a copy, $20.00 a year 

	

11-201 	StatIstics Canada Annual Report. Annual. Bilingual. 31 pp. 
First Issue, 1919.) ISSN 0703.2633). 

Contains the report of the Chief Statistician of Canada on the activities of 
Statistics Canada for the fiscal year, followed by a detailed review of the 
work of divisions and sections. Includes an organization chart. 

Free 

I l-202E Canada Year Book. Annual. E. and F. 977 pp.  First Issue, 1867. 
Last Issue, 1978.) ISSN 0068.8142). 

I l-203E Canada Handbook. Annual. E. and F. 344 pp.  First Issue, 1930. 
Last Issue, 1979. (ISSN 0705-5331). 

The annual handbook of present condition' and recent progress in Canada, 
Each year it provides a description of the ountry's physical environment, 
of the people and their heritage, of the economy, and of the various levels 
of government and their services. Discontinued, last issue. 1979. Future 
issues to be published as I 1-403. 

$6.00 

	

11-206 	Annual Supplement to Section I. Canadian Statistical Review. 
Annual. Bilingual. 49 pp.  First Issue, 1961. (ISSN 0704.2914). 

Contains monthly and quarterly historital records, adjusted and not 
adjusted for seasonality, of all the series in Section I of the Canadian 
Statistical Review. The series extend hatk to 1946, or as far back as 
available. 

$6.00 

	

11-504 	Historical Catalogue of Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
Publications. 1918-1960 (Sin tistics Canada). Occasional. 
Bilingual. 298 pp. 

Contains a complete bibliographical record giving the history of all titles 
published during this period. Arrangemcnt is by an expansion of the 
present classification used in the current tatalogue. Separate sections for 
English and French titles. Contains also title indexes and a list of all 
volumes and other publications for each census since 1871. 

$2.50 

I l-505E Canadian Statistical Review. Historical Summary 1970. 
Occasional. E. and F. 148 pp. 

Replaces the Historical Summary 1963 (11-502). It contains annual data 
for series published in the monthly Canadi,in Statistical Review (11-003). 
Its contents, table headings and table numbers, with a fiw exceptions. are 
the same as those in the Review. All the tables include 1970. some 1971, 
and extend hack to 1926, or as far back as available. The figures were the 
latest available early in 1971 and some of them are still subject to revision. 
Available free to subscribers of 11-003. 

$1.50 

I l-508E Perspective Canada II. Occasional. E. and F. 335 pp. 

Presents intormaiion on a wide range of social concerns, including health, 
education, income, work and the family. O1'ers special profiles of the aged 
and the spatial structure of Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver. Contains 
345 tables, charts, maps and airphotos. Test in each chapter describes the 
basic issues, reviews data presented. anti suggests sources of further 
information on each subject. 

$9.25 

II -509E Human Activity and the Environment. Occasional. E. and F. 185 

pp. 

Contains statistical descriptions of certain a"pects of human activity having 
the potential to impose stress on the natural environment. Siatistics with an 
environmental dimension are compiled mainly from the existing Statistics 
Canada data base. A good proportion of the information is organized by 
watershed. The chapter headings are: Watersheds. Agriculture, Forests. 
Fisheries, Transportation, Manufacturing and Energy. 

$2.80 

An authoritative reference work giving textual and statistical information 
on Canada's physical and natural resources, social and economic 
conditions, government organizations, industry, finance and legal system. 
Reprints of selcctcd chapters are available. Discontinued, last issue, 1978. 
Future issues to be published as 11-402. 

$15.00 	This series of three papers reflects somt of the conceptual work on 

11-510 Towards a Comprehensive Framework for Environmental 
Statistics: A Stress-response %pproach. 1979. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 90 pp. 
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environmental information undertaken at Statistics Canada. A framework 
for organizing statistics for environmental analysis and assessment is 
discussed under the following titles: ( I ) The Need for Environmental 
Information; (2) Ecological Perspective and the Design of Environmental 
lnformatin Systems; and. (3) Framework for Environmental Statistics - 
Recent Experience of Statistics Canada. 

$1.05 

12: Working Manuals 

12-201 	Changes to Municipal Boundaries. Status and Names. Annual. 
Bilingual. 55 pp. First Issue, 1974.1 ISSN 0700-2009;. 

Description of the changes in municipal boundaries, census population 
ligures on the current municipal boundaries, area involved in the change, 
and the Standard Geographic Classification code, before and after the 
change. 

$6.00 

12-202E CANSIM Summary Reference Index. Annual. E. and F. 116 pp. 
First Issue, 1977. (ISSN 0706-0807). 

The index summarizes the contents of the CANSIM Main Base by subject 
and source publication. It provides a key to publication 12-203. CANSIM 
Main Base Series Director, and is the first step in locating and obtaining 
time series from the system. Amendments to this publication are issued 
periodically. Formerly issued as a non-catalogued publication. 

$8.00 

12-203E CANSIM Main Base Series Directory. Annual. E. and F. Up to 
1,550 pp.  First Issue, 1977. (ISSN 0706-0858). 

This Directory provides detailed information on the data contained in the 
CANSIM Main Base. For each series, the series title, start-date, source of 
data and other descriptive material is provided. Amendments to the 
Directory are issued periodically as more series are added to the base and 
are included in the price of the Directory. 

$35.00 

12-204E CANSIM Mini Base Series Directory. Annual. E. and F. 262 
pp. First Issue, 1977.( ISSN 0706-0831). 

This Directory provides detailed information on the data contained in the 
CANSIM Mini Base. For each series, the series title, start-date, source of 
data and other descriptive material is provided. Amendments to the 
Directory are issued periodically as more series are added to the base and 
are included in the price of the Directory. 

$20.00 

12-501E Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Revised 1970. 
Occasional. E. and F. 309 pp. 

A manual for classifying establishments to industry classes on the basis of 
their principal activities. The classification scheme consists of II divisions 
which include all branches ofeconomic activity. 

$6.00 

12-502E Standard Commodity Classification Manual. Volume 1: The 
Classification. Revised 1972. Occasional. E. and F. 235 pp. 

A working manual for classifying commodity information on the basis of a 
systematic framework. The classification scheme consists of five sections, 
which arc subdivided into 87 divisions, 484 groups and 5,864 commodity 
classes. 

$2.50 

12-530E CANSIM: Operation Manual for Data Entry. 1974. 
Occasional. E. and F. 58 pp. 

This manual will be of practical interest only to federal and provincial 
government agencies which store and maintain time series in the CANSIM 
data base. 	 $1.05 

I 2-533E A Financial Information System for Municipalities. Volume II 
- [he Classification Systems. Occasional. E. and F. 55 pp. 

Sets out with explanations, standard classification systems which identify 
the types of revenue raised by, or transkrrcd to, a municipal government, 
the expenditures made by government on services provided and on 
economic objects. and the kinds of assets. liabilities, and equity possessed 
by the government. 

$0.75 

12-534E A Financial Information System for Municipalities. 
Supplement to Volume II. Pro Forma Statements. Occasional. 
E.andF.31 pp. 

Consists of details of financial information required from municipalities for 
national purposes depicted through the medium of generalized financial 
statements and supporting schedules. 

50.50 

12-536E Occupational Classification Manual, Census of Canada 1971. 
Based on the Canadian Classification and Dictionary of 
Occupations: Volume I. Occasional. E. and F. 113 pp. 

The first part of a two-part manual for classifying occupations to 
occupational groups. The classification consists of 22 major groups which 
are subdivided into 81 minor groups and 486 unit groups. Volume I 
contains the definitions of these groups. Volume II has a separate 
publication number (12-537). Although complete in itsclt this 
classification is designed for use in conjunction with the Standard 
Industrial Classification (12-501). 

$5.00 

	

12-537 	Occupational Classification Manual. Census of Canada 1971. 
Based on the Canadian Classification and Dictionary of 
Occupations: Volume!!. Occasional. Eng. 455 pp. 

The second part of a two-part manual for classifying occupations to 
occupational groups. The classification consists of 22 major groups which 
are subdivided into 81 minor groups and 486 unit groups. Volume I which 
contains the definitions of these groups has a separate publication number 
(12-536). Volume II contains a classified and an alphabetic index to which 
have been assigned some 18,000 occupational titles. Although complete in 
itself this classification is designed for use in conjunction with the Standard 
Industrial Classification (12-501). 

$8.00 

	

12.540 	Dictionary of 1971 Census Terms. Occasional. Bilingual. 170 
pp. 

The dictionary gives information about the content of the 1971 Census. It 
describes the question asked, responses recorded on the master file, and 
indicates, where applicable, the subpopulation for which the data are 
reported. It includes sampling detail and points out any special problems of 
interpretation that might arise with a particular question. 

$ 1.50 

I 2.548E Models for Time Series. Occasional. E. and F. 83 pp. 

Identifies and analyzes basic hypotheses of various time series models with 
emphasis on univariatc models. Discusses estimation methods, underlying 
assumptions and limitations; error models, autoregressive models, moving 
average and autoregressive moving average models in both frequency and 
time domains. Separate chapters on ergodicity and time series with 
seasonality. Includes bibliography. 

$1.40 

12-553E CANSIM Interactive System User's Manual, 1977. 
Occasional. E. and F. 61 pp. 

The CANSIM Interactive System provides access to the CANSIM Main 
Base. This manual outlines the system options and commands available 
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'A I I C it Ll I I I 	I lit. luuier,ui_tive Sssiern 	F t i uierls issued as a uitn-...ut,iIued 
I_ill It I 	a ii 

S 1.05 

Standard (... crapitiral ( Iassitit,itio.i 

the Standard Geographical Classification is a system for the identification 
and coding of geographical areas. It consists of a structured set of 
geographical units, usually municipalities; each identified by a unique code 
number which reflects municipal boundaries as June 1, 1976. It also 
contains a list of place names related to these units. This edition of the 
classification is published in three volumes - publications 12-554. 12-555 
and 12-556. For update information on municipal changes and associated 
S.G.C. codes, refer to publication number 12-201. 

2.554 Standard Geographical Classification Manual. June 1976. 
Volume I, The Classification. Occasional. Bilingual. 215 pp. 

Provided a detailed explanation of the concept and structure of the 
Standard Geographical Classification, special tables concerning counties. 
Census metropolitan areas and agglomerations, and foreign countries, a 
list of census subdivisions (the geographical units which form the basis of 
the ulassitication ). and .i set at relerence naps. 

's2.80 

Standard (.eographical Classification Manual. Jisric 1916. 
\ ulume II. the Numerical index. Occasional. Bilingual. 325 pp. 

(ruins .1 the names found in the Standard Geographical Classification 
svsienuu listed in numerical order following the structure of the code. i.e.. 
place n,inies ire listcd by census subdivision, within census divisions. 

$5.25 

2-5"tn 	Standard Geographical Classification Manual. June 1976. 
Volume ill, Alphabetical Index by Prosince. Occasional. 
Itilingual. 321 pp. 

(turutains all the names found in the Standard Geographical Classification 
system listed in alphabetical order within the ten provinces and the two 
territoriCs. 

$5.25 

12-558 	(;uide to Lrban Data (Excluding Census Data), 1971. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 318 pp. 

Provides information on table headings. concepts and sources of' statistics 
in all non-census publications at or near the last decennial Census year. 
1971. Statistics are presented for the Ottawa region (as an example), and 
the place names of other municipalities or metropolitan areas to be found 
in the original publications are listed below. The last section contains a 
place name index enabling relirence to the published information of 
specific (a ii ad ian in on icipa lit es 

$4.50 

13: (oiiiprchensite Studies 

I 3.0(11 P (.ross National Product, Advance Information. Quarterly 
Bilingual. Up to 20 pp.  First Issue. 1969. ( ISSN 0225-3747). 

(tuntains an analysis of economic developments and seasonally adjusted 
sullimary of gross national product statistics for the quarter. Available only 
it' subscribers of 13-001. 

Free 

130)1 	National Income and Expenditure Accounts. System of 
National Accounts. Bilingual. Up to 67 pp.  First Issue. 1953. 
(ISSN 031 8-708X). 

('ontiins gross national product and its principal components, sources and 
disposition of personal income and gross saving, government revenue and 
ependiturc by level of government, transactions of residents with non-
residents, vross national epcndi tire in ..onstani 1 1971  1 dollars. implicit 

price indexes, analysis of recent trends and occasional short articles of a 
technical or analytical nature. 

$6.00 a copy. $24.00 a year 

13-002P Financial Flow Accounts. Sstem of National Accounts. 
Preliminary Data-I. Quarterly. Bilinguai. Up to 10 pp. First 
Issue. 1971. (ISSN 0380-0938). 

Contains advance financial flows data for the following sectors: monetary 
authorities, chartered banks, public financial institutions, federal 
government, provincial and local governments and hospitals, social 
security funds, rest of the world. Available only to subscribers of 13-002. 

Free 

I 3.002S Financial Flow Accounts. Sy'.tem of National Accounts. 
Preliminary Data-2. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 10 pp. First 
Issue. 1971. ( ISSN 0380-0938). 

Contains advance financial flows data for the following sectors: persons 
and unincorporated business, non-financial private corporations, non-
financial government enterprise, near-banks, insurance companies and 
pension funds, other private financial institutions. Available only to 
subscribers of' 13-002. 

Free 

	

13-002 	Financial Flow Accounts. System of National Accounts. 
Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 15$ pp. First Issue, 1968. (ISSN 
0380-092X). 

Contains matrices, economic sector and financial category tables, as well as 
a review of Canadian financial and monetaty developments. Advance data 
are published in two quarterly supplements 

$7.50 a copy, $30.00 a year 

	

13-003 	Science Statistics Senice Bulletin. Service Bulletin. Bilingual. 
Up to 6 pp. First Issue, 1977. (ISSN 0706-0793). 

A service bulletin concerned with statistcs of science and technology 
prepared by the Science Statistics Centre. Contains summary statistics from 
recently completed surveys and studies, description of current surveys, and 
notices of statistical tabulations available on request. 

$1.50 a copy. S15.00 a year 

	

13-201 	System of National Accounts. National Income and 
Expenditure Accounts. Annual. Bilingual. Ill pp. First Issue, 
1938.(ISSN03I8-708X). 

Contains series for breakdowns of sector accounts including for industrial 
distribution of gross domestic product. for geographical distribution of 
personal income and for government revenues and expenditures. Contains 
summary and special detail tables and reconciliation statements. Measures 
components of gross national expenditure in constant doiiars. CANSIM 
matrix numbers are provided for all tables. See also 13-001. 13-531 and 13 
549. 

$8.00 

	

13-206 	Income Distributions by Site in ('anada. Preliminary 
Estimates. Annual. Bilingual. 22 pp.  First Issue. 1971. (ISSN 
0317-5405). 

Preliminary estimates of family and individual incomes by size of income, 
region/province, family size, number of children, age and sex of family 
head or individual. Includes income shares by quintiles. incidence and 
characteristics of low income families and unattached individuals. Statistics 
derived from Survey of Consumer Finances conducted annually. 

$4.50 

	

13-207 	Income Distributions by Size in Canada. Annual. Bilingual. 182 
pp. First Issue, 1971.( ISSN 05758750) 

Estimates of family and individual incomes ny size of income, major source 
of income, region/province, sex and other..haracteristics. Includes income 
sIt ,i ri's hY 1  ut n tiles ni ni_f incidence a nit i_ha ru erist cs oft uw i net true ti nit lies 
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and unattached individuals. Statistics derived from Survey of Consumer 
Finances conducted annually since 1972. See also 13-544. 

$10.00 

	

13-208 	Family Incomes (Census Families). Annual. Bilingual. 30 pp. 
First Issue. 1971. (ISSN 0703-7368). 

Distributions of census families and persons not in families by size of 
income, major source of income, region/province, age, sex and other 
characteristics. The family concept used is identical to the Canadian 
Census. Statistics are derived from the Survey of Consumer Finances 
conducted annually since 1972. See also 13-546. 

$4.50 

	

13-2 10 	Income Alter Tax, Distributions by Size in Canada. Annual. 
Bilingual. 76 pp.  First Issue, 1971.( ISSN 0319.0374). 

Income distributions for families, unattached individuals and all persons 
with income are shown on an after tax basis by selected characteristics such 
as region, age. sex. Income after tax is defined as total money income (see 
13-207) less income taxes paid. Statistics are derived from the Survey of 
Consumer Finances. 

$7.00 

	

13-211 	Fixed Capital Flows and Stocks. Annual. Bilingual. 64 pp. First 
Issue, 1926-1973. (ISSN 0317-5154). 

Covers major companies, as defined in the Standard Industrial 
Classification, most recent eight years: estimates fixed non-residential 
capital stocks and flows for construction-type goods, machinery and 
equipment and items charged to operating expenses, in current and 
constant dollars, including price indexes for capital expenditures on plant 
and equipment. Excludes the housing sector. Includes definitions and list of 
related publications. 

$6.00 

	

13-2 12 	Annual Resiess of Science Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 124 pp. 
First Issue, 1977. (ISSN 0706-2966). 

Estimates national expenditures on Research and Development. Provides 
series for expenditures by the Federal government on the natural sciences, 
by industry and non-profit organizations and by provincial research 
organizations. Contains series for transfers from U.S. manufacturing 
affiliates abroad, Includes articles on particular sectors and topics and 
questionnaires used. 

$8.00 

	

13-213 	System of National Accounts. Provincial Economic Accounts. 
Experimental Data. Annual. Bilingual. 193 pp.  First Issue, 1961. 
1976. (ISSN 0706-3083). 

Contains statistical tables of Gross Domestic Product and Expenditure and 
Government Revenue and Expenditure by province. An introduction 
outlining concepts and methods is also included. 

$10.00 

	

13-531 	System of National Accounts. National Income and 
Expenditure Accounts, Volume I. The Annual Estimates, 1926-
1974. Occasional. Bilingual. 345 pp. 

Provides a comprehensive record of Annual National Income and 
Expenditure Accounts for the period 1926 to 1974. Includes industrial 
distribution of Gross Domestic Product, geographical distribution of 
personal income, government supplementary tables, reconciliation 
statements, special detail and miscellaneous tables. CANSIM matrix 
numbers provided for all tables. Incorporates results of major historical 
revision for 1926 throuh 1970. Foreft'ectsofrevision,see 13-549. 

$5.25 

	

13-533 	System of National Accounts. National Income and 
Expenditure Accounts, Volume Ii. The Quarterly Estimates, 
1947-1974. Occasional. Bilingual. 225 pp. 

Provides a comprehensive record of the quarterly National Income and 
Expenditure Accounts for the period 1947 to 1974. Includes Gross 
National Product and Gross National Expenditure, sources and 
disposition of personal income and government revenue and expenditure. 
CANSIM matrix numbers provided for all tables. Incorporates results of 
historical revision for 1947 through 1970. For effects of revision, see 13-
549. 

$3.50 

	

13-544 	Income Distributions by Size in Canada. 1969. Occasional, 
Bilingual. 90 pp. 

Published annually (13.207) beginning with the 1971 issue. Estimates of 
family and individual incomes by size of income and by major source, 
region, age, sex and other characteristics. Last of the series 01' occasional 
reports prior to the introduction oI'thc annual publications. 

$1.00 

	

13-545 	Federal Goernment Expenditures on the Human Sciences, 
Fiscal Year 1969-1970. Occasional. Bilingual. 44 pp. 

Results from a survey of departments and agencies of the Federal 
government which devote resources to the support of activities in the field 
of human sciences. Data were collected for the following activities: 
research and development (R & D), general data collection, scientific 
information, education support, and operations studies. 

$0.75 

	

13-546 	Family incomes (Census Families). 1969. Occasional. Bilingual. 
24 pp. 

Published annually (13.208) beginning with the 1971 issue. Estimates of 
incomes of families and persons not in families by size of income and by 
major source, region, sex, age and other characteristics. The family concept 
used is identical to the Canadian Census. Last of the series of occasional 
reports prior to the introduction of the annual publications. 

$0.50 

	

13.547 	Incomes, Assets and indebtedness of Families in Canada, 1969. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 196 pp. 

Contains analyses of asset holdings, indebtedness and net worth of families 
and unattached individuals in the spring of 1970 by their 1969 incomes 
and such other characteristics as tenure, age of head, etc. Also contains a 
section on distributions of incomes, assets and indebtedness of non-farm 
families. 

$2.00 

13-549E System of National Accounts. National income and 
Expenditure Accounts. Volume III. A Guide to the National 
Income and Expenditure Accounts - Definitions - Concepts - 
Sources - Methods. Occasional. E.and F. 425 pp. 

A basic reference compendium which describes and explains the National 
Income and Expenditure Accounts. Provides a description of the concepts, 
definitions, content, and sources and methods underlying the statistical 
estimates. Sec also 13-531. 13-533. 

$6.75 

13-550 Survey of Consumer Finances. Volume I. Selected Reports, 
1970. Occasional. Bilingual. 157 pp. 

Contains three reports based on asset and debt data collected by Survey of 
Consumer Finances 1970: ( I ) Changes in Family Assets and I)ehts 1964-
1970. (2) Personal Debt of Non-farm Husband-wife Families; (3) 
Housing Status of Non-farm Families. For basic data see 13-547 and other 
special topics 13-551. 

$2.10 

	

13-551 	Survey of Consumer Finances. Volume ii, Selected Reports, 
1970. Occasional. Bilingual. 151 pp. 

Contains three reports based on asset and debt data collected by the Survey 
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of Consumer Finances. 1970: (I) Effect of Transfers Received and 
Transfers paid on Family Incomes. 1969; (2) Study of Net Worth of 
Canadian-born and Immigrant Families, 1970; and (3) Comparison of 
Leverage Ratios by Selected Socio-demographic Variables, 1970. 

$2.10 

	

13-552 	Incomes of Unemployed Individuals and Their FamIlies, 1971. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 90 pp. 

Impact of unemployment on family incomes is examined by comparing 
families whose heads or other members were unemployed in 1971 with 
those who reported no unemployment. Distributions of individuals who 
had experienced some unemployment in 1971 are shown by income and 
various socio-economic characteristics. Data used came from Survey of 
Consumer Finances. 1972. 

$1.00 

	

13-553 	Statistics on Low Income in Canada, 1969. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 108 pp. 

Based on data from the 1970 Survey of Consumer Finances the changing 
characteristics and financial position (including their assets and debts) of 
low income family units in 1969 are examined. An analysis of income 
deficits and the extent of continued low income status over the penod of 
1968 and 1969 is included. 

$1.00 

13-554 Earnings and Work Experience of the 1971 Labour Force. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 79 pp. 

Estimates of earnings of male and female earners by size of earnings in 
1971 and various personal characteristics. Distributions of families and 
unattached individuals by size of family income and work experience of 
head of family are also included. Statistics were derived from the Survey of 
Consumer Finances. 1972. 

$1.40 

	

13-555 	Selected Statistics on Technological Innovation In Industry 
Occasional. Bilingual. 48 pp. 

A statistical study of various aspects of technological innovation in Canada. 
this report contains: (1) an analysis of the cost model for innovations; (2) 
some information on sources of ideas for innovations; and (3) statistical 
tables describing some characteristics of the reported projects. This 
experimental study was conducted in 1971 and 1973. 

$1.05 

13-557 EarnIngs and Work Histories of the 1972 Canadian Labour 
Force. Occasional. Bilingual. 144 pp. 

Analysis of the 1972 earnings of Canadians by work history characteristics 
in conjunction with demographic characteristics. Demographic 
characteristics include sex, age and education. Work history characteristics 
include the number of years in the labour force and the mobility 
experienced between 1967 and 1972. A technical appendix to this report 
contains a multi-variate regression model explaining the male-female 
earnings differential. 

$2.10 

	

13-559 	Income Inequality: Statistical Methodology and Canadian 
Illustration. Occasional. Bilingual. 136 pp. 

Summarizes some of the problems associated with the analysis of income 
inequality and presents a statistical methodology for analyzing data. 
Although largely methodological in nature, it includes some interesting 
data on income inequality in Canada over the last two decades, as well as 
some detailed cross-sectional tabulations related to income inequality in 
1967 and 1971. 

$2.10 

	

13-560 	Household Facilities by Income and Other Characteristics, 
1972. Occasional. Bilingual. 170 pp.  

Presents data on the interrelationships of household incomes and 
household facilities and equipment. This report is based on data from the 
1972 Surveys of Consumer Finances and from Household Facilities and 
Equipment. It contains distributions of households by and within 
household income size groups. by region by household type and other 
characteristics. 

$2.80 

	

13-561 	DIstributional Effects of Health and Education Benefits, 
Canada. 1914. Occasional. Bilingual. 152 pp. 

Presents data on the utilization of and estimated monetary benefits 
accruing from health and educational services analyzed by family income, 
sex, age. life cycle, size of family and area of residence. Based on data from 
the 1975 Survey of Consumer Finances. Int ludes bibliography, definitions, 
discussion of methods, survey questionnaires and lists income-related 
publications. 

$2.10 

	

13-562 	System of National Accounts. FInancial Flow Accounts, 
Volume I. Quarterly Flows, 1962-1975. Occasional. Bilingual. 

506 pp. 

Comprehensive historical record of the Financial Flow Accounts. Includes 
annual matrices and quarterly and annual time series for all sectors and 
subsectors as well as for major categories of financial instruments. Reflects 
all revisions and conceptual changes in the Financial Flow Accounts up to 
theend of 1976. 

$7.50 

	

13-563 	System of National Accounts. Financial Flow Accounts. 
Volume II. Annual Flows and Year-end Financial Assets and 
Liabilities. 1961-1976. Occasional. Bilingual. 224 pp. 

Includes matrices for year-end outsiandings and annual flows, as well as 
annual time series for all of the sectors and sub-sectors both in terms of 
annual flows and in terms of financial assets and liabilities outstanding at 
year-end. The data for outstandings cover the period 1961-1976, while 
those for flows cover the period 1962-1976 

$3.50 

I 3-564E A Compendium of Methods of Error Evaluation in Censuses 
and Surveys. Occasional. E. and F. 25 pp. 

Presents methods applicable to the asscsment of the quality of data 
obtained from censuses or surveys and the identification of types and 
sources of error. Types or sources of error discussed include coverage, 
response and measurement, non-response. coding. data capture. edit and 
imputation. sampling and estimation. 

$0.70 

	

13-565 	Household Facilities by Income and Other Characteristics, 
1974. Occasional. Bilingual. 166 pp.  

Examines relationships between household income and household 
facilities and equipment. Based on the 1974 Survey of Consumer Finance, 
contains distributions of households by and within household income size 
groups by region, household type and other characteristics. Includes an 
article on the household facilities of the low income population. definitions, 
methods and questionnaires. 

$2.10 

13-566 Estimating the Value of Household Work in Canada. 1971. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 57 pp. 

Contains descriptions of several methods of estimating the value of 
household work, as well as actual estimates for the year 1971, together 
with a sensitivity evaluation to test the reliability of these estimates. 

$1.05 

	

13-567 	Household Facilities by Income and Other Characteristics, 
1978, Occasional. Bilingual. 104 rip.  
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This report is based on the data from the 1978 Surveys of Consumer 
Finances and of Household Facilities and Equipment. Content is the same 
as publication 13-565 except that there is no feature article. 

$7.00 

	

13-568 	Fixed Capital Flows and Stocks. 1926-1978. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 348 pp. 

Presents by industry (manufacturing and non-manufacturing) in current 
and constant ( 197 1 ) dollars: estimates of capital formation, capital 
consumption allowances and mid-year capital stock from 1926; non-
residential investment expenditures from 1871; price indices for capital 
expenditure on plant and equipment from 1871 (1971 = 100). Contains a 
list of CANSIM matrices, related publications and an explanatory 
introduction. 

$525 

	

13-571 	Subprovincial Changes in the Labour Force by Industry. 1961- 
1971. Occasional. Bilingual. 85 pp. 

This publication contains Industry-mix/regional share measures of labour 
force change, by industry and subprovincial region. The measures were 
calculated from census statistics for the years 1961 and 1971. A separate 
table shows the measures for regions containing census metropolitan areas. 
Appendices show the definition of regions and formula used to compute 
the measures. The publication also contains a list of references to related 
studies. 

13-573 Employment by Domestic and Foreign Controlled Enterprises 
in Canada. 1975. Occasional. Bilingual. 45 pp. 

This study is the first comprehensive analysis of the degree of foreign 
control of Canadian industry based on establishment statistics. Covering 
eight industry sectors it is also the first comprehensive comparison of 
industrial integration and diversification of domestic and foreign 
controlled business enterprises in Canada. The report also provides 
detailed industrial employment and earnings estimates. 

$6.00 

14: ProductIvity Studies 

	

14-201 	Aggregate Productivity Measures. Annual. Bilingual. 46 pp. 
First Issue, 1946-1965. (ISSN 0317-7882).  

Indexes of output per person employed and per man-hour, and indexes of 
unit labour costs for all commercial industries as well as industry 
groupings, including commerical goods-producing industries, commercial 
service-producing industries, agriculture and manufacturing. Also 
comparisons with corresponding U.S. official measures where available. 

S6.00 

15: Input-Output Tables 

I 5-508E The Input-Output Structure or the Canadian Economy, 1961-
1974. Occasional. E. and F. 412 pp. 

Contains the accounting framework, classification system and some 
definitions used for the input-output tables. The report describes the input-
output model used for the impact tables and contains inputs, outputs, final 
demand and impact tables at two levels of aggregation. Sand M. for each 
of the years from 1961 to 1974. An additional feature of this publication is 
the presentation of seven distinct margins (trade, transport, taxes, etc.) for 
each year at commodity aggregation level M. This report supersedes the 
Input-Output Tables published in the earlier reports (publications 15-501, 
15-502, 15-505 and 15-506). Data from 1971 and onwards will be 
available in the forthcoming annual publication 15.20 I. 

$6.00 

I 5-509E The Input-Output Structure of the Canadian Economy in 
Constant Prices, 1961-1974. Occasional, E. and F. 494 pp. 

This volume presents the input-output tables for the years 1961-1974 
valued at constant prices. Two series of tables are presented: one series 
presents the years 1961-1971 calculated in constant 1961 prices; the other 
series presents the years 1961-1974 calculated in constant 1971 prices. 
Make (Output), Use (Input) and Final Demand Matrices at two levels of 
aggregation, Small and Medium, are given. A description of the accounting 
framework and of the deflation process is included. The volume is a 
companion to The Input-Output Structure of the Canadian Economy. 
1961-1974(publication 15-508E) which gives the corresponding tables at 
current prices as well as a more complete description of input-output 
accounting conventions. This report supersedes The Input-Output 
Structure of the Canadian Economy in Constant 1961 Prices, 1961-71 
(publication IS-SOlE). Data from 1971 and onwards will be included in 
the forthcoming annual publication 15-202. 

$7.50 



2: PRIMARY INDUSTRIES 

21: Fariti Income, Values and Getioral Production 	 22: Fariti Crops 

21 -0() I 	Farm Cash Receipts. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 16 pp. First 	22-002E Field Crop Reporting Series. Seasonal. E. and F. Up to 12 pp. 
Issue, 1937. ( ISSN 0703-7945), 	 First Issue, 1922. (ISSN 0575-8'48). 

I'.iirnates of income received by farmers from the sale of farm products by 
provinces and main commodities, cumulative from January to reference 
iiionih; data for Canada and provinces. See 21-202. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

21-002 	Fsnn Wages in Canada. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 4 pp.  First 
Issue, 1940. ( ISSN 0703-2528). 

Average wage rates for February. May. August and November for all 
provinces except Newfoundland. Includes rates by the hour. day and 
month with and without board and lodging provided by employer. 

$2.50 a copy. $10.00 a year 

21 -202P Farm Net Income, Preliminary. Annual-Preliminary. Bilingual. 
63 pp. First Issue. 1976. (ISSN 0706-3113). 

Net income of farm operators from farming operations. Includes detailed 
estimates of farm operating expenses, cash receipts, income in kind and 
estimates of farm debt and capital investment made in the middle of June. 
l),iia available for Canada and Provinces. Available only to subscribers of 
2 1-2(12. 

Free 

2.202 	lana Net Income. Annual. llilingu.il . 24 pp. First Issue, 1940. 
ISSNOO68-712X). 

Net income of farm operators from farming operations. Includes detailed 
estimates of farm operating expenses, cash receipts, income in kind and 
estimates of 'arm debt and capital investment made in the middle of 
I)eceiiiher I )ata availahlc for Canada and provinces. 

$430 

2 l-2(l3 	Index of Farm Production. Annual. Bilingual. 4 pp. First Issue. 
1948. (ISSN 0068.7146). 

Index numbers of the physical volume of agricultural production for 
(,in,rd,i ,iirkf thc prrrs'lnces 

c3.00 

I - 	4 	I landbook of .,'rjtiiIitirriI Statistics. Part 	I. l.iscsluck and 
-tnimal Products, 1871.1973. (kc,isional, Bilitigual. 12() pp. 

lii rir.Ihr'rk of,  major livestock statistical series covering numbers of farms. 
v.tliies. output and disposal, production and disappearance, slaughterings. 
marketings and prices; Canada and the provinces. Data start from the 
carliest year for which records are available. Supersedes 21-508. 

$2.10 

21-515 	Handbook of Agricultural Statistics. Part VII, Dairy 
Statistics. 1920-1973, Occasional. Bilingual. 43 pp. 

Statistical handbook covering the period 1920 to 1973: Canada and 
provinces. The series comprises production at farm and manufacturing 
levels, distribution, farm cash receipts, farm value from dairying, and 
supply-disposition tables, including per capita consumption of dairy 
products. Supersedes 21-513. 

$1.05 

21- Ii 	llandbook of Agricultural Statistics. Part I, Field Crops, 1921- 
1974. Occasional. Bilingual. 189 pp. 

Comprehensive handbook of major statistical series, covering acreage. 
icld, production, farm prices and value from 1971 to 1974; Canada and 

the provinces Supersedes 21.507. $2.80 

Set of 20 reports covering current acreage. seeding. growth and condition 
of crops, progress of harvesting, produetirn and stocks. Titles and release 
dates listed in crop-reporting calendar issued in January each year. Sec also 
22-007, 22-201. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

22-003 	Fruit and Vegetable Production. Seasonal. Bilingual. Up to 28 
pp. First Issue. 1932. (ISSN 038 1-008X). 

Annual estimates of planted acreage and production of principal 
commercially grown vegetables; mushroom statistics, intentions to 
contract, contracted acreages and planted acreages of main processing 
crops: estimated production of principal commercial fruit crops and value 
of production (grower prices). All data shown on provincial basis. See also 
32-2 18. 

$2.50 a copy, $25.00 a year 

	

22-007 	Grains and Oilseeds Review. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 26 pp. 
First Issue, May 1978. (ISSN 07r(6-3555). 

Supply and Disposition of the four tradtional major wheat exporters. 
Canada. Australia. United States and Argentina. Current and historic 
supply and disposition of the principal Canadian grains, wheat, oats, 
barley. rye, flaxseed, rapeseed and corn. Similar data, with exception of 
grain corn, at the Prairie Province farm lesel. Farmers' deliveries of major 
grains, exports to leading markets, prices and domestic processing data. 

$2.50 a copy. $25.00 a year 

	

22-201 	Grain Trade of Canada. Annual. Bilingual. 89 pp. First Issue, 
1918. (ISSNOO72-5358). 

Complete summary of acreage, production of grains, marketing, 
inspections, receipts and shipments, movement within Canada. exports, 
and flour-milling statistics. See also 22.007. 

$7.00 

	

22-202 	Greenhouse Industry. Annual. Bilingual. 32 pp.  First Issue. 
1955. ( ISSN 0527-5369). 

Number of establishments, area under glass. value of sales, flower 
production by type of crops; financial statistics; Canada and the provinces. 

$4.50 

	

22-203 	Survey of Canadian NurserN Trades Industry. Annual. 
Bilingual. 28 pp.  First Issue. 19I9 (ISSN 0318-5184). 

Sales and purchases of fruit and ornamental nursery stock, financial 
statistics. Canada and the provinces. 

$4.50 

	

22-204 	Production and Value of Maple Products. Annual. Bilingual. 5 
pp. First Issue, 1938. (ISSN 0317.9672). 

Production and value of maple syrup and maple sugar, Canada and 
producing provinces. 

$3.00 

23: Farm Lisesiock and Animal Products 

	

23-001 	The Dairy Rcvicw. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 23 pp.  First Issue, 
1932. ISSN 0300.0788). 
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Statistical summary of the dairy situation in Canada and the provinces 	23-207 	Fur Production. Annual. Bilingual. 17 PP. First Issue. 1919. 
including farm sales of milk for fluid and manufacturing purposes, the cash 	 ( lSSNo3lS-787X). 
receipts from farm sales, and production and stocks of creamery butter, 
cheddiircliccse and oihr dairy products and by-products. 	

Production of pelts by provinces with source, wildlifie or ranch raiscd. See 
$2.50 a copy. $25.00 a year 	also 34-213. 

$4.50 

	

23-003 	Production and Stocks of Eggs and Poultry. Monthly. Bilingual. 
lp to 16 pp. First Issue, 1948. (ISSN 0708-4897). 

L'stiiii.its of number of layers, net production and disposition of eggs by 
provinces; estimates of poultry meat supply and disposition at January 1st 
and hens and pullets on farms on July 1st. See also 23-202. 

$2.50 a copy. $25.00 a year 

	

23-004 	Report on Livestock Surveys - Cattle, Sheep. Semi-annual. 
Bilingual. 18 pp.  First Issue, 1949. Last Issue. 1979. (ISSN 
0705-5242). 

Estimates of numbers on farms. January 1 and July I. by provinces. 
Discontinued, last Issue. 1979. See 23-008. 

$0.35 a copy 

	

23-005 	Report on Livestock Surveys - Pigs. Quarterly. Bilingual. 8 pp. 
First Issue, 1947.Last Issue, 1979.(ISSN03I8-7896). 

Estimates of numbers on farms. January I. April 1, July 1 and October I. 
Discontinued, last issue, 1979. See 23-008. 

$0.35 a copy 

	

23-007 	Honey Production. Semi-annual. Bilingual. Up to 4 pp. First 
Issue. 1938. ( ISSN 0319-3799). 

Number of heckeepers and colonies, honey production and value. Canada 
and provinces. 

$3.00 a copy. $6.00 a year 

	

23-008 	Report on Livestock Surveys. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 16 pp. 
First Issue. July 1979. (ISSN 0709-6526). 

Estimates of number of pigs on farms. January I, April 1, July I and 
October I. by province. Estimates of numbers of cattle and sheep on farms 
January I and July 1, by province. Sec also 23-203. 

$4.00 a copy. $16.00 a year 

	

23-202 	Production of Poultry and Eggs. Annual. Bilingual. 20 pp. First 
Issue, 1936.( ISSN (1068-7189). 

Estimates of production and consumption of poultry and eggs. Canada and 
the provinces. See also 23-003. 

$4.50 

	

23-203 	Livestock and Animal Products Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 67 
pp. First Issue. 1909. (ISSN 0068-7154). 

Detailed statistical coverage of livestock population, marketings, meat 
stocks, wool and other animal products. 

$7.00 

	

23-204 	Shorn Wool Production. Annual. Bilingual. 4 pp. First Issue, 
193 I. ( ISSN 052 7-6 179 

Sheep shorn, yield per fleece and total production. 
$3.00 

	

23-205 	Wool Production and Supply. Annual. Bilingual. 2 pp.  First 
Issue. 1939. (ISSN 0300-0265).  

	

23-208 	Report on Fur Farms. Annual. Bilingual. 21 pp.  First Issue, 
1919. (ISSNO3I8-7888). 

Number of fur farms and fur animals, number and value of pelts taken, by 
provinces and kinds; exports and imports. 

$4.54) 

25: Forestry 

	

25-00 I 	PuIpsood and Wood Residue Statistics. Monthly. Bilingual. 
Up w 6 pp. First Issue, 1958.( ISSN 0575-9536). 

Monthly and cumulative data on production, consumption and inventories 
of pulpwood. Canada and the provinces. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

25-201 	Logging. Annual. Bilingual. 28 pp.  First Issue. 1922. (ISSN 
070 l-645X). 

Covers S.I.C. 031. Principal statistics of the logging industry including 
number of establishments, number of employees, salaries and wages. cost 
of fuel and electricity, cost of materials, value of shipments and value 
added. Commodity detail by province on inputs and outputs. Included are 
estimates of total forest production, by products and by province. 

$4.50 

	

25-202 	Canadian Forestry Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 49 pp. First 
lssu. 1959. (ISSN 0575-805X). 

Forest land by type, by tenure; forest inventories of timber by species; 
depletion of forest resources; primary forest production, production on 
farms; principal statistics of the logging, wood, pulp, paper and allied 
industries; shipments and exports of' principal commodities; imports of 
roundwood; Capital and Repair expenditures of the forest industries. 

$6.00 

	

25-505 	Canadian Forestry Statistics, Revised 1974. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 56 pp. 

Historical series covering depletion, primary forest production, shipments 
and principal statistics of the logging industry and principal statistics, 
shipments, value added, exports, etc., for specific forest-based industries 
including some tables with product detail and others by province. includes 
data on l'orest resources for 1973 by province; also explanatory notes and 
lists of related publications. 

$1.05 

26: Mining 

	

26-001 	Asbestos. Monthly. Bilingual. 2 pp.  First Issue, August 1931. 
Last Issuc, December 1978. ( ISSN 0380.5778). 

Mine shipments by grades, by provinces, monthly and cumulative. 
Discontinued, last issue, December 1978. Data available from Energy. 
Mines and Resources Canada. 

$0.15 a copy 

	

26-003 	Copper and Nickel Production. Monthly. Bilingual. 3 pp. First 
Issue, August 1931. Last Issue, December 1978. (ISSN 0380-
6952). 

Production of shorn and pulled wool, exports, imports, domestic 	Production of primary and refined copper; domestic shipments of refined 
disappearance. 	 $3.00 	copper; production of nickel; monthly and cumulative. Discontinued, last 
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issue, December 1978. Data available from Energy. Mines and Resources 	26.204 	Mineral Industries: Principal Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 2 
Canada. 	 pp. First Issue. 1928. ( ISSN 0575-8998). 

$0.15 a copy 

	

26-004 	Cold Production. Monthly. Bilingual. 3 pp. First Issue, August 
1931. Last Issue, December 1979. ( ISSN 0318-7977). 

Production of gold from auriferous quartz and base metal mines, by 
provinces, monthly and cumulative. Discontinued, last issue. December 
1978. Data available from Energy. Mines and Resources Canada. 

$0.15 a copy 

	

26-005 	Iron Ore. Monthly. Bilingual. 3 pp. First Issue, January 1954. 
Last Issue, December 1978. ( ISSN 0318-7969). 

Producers' shipments and stocks of iron ore, by provinces, monthly and 
cumulative. Discontinued, last issue, December 1978. Data available from 
Energy. Mines and Resources Canada. 

$0.15 a copy 

26-006 Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas Production. Monthly. 
Bilingual. Up to 20 pp.  First Issue. August 1931. (ISSN 0702-
6846). 

Production and disposition of crude petroleum and natural gas, by 
provinces, monthly and cumulative. 

S2.50 a copy. $25.00 a year 

	

26-007 	Production of Canada's Leading Minerals. Monthly. Bilingual. 
2 pp. First Issue, January 1930. Last Issue, December 1978. 
(ISSN0008-26l9). 

Statistics on production of leading minerals, monthly and cumulative. 
Discontinued, last issue, December 1978. Data available from Energy. 
Mines and Resources Canada. 

$0.15 a copy 

	

26-009 	SlIver. Lead and Zinc Production. Monthly. Bilingual. 6 pp. 
First Issue. January 1932. Last Issue, December 1978. (!SSN 
0318-7926). 

Production of silver, and production of primary and refined lead and zinc, 
consumption of refined zinc, monthly and cumulative. Discontinued, last 
issue. December 1978. Data available from Energy. Mines and Resources 
Canada. 

$0.15 a copy 

	

26-009 	SaIl. Monthly. Bilingual. 2 pp.  First Issue, August 1931. Last 
lssu. December 1978. 1 ISSN 0318-8645). 

Production. shipments and stock of producers of salts; monthly and 
cumulative. I)iscontinued, last issue. December 1978. Data available from 
Energy, Mines and Resources Canada. 

$0.15 a copy 

	

26-201 	General Reiew of the Mineral Industries. Annual. Bilingual. 
70 pp. First Issue, 1949. ISSN 0575-8645). 

Comprehensive final statistics of the mining industry, including production 
and value of minerals by kinds, by provinces; historical tables of values by 
main groups; average prices of leading minerals; principal statistics by 
main groups, by provinces. 

$7.00 

	

26-202 	Canada's Mineral Production. Preliminary Estimate. An nual. 
Bilingual. 19 pp.  First Issue. 1927. ( ISSN 0380-7797).  

Number of mines, wells, quarries. emploecs. salaries and wages, cost of 
process supplies and fuel, and net value added by processing. by main 
groups, by provinces. 

$3.00 

The individual industry reports 26-205 to 26-222. excluding 218. present 
statistics on number of mines or plants, average number 01' employees. 
salaries and wages, cost of fuel and electricity. cost of materials and gross 
selling value of products. with comparative totals for earlier years for 
Canada and breakdown by provinces. Further detail is also given on the 
number of wage-earners by sex, by months; fuel by kinds and electricity 
used, quantity and cost; quantity and costs of various materials used; 
various products shipped, with selling value at works and quantity. 

	

26-205 	Asbestos Mines. Annual. Bilingual. 10 pp.  First Issue, 1930. 
(ISSN 0391-9728). 

Covers S.I.C. 071. 
$4.50 

	

26-206 	Coal Mines. Annual. Bilingual 47 pp.  First Issue. 1917. (ISSN 
0705-436X). 

Covers S.I.C. 061. 
$6.00 

	

26-207 	Contract Drilling For Petroleum and Other Contract Drilling. 
Annual. Bilingual. 14 pp.  First Issue, 1939. Last Issue, 1976. 
(ISSNO3I8-884l ). 

Covers S.I.C. 096.098. Discontinued, last issue. 1976. 
$0.70 

	

26-208 	Feldspar and Quartz Mines. \nnual. Bilingual. 12 pp.  First 
Issue, I927.(ISSN03I9-4957) 

Covers SIC. 0792. 
$4.50 

	

26-209 	Gold Quartz and (opper-Gold-Silser Mines. Annual. Bilingual. 
26pp. First Issuc. 1927.) ISSN (1390-4968). 

Covers S.I.C. 051.052.0591. 
$4.50 

	

26-2 10 	Iron Mines. Annual. Bilingual 8 pp.  First Issue. 1956. (ISSN 
0575-8958). 

Covers S.I.C. 0511. 
$3.00 

	

26-211 	Nickel'Copper Mines. Annual Bilingual. 12 pp.  First Issue, 
1927. (ISSN 038(1-0792). 

Covers S.I.C. 0592. 
S4.50 

	

26-212 	Peat Industry. Annual. Bilingu.il . 8 pp.  First Issue. 1942. (ISSN 
0380.0806. 

Covers SIC. 072. 
$3.00 

Early estimates (released at first of January) of mineral production by 	26-2 13 	The Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas Industry. Annual. 

classes, by provinces; quantities and values. 	 $4.50 	 Bilingual. 38 pp.  First Issue. 1926. ( ISSN 0068-7103). 	$6.00 
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26-214 	Salt Mines. Annual. Bilingual. 9 pp. First Issue. 1927. (ISSN 26-219 	Miscellaneous Metal Mines. Annual. Bilingual. 25 pp. First 
0575-9641 ). Issuc, 1927. ( ISSN 0575-9048). 

Covers S.I.C. 0793 Covers S.I.C. 0595, 0599. 

$4.50 $4.50 

26-215 	Sand and Gravel Pits. Annual. Bilingual. 	IS pp. First Issue. 26-220 	Miscellaneous Non-metal Mines. Annual, Bilingual. 19 pp. 

1926. (ISSN 0575-9654). First Issue. 1927. ( ISSN 0380-6952). 

Covers S.I.C. 0794.0799. 
Covers S.I.C. 087. $4.50 

$4.50 

26-221 	(;ypsuln Mines. 	Annual. 	Bilingual. 	9 	pp. 	First 	Issuc, 1960. 
26-216 	Silver-Cobalt Mines and Silver-Lead-Zinc Mines. Annual. (1SSN0380-07%4). 

Bilingual. 16 pp. First Issue. 1927. ( ISSN 0703-7406). 

Covers S.I.C. 073. 
Covers SIC. 0593.0594. $4341 

$4.50 

26-222 	Potash Mines. Annual. Bilingual. 8 pp. First Issue. 1974. (ISSN 
26-217 	Stone Quarries. Annual. Bilingual. 21 	pp.  First Issue, 	1926. 0382-4020). 

(ISSN 0575-9846). 
Covers S . I . C. 0794. 

Covers S.I.C. 083. See also 44-213. 	 $4.50 $3.00 
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Description or Reports 

Publications listed under "Manufacturing" relate to Division 5 of the 
Standard Industrial Classification. 

These publications consist of a large number of reports, some of which 
provide summarized and analytical information for manufacturing as a 
whole and others which provide detailed information on individual 
manufacturing industries or on various commodities. 

Although titles of the various reports are broadly indicative of the subject 
matter covered, explanatory notes have been included under title headings 
where necessary. Such notes are generally restricted to reports dealing with 
the manufacturing industries as a whole (sub-group 31) and to those 
publications dealing with commodities. The reports on individual 
industries are generally similar to each other in character and include such 
principal statistics as: number of establishments, number and type of 
employees and their salaries and wages, cost of fuel and electricity, value of 
shipments of goods of own manufacture, and value added. Comparative 
statistics arc given for Canada for earlier years and for the preceding year 
for provinces. Also shown are the value and, where applicable, quantities 
of major products shipped and purchased materials used by establishments 
classified to the industry. Some reports also show total manufacturers' 
shipments of relevant commodities without regard to industry of origin. 
but this is given comprehensively for all commodities in an annual report 
on products shipped by Canadian manufacturers. 

Primarily due to the fact that annual surveys cannot be initated until the 
end of the calendar year and to the time required to collect edit and 
compile extensive data, most annual industry reports are not available until 
a year or more after the end of the year of survey. 

In addition there are a large number of publications which are published 
more frequently than once a year and which contain current information 
on commodities (generally shipments, production or consumption). 
Although not exactly suitable to industry analyses. except in the case of 
one-industry commodities, they have proven to be most useful in 
commodity analyses. 

Current estimates of the value of shipments, inventories and orders for 
manul'acturing industries in total, numerous sub-aggregations and selected 
industries are issued monthly. They are based on a sample survey of 
establishments representing about 75% of the shipments, determined from 
the Census of Manufactures. 

31: General Sursey 

31-001 	Insentorles. Shipments and Orders in Manufacturing 
Industries. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 94 pp.  First Issue. 
February 1947. (ISSN 0701-7367). 

Estimated values of manufacturers' shipments. inventories and orders by 
months; Canada totals, durable and non-durable goods industries, major 
groups and selected individual industries as defined by the Standard 
Industrial Classification; also grouped by an economic use classification; 
shipments totals by province and major groups within provinces; inventory 
to shipments ratios; concepts and methods. Principal series also shown 
after adjustment for seasonal variation. 

$3.00 a copy, $30.00 a year 

31-OOlS Insentories, Shipments and Orders in Manufacturing 
Industries. Annual Supplement. Bilingual. 54 pp.  First Issue. 
1976-1978. ( ISSN 0225-3712). 

Three years of estimated monthly values of shipments in manufacturing 

industries by industry group within provinces, and shipments, inventories 
and orders values in selected individual industries. The earliest 12 months 
of data in each series have been adjusted to annual census of manufactures 
benchmark data fi.r that year. Estimated values for the subsequent 24 
months link benchmark year estimates with those in current issues of 
publication 31-001. Monthly series of benchmark year data for 1970 to 

1975 are contained in 31-519. 31-520 and 31-521. Available only to 
subscribers to 31-001. 

Free 

31-003 	Capacity Utilization Rates in Canadian Manufacturing. 
Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 56 pt•  First Issue. 1961-1976. (ISSN 
0700-1517). 

Presents capacity utilization rates for Canadian manufacturing by major 
group according to the 1970 Standard Industrial Classification, as well as 
aggregates for durable, non-durable and total manufacturing. The series 
are an analytical extension of the capital stocks series presented in 
publication 13-211. Fixed Capital Flows and Stocks. 

$5.00 a copy. $20.00 a year 

31-203 	Manufacturing Industries of Canada: National and Proincial 
Areas. Annual. Bilingual. 227 pp  First Issue. 1949. ( ISSN 0382-
4144). 

Principal statistics for Canada and provinces by industries and industry 
groups. Historical and other tabulations. Includes data by type of 
organization and size ofestablishment starting in 1977 issue. 

$15.00 

31-209 	Manufacturing Industries of (anada: Sub-prosinclal Areas. 
Annual. Bilingual. 351 pp.  First Issue. 1946. (ISSNO3K2-40l2). 

Detailed small area data. Total, industry group and industry data for 
counties census metropolitan areas and Census agglomerations, industry 
group data for municipalities and economic regions, size distributions of 
establishments for census metropolitan areas and selected municipalities; 
other tabulations and analyses. 

$20.00 

31-2 II 	Products Shipped by Canadian Ma,iufacturers Annual. 
Bilingual. 158 pp. First Issue. 1961. (ISSN 0575-9455). 

Total Canadian and provincial shipments of products according to the 
Industrial Commodity Classification. \ alue and, where available, 
quantities of shipments. 

$8.00 

31-212 	('onsumption of Containers and Other Packaging Supplies by 
the Manufacturing Industries. Annual. Bilingual. 29 pp.  First 
Issue, 1967.( !SSN 0576-0186). 

Contains consumption data of the manufacturing industries on containers 
by industry, together with a detailed brenkd.wn of such consumption. 

$4.50 

31-401 	Domestic and Foreign Control of Manufacturing. Mining and 
Logging Establishments in Canada. Biennial. Bilingual. 92 pp. 
First Issue. 1969-1970. ( ISSN 0708-4269). 

Establishment data by country of control. i.e., Canada. U.S. and other 
foreign countries, from returns ol'Census ol Manufactures and, beginning 
with the 1974 issue. Censuses of Mines and Logging. Various levels of 
disaggregation industrially and geographically. 

$2.10 

31-402 	Industnal Organization and Concentration in Manulacluring, 
Mining and Logging Industries. Biennitil. Bilingual. 181 pp. 
First Issue, 1970. ( ISSN 031 8-8795). 

Industrial concentration measures for eve n-num hercd years beginning 
1968. with 1965 measures also. Special compilations for enterprises 
classified in their entirety to their principal industry. 	 $2.80 
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31-519 	Inventories, Shipments and Orders in Manufacturing 	groups of commodities listed according to the Industrial Commodity 
Industries. Historical Supplement, 1970.1973. Occasional. 	ClassifIcation and relating shipments by Canadian Manufacturers to 
Bilingual. 66 pp. 	 imports, exports and re-exports in order to provide an indication of the 

apparent market in Canada for the commodities included in the main table 

For content see 31-00 IS. 	 of the report. 

Free 

	

3-520 	Inventories. Shipments and Orders in Manufacturing 
industries. Historical Supplement. 1972-1974. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 51 pp. 

For content see 31-001S. 

Free 

	

31-521 	Inventories. Shipments and Orders in Manufacturing 
Indusiries. Historical Supplement, 1973-1975. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 51 pp. 

For con tent see 3 1-00 IS. 
Free 

	

31-522 	Destination of Shipments of Manufacturers, 1974. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 227 pp. 

Shows for each province of origin, the dollar value of total shipments of 
goods of own manufacture destined to each province and to the export 
market, by tndustry and industry group; for each industry and industry 
group, an origin and destination matrix of manufacturers' total shipments 
of goods of own manufacture by province, with export destination totals; 
for Census Metropolitan areas, destinations of all-industry shipments of 
manufacturers. 

$2.80 

	

31-523 	Structural Aspects of Domestic and Foreign Control in the 
Manufacturing, Mining and Forestry Industries, 1970-1972. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 220 pp. 

Uses establishment-based data to highlight the element of foreign control 
in various structural characteristics of Canadian industry. Examines 
unconsolidated and consolidated enterprises; industrial concentration and 
diversification; and the relative importance of the leading 100. 500 and 
1,000 consolidated enterprises, by industry and controlling country. 
Includes industry and enterprise analyses with illustrative tables; contains 
highlight, introd uction and glossary. 

$2.80 

	

3 1-524 	Inventory Accounting Methods in Manufacturing Industries, 
1975. Occasional. Bilingual. 100 pp. 

Shows accounting methods used to determine the hook value of 
manufacturers' inventory in 1975 and estimates of the relative importance 
of each method. Data are available for individual industries and industry 
groups for each of four inventory categories and total inventory. Also 
shown are estimates of inventory turnover periods by industry and by stage 
of fabrication. Includes an explanation of concepts and methods used. 

$2.10 

	

31-528 	Concepts and Detinitions of the Census of Manufactures. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 118 pp.  

$2.10 

32: Foods. Beverages and Tobacco 

32-001 	Monthly Production of Soft Drinks. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 
3 pp. First Issue, March 1954. (ISSN 0527.575X). 

Prodttciion data for month and cumulative period together with 
comparisons with earlier periods. See also 32-208. 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

32-003 	Grain Milling Statistics. Monthly. Bilingual. 12 pp. First Issue, 
September 1920. Last Issue, February 1979.(ISSN04I0-5389). 

Flour and other mill products; quantities ground, stocks in mills, and 
wheat flour exports. Discontinued, last issue. February 1979. See 22-007 
and 32-214. 

$0.30 a copy 

32-004 	Shipments or Animal and Poultry Feeds. Quarterly. Bilingual. 
Up to 27 pp. First Issue, January 1948. (ISSN 0300-0761). 

Volume of shipments of selected animal and poultry feeds by province of 
origin (previously. Shipments of Prepared Stock and Poultry Feeds, 
monthly, by province of fIrst destination). 

$2.50 a copy, $10.00 a year 

32-006 	Oils and Fats. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 13 pp. First Issue, 
January 1950. ( ISSN 0527.59111. 

Domestic purchases and production of deodorized oils. Manufacturers 
sales ofdeodortzed oils by type, packaged margarine, shortening and salad 
oils. Oilsecd crushings; production and stocks of vegetable oils meal. Data 
on shipments of lard and tallow and stocks of various products were 
discontinued with the December 1978 issue. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

32-010 	Stocks of Fruit and Vegetables. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 12 
pp. First Issue, July 1936. (ISSN 0705-4289). 

Stocks in cold and common storage on first day ofeach month. 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

32-0I I 	Canned and Frozen Fruits and Vegelables. Monthly. Bilingual. 
Up to 8 pp.  First Issue, April 1934. ( ISSN 0702-6528). 

Pack in terms of total cases, and stocks by container size, of selected 
(canned) fruits and vegetables by major geographic area. Pack of selected 
frozen fruits and vegetables. 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

32-012 	Stocks of Frozen Meat Products. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 14 
pp. First Issue, July 1934. (ISSN 0703-7333). 

Concepts and definitions used in the annual Census of Manufactures, with 

	

explanations of recent changes up through the 1977 Census. Sample 1977 	Stocks by kinds in cold storage on first day of each month. Canada, by 

	

cluestionnaires and reporting guide. Harmonization of Industrial 	province. 

	

Commodity Classification and Standard Industrial Classification, showing 	 $2.50 a copy, $25.00 a year 
to which industries commodities serve to classify establishments. 

	

$1.40 	32-013 	The Sugar Situation. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 4 pp.  First Issue, 
July 1920. ( ISSN 0380-8378). 

3 1-529 	Apparent Domestic Availability of Selected Manufactured 
Products, 1975. Occasional. Bilingual. 120 pp. 	 Acquisitions, stocks, production and shipments of raw cane sugar and 

refined cane and beet sugar. Detailed shipments of sugar by type and 

	

Measures the apparent domestic availability for some 800 commodities or 	package size. See also 32.222. 	 $1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 
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32-0 5 	Bread and Other Bakery Products. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 4 
pp. First Issue. March 1963.) ISSN 0575-7967). 

Volume of shipments and total value of bread and plain rolls and buns as 
well as total value of other bakery products at the manufacturers level by 
province of origin. Coverage is a panel of major respondents to the Cenus 
of Manufacturers, S.I.C. 1072. See also 32.203. 

$2.50 a copy. $10.00 a year 

32-020 	Selected Meat and Meat Preparations. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up 
tol pp. First Issue, June 1969. (ISSN 0590.5745). 

Shipments of fresh, frozen and cured meats to domestic market; total 
shipments to domestic and export markets of fresh and frozen poultry, and 
meat preparations (canned and not canned). 

$2.50 a copy. $10.00 a year 

32-022 	Production and Disposition of Tobacco Products. Monthly. 
Bilingual. Up to 2 pp. First Issue. January 1972. (ISSN 0708-
336X). 

Monthly and cumulative production. sales and inventory of cigarettes, 
cigars, cut tobacco. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

32-023 	FruIt and Vegetable Preservation Service Bulletin. Service 
Bulletin. Bilingual. Up to 8 pp.  First Issue, January 1973. (ISSN 
0380-5042). 

Annual seasonal pack of selected individual canned and frozen fruits and 
vegetables, by major region, by container size at the Canada level. Fresh 
acquirements of fruits used in processing. 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

32-024 Production and Inventories of Process Cheese and Instant 
Skim Milk Powder. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 2 pp.  First Issue. 
October 1972. (ISSN 0705-551 X). 

Monthly and cumulative production and inventory of packaged instant 
skim milk powder and process cheese with previous year's comparative 
data. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

32-025 	Production and Stocks of lea. Coffee and Cocoa. Quarterly. 
Bilingual. lip to 2 pp.  First Issue, April 1979. (ISSN 0709-
2768). 

Production and stocks of tea and coffee. Stocks and grindings of cocoa 
beans. 

$2.50 a copy. $10.00 a year 

32-026 	Production of Biscuits and (ones. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 2 
pp. First Issue, April 1979 (ISSN 0708.7551). 

Production ol selected biscuits and ice cream cones. 
$2.50 a copy. $10.00 a year 

(Sec 3: Manufacturing; Description of reports. for general description of 
annual publications 32-202 io32-228. incTusive.) 

32-202 	Biscuit Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. II pp. First Issue. 
1920. (ISSN 0527.4826). 

Covers S.I.C. 1071. 
$4.50 

32.203 	Bakeries. Annual. bilingual. 16 pp. First Issue. 1918. (ISSN 
0527-480X1. 

Covers S.I.C. 1072. 	 $4.50  

32-205 	Breweries, Annual. Bilingual. 14 pp.  First issue, 1919. (ISSN 
0527-4869). 

Covers S.I.C. 1093. 
$4.50 

32-206 	DistIlleries. Annual. Bilingual. 13 pp. First Issue, 1918. (ISSN 
0527-5024). 

Covers S.I.C. 1092. 
$4.50 

32-207 	Wineries. Annual. Bilingual. 12 pp. First Issue, 1919. (ISSN 
03 84-4854). 

Covers S.I.C. 1094. 
$4.50 

32-208 	Soft Drink Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 15 pp.  First Issue. 
1920. ( ISSN 0527-6217). 

Covers S.I.C. 1091. 
$4.50 

32-209 	Dairy Products Industry. Annual. Bilingual. 21 pp.  First Issue, 
I917.(ISSN03I8-271 I). 

Covers S.I.C. 104. 
$4.50 

32-2 13 	Confectionery Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 13 pp. First 
Issue. 1918. ( ISSN 0575-8246) 

Covers S.I.C. 1081. 
$4.50 

32-2 14 	Feed Industry. Annual. Bilingual. 26 pp.  First Issue, 1930. 
(ISSN 0700-0073). 

('oversS.l.C, 106. 
$4.50 

32-2 16 	Fish Products Industry. Annu,il. Bilingual. 14 pp. First Issue, 
1949. (1SSN0527-5I72). 

Covers SIC. 102. 
$4.50 

32-217 	Stocks of Food Commodities in Cold Storage and Other 
Warehouses. Annual. Bilingual 17 pp. First Issue. 1936. (ISSN 
0527-6268). 

Summary tables of stocks of dairy products. poultry and red meats and 
fruits and vegetables by months and by provinces. Sec also 32-012. 

$4.50 

32-2 18 	Fruit and Vegetable Processing Industries. Annual. Bilingual. 
29 pp. First Issue. 1918. (ISSN 384-4420). 

Covers S.I.C. 103. 
$4.50 

32-220 	Fstimatcs of Production and Disappearance of Meats. Annual. 
Bilingual. 17 pp. First Issue, 192. (1SSN0575-8440). 

Annual and live-year averages of production, imports, exports and 
apparent domestic disappearance, by kinds of meat. 	 $430 
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32-221 	Slaughtering and Meat Processors. Annual. Bilingual. 17 pp. 	(See 3: Manufacturing; I)escription of reports, for general description of 

First Issue. 1917. ( ISSN 0384-4951). 	 annual publications 33-202 to 33-206. inclusive.) 

Covers SIC. 1011. 	 33-202 	Leather Tanneries. Annual. Bilingual. 10 pp. First Issue. 1918. 

$450 	 (ISSN 0384-3270). 

C,vrs Si C 77 
32-222 	Cane and Beet Sugar Processors. Annu.il. Bilingual I I pp. First 

Issue, 1918. (ISSN 0384-2843). 

Covers S.I.C. 1082. 
$4.50 

32.223 	Vegetable Oil Mills. Annwd Bilingual II pp. First Issuc, 1918. 
(ISSN 0527-6403). 

Covers S.I.C. 1083. 
$4.50 

32-224 	Miscellaneous Food Processors. Annual. Bilingual. 21 pp. First 
Issue, 1918. (ISSN 0384-3696). 

Covers SIC. 1089. 
$4.50 

32-225 	Tobacco Products Industries. Annual. Bilingual. 17 pp. First 
Issue, 1918. ( ISSN 0300-0249). 

CoversSj.C. 151, 153. 
$4.50 

32-226 Apparent Per Capita Food Consumption in Canada. Annual. 
Bilingual. 89 pp.  First Issue. 1935. (ISSN 0708-2657). 

Supply and disposition of food in Canada with per capita disappearance 
estimates in retail and product weights. Also includes nutrition values and 
food price indexes. 

$7.00 

32-227 	Poultry Processors. Annual. Bilingual. 13 pp.  First Issue, 1960. 
(ISSN 0575-9366). 

Covers SIC. 1012. 
$4.50 

32-228 	Flour and Breakfast Cereal Products Industry. Annual. 
Bilingual. 15 pp.  First Issue. 1970. (ISSN 0700-0324). 

Covers S.I.C. 105. 
$4.50 

33: Leather and Rubber Products 

33-002 	Footwear Statistics. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 7 pp. First Issue, 
January 1926. ( ISSN 0380-707X). 

Production of footwear, by type, by shoe factories in Canada. Commencing 
with the January 1979 issue the survey no longer publishes data provided 
by the Rubber Association of Canada on water proof and canvas footwear. 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

33-003 	Consumption, Production and Inventories of Rubber. Monthly. 
Bilingual. Up to 4 pp.  First Issue, March 1947. (ISSN 0008-
2651). 

Production and inventories of rubber in Canada. Consumption of rubber 
by type and by end product. Less commodity detail after December 1978. 
See also33-206. 	 $1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

$6.00 

33-203 	Shoe Factories and Boot and Shoe Findings Manufacturers. 
Annual. Bilingual. 18 pp.  First Issue. 1918. (ISSN 0384-4986). 

CoversS.I.C. 174. 1792. 
$4.50 

33-205 	Miscellaneous Leather Products Manufacturers. Annual. 
Bilingual. II pp.  First Issue. 1920. ( ISSN 0384-4811). 

Covers S.I.C. 1799. 

$4.50 

33-206 	Rubber Products Industries. Annual. Bilingual. 17 pp.  First 
Issue, 1919.) ISSN 0300-0214). 

CovcrsS.l,C. 1623, 1624, 1629. 
$4.50 

34: Textiles and Apparel 

(See 3: Manufacturing; Description of reports, for general description of 
annual publications 34-202 to 34-222. inclusive.) 

34-202 	Canvas Products and Cotton and Jute Bags Industries. Annual. 
Bilingual. 21 pp.  First Issue. 1932. (ISSN 0700-0278). 

Covers SIC. 1871. 1872. 
$4.50 

34-203 	Cordage and 'I'wine Industry. Annual. Bilingual. II pp. First 
Issue, 1919. (ISSN 0527-4990). 

Covers S.I.C. 184. 

$4.50 

34-205 	Cotton Yarn and Cloth Mills. Annual. Bilingual. 12 Pp. First 
Issue, 19I8.(1S5N0527-5016). 

Covers S.I.C. 181. 
$4.50 

34-208 	Man-made Fibre Yarn and Cloth Mills. Annual. Bilingual. 29 
pp. First Issue. 1921. (ISSN 0300-3795). 

Covers S.I.C. 1831, 1832. 
$4.50 

34-209 	Wool Yarn and Cloth Mills. Annual, Bilingual. 12 pp.  First 
Issue, 1918.(ISSN0300-1202). 

CoversS.l.C. 182. 
$4.50 

34-2 IC 	Miscellaneous Textile Industries. Annual, Bilingual. 50 pp. 
First Issue. 1949. (ISSN 0300-0257). 

Covers S.I.C. 1891 to 1894. 1899. Thread mills; narrow fabric mills; 
embroidery, pleating and hemstitching; textile dyeing and finishing plants; 
and miscellaneous textiles, n.e.s. Sec also 34-222. 	 $6.00 
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S4.50 35-2 10 	Coffin and Casket Industry. Annual. Bilingual. II pp. First 

35: Wood and Furniture Products 	
Issue, 1960.( ISSN 0527-4915). 

Covers S.I.C. 258. 

34-212 	Foundation Garment Industry. AnnOal. Bilingual. II pp. First 
Issue, 1920.( !SSN 0384.2967). 

Covers S.I.C. 248. 
$450 

34-213 	FurGoods Industry. Annual. Bilingual. 13 pp. First Issue. 1921. 
(ISSN 0384-2940). 

Covers S.I.C. 246. 
$4.50 

34.215 	Knitting Mills. Annual. Bilingual. 50 pp.  First Issue, 1918. 
(ISSN 0384-3343). 

CoversS.I.C. 231, 2391. 2392. 
$6.00 

34-216 	Men's Clothing Industries. Annual. Bilingual. 29 pp.  First Issue, 
1918,  (ISSN 0527-5679). 

Covers S.I.C. 2431.2432. 
$4.50 

34-217 	Women's and Children's Clothing Industries. Annual. 
Bilingual. 39 pp.  First Issue, 1918. ( ISSN 0384-4498). 

Covers S.I.C. 2441, 2442. 245. 
$6.00 

34-218 	Miscellaneous ('lothing industries. Annual. Bilingual. 37 pp. 
First Issue, 1949.( ISSN 0384-3769). 

Covcrs S.I.C. 175. 2491. 2492, 2499. 

35-003 ProductIon. Shipments and Stocks on Hand of SawmIlls In 
British Columbia. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 10 pp.  First Issue, 
January 1947. (ISSN 0708-3513). 

Production, shipments and stocks on hand of sawn lumber by kinds of 
wood; of sawmills in British Columbia. 

S2.50 a copy. $25.00 a year 

35-006 Quarterly Shipments of Office Furniture Products. Quarterly. 
Bilingual. Up to 3 pp.  First Issue, March 1972. (ISSN 0701-
7898). 

Manufacturers' shipments of selected offitc furniture products, including 
wooden and metal furniture, record equipment and systems. Quarterly and 
cumulativc. 

$2.50 a copy. $ 10.00 a year 

(See 3: Manufacturing; Description of reports, for general description of 
annual publications 35-204 to 35-214, inclusive.) 

35-204 	Sawmills and Planing Mills and Shingle Mills. Annual. 
Bilingual. 56 pp. First Issue. 191 '. (ISSN 0318-7128). 

CoversS.l,C. 2511.2513. 
$6.00 

35-205 	Sash. Door and Other Millwork Plants. Annual. Bilingual. 35 
pp. First lssu. 1917. (ISSN 0384-4560). 

Covers S.I.C. 2541, 2543. Includes individual industry reports for 
manufacturers of prefabricated buildings and manufacturers of kitchen 
cabinets. 

$6.00 

$4.50 	35-206 	Veneer and Plywood Mills. Annual. Bilingual. 12 pp. First Issue. 
1944.(ISSN 0316-3946). 

34-219 	Felt and Fibre Processing Mills. Annual. Bilingual. 25 pp.  First 
Issue. 1960. ( ISSN 0700-0731). 	 Covers S.I.C. 252. 

Covers S.I.C. 1851. 1852. 
$450 	35-208 	Miscellaneous Wood industries. Annual. Bilingual. 17 pp. First 

Issue, 1960. (ISSN 0575-9056). 

$4.50 

34-221 	Carpet. Mat and Rug Industry. Annual. Bilingual. 12 pp.  First 
Issue. 1960. (ISSN 0527-4893). 

Covers S.I.C. 186. 
$4.50 

34-222 	AutomobIle Fabric Accessories Industry. Annual. Bilingual. II 
pp. First Issue, 1970.(ISSN0700-0588). 

Covers SIC. 188. 

Covers S.I.C. 2591, 2592, 2593. 
$4.50 

35-209 	Wooden Box Factories. Annual. Bilingual. II pp. First Issue, 
1960. (ISSN 0576.0070). 

Covers S.I.C. 256. 
$4.50 

35-001 	Construction Type Plywood. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 8 pp. 
First Issue. January 1953. (ISSN 0708-6229). 

Production, domestic and export shipments and month-end stocks of 
construction type plywood; monthly and cumulative. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

35-002 	ProductIon. Shipments and Stocks on Hand of Sawmills East 
of the Rockies. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 9 pp.  First Issue. 
January 1946. (ISSN 0380.464X). 

Production, shipments and stocks of sawn lumber by kinds of wood; of 
sawmills east of Rockies; provincial totals. 	$2.50 a copy. $25.00 a year 

S4.50 

35-211 	Household Furniture Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 20 pp. 
First Isuc, 1960. ( ISSN 0300- 1199). 

Covers S.I.C. 2611,2619. 
$4.50 

35-2 12 	0111cc Furniture Manufacturers. Annual, Bilingual. 13 pp. First 
Issue, 1960. (ISSN 0384-4080). 

Covers S.I.C. 264. 	 $4.50 
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35-213 	Miscellaneous Furniture and Fixtures Ma,iufacturers. Annual. 
Bilingual. 16 pp.  First Issue. 1960. (ISSN 0300-0222). 

Covers SIC, 266. 

$4.50 

35-214 	Ilectric Lamp and Shade Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 10 
pp. First Issue. 1960. (ISSN 0384-4161 

Covers S.I.C. 268. 

$4.50 

36: Paper Products and Printing 

36-001 	Hardboard. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 3 pp. First Issue, January 
1953. (ISSNO3I8-7904). 

Production, domestic and export shipments of tempered or treated and not 
tempered or treated hardboard, and scmi-hardboard. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

36-002 	Rigid Insulating Board. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 6 pp.  First 
Issue, January 1933. (ISSN 0318-7934). 

Production, domestic and export shipments of building board, asphalted 
sheathing board, and roof insulating board. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

36-003 	Particle Board. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 3 pp. First Issue, July 
1965.(ISSN 0318-7950). 

Production, domestic and export shipments of particle board and wafer 
board, monthly and cumulative. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

36-004 Corrugated Boxes and Wrappers. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 2 
pp. First Issue, September 1975. (ISSNO38O-7037). 

Manufacturers' shipments of corrugated boxes and wrappers by regions, 
monthly and cumulative. 	 $1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

(See 3: Manuticturing; Description of reports, for general description of 
annual publications 36-203 to 36-214. inclusive.) 

	

36-203 	Printing. Publishing and Allied Industries. Annual. Bilingual. 57 
pp. First Issue, 1920. ( ISSN 0575.9412). 

Covers S.I.C. 286 to 289. 

$6.00 

	

36-204 	Pulp and Paper Mills. Annual. Bilingual. 22 pp.  First Issue, 
1917.(1SSN0384-4633). 

Covers SIC. 271. 
$4.50 

	

36-205 	Asphalt Rooting Mauiufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. II pp. First 
Issue, 1929. (ISSN 1)384-2746). 

Covers S.I.C. 272. 

$4.50 

	

36-206 	Miscellaneous Paper Converters. Annual. Bilingual. 17 pp. 
First Issue, 1920. ( ISSN 0527.5725). 

Covers SIC. 274. 

$4.50 

	

36-207 	Paper and Plastic Bag Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 14 pp. 
First Issue, 1960. ( ISSN 0575-9293). 

Covers S.I.C. 2733. 
$4.50 

	

36-2 13 	Corrugated Box Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 13 pp.  First 
Issue. 1961. (ISSN 0384-465X). 

Covers S.I.C. 2732. 
$4.50 

	

36-214 	Folding Carton and Set-up Box Manufacturers. Annual. 
Bilingual. 12 pp. First Issue, 1961. (ISSN 0384-4676). 

Covers S.I.C. 2731. 
$4.50 
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41: PrImary Metals (Manufactured) and Fabricated Metal Products 	Covers S.I.C. 296. 
$4.50 

41-001 	Primary Iron and Steel. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 25 pp.  First 
Issuc. Janu.iry 1946. (ISSN 0380-7851). 	 41-207 	Fabricated Structural Metal Industry. Annual. Bilingual. II pp. 

First Issue, 1930. ( ISSN 0527-5091). 
Furnace charges, production and shipments of pig iron and lerro-alloy, and 
steel ingots and castings; production and disposition of rolled steel 	Covers S.I.C. 302. 
products. 	 $4.50 

$2.50 a copy. $25.00 a year 

	

4 1-002 	Steel Ingots and Pig Iron. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 2 pp.  First 
Issue. June 1938.(ISSN0380-0814). 

Production of steel ingots and pig iron by months for a three-year period; 
annual figures for ten years. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

41-006 	Steel Wire and Specified Wire Products. Monthly. Bilingual. 
Up to 5 pp.  First Issue, April 1949. ( ISSN 0380-0822). 

Production and shipments of steel wire, wire fencing. nails and staples. 
$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

	

41-010 	MInerals Sersice Bulletin. Service Bulletin. Bilingual.2 pp. First 
Issue, March 1972. Last Issue, 1978. (ISSN 0706-2745). 

Consumption of chronic ore, manganese ore, cobalt, molydenum and 
tungsten. ferro-alloys and addition agents, non-metallic minerals, selenium 
and tellurium, antimony and bismuth, unmanufactured tin. Discontinued. 
last issue, 1978. Data available from Energy. Mines and Resources 
Canada. 

$1.50 a copy 

	

41-011 	ProductIon and Shipments of Steel Pipe. Tubing and Fittings, 
Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 5 pp. First Issue, January 1977. (ISSN 
0703-007X). 

Previously published in Primary Iron and Steel (publication 41-001). 
Production, own use and shipments for sale (domestic and export), of steel 
pipe. tubing and fittings. 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

	

41-013 	Cemented Tungsten Carbide Blanks and Tools. Quarterly. 
Bilingual. Up to 2 pp.  First Issue, January 1978. (ISSN 0705-
5684). 

Quarterly dollar value of domestic shipments of cemented tungsten carbide 
blanks and tools. Formerly a monthly publication. 

$2.50 a copy. SI0.00 a year 

	

41-018 	Metals Service Bulletin. Service Bulletin. Bilingual. Up to6 pp. 
First Issue, 1972.( ISSN 0707-9826). 

Consumption of aluminum, lead and zinc, magnesium metal, metallic 
cadmium, metallic mercury, nickel; production and factory shipments of 
grinding halls. 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

(See 3: Manufacturing; Description of reports, for general description of 
annual publications 4 1-2(13 to 4 1-229. inclusive.) 

	

41-203 	Iron and Steel Mills. Annual. Bilingual. 21 pp.  First Issue, 1927. 
(ISSN 0575-884X). 

CoversS.I.('. 291. 
$4.50 

	

41-208 	Hardware, Tool and Cutlery Manufacturers. An nual. Bilingual. 
14 pp.  First Issue. 1927. (ISSN 0575-8696). 

Covers SIC. 306. 
$4.50 

	

41-212 	Scrap Iron and Steel. Annual. Bilingual. 6 pp. First Issue. 1948. 
(ISSN 0380-8238), 

Consumption, imports and exports of scrap iron and steel, for latest five-
year period. 

$3.00 

	

41-214 	Smelling and Refining. Annual Bilingual. 14 pp.  First Issue, 
1927.( ISSN (1527-5717). 

Covers S.I.C. 295. 
$4.50 

	

41-215 	Metal Rolling, ('asting and Fxtniding. Annual. Bilingual. II pp. 
First Issue, 1934. ( ISSN 0575-89iX). 

Covers SIC. 298. 
$4.50 

	

41-2 16 	Wire and Wire Products Manuticturers. Annual. Bilingual. 16 
pp. First Issue. 1927. (ISSN 0576.0062) 

Covers S.I.C. 3051. 3059. 
$4.50 

	

4 1-220 	Steel Pipe and lube Mills. Annual. Bilingual. 9 pp.  First Issue. 
1960. ( ISSN 052 7-6241 ). 

Covers S.I.C. 292. 
$4.50 

	

41-221 	Ornamental and Architectural Metal Industry. Annual. 
Bilingual. 25 pp.  First Issue, 1960. (ISSN 0527-5997). 

Covers S.I.C. 3031. 3039. 
$4.50 

	

41-223 	BoIler and Plate Works. Annual. Bilingual. 12 pp.  First Issue, 
1960. ( ISSN 0527-4842). 

Covers S.I.C. 301. 
$4,341 

	

41-224 	Copper and Copper Alloy Rolling. Casting and Extruding. 
Annual. Bilingual. 9 pp.  First Issue, 1960. (ISSN 0700-1053). 

Covers S.I.C. 297. 
$4.50 

4 1-204 	Aluminum Rolling. Casting and Exlruding. Annual. Bilingual. 	41-225 	Healing Iquipnienl ManuIaciurers, Annual. Bilingual. II pp. 
10 pp.  First Issue, 1920. ( ISSN 0527-477X). 	 First Issue, 1960.( ISSN 0575-870X). 
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Covers S.I.C. 307. 	 Covers S.I.C. 326. 
$4.50 

	

41-226 	Iron Foundries. Annual, Bilingual. 10 pp. First Issue. 1960. 
(ISSN 0527-5458). 

Covers S.I.C. 294. 

$4.50 

	

41-227 	Metal Stamping. Pressing and Coating Industry. Annual. 
Bilingual. 26 pp.  First Issue, 1960. ( ISSN 0527-5687). 

Covers S.I.C. 3041, 3042. 
$4.50 

	

41-228 	Miscellaneous Metal Fabricating Industries. Annual. Bilingual. 
15 pp. First Issue, 1960. ( ISSN 0575-903X). 

Covers S.I.C. 309. 
$4.50 

42: Machinery and Transportation Equipment 

(See 3: Manufacturing; Description of reports. for general description of 
annual publications 42-202 to 42-217. inclusive.) 

	

42-202 	Agricultural Implement Industry. Annual. Bilingual. 12 pp. 
First Issue. 1918. (ISSN 0527-4753). 

Covers S.I.C. 311. 
$4.50 

	

42-203 	Aircraft and Aircraft Parts Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 
10 pp.  First Issue, 1937. (ISSN 0384-2711). 

Covers S.I.C. 321. 
$4.50 

	

42-205 	Boatbuilding and Repair. Annual. Bilingual. II pp. First Issue, 
1920. (ISSN 0527-4834). 

Covers SIC. 328. 
$4.50 

	

42-206 	Shipbuilding and Repair. Annual. Bilingual. II pp. First Issue. 
1937. ( ISSN 0527-6 144). 

Covers S.I.C. 327. 
$4.50 

	

42-207 	Machine Shops. Annual. Bilingual. 14 pp. First Issue, 1937. 
(ISSN 0384-3963). 

Covers S.I.C. 308. 
$4.50 

	

42-209 	Motor Vehicle Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 12 pp. First 
Issue, 1919.(1SSN0575-9I29). 

Covers S.I.C. 323. 
$4.50 

	

42-210 	Motor Vehicle Parts and Accessories Manufacturers. Annual. 
Bilingual. 13 pp.  First Issue. 1926. (ISSN 0527-5857). 

Covers S.I.C. 325. See also 42-217. 
$4.50 

	

42-211 	Railroad Rolling Stock Industry. Annual. Bilingual. 10 pp.  First 
Issue, 1927. (ISSN 0575-9579),  

$4.50 

42.212 	Miscellaneous Vehicle Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 8 pp. 
First Issue, 1920. ( ISSN 0527-5741). 

Covers S.I.C. 329. 

$3.00 

42-2 14 Miscellaneous Machinery and Equipment Manufacturers. 
Annual. Bilingual. 19 pp.  First Issue. 1960. (ISSN 0527-5717). 

Covers SIC. 315. 
$4.50 

42-2 15 	Commercial Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Equipment 
Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. II pp. First Issue, 1960. 
ISSN 052 7-493 I). 

Covers SIC. 316. 
$4.50 

42-2 16 	OffIce and Store Machinery Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 
9 pp.  First Issue, 1960. ( ISSN 052 7-589X). 

Covers S.I.C. 318. 
$4.50 

42.2 Ii 	iruck Body and 'rrailer Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 31 
pp. First Issue. 1960. ( ISSN 0527-6365). 

Covers S.I.C. 3241 to 3243. 
$4.50 

43: Electrical Equipment 

43-001 	Domestic Refrigerators and Freezers. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 
2 pp.  First Issue, January 1946. (ISSN 0380-6081). 

Production, sales by region, and factory stocks. 
$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

43-002 	Domestic Washing Machines and Clothes Dryers. Monthly. 
Bilingual. Up to 2 pp.  First Issue, January 1946. (ISSN 0380-
609X). 

Production, sales by region. and factory stocks. 
$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

43-003 	Specified Domestic Electrical Appliances. Monthly. Bilingual. 
Up to 4 pp. First Issue, January 1958. (ISSN 0410-5907). 

Production, shipments and month-end stocks of specified electric 
appliances, including air space heaters, can openers, coffee-makers, flat 
irons, floor polishers, food mixers, hair dryers, frying pans, kettles, knives, 
toasters, vacuum cleaners, and waffle irons. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

43-005 	Factory Sales of Electric Storage Batteries. Monthly. Bilingual. 
Up to 4 pp. First Issue, January 1935.( ISSN 0380-7061). 

Sales by type, number and value. 
$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

43.009 	Electric Lamps (Light Sources). Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 3 pp. 
First Issue, January 1978. ( ISSN 0705-5530). 

Quantity and value of manufacturer's sales (including imports) of electric 
lamps, by type. 	 $1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 
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rroluction. tactory shipments and tactory stocks, mommy and cumulative. 
$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

44-004 	Mineral Wool. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 2 pp. First Issue, 
January 1950. (ISSN 0380-8203). 

Production and shipments, monthly and cumul,ttive. 
$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

$4.50 

(Sec 3: Manufacturing; Description of reports, for general description of 
43.204 	Manufacturers of Major Appliances (Electric and Non. 	annual publications 44-202 to 44-216, inclusive.) 

electric). Annual. Bilingual. 10 pp.  First Issue, 1960. (ISSN 
0527-5547). 	 44-202 	AbrasIves Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 10 pp.  First 

lssuc,l927.(ISSNO575-785l ). 
Covers S.I.C. 332. 

Covers S.I.C. 357. 
$4.50 

(Sec 3: Manufacturing: Description of reports, for general description of 
annual publications 43-203 to 43-211, inclusive.) 

43-203 	Manufacturers of Small Electncal Appliances. Annual 
Bilingual. 10 pp. First Issue. 1960. (ISSN 0575-8939). 

Covers S.I.C. 331. 

	

43.205 	Manufacturers of Household Radio and Television Receivers. 
Annual. Bilingual. 9 pp. First Issue. 1960. ( ISSN 0527-5520). 

Covers S.I.C. 334. 
$4.50 

43-206 Communications Equipment Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 
12 pp. First Issue, 1960.(ISSN0527-494X). 

Covers S.I.C. 335. 
$4.50 

	

43-207 	Manufacturers of Electrical Industrial Equipment. Annual. 
Bilingual. 17 pp.  First Issue. 1960. ( ISSN 0527.5512). 

Covers S.I.C. 336 
$4.50 

	

43-208 	Battery Manufacturers. Annual, Bilingual. 10 pp.  First Issue, 
1960. (ISSN 0527-48 18). 

Covers S.I.C. 3 39 1. 
$4.50 

	

43-209 	Manufacturers of Electric Wire and Cable. Annual. Bilingual. 
10 pp.  First Issue. 1960. (ISSN 0527-5504). 

Covers S.I.C. 338. 
$4.50 

	

43-210 	Manufacturers of Miscellaneous Electrical Products, Annual. 
Bilingual. 10 pp.  First Issue. 1960. ( ISSN 0527-5555). 

Covers S.I.C. 3399. 
$4.50 

	

43-211 	Manufacturers of Lighting Fixtures. Annual. Bilingual. Il pp. 
First Issue. 1969. ( ISSN 0384-3793). 

Covers SIC. 333. 
$4.50 

44; Non-metallic Mineral Products 

	

44.001 	Cement. Monthly. Bilingual. tJp to 3 pp.  First Issue, August 
1931. ( ISSN 0380-6898). 

Production, shipments, stocks on hand, monthly and cumulative. 
$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

44-003 	Gypsum Products. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 2 pp.  First Issue, 
August 1931. ( ISSN 0380.7223).  

44-204 	Cement Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 10 pp. First Issue, 
1924.( ISSN 0384-2916). 

Covers S.I.C. 352. 
$4.50 

44-205 	Concrete Products Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 21 pp. 
First Issue. 1927. ( ISSN 0382-0971 i. 

Covers S.I.C. 3541. 3542. 
$4.50 

44-207 	Glass and Glass Products Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 
12 pp.  First Issue, 1927.( ISSN 057-8661 ). 

Covers S.I.C. 3561,3562. 
$4.50 

44-209 	Lime Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 10 pp. First Issue, 
I927.( 1SSN0527-5474). 

Covers S.I.C. 358. 
$4.50 

44-2 10 	Miscellaneous Non-metallic Mineral Products Industries. 
Annual. Bilingual. 13 pp. First Issue. 1927.1 ISSN 0381-9256). 

Covers S.I.C. 3599. Mineral Wool Insulation, Gypsum Wallboard and 
Asbestos Products. Foundry supplies (core oil, facings, partings, etc.), 
expanded perlite and vermiculite. 

$4.50 

44-2 II 	Ready-mix Concrete Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 12 pp. 
First Issue. 1960.(1SSN0527-61 IX). 

Covers S.I.C. 355. 
$4.50 

44-2 13 	Stone Products Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 9 pp. First 
Issue. 1960. ( ISSN 0527-6276). 

(iivcrs SIC. 353. 
$4.50 

44-214 	Refraclories Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 9 pp.  First 
Issue, 1960. OSSN 0527.6128). 

Covers S.I.C. 3591. 
$4.50 

44.215 	Clay Products Manufacturers (From Domestic Clays). Annual. 
Bilingual. 10 pp.  First Issue. 1960. ISSN 0700.088X). 
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('over. S I. 35 11. 	 46-210 	Paint and Varnish Manufacturers. Annual. Bilingual. 18 pp. 

	

$4.50 
	

First Issue. 1925. (ISSN 0384-4714). 

44-21 ( 	(lu I'roducts Manufacturers (From Imported (tins). Annual. 
	Covers SIC. 375. 

Bilingual. 10 pp. First Issue. 1960. (ISSN 0575-8203). 	 $4.50 

	

.ico 	46-211 	ManuFa,turers of Plastics and Synthetic Resins. Annual. 
Bilingual. 13 pp.  First Issue. 1949. (ISSN 0575-9633). 

45: I'ctrolcuni and (oat I'rodiicts 
Covers S.I.C. 373. 

4- I I 	.sphaIt Roofing. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 5 pp.  First Issue, 
April 1932. (ISSN 0380-5786). 

J'rodu.. iii and dii nerit by .irca: cxp rt: nionOily and cumulative. 
$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

45-002 	(oat and Coke Statistics. MonthI'. Bilingual. Up to 16 pp.  First 
Issue, June 1921. (ISSN 0380-6847). 

Prod uvinin. imports, exports and disposition of coal by provinces; supply 
and disposition of coke in Canada. See also 26-206. 

$2.50 a copy, $25.00 a year 

45-004 	Refined Petroleum Products. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 28 pp. 
First Issue, January 1946. ( ISSN 0380-8629). 

Crude oil received by refineries (imports by source of supply); refinery 
operations, shipments and inventories by areas. Less commodity detail 
after December 1978. 

$2.50 a copy, $25.00 a year 

45-205 	Petroleum Refineries. Annual. Bilingual. 21 pp. First Issue, 
1918. ( ISSN 0068-7 162 ). 

Covers S.I.C. 3651. 3652. Historical summary and current year's figures on 
principal statistics, including the number of employees, salaries and wages 
paid, fuel and raw materials used and the value of prod ucts shipped; 
dct,iil' olindividual products n_ide md inatert,ils used. 

$4.50 

45.21)7 	\lisccllaiieous t'eirt,lcum and (oat Products Industries. 
Annual. Bilingual. 9 pp.  First Issue, 1952. (ISSN 0384-4757). 

('osers S I C. 369. Principal statistics, including number ot'establishmerus, 
cmii plosees. salaries and wages, cost of fuel and materials, value of 
shipments, md inveniories. 

$4.50 

46: ('hcmnials 

46-001 	Sales of Paints. Varnishes and Lacquers. Monthly. Bilingual. 
Up to 2 pp. First Issue, January 1946. (ISSN 0380-7924). 

Sales classified by outlets, monthly and cumulative. 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

46-002 	Specified Chemicals. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 2 pp.  First Issue, 
April 1958. (ISSNO4IO-5907). 

Production of specified chemicals and synthetic resins monthly and 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

See 1 \ianufacturing; Description of reports, for general description of 
annu,tI publications 46-207 to 46-221. inclusive.) 

46-209 	Manufacturers of Pharmaceuticals and Medicines. Annual. 
Bilingual. II pp. First Issue, 1927.) ISSN 0701-7340). 

('ovcrs SIC. 374. 	 $4.50 

$4.50 

	

46-214 	ManuFacturers of Soap and Cleaning ('onipounds. Annual. 
Bilingual. 14 pp.  First Issue. 1918. ( ISSN 0384-3912). 

Covers S.I.C. 376. 

$4.50 

	

46-215 	Manufacturers of Toilet Preparations. Annual. Bilingual. 10 
pp. First Issue, 1930. (ISSN 0384-3882). 

Covers SIC. 377. 

$4.50 

	

46-2 16 	Miscellaneous Chemical Industries. Annual. Bilingual. 26 pp. 
First Issue, 1927. ( ISSN 0700-0464). 

Covers S.I.C. 3791.3799. 

$4.50 

	

46-2 19 	Manufacturers of Industrial Chemicals. Annual. Bilingual. 26 
pp. First Issue, 1960. (ISSN 0527-5539). 

Covers S.I.C. 3781, 3782, 3783. 

$4.50 

	

46-220 	Manufacturers of Mixed Fertilizers. Annual. Bilingual. 10 pp. 
First Issue. 1960. (ISSN 0090-0397). 

Covers SIC. 372. 

$4.50 

	

46-22 I 	Sales of Toilet Preparations in Canada. Annual. Bilingual. 5 pp. 
First Issue. 1963. ( ISSN 0575-9633). 

Commodity sales of toilet preparations as reported by manufacturers and 
distributors. Contains list of reporting firms. 

$3.00 

47: Miscellaneous Manufactures 

	

47-001 	Production and Shipments of Floor Tiles. Monthly. Bilingual. 
Up to 2 pp. First Issue, January 1948. (ISSN 0706-2281). 

Production and factory shipments, monthly and cumulative. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

47.003 	Papermakers' and Other Felts. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 4 pp. 
First Issue, March 1972. (ISSN 0706-2567). 

Shipments to Canadian and foreign markets of dryer felts and fabrics, wet 
felts and jackets and plastic forming fabrics. Includes data on destination of 
foreign shipments. 

$2.50 a copy, $10.00 a year 

47-004 Production and Sales of Phonograph Records and Pre-
Recorded Tapes in Canada. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 4 pp. 
First Issue, February 1971( 1SSN 0706-229X). 
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Manufacturers' production and distributor's net shipments and sales, by Covers S.I.C. 3911 to 3915. 

region, monthly and cumulative. $6.00 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

47-208 	Plastics Fabricating Industry. Annual. Bilingual. 17 pp.  First 

47-005 	Factory Shipments of High Pressure Decuratie Laminate Issue, 1960.1 ISSN 0384-4196). 
Sheet. 	Quarterly. 	Bilingual. 	I 	pp. 	First 	Issue. 	March 	1978. 
(ISSN 0706-2664). Covers SIC. 165. 

$4.50 
Manufacturcrs'shipments to domestic customers only. 

$2.50 a copy. $10.00 a year 47-209 	Signs and Displays Industry. Annual. Bilingual. 12 pp.  First 
Issue, 1960.( ISSN 0527.6187). 

(See 3: Manufacturing; Description of reports, for general description of 
annual publications 47-204 to 47.211. inclusive.) Covers SIC. 397. 

$430 

47-204 	Sporting Goods and Toy Industries. Annual. Bilingual. 19 pp. 
First Issue, 1925.( ISSN 0575-979X). 47-211 	Jewellery and SiIerware Industry. Annual. Bilingual. 	II pp. 

First Issue, 1961.1 ISSN 0384-3. 1  78). 
Covers S.I.C. 3931. 3932. 

$4.50 Covers SIC. 392. 
$4.50 

47-205 	Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries. Annual. Bilingual. 52 
pp. First Issue. 1930. ( ISSN 0575-90211. 47-212 	Plastic Film (Sheeting & Laydat Tubing) and Coated Products. 

Annual. 	Bilingual. 6 pp. First 	Issue. 	1977. 	Last 	Issue, 	1977. 
Covers S.I.C. 3991 to 3999. (ISSN 0707-7483). 

$6.00 

Production 	and 	shipments 	of 	Plastk 	film 	and 	coated 	products; 

47.206 	Scientific and Professional I'.quipment Industries. Annual. consumption of resins, by type. Discontinud, last issue. 1977. 

Bilingual. 39 pp. First Issue, l960.( ISSN 0384-4242). $0.35 
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51: Air Transportation 	 Presents an integrated set ofCanada-USA air passenger origin- destination 
statistics, and is the result of an agreement between Canada and the Civil 

51-001 	Transcontinental and Regional Air Carrier Operations. 	Aeronautics Board in the USA to exchange data from their respective 

Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 51 pp. First Issue, January 1940. 	surveys. The data may he used to indicate the relative community of 

(ISSN 0380-5263). 	 interest between points in Canada and points in the United States. 

$25.00 

This report represents the activities of the two transcontinental and five 
regional air carriers. It contains information on passengers, miles and hours 
flown, goods and mail carried as well as financial data as to revenue, 
expenses and income derived from the operation of the services rendered 
by these air carriers. 

$3.00 a copy. $30.00 a year 

	

51-002 	Air Carrier Operations in Canada. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 
121 pp.  First Issue, August 1972. (ISSN 0008-2570). 

This publication represents the activities of approximately 750 domestic 
and foreign air carriers operating in Canada. It contains information on 
passengers, miles and hours flown, goods and mail carried as well as 
financial data as to revenue, expenses and income derived from the 
operations of the services rendered by these carriers. 

$6.00 a copy, $24.00 a year 

	

51-003 	International Air Charter Statistics. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 
41 pp.  First Issue. 1970.( ISSN 0705-4297). 

Contains a review of all air charter operations between Canada and other 
countries performed by both Canadian and foreign airlines. 

$5.00 a copy. $20.00 a year 

	

51-004 	Aviation Statistics Centre Service Bulletin. Service Bulletin 
Bilingual. Up to 6 pp.  First Issue. 1968. (ISSN 0068-7057). 

Provides timely statistics on airports, air transport and other aviation, 
produced from surveys conducted by the Aviation Statistics Centre on 
behalf of the Ministry of Transport and the Canadian 'Iransport 
Commission. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

5 1-005 	Air Carrier [raffle at Canadian Airports. Quarterly. Bilingual. 
Up to 215 pp. First Issue, 1976. (ISSN 0701-7928). 

Statistical data relating to the volume of passengers. mail and cargo and 
the number of flights generated by scheduled airlines, as well as 
international charter load information, for the top 50 airports in Canada. 

$7.50 a copy. $30.00 a year 

	

5 1-203 	Air Carrier Traffic at Canadian Airports. Annual. Bilingual. 215 
pp. First Issue. 1968. (ISSN 0705-5781). 

Statistical data and graphs relating to the volume of passengers, mail and 
cargo and the number of flights generated by scheduled airlines as well as 
the total number of aircraft movements, unit toll, other commercial, private 
and/or government flights for the top 25 airports Pn Canada. 

$10.00 

	

5 1-204 	Air Passenger Origin and Destination. Domestic Report 
Annual. Bilingual. 279 pp. First Issue, 1968. (ISSN 0703.2692). 

Provides statistics concerning the volume of domestic air passenger traffic 
generated at Canadian cities, and earned between pairs of Canadian 
points. The data may be used to indicate the relative community of interest 
between Canadian cities. 

$15.00 

	

51-205 	Air Passenger Origin and Destination. Canada - United States 
Report. Annual. Bilingual. 647 pp. First Issue, 1968. ( ISSN 
0705-4343). 

51-206 	Air Carrier Financial Statements.. Annual. Bilingual. 44 pp. 
First Issue, 1970, ( ISSN 0380-5174). 

An annual statistical review of the financial operations of approximately 
700 Canadian air carriers. Statements of income, balance sheets and 
operating expenses are shown in ten tables and four charts. 

$6.00 

5 1-207 	International Air Charter Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 69 pp. 
First Issue. 1974. ( ISSN 0709-3667). 

Contains a review of all air charter operations between Canada and other 
countries performed by both Canadian and foreign airlines. 

$7.00 

5 l-50l 	Aviation in Canada, 1971. A Statistical Handbook of Canadian 
Cisil Aviation, Occasional. Eng. 167 pp. 

This handbook of Canadian aviation comprises an overview of the 
historical background. governmental involvement, and technological 
development of aviation from the beginning of the 20th century to date, as 
well as statistical data on aircraft movements, passenger traffic, commercial 
air services and general aviation activity in Canada during the decade of 
the 1960's. 

$2.00 

52: Rail Transport 

52.001 	Raihsay Carloadings. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 8 pp.  First 
Issue, January 1924. (ISSN 0380-6308). 

Cars and tons of revenue freight loaded in Canada by 70 commodities for 
Class I and 2 railways, showing breakdown between eastern and western 
Canada. Summary tables and charts included. Considered a good indicator 
of current business activity. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

52-003 	Railway Operating Statistics. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 22 pp. 
First Issue, January 1921.( ISSN 0318-5964). 

Report of railway operating finances and traffic and operating statistics for 
six major railways. showing Canadian National and ('anadian Pacific 
operations separately. Contains current and cumulative data. 

$2.50 a copy, $25.00 a year 

52-004 	Railway Transport Sersice Bulletin. Service Bulletin. Bilingual. 
Up to 8 pp. First Issue, April 1971. ( ISSN 0700-2211). 

Approximately 12 issues a year. A statistical service to industry, 
government and other users, devoted to monthly release of summary 
highlights on railway operating statistics and monthly railway carioadings. 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

52-205 	Railway Freight I'raffic. Annual. Bilingual. 353 pp. First Issue, 
1921. (ISSNO3I7-3445). 

Provincial and national data on revenue freight carried by Class I and 2 
railways in Canada. Shows originations, terminations, receipts from and 
deliveries to U.S. rail connections, by 320 SCC-hased commodity classes. 
Also shows net movcment ot traffic to and from regions. $ 10.00 
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Railway Transport. Comprehensive statisucal series on the 	53-006 	Road Transport Service Bulletin. Service Bulletin. Bilingual. Up 

	

operations of all common carrier railways operating in Canada. Report 	 to 8 pp. Fii'st Issue, August 1971 (ISSN 0702-8121). 
published in six parts as follows: 

52-207 	Railway Transport. Part 1, Annual. Bilingual. 51 pp.  First Issue. 
1919. (ISSN 0706-2028). 

Comparative sum mary statistics covering latest five-year period. 
Aggregates for all railways including, for the most part, information 
contained in Parts li-v. Also includes accidents statistics. 

$6.00 

52-208 	Railway Transport. Part II. Annual. Bilingual. 33 pp. First 
Issue, 1919. (ISSN 0706.2044). 

Financial statistics including income account, balance sheet, and tax 
accruals for all railways and separately for nine largest individual railways 
in Canada. 

$6.00 

52-209 	Railway Transport. Part III. Annual. Bilingual. 32 pp.  First 
Issue, 1919. ( ISSN 0706-2060). 

Equipment, truck and fuel statistics, including some separate data for the 
nine largest railways in Canada plus some provincial breakdowns. 

$4.50 

52-210 	RaIlway Transport. Part IV. Annual. Bilingual. 30 pp.  First 
Issue, 1919. ( ISSN 0706-2079). 

Operating and traffic statistics, including equipment mileages. and freight 
and passenger traffic data separately for the nine largest railways in 
Canada. 

$4.50 

52-211 	Railway 'l'ransporl. Part V. Annual. Bilingual. 255 pp.  First 
Issue. 1919. ( ISSN 0706-2087). 

Freight carried by principal commodity classes, including freight 
originated, terminated, delivered to and received from U.S. rail 
connections. Separate data shown for each of the nine largest railways in 
Canada. 

$15.00 

52-212 	Railway Transport. Part VI. Annual. Bilingual. 25 pp.  First 
Issue. 1919. ( ISSN 0706-2095). 

Employee statistics, including number ofemployees, service hours paid for, 
total compensation, hourly and annual wage data, by occupational 
classifications. Separate details shown for Canadian Pacific and Canadian 
National. 

$4.50 

52-2 13 	Canadian National Railways and Canadian Pacific Limited. 
Annual. Bilingual. 26 pp.  First Issue. 1968-1972. (1SSN 0317-
6711). 

Provides a live-year summary of principal statistics of the two major 
railway systems - the Canadian National Railways and Canadian Pacific 
Limited. 

$4.50 

53: Road Transport 

53-003 	Urban Transit. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 4 pp.  First Issue, 
January 1955. (ISSN 0380.5948). 

Revenues, revenue passengers carried, revenue vehicle miles run ol' urban 
transit systems with gross annual operating revenues from urban transit 
operations exceeding $500,000. 	 $1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

Approximately ten issues a year. A statistical service to industry, 
government and other users, providing early release of summary 
information on the road transport industry.  

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

53-215 	Passenger Bus and Urban l'ransit Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 
65 pp.  First Issue. 1956. (ISSN 0383-5766), 

Investment, operating revenues, expenses and other data on intcrcity and 
rural bus companies and urban transit systems. 

$6.00 

53-2 18 	Road Motor Vehicles - Fuel Sales, Annual, Bilingual. 13 pp. 
First Issue, 1960,(lSSN0527-5830). 

Gross and net sales of gasoline and net sales of diesel oil and liquefied 
petroleum gas used for motive purposes, by year and by month, by 
province and territory. 

$4.50 

53-2 19 	Road Motor Vehicles: Registrations. Annual. Bilingual. 18 pp. 
First Issue. 1960. (ISSN 0706-067X). 

Registration of motor vehicles by type including passenger automobiles, 
trucks, motorcycles, buses, trailers and others: an historical table of total 
registrations, other licences including drivers', chauffeurs' and dealers' 
licences; motor vehicle registrations are shown by census divisions and 
municipalities, where available. 

$4.50 

53222 	Motor Carriers . Freight and Household Goods Movers. 
Annual. Bilingual. 163 pp.  First Issue. 1961. (ISSN 0705-5978). 

Investment, operating revenues, expenses and other data on for-hire 
freight carriers. 

$10.00 

53-224 	For-hire Trucking Survey. Annual. Bilingual. 99 pp. First Issue, 
1970.(1SSN0382-0939). 

Provides information on the domestic inlercity movement of goods by 
Canada's for-hirc trucking industry. Main tabulations include data on 
transport revenues, tons carried and ton-miles for provinces and major 
cities. 

$$.00 

54: Water 'transport 

54-002 	Shipping Statistics. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 18 pp. First Issue, 
January 1957. Last Issue. December 1978. (ISSN 0527-6160). 

Presents international seahorne shipping at Canadian ports as: summary of 
cargo tonnage handled, number of vessel arrivals and departures with 
registered net tonnage: tonnage ofcargt' handled by registry (Canadian or 
foreign) of vessel and by geographic area; number and net registered 
tonnage of vessel arrivals and deparlttres at selected ports; tonnage of 
cargo loaded and unloaded by commodity and by geographic area. 
International movements no longer included after October 1978. 
Discontinued, last issue, t)cceniher 1978. 

$0.30 a copy 

54-003 	Water transport Service Bulletin, Service Bulletin, Bilingual. 
Up to 8 pp. First Issue. April 1971. (ISSN 0380-0350). 

Approximately 12 issues a year. A statistical service to industry, 
government and other users consisting of early release of' summary data on 
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shipping activity, including port activity, major commodities loaded and 	Monthly air time sales, national and local, rcported by Canadian radio 

unloaded and container movements, 	 broadcasting stations. AM and FM, are shown by province or region and 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 	for selected metropolitan areas. 
$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

54-004 	International Vessel Traffic Statistics. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up 
to 102 pp.  First Issue, April 1979.(ISSN 0709-4779). 	 56-201 	i'ekcu,nmtinicalions Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 16 pp.  First 

Issue, 1917. ( ISSN 0703-7252). 

Statistics on the type of cargo carried by marine transport in international 
shipping in Canadian coastal waters, the Great Lakes and St Lawrence 
Seaway. 

$6.00 a copy. $24.00 a year 

	

54-205 	Water Transportation. Annual. Bilingual. 77 pp.  First Issue. 
1946. (ISSN 0380-0342). 

Presents principal statistics on private, government and for-hire water 
carriers. Includes number, kind, operating status and registry of vessels; 
gives property value, additions and retirements. Contains explanation of 
methodology, glossary. questionnaires and list of related publications. 

$7.00 

55: Pipe Line Transport 

	

55-001 	Oil Pipe Line Transport. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 14 pp.  First 
Issue, July 1951. (ISSN 0380-4615). 

Receipts and deliveries by source and by movement of crude oil and relined 
petroleum products by gathering and trunk lines, by provinces; barrel-
miles, operating revenues. 

S2.50 a copy, $25.00 a year 

	

55-002 	Gas Utilities. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 23 pp.  First Issue, June 
1959.( ISSN 0380-2329). 

Receipts and disposition of natural gas by province, month; daily average 
scndouts, commodity miles, sales, imports and exports. 

$2.50 a copy. $25.00 a year 

	

55-201 	Oil Pipe Line Transport. Annual. Bilingual. 47 pp. First Issue. 
1950. ( ISSN 04 10-5591). 

Barrels of oil carried by gathering and trunk lines by province, by month; 
receipts and deliveries, barrel-miles, pipe-line mileage; balance sheet, 
property account revenues, expenses. income, employees, salaries and 
wages. 

$6.00 

56: Communications 

	

56-00 I 	Communications Service Bulletin. Service Bulletin. Bilingual. 
Up to 8 pp.  First Issue, June 1971. (ISSN 0380-0334). 

A statistical service to industry, government and other users, providing 
early release of summary information on telecommuntcattons, including 
the telephone industry and other telecommunications carriers, radio and 
television broadcasting. cable television, and miscellaneous data of general 
interest. Contains monthly releases on telephone statistics and radio time 
sales and quarterly information on telecommunications. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

56-002 	Telephone Statistics. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 4 pp.  First 
Issue, April 1977. ( ISSN 0707-9753). 

Operating revenue and expenses, salaries and wages, construction 
expenditures, number of toll messages, employees and telephones by type 
of service arc shown, as aggregated from reports of 13 major Canadian 
telephone systems. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

Revenues, expenses, number ol' messages sent, mileage operated. 
employees, salaries and wages, by company. 

$4.50 

	

56-202 	Telephone Statistics. Preliminary Report on Large Telephone 
Systems. Annual. Bilingual. 4 pp. First Issue, 1955.( ISSN (>380-
7835). 

Telephones by type of service; selected employment and financial statistics; 
and number of telephone calls for 14 of the larger telephone systems 
operating in Canada. 

$3.00 

	

56-203 	Telephone Slatistics. Annual, Bilingual. 52 pp.  First Issue, 
1918. (ISSN 0380-7843). 

Number of telephone calls; telephones by type of service and organization; 
wire and pole-line mileage; employees, salaries and wages; assets, 
liabilities and net worth data; revenue and expenditure by province. 

$6.00 

	

56-204 	Radio and Telesision Broadcasting. Annual. Bilingual. 44 pp. 
First Issue. 1961. (ISSN 0575-9560). 

Revenue and expenses by administrative department, area and revenue 
group; balance sheet data; property, plant, and equipment; employee 
statistics. 

$6.00 

	

56.205 	Cable Television. Annual. Bilingual. 39 pp.  First Issue, 1967. 
(ISSN 0703-7244). 

Wireline facilities, subscribers and contracts by area; operating revenue 
and expenses by area and by revenue group; employee statistics by area; 
income and surplus accounts; assets, liabilities and net worth data. 

$6.00 

57: Other Utilities 

	

57-001 	Electric Power Statistics. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 13 pp.  First 
Issue, January 1933.( ISSN 0380-0229). 

Generation by utilities and industrial establishments. imports and exports, 
energy made available for use in Canada. secondary energy used, sales to 
ultimate customers by rate category, cumulative monthly totals for year to 
date, by province. 

$2.50 a copy, $25.00 a year 

5 7.003 Quarterly Report on Energy Supply - Demand in Canada. 
Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 103 pp.  First Issue. 1976. (ISSN 
0702-0465). 

Energy balance sheets in natural units and heat equivalents in primary and 
secondary forms, by province, each showing data on production, trade, 
interprovincial movements, conversion, and consumption by sectors. 
Analytical tables and details on non-energy products are shown. First two 
special editions cover the quarters of 1976 and 1977 respectively. First 
edition in standard quarterly format covers first quarter of 1978. 

$6.00 a copy. $24.00 a year 

	

57-202 	Electric Power Statistics. Volume II. Annual Statistics. 
Annual. Bilingual. 69 pp.  First Issue, 1917. (ISSN 0380-9765). 

56-003 	Radio Broadcasting. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 8 pp. First Issue, 
January 1977. (ISSNO7O8-2762). Supply and disposition of electricity together with number of customers 
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and value of sales; also employees, salaries and wages, financial statistics. 	year of installation, name-plate rating and other details of each unit as at 
fuels used to gencratc clectricity and historical tabulation of supply and 	end of the year. 
disposal of electric energy, by province. 	 $8.00 

S7.0O 

	

57-203 	ElectrIcity Bills for Domestic. Commercial and Small Power 
Service. Annual. Bilingual. 12 pp.  First Issue. 1913. (ISSN 
0575-8378). 

Examples of electricity bills for domestic, commercial and small power 
service in Cities and representative municipalities. 

$4.50 

	

57-204 	Electric Power Statistics. Volume 1, Annual Electric Power 
Survey of Capability and Load. Annual. Bilingual. 60 pp.  First 
Issue. 1955. (ISSN 0380-951 X). 

Current and projected data of capability and load of producers of electric 
energy by province. 

$6.00 

	

57-205 	Gas Utilities (Transport and Distribution Systems). Annual. 
Bilingual. 81 pp.  First Issue, 1959. (ISSN 0527-5318). 

Receipts and disposition of natural gas by month and by province; pipe-
line mileage: balance sheet, property account, income account, employees 
and earnings. 

$7.00 

	

57-206 	Eleetric Power Statistics. Volume III, Inventory of Prime 
Mover and Electric Generating Equipment. Annual. Bilingual. 
128 pp. First Issue. 1971. (ISSN 0702-6609). 

A list of generating plants in Canada by ownership. showing the location. 

	

57-207 	Detailed Energy Supply and Demand In Canada. Annual. 
Bilingual. 41 pp.  First Issue, 1970-1971. Last Issue. 1977. (ISSN 
0703-7376). 

Energy balance sheets in both natural uniL and BT.U. 's for 16 fuel types 
by region. Each balance sheet shows data on production. imports, exports, 
interregional movements. conversion from one energy form to another, 
and consumption by ten consuming sectors. I)iscontinued, last issue 1977. 

$6.00 

	

57-208 	Consumption of Purchased I tiel and F.lecIriiIy by the 
Manufacturing. Mining, Logging and Electric Power 
Industries. Annual. Bilingual. 68 pp.  First Issue. 1975. (ISSN 
0705-4327). 

Fuel and electricity consumption by individual industry in manufacturing, 
mining, electric utility and logging areas. bN fuel type (quantity and value), 
by province. The series exclude any self-produced energy and fuel use for 
non-energy purposes. but include the use of fuels for transportation. 
heating, etc., as well as that for industrial applications. 

$7.00 

	

57-506 	Consumption of Purchased Fuel and Electricity by the 
Manufacturing. Mining and Electric Power Industries. 1962-
1974. Occasional. Bilingual. 277 pp. 

This publication shows historical data fot the period 1962-1974 on the 
consumption of purchased fuel and electrictity, in quanity and value terms. 
by the mining, manufacturing and electric power industries in Canada. 

$3.50 
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61: Business Conditions 

	

61-001 	Cheques Cashed. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 8 pp.  First Issue 
January 1924. (ISSN 0705-5404). 

Value of cheques cashed against individual accounts by type of deposit 
account for 50 cities across Canada; also provides turnover ratios by type of 
account. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

6 l-003P Industrial Corporations. Financial Statistics. Preliminary 
Data. Quarterly. Bilingual. 16 pp.  First Issue, October 1974. 

Contains preliminary income statement data for 47 industries and three 
totals for the last calendar quarter and for the comparable one year ago. 
Available only to subscribers o16 1-003. 

Free 

	

61-003 	Industrial Corporations. Financial Statistics. Quarterly. 
Bilingual. Up to 318 pp. First Issue, October 1954. (ISSN 0380- 
752 5). 

Contains statements ofestimated assets, liabilities and share holders'equity 
by industry, and estimated revenue, expenses, profits and retained earnings 
by industry. Elrective First Quarter, 1979- aggregate industry by industry 
totals no longer available for assets and liabilities. 

S 10.00 a copy, $40.00 a year 

	

6 1-005 	Indexes of Real Domestic Product by Industry (Including the 
Index of Industrial Production). System of National Accounts. 
Domestic Product by Industry. Monthly. Bilingtial. Up to 22 pp. 
First Issue, October 1961. (ISSN 0317.3453). 

Contains industry real output measures (monthly quantities produced 
revalued using base year prices) for Canada. Approximately 120 seasonally 
adjusted and unadjusted industries and aggregates are shown as well as 
special groupings. Includes charts and analytical text. See also 61-213. 

$3.00 a copy. $30.00 a year 

	

61-006 	Financial Institutions. Financial Statistics. Quarterly. 
Bilingual. Up to 160 pp.  First Issue. 1963. (ISSN 0380-0754). 

A comprehensive set of financial data, including balance sheet, income and 
expense statement, retained earnings statement, reserve accounts 
statement, and source and application of funds statement for each of the 
financial institutions operating in Canada. 

$750 a copy. $30.00 a year 

	

61-007 	Investment Statistics Service Bulletin, Service Bulletin. 
Bilingual. Up to 12 pp.  First Issue, October 1975. (ISSN 0380- 
705 3). 

Provides information on investment statistics in advance of the regular 
publications; in greater detail than provided elsewhere; informs 
subscribers of developments underway in the field of investment statistics. 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

	

6 1-202 	Survey of Production, Annual. Bilingual. 61 pp. First Issue, 
1920. (ISSN 0068-7227). 

Compendium of provincial value added for goods-producing industries. 
Many tables and charts with descriptions of concepts, sources and 
methods. Historical tables show the data from 1926 or the earliest year for 
which data are available. 

$6.00 

	

6 1-203 	Federal Government Enterprise Finance. Annual. Bilingual. 40 
pp. First Issue. 1958.1960. (ISSNOS75-8505).  

An analysis of financial statements of federal government enterprises, 
comprising details ol' assets, liabilities and net worth, surplus. current 
revenue and expenditure on a comparative basis and by industry. Contains 
charts showing historical trend of growth and operations by industry, a list 
of the enterprises and their prime ftinctions and an outline of concepts, 
terminology and classifications. 

$6.00 

61-204 	Prosincial (overnrnent Enterprise Finance. Annual. Bilingual. 
101 pp.  First Issue, 1958-1961. (ISSN 1)575-9463). 

An analysts of financial statements of provincial government enterprises, 
comprising details ui assets, liabilities and net worth, surplus. current 
revenue and expenditure on a comparative basis, by industry and by 
province. Also contains a chart on the organization, size and main 
functions ot'provincial government enterprises, and an outline of concepts, 
terminology and classifications. 

Ss.00 

61-205 	Private and I'ublic Investment in Canada. Outlook. Annual. 
Bilingual. 49 pp.  First Issue. 1968. ( ISSN 0318-2274). 

Presents intended annual capital and repair expenditures on construction 
and on machinery and equipment, analyzed by sector and selected industry 
group for Canada and provinces and by selected industry groups for 
manfacturing only for metropolitan areas compared with actual data for 
two preceding years. Includes technical notes and an appraisal of proposed 
spending. 

$6.00 

61-206 	Private and Public Investment in Canada. Mid-year Review. 
Annual. Bilingual. 42 pp.  First Issue. 1968. ( ISSN 0707-9559). 

Includes updated estimates of intended capital spending in the current 
year, superseding estimates published at the beginning of the year in 
publication 61-205. Comparative figures are also included for the first 
estimates of intended outlays and the preliminary estimates of actual 
expenditures in the preceding year. National and provincial aggregates are 
provided by sector and selected industry groups. Metropolitan area totals 
are not compiled for this mid-year publication. 

$6.00 

61-207 	Corporation Financial Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 212 pp. 
First Issue, 1965. (ISSN 0575-8262). 

Contains aggregate balance sheet, income and expense. profit and retained 
earnings information for corporations classified by 182 industries. Since 
1969 previous year's revised data (as well as current year's financial items) 
are included, along with IS commonly used key ratios. 

$10.00 

61-208 	Corporation Taxation Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 123 pp. 
First Issue, 1965. (ISSN 0576-0119). 

Taxation of corporation income, indicating the industries earning the 
income on which income tax is based, the province in which that income is 
earned and a reconciliation of corporation profit with taxable income and 
with taxes, including a general review and analysis of the data presented 
for the reference year. 

$9.00 

61-209 	Credit Unions, Annual, Bilingual. 91 pp.  First Issue, 1966. 
(ISSN 0576-0100). 

A comprehensive report on the operation and financial performance of 
credit unions and caisses populaires operating in Canada. Statistics, by 
province and nationally and by local and central credit unions, covers 
aspects all the way from number ol' members and employees to size and 
type ot' credit unions, to balance sheets, operating statements, 
undistributed surplus statements, and reserve accounts. $7.00 
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61-210 	Corporations and Labour Unions Returns Act. Part i, 	61-515 	Selected Financial Statistic', for Associations. 1974. 
Corporations. Annual. Bilingual. 380 PP.  First Issue, 1970. 	 Occasional. Bilingual. 29 pp. 
(ISSN 0704-6650). 

Aggregate financial information for large corporations stratified between 
foreign and Canadian. The foreign control component is disaggregated 
into United States and other for major industries. "Other foreign" is 
presented for eight industry divisions. Analysis of aggregate concentration 
commencing 1975 includes leading non-financial enterprises ranked by 
sales. It includes interest, dividends and business service payments to non-
residents. Eft'ective, 1976 ' Series on ultimate non-resident ownership 
discontinued. 

$ 15.00 

	

61-213 	Real Domestic Product by Industry (1911-100). System of 
National Accounts. Domestic Product by Industry. Annual. 
Bilingual. 127 pp. First Issue, 1971-1974. ( ISSN 0380-0911). 

Contains real domestic product (RDP) estimates for Canada by industry 
including various special groupings such as the index of Industrial 
Production. Analytical texts, charts and appendices deal with industry 
growth patterns. etc. See 61-005 for monthly and quarterly measures. 

$8.00 

	

61-214 	Capital and Repair Expenditures. Manufacturing Sub- 
Industries, Canada. Annual. Bilingual. 17 pp. First Issue, 1978. 
(ISSN 0708-4196). 

The totals in this publication represent the sub-industry detail for the 20 
major industry groups of manufacturing shown in Table 3 of the 
publication "Private and Public Investment in Canada, Outlook 1978" 
(publication 61-205) released about two months earlier. These estimates of 
capital and repair expenditures are based on the same questionnaire 
surveys of establishments engaged in manufacturing from which estimates 
are compiled for publication 6 1.205 at an earlier period for timeliness. In 
both publications estimates for the most recent year represent intended 
spending. Estimates for the immediately preceding year are preliminary 
actual and totals for the penultimate year represent actual or final 
expenditures. 

$4.50 

	

61-215 	Domestic and Foreign Control of Forestry. Mining and 
Manufacturing Capital Expenditures in Canada. Annual. 
Bilingual. 29 pp. First Issue, 1977-1979. ( ISSN 0706-1501). 

Ihis report presents capital and repair expenditures of Manufacturing. 
Mining and Forestry establishments in Canada subdivided by country of 
control (United States, Other Foreign and Canada). It contains two sets of 
tabulations. The first distributes capital and repair expenditures by control 
for the major industry groups of the ahovc mentioned industries at the 
national level. The second provides a provincial distribution, giving a 
country of control breakdown for each of Manufacturing. Mining and 
Forestry respectively. 

$4.50 

	

61-512 	Inter-corporate Ownership, 1969. Occasional. Bilingual. 1,053 
pp. 

Indicates the ownership of Canadian corporations and links corporations 
into ownership complexes. Includes an alphabetical index of corporations. 

$10.50 

	

61-514 	Selected Financial Statistics of Associations, 1973. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 29 pp. 

Revenue, employment and expenditure data for professional and other 
trade and industry associations for Canada, the provinces and selected 
metropolitan areas. 

$0.70 

Revenue, employment and expenditure data for professional and other 
trade and industry associations. Chambers of Trade. etc., Canada and the 
provinces. 

$0.70 

	

61-516 	Real Domestic Product by Industry. 1961-1971, 1961-100. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 217 pp. 

This reference publication covers 1961 based RDP industry measures for 
1961-1971 on a monthly, quarterly and annual basis. Manufacturing gross 
outputs, intermediate inputs and value added in current and constant 
prices arc included. See 61-213 for 1971 based measures. 

S2.80 

	

61-517 	Inter-corporate OwnershIp, 1918-1979. Occasional. Bilingual. 
1,182 pp. 

A directory of who controls whom in Canadian business, including major 
takeovers to July I, 1979. This report traces ownership of corporations to 
the ultimate owner. It also provides provint ial and S.I.C. data. Information 
is based primarily upon returns filed undet the Corporations and Labour 
Unions Returns Act. 

$35.00 

62: Priecs and Consumcu Expenditure 

	

62-001 	The Consumer Price Index. M'nthly. Bilingual. Up to 20 pp. 
First Issue, January 1935. (ISSN 0703-9352). 

Normally issued in the second week of the month following the reference 
period. This first monthly release of the Consumer Price Index for Canada 
and for the IS regional cities provides a descriptive capsule summary of 
retail price movements and the factors underlying them. Also contains 
tabular information presenting: latest price index movements for the seven 
major components: price index changes on one and 12-month bases for an 
extensive number of components and groups; historical monthly 
information; seasonally adjusted monthls' price movements; and price 
indexes reclassified according to categories of goods and services. 

$2.50 a copy. $25.00 a year 

	

62-003 	Index Numbers of Farm Prkes of Agricultural I'roducts. 
Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 4 pp  First Issue, June 1946. (ISSN 
0380-754 I ). 

Over-all indexes of prices received by farmers from the sale of farm 
products. Canada and the provinces: notes regarding content, methods 
and sources, 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

62.004 	Farm Input Price Indexes. 1971 - 100. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up 
to 12 pp. First Issue, August 1944. ( ISSN 0383-4875). 

Indexes of prices of commodities and services used in Canadian farming 
operations for Eastern. Western and all Canada. Contains up to three years 
ofquartcrly and annual statistics. 

$4.00 a copy. $16.00 a year 

	

62-007 	Construction Price Statistics. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 57 pp. 
First Issue, November 1974. (ISSN 0319-8243). 

Contains price indexes ofinputs into construction, contractors selling prices 
and special purpose aggregations of price indexes for construction and 
machinery and equipment relating to specified categories ol capital 
expenditures. Presents detailed residential and non-residential input price 
indexes, and summaries of other construction statistics, as well as periodic 
articles relating to new or revised construction price statistics. 

$3.00 a copy. $30.00 a year 
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62-010 	Consumer Prices and Price Indexes. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 
115 pp.  First Issue, Dccemhcr 1975. ( ISSN 0380-691 X). 

A quarwrly compendium of consumer prices and price index related 
information of both a current and historical nature. A separate section uI 
the report presents place-to-place comparative consumer prices 
inl'ormation. The last calendar quarter edition includes a supplement which 
examines price movements in retrospect lbr the last 12 months. 

$6.00 a copy, $24.00 a year 

	

62-011 	Industry Price Indexes. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 76 pp.  First 
Issue, 1971-1975.(ISSN0700-2033). 

Monthly and annual indexes of industry selling prices, for manufacturing 
industries, with commodity detail; purchase price indexes of selected 
industrial materials, and energy selling price indexes; tables, charts and 
graphs; explanation of methods used. 

$3.50 a copy. $35.00 a year 

62-536E Family Expenditure in Canada. Volume II. Regions. 1969. 
Occasional. E. and F. 261 pp. 

Shows patterns of expenditure for each of five broad regions of Canada: 
Atlantic Provinces, Quebec, Ontario, Prairie Provinces and British 
Columbia. Each region is shown fi.r selected characteristics such as 
urbanization size, family type, family life cycle, family income, age of head 
and tenure. Although separate tabulations for the smaller provinces are not 
generally available for these characteristics, two sets of tables by province 
are given in this volume: they are respectively by family income quintiles 
and by an abbreviated family type. 

$2.50 

62-537E Family Expenditure in Canada. Volume III, Major Urban 
Centres, 1969. Occasional. E. and F. 157 pp. 

Classified mainly by the same family charaeteristies as in publication 62-
536. 

$1.50 

62-529 	Index Numbers of Farm Prices of Agricultural Products, 1935- 
1969. Occasional. Eng. 5 pp. 

Index numbers of prices received by farmers for their produce by province, 
annual 1935-1956 and monthly 1957-1969. The 1969 revision changed the 
weight base to 1960-1962= 100 and the time base to 1961 = 100, with 
expanded commodity coverage from 1957. Includes notes on 
methodology. Current figures published in 62-003. 

$0.25 

62-532 	Family Food Expenditure in Canada. 1969. Volume II, 
Occasional. Bilingual. 127 pp. 

Summary tables of family food expenditure showing expenditure per 
family by main food categories for Canada and five regions, ten provinces 
and selected urban centres, with cross-classification by family income, 
family type. etc. 

$2.10 

62-533 	Construction Price Indexes for Hydro-electric Generating 
Stations, 1961.1970. Occasional. Eng. 23 pp. 

Annual base.weighted price indexes for the construction and equipping of 
hydro-electriegeneratingstationson the base 1961 = tOO. foryears 1961 to 
1970. Group indexes for materials, labour equipment, camp costs and 
interest during construction are shown as well as indexes for components 
within the groups. The report also contains an outline of concepts. methods 
and definitions. Current statistics in the series are published in 
Construction Price Statistics, 62.007. 

$0.50 

62.534E Farm Input Price Indexes (1961-100), 1961-1971. Occasional. 
E. and F. 37 pp. 

Farm Input Price Indexes (FIPI), 1971 = 100. are designed to measure 
quarterly price movements of inputs used in Canadian farming. 
Historically, these series succeed the previous FIPI. 1961 = 100 covering 
1961 to 1977 and in broader terms, of Price Index Number of 
Commodities and Services Used by Farmers 1935.39=100, for the years 
1913 to 1971. The current indexes are published in 62-004. 

$0.75 

62-535E Family Expenditure in Canada. Volume I. All Canada: Urban 
and Rural. 1969. Occasional. E. and F. 199 pp. 

Shows patterns of expenditure for Canada as a whole by selected 
characteristics such as urbanization size class, family type, family life cycle, 
family income, age of head, tenure, occupation of head, education of head, 
country of origin and immigrant arrival year. These are mainly shown 
separately for urban and rural areas. $2.00 

	

62-542 	Urban Family Food Expenditure, 1974. Occasional. Bilingual. 
272 pp. 

Summary of average weekly food expenditure per family and detailed 
average expenditures and quantities in 14 major cities classified by family 
characteristics such as family income and family type. 

$3.50 

	

62-543 	Industry Selling Price Indexes: Manufacturing (1971-100), 
1956-1976. Occasional. Bilingual. 228 pp. 

A comprehensive revision of the Industry Selling Price Indexes relating to 
manufacturing industries, for the period 1956-1976. The revision is the 
second major updating of the industries and commodities and features the 
tollowingchanges: ( I ) the introduction of the 1971 time and weight base, 
replacing the 1961 base; (2) the adoption ol' the 1970 Standard Industrial 
Classification; ( 3 ) an increase in the number ofindustrics and commodities 
covered; (4) improved price sampling; (5) where feasible, more detailed 
weighting to take into account the breakdown of commodity shipments 
among establishments in 1971; (6) a revised numbering system to facilitate 
identification of price series. For those users wishing to make longer term 
comparisons, a table indicating the comparability of 1971 and 1961 
Industry Selling Price Indcxcs is included, Current monthly data are 
published in 62-011.  

S3.50 

	

62-544 	Urban Family Expenditure. 1974. Occasional. Bilingual. 249 pp. 

Summary of family expenditure and detailed average expenditure in 14 
major cities, classified by important family characteristics such as family 
type, family income, class of tenure, age of head, etc. To facilitate 
comparisons with the 1972 survey, separate tables are included for both 
survey years for the eight cities covered in the 1972 survey. 

$3.50 

	

62-545 	Urban Family Food Expenditure. 1916. Occasional. Bilingual. 
276 pp. 

Shows summary of average weekly food expenditure and detailed average 
weekly food expenditure and quantity in eight major Cities classified by 
family characteristics. Also contains a set of tables by family type and by 
family income decile group showing summary food expenditure for the 
1974 survey for the same eight cities. 

$3.50 

62-546 The Consumer Price Index. Reision based on 1974 
Expenditures. Concepts and Procedures. Occasional. Bilingual. 

93 pp. 

Describes the eighth revision of the C.P.L. incorporating weights based on 
1974 family spending patterns but retaining time base 1971 = tOO. Includes 
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background on index construction and weighting, historical continuity and 	Inventories and stocks/sales ratios, analysed by type of trade (wholesale), 
discussion of pricing, major changes in concepts and procedures, 	department (department stores), kind of business (chain stores, 
comparisons of indexes based on 1974 and 1967 wcights. 	 independent retailers); quarterly perccntage changes for independent 

retailers by kind of business. 
$2.50 a copy. $25.00 a year 

	

62-547 	Urban Family Expenditure. 1976. Occasional. Bilingual. 242 pp. 

Shows summary of Family expenditure and detailed average expenditure in 
eight major cities classified by important family characteristics such as 
family type. family income, class of tenure, age. etc. Also contains tables by 
family income quintile group showing summary of family expenditure for 
1974 and 1976 for the same eight cities. 

$2.80 

63: MerchandIsing and Services 

	

63.002 	Department Store Sales and Stocks. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 
23 pp. First Issue, February 1938. (ISSN 0380.7045). 

Total sales by number of outlets, provinces, and selected metropolitan 
areas, and sales and inventories by departments, Canada, month and 
cumulative, current and previous year. 

$2.50 a copy, $25.00 a year 

63-004 Department Store Sales by Regions. Monthly. Bilingual. I pp 
First Issue, 1950.(ISSN0709.8650). 

Total sales, percentage changes of department store sales, Canada. 
Atlantic Provinces, and the remainder of Canada by province. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

63-005 	Retail Trade. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 59 pp. First Issue 
January 1929. ( ISSN 0380-6146). 

Total retail sales by provinces and kinds of business, for chain and 
independent stores; seasonally adjusted sales. Contact the Merchandising 
and Services Division for special issues giving revised seasonally adjusted 
data. See also 63-519 for 1966 to 1970 revisions to intercensal and post-
censal estimates. Commencing with the January 1975 issue, data are based 
on a new sample. For back data on the new base (1972. 1973, 1974) see 
the June, 1975 issue. 

$3.50 a copy. $35.00 a year 

	

63-007 	New Motor Vehicles Sales. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 19 pp. 
First Issue, January 1932. ( ISSN 0705-5595). 

Number and value of new passenger cars, trucks and buses sold by 
provinces and by source of origin (Canada and U.S. or imported); month 
and cumulative, current and previous year. Monthly unit sales, by type and 
origin seasonally adjusted. Sec also 42.209 for manul'acturers' shipments. 
and 53.219 for registrations. 

$2.50 a copy, $25.00 ii year 

	

63-008 	Wholesale trade. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 5 pp.  First Issue 
November 1935.) ISSN 0380-7894). 

Estimated dollar sales and inventories (at cost) of wholesale merchants 
(excluding agents and brokers, man u facturers' sales branches and primary 
product dealers) for 26 kind-of-business groups; month and cumulative, 
current and previous year. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

63-011 	Restaurant Statistics. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 2 pp. First 
Issue. June 1967. ( ISSN 0008.2627). 

Monthly estimates of the receipts of chain and independent restaurants; 
Canada and provinces. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

63-014 	MerchandIsing Inventories. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 23 pp. 
First Issue, May 1972.(ISSN 0380.7177).  

63-202 The Control and Sale of Alcoholic Beverages in Canada. 
Annual. Bilingual. 27 pp. First Issue, 1928. (ISSN 0705-4319). 

Presents annual and historical tables olgovcrnment revenue from control, 
sales and taxation of alcoholic beverages; s.tics of beverages by volume, 
value, type, province and per capita, warehousing transactions, imports, 
exports and retail sales by non-government outlets, balance sheets 
information olprovincial liquor hoards and iommissions. 

$4.50 

	

63-204 	Traveller Accommodation Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 23 pp. 
First Issue, 1949. ( ISSN 0380-59"6). 

Statistics on hotels, motels, tourist camping grounds and other types of 
traveller accommodation (i.e., receipts, employment, expenses, 
occupancy). Effective. 1977-city and miscellaneous descriptive detail no 
longer included. 

$6.00 

	

63-206 	Motion Picture Production. Annual. Bilingual. 15 pp.  First 
Issue, 1952.( ISSN 0527-5768). 

Number of employees, salaries, gross revenues, and an analysis of types of 
films produced. 

$4.50 

	

63-207 	Motion Picture Theatres and Film Distributors. Annual. 
Bilingual. 22 pp.  First Issue, 1930 (ISSN 1)380.6294). 

Statistics on admissions, number of features shown. prices. etc. 
$4.50 

	

63.209 	New Motor Vehicle Sales. Annual. Bilingual. 61 pp.  First Issue. 
1932. ( ISSN 0575-920X). 

Number and value of new passenger cars, trucks and buses sold by 
provinces. Summary and analysis of revised monthly figures contained in 
publication 63-007. 

$6.00 

	

63-210 	Retail Chain Stores. Annual. Bili .igual. 74 pp. First Issue. 1933. 
(ISSNO38O.7878). 

Stores, sales, salaries, stocks, accounts outstanding. 
$7.00 

	

63-213 	Vending Machine Operators. Annual. Bilingual. 30 pp.  First 
Issue, 1958.) ISSN 0527-6411). 

Sales of merchandise by vending machine operators through automatic 
vending machines, type of machine and by location: ('anada and 
provinces. 

$4.50 

	

63.218 	Direct Selling Canada. Annual Bilingual. IS pp. First Issue, 
1966-1967. ( ISSN 0590.5702). 

Sales of various commodities, by method of distribution . door-to-door, 
mail order, etc. 

$4.50 

	

63-2 19 	Campus Book Stores. Annual. Bilingual. 16 pp.  First Issue. 
1966-1 969. (ISSN 0380-6286). 

Retail sales by commodities . textbooks, trade hooks, stationery and 
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supplies and sundries - with employees and payroll, by rcgion, provinces 	centres which exist in Canada - neighbourhood, community and regional. 
and Canada, for academic years. List olcontrihutors. 	 and forecasts the possible future ofthis type ofinstitution in Canada. 

$4.50 
	

$I .44) 

63-222 	Computer Senice Industry. Annual. Bilingual. 15 pp. First 	63-530 	Department Stores in ('anada. 1923-1976. Occasional. 
Issue. 1972. ( ISSN 0318-4064). 	 Bilingual. 137 pp. 

Operating revenue and expenses of companies engaged in providing 
computer services as a major activity, and computer service revenue of 
companies and institutions engaged in providing these services to the 
public as a secondary activity. Survey objectives, definitions, questionnaire 
content, and methodology. Effective 1978 detailed expense and descriptive 
information has been eliminated. 

$4.50 

	

63-224 	Market Research Handbook. Annual. Bilingual. 653 pp.  First 
Issue, 1975. ( ISSN 0590-9325). 

Compilation of marketing information from various Statistics Canada 
sources with emphasis on provincial and sub-provincial data. Includes: 
general economic indicators; government revenue, expenditure and 
em ployment; population characteristics, personal income and expenditure; 
housing and household facilities; merchandising and servtces data; some 
breakdowns by metropolitan area and census agglomeration; extensive 
notes and glossary of terms. 

$25.04) 

	

63-5 19 	Retail Trade. Revisions to 1966-1970 Post-censal Estimates. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 184 pp. 

Posi-censal revisions of monthly retail trade estimates (63-005) for the 
years 1966.1970. The revised data reflect the results of the 1966 Census of 
Merchandising and Services, and are published by province, by kind of 
business and by chain and independent stores within each kind of business. 
See January 1972 edition of 63-005 for revised monthly data for 1969, 
1970and 1971. 

$2.00 

	

63-521 	Wholesale Trade. 1961-1971. Occasional. Bilingual. 29 pp. 

Estimates of annual and monthly sales and inventories of wholesale 
merchants proper by kinds of business. Canada. 

50.50 

	

63-523 	Funeral Directors, 1972. Occasional. Bilingual. 17 pp. 

Receipts by source and type of service, average funeral cost, operating 
expenses and accounts receivable, provinces and metropolitan areas. 

$0.50 

	

63-524 	Franchising in Canada's Food Serving Industry, 1973. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 32 pp. 

Summary of statistical data relating to sales, employment, selected 
expenses, services and facilities for franchise food serving locations; 
Canada and provinces. 

$0.70 

	

63-526 	Retail Commodity Survey, 1974. Occasional. Bilingual. 171 pp 

Sales of commodity lines in retail stores, by province and by kind of 
business; dollar value and sales within retail stores by kind of commodity 
or commodity line, by province. 

$2.80 

	

63-527 	Shopping Centres in Canada. 1951-1913. Occasional. Bilingual. 
91 pp. 

This report examines the development of shopping centres in Canada 
during the period 195 1-1973. It describes the various factors contributing 
to the growth of shopping centres - population, automobile ownership, 
suburban growth, etc. The report covers the various types of shopping 

In-depth analysis of one of the most significant institutions in Canada. 
Historical information on the growth and present status of department 
stores is provided together with a section on the probable future of this 
institution in Canada. Included in the report are 36 tables containing data 
such as: sales by type of department store; geographic information; sales of 
department stores by type of shopping centre; commodity information; 
sales per square toot by type of department store and by type of shopping 
centre, etc. 

$2.10 

	

63-532 	Funeral Directors, 1976. Occasional. Bilingual. 18 pp. 

Receipts by source and type of service, average funeral cost, inventory. 
purchases and expenditures, provinces and revenue size groups. 

$0.70 

	

63-533 	Motor Vehicle, Equipment and Machinery Rentals, 1976. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 26 pp. 

Rental and leasing receipts and expenditures ofcars, trucks and trailers and 
of machinery and equipment, provinces and revenue size groups. 

$0.70 

	

63-534 	Offices of Architects. 1977. Occasional. Bilingual. lb  pp. 

Gross fees, expenses and employment by category. Building classifications 
of Canadian projects in relation to provinces, size of firms and type of 
client. 

$0.70 

	

63-535 	Restaurants, Caterers and taerns Industry Survey. 1977. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 19 pp. 

Total net sales and receipts, by source of receipts, by kind of business, 
provinces and five selected metropolitan areas. 

$4.50 

	

63-601 	Merchandising Business Survey. Wholesale Merchants, 1977. 
Annual/Various. Bilingual. 52 pp.  First Issue. 1973. (ISSN 
0382-5337). 

Provides data on number of establishments, volume of trade, purchases, 
year-end inventories, and salaries and wages. by Standard Industrial 
Classification and kind-of-business. Canada and economic regions. 
Number of locations and volume of trade by Standard Industrial 
Classification. Canada and regions. Effective 1977-regional and provincial 
detail to he eliminated. Available fOr 1973, 1975 and 1977. 

$1.05 

	

63-602 	Merchandising Businesses Survey. Agents and Brokers. 1976. 
Annual/Various. Bilingual. 46 pp.  First Issue, 1974. (ISSN 
0700-2025). 

Total volume of trade, gross commissions earned and value of goods, 
bought and/or sold on commissions by kind of business and Standard 
Industrial Classification. Canada and regions for the wholesale trade type 
operations of agents and brokers. Effective 1978-regional and provincial 
detail to be eliminated. Available for 1974 and 1976. 

$0.70 

	

63-603 	Operating Results. Men's Retail Clothing Stores. 1974. 
Annual/Various. Bilingual. 29 pp. Only Issue. 1974. (ISSN 
0708-7861). 

Contains ratios of gross profit, detailed expense items and net profit as a 
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percentage of net sales. I hese ratios arc stratified by sales size and by 
privince wherever possible. In order to enhance the usefulness of the data, 
h ith the "mean" and the "median" are shown for each financial ratio. 

$0.70 

I t-(ii4 	Operating Results. Independent Women's Retail Clothing 
Iures, 1975. Annual/Various. Bilingual. 19 pp. Only Issue, 

I 75. (ISSN 0708-787X). 

ollt3m, 1,111os of gross profit, detailed expense items and net profit as a 
perceIltLLge of net sales. These ratios are stratified by sales size and by 
province wherever possible. In order to enhance the usefulness of the data, 
both the"mean"and the "median" are shown foreach financial ratio. 

$0.70 

IS 	Operating Results. Independent Retail Hardware Stores, 1976. 
•\iinual/Various. Bilingual. 25 pp. Only Issue, 1976. (ISSN 

)7-7602). 

(il,uin i,i:os of gross profit, detailed expense items and net profit as a 
perccnlagc of net sales. These ratios are stratified by sales size and by 
province wherever possible. In order to enhance the usefulness of the data, 
both the' n1.in' and the ' niedian' ire ''wi1 f0r each tin,tni.iI r.itit 

.11.10 

Operaliiip Results. Rctjil Shoc "Iuur&,, 1977. Auiiiti,t 	.11 ins. 
liilingu.uI 	pp.  ()nls lssu. I '7. ISSN 0225-1 524 

uuI,tins ratios of gross profit. detailed expense items and net profit as a 
peientage of net sales for incorporated and for unincorporated firms. 
I hese ratios are stratified by sales size and by province wherever possible. 
Data for chain store organizations are reported at the total, all-sales size 
,trid the national level only. In order to enhance the usefulness of the data, 
litilt the "mean" antI "median" are shown for each financial ratio. 

$6.00 

64: Construction and Housing 

63-Di I 	Building Permits. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 107 pp.  First Issue, 
l)ecemher 1922.(ISSNO3I8-8809). 

St,itistics of building permits issued by municipalities: number of new 
kkk citing units by type; value of residential, commercial, governmental and 
I in.iuiutional building construction for individual municipalities. 
riiecropolttin areas, census divisions and provinces. Greater detail by type 
nit) tliic I .tructiiie' Iii privinees See Iso (i4.()3 

a copy, $35.00 a year 

4nI 

 

Housing 'utaris and Compktins. \1inthly. Bilingual. Up 1031 
pp. First Issue. April 1946.( ISSN (139-8278). 

iisiI.ILI:oI of new permanent dwellings in Canada, showing starts. 
tiiipleiions and units under construction; monthly figures for provinces 
,iuitt urban centres of 10.000 or greater population; quarterly estimates for 
iII .ui'cas. 

$3.00 a copy. $30.00 a year 

14-003 	Construction Statistics Stirs ice Bulletin. Service Bulletin. 
Bilingual. Up to 5 pp.  First Issue, 1978. ( ISSN 0705-5692). 

l'rtvides a convenient source of information for those engaged in analysing 
lie housing market. The data covers such topics as annual and quarterly 

provincial capital expenditures, per capita value of construction by 
iuictropolitan areas, duration of construction of apartment buildings and 
1'iowth of' houslnf stock on ,i region.iI basis. 

SI.S0 a copy. $15.00 a year 

21 I 	(oii'.truction in Canada. Aniiii,il Bilingual. 83 pp. First Issue 
1951. (ISSNO527-4974). 

I'resents total value of construction work performed, with analyses in 
current and constant dollars, by new and repair by type of structure, by 
t'pc of construction by industry and by province. Includes separate 

analyses of labour content and cost of materials, and a general annual 
review. 

$6.00 

	

64-202 	Household Facilities and Equipment. Annual. Bilingual. 39 pp. 
First Issue. 1947. ( ISSN 0318-527 ). 

Special survey of household facilities taken in April or May of each year. 
Estimates of cooking facilities, heating facilities, water supply, bathroom 
faciiities, rel'rigcrators, washing machines, vacuum cleaners, sewing 
machines, telephones, radios, and television sets, record players and tape 
recorders in Canadian homes; tenure and number of rooms per dwelling, 
size of household, and households with automobiles, garages, overnight 
camping equipment and snowmobiles. 

$6.00 

	

64.203 	Building Permits. Annual. Bilingual. 71 pp.  First Issue, 1966. 
(ISSN 0575-7975). 

Annual summaries of data on the number and value of building permits 
issued in more than 1.600 Canadian municipalities. Data presented in 
similar form to those available in monthly puhlication 64-001. 

$3.00 

	

64-204 	The Mechanical ('ontracting Industry. Annual. Bilingual. 37 
pp. First Issue, 1967.( ISSN 0576.0097). 

Analyzes the organization. output, labour characteristics, revenue, 
operating costs and capital expenditures by province or region of the 
mechanical contracting industry (including plumbing, wet and dry 
heating, air conditioning, sheet metal work. etc.). Presents summary 
statistics of balance sheet information and financial ratios. Includes notes 
on methodology, sample questionnaires and table of reliability lcvels. 

$6.00 

	

64.205 	The Electrical Contracting industry. Annual. Bilingual. 37 pp. 
First Issue, 1969. ( ISSN 0702-8083). 

Principal statistics on electrical contractors performing work on all types of 
building and engineering construction. The data are provided by size 
group, Canada and provinces, by major type of construction, type of work 
and legal entity. Includes value of work perlormed, labour content, cost of 
materials used and other component items of the profit and loss statement. 
Selected balance sheet information and a series of financial ratios are also 
presented. 

$6.00 

	

64-206 	The Highway. Road, Street and Bridge Contracting Industry. 
Annual. Bilingual. 43 pp.  First Issue. 1970. (ISSN 0706-2451). 

Principal statistics on general contractors primarily engaged in highway, 
road, Street and bridge construction. The data are provided by size group. 
Canada and provinces. Includes value of work performed, type of 
constructIon, labour content, sub-contracts, cost of materials used and 
other component items of the profit and los statement. Selected balance 
sheet information and a series of financial ratios are also presented. 

$6.00 

	

64-207 	The Non-residential General Building Contracting Industry. 
Annual. Bilingual. 35 pp.  First Issue, 1971.( ISSN 0703.7295). 

Prtncipal statistics on general contractors primarily cngagcd in non-
residential building construction. The data are provided by size group, 
Canada and provinces, by type of work and by type of construction. 
Includes value of work performed by type of structure, labour content, sub-
contracts, cost of materials and other component items of the profit and 
loss statement. Selected balance sheet information and a series of financial 
ratios are also presented. 

$6.00 

	

64-208 	The Residential General Building Contracting Industry. 
Annual. Bilingual, 35 pp. First Is' ic. 197 3 I ISSN 07115-5501 
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Principal statistics on general contractors primarily engaged in residential 
building construction. The data are provided by size group. Canada and 
provinces, by type of work and type of construction. Includes value of work 
performed by type of structure; labour content; sub-contracts; cost of 
materials and other components of the profit and loss statement. Selected 
balance sheet information and a series of financial ratios are also presented. 

$6.00 

	

64-209 	The Heavy Engineering Contracting Industry. Annual. 
Bilingual. 56 pp.  First Issue. 1975. (ISSN 0704-8858. 

Principal statistics on general contractors primarily engaged in 
construction of heavy facilities such as electric power, waterworks and 
sewage. gas and oil, marine and other heavy projects excluding highways, 
roads; streets and bridges. The data are provided by size groups; Canada 
and provinces. It includes value of work perthrmcd, labour content, sub-
contracts, materials and other components of the profit and loss statement. 
Selected balance sheet information and a series of financial ratios are also 
presented. 

$6.00 

	

64-210 	The Special Trades Contracting industry. Annual. Bilingual. 93 
pp. First Issue. 1975. (ISSN 0705-6125). 

Analyzes the organization, output, labour characteristics, revenue, 
operating costs and capital expenditures by province or region of 36 
contracting trades, including wet heating, environments control, well 
drilling, tiling, siding and elevator installation. Includes brief notes on 
methodology, sample questionnaires and a table of reliability levels. 

$8.00 

	

64-502 	Construction in Canada. 1962-1913. Occasional. Bilingual. 124 
pp. 

Principal statistics on construction for the years 1962-1973. Data include 
new and repair work performed by type of structure for each province; 
labour content and costs of materials used, Canada and the provinces by 
contractors, governments, utilities and others. 

$2.10 

65: External Trade 

65-00IP Preliminary Statement of Canadian Trade. Monthly. E. and F 
l() pp. First Issue, May 1978. (ISSN 0225-3755). 

Monthly information bulletin releasing preliminary merchandise trade 
figures in advance of regular External Trade publications. This release 
presents a textual analysis of Canadian trade on both a Customs and a 
Balance of Payments basis. The text is supplemented by a series of 
summary tables and charts. Available only to subscribers of 65-001. 

Free 

	

65-001 	Summary of External Trade. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 51 pp. 
First Issue, January 1947. (ISSN 0318-2347). 

Summarized presentation of two-year quarterly totals of exports and 
imports, seasonally adjusted, by seven geographical areas and selected 
commodity groupings; current and previous month and three year 
cumulative totals by country and commodity Categories; exports by 
province of lading and imports by province of clearance; charts, indexes of 
prices and volumes. 

$3.00 a copy. $30.00 a year 

	

65-003 	Exports by Countries. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 385 pp.  First 
Issue, March 1944.(ISSN03I8-2384). 

Values only of domestic exports by countries and commodity categories 
showing three-year figures of latest and preceding quarter together with 
cumulative year-to-date totals (distributed by province of lading). 
Domestic exports to 19 Census Subdivisions in the U.S. by commodity 
categories and regions of lading, cumulative current year only. 

$10.00 a copy, $40.00 a year 

65-004 	Exports by Commodities. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 344 pp. 
First Issue, January 1944. ( ISSN 031 8-238X). 

Quantity and value of domestic exports showing countries to which 
commodity was exported, monthly figures and cumulative totals; re-
exports by commodity groups by countries, and non-trade special 
transactions by commodities and countries. 

$5.00 a copy, $50.00 a year 

654006 	Imports by Countries. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 255 pp.  First 
Issue, March 1944. ( ISSN 0318-2606). 

Values only of imports by Countries and commodity categories, showing 
three year figures of latest and immediately preceding quarters together 
with cumulative totals (distributed by province ofclearance). 

$7.50 a copy, $30.00 a year 

65-007 	Imports by Commodities. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 397 pp. 
First Issue, January 1944. ( ISSN 0318-2398). 

Quantity and value of imports, showing countries from which commodity 
was imported; monthly figures and cumulative totals, and special 
transactions - non-trade by countries and commodities. 

$5.00 a copy, $50.00 a year 

65-202 	Exports. Merchandise Trade. Annual. Bilingual. 1,080 pp. First 
Issue. 1939. ( ISSN 0317-5375). 

Summary tables of exports by countries and trading areas, by sections, 
modes of transport and regions of lading. Detailed figures for three years of 
exports by commodities and countries. Domestic exports to 19 Census 
Subdivisions in the U.S. by commodity categories and regions of lading for 
latest year. Total exports by modes of transport, value and quantity by 
commodity group, two calendar years from 1972. 

$30.00 

65-203 	Imports. Merchandise Trade. Annual. Bilingual. 1.013 pp. First 
Issue, 1939. ( ISSN 0380-1349). 

Summary tables of imports by countries, by sections, free and dutiable 
imports and duty initially collected. Detailed figures for three years of 
imports by commodities and countries, of free and dutiable imports and 
duty collected in the latest year. 

$30.00 

65-207 	Imports. Merchandise Trade Commodity Detail. Annual. 
Bilingual. 1,242 pp.  First Issue, 1976-1977. (ISSN 0707-7513). 

This report shows statistics by Canadian International Trade Classification 
(CITC) commodity class by country from which the goods were first 
consigned directly to Canada. The C.I.T.C. contains some 16,000 
commodity classes compared with the approximately 2,700 classes of the 
Import Commodity Classification (MCC) used in the Monthly and Annual 
publications. 

$35.00 

65-501 	Review of Foreign Trade, 1966-1972. Occasional. Bilingual. 225 
pp. 

Analytical commentary on significant developments in Canada's foreign 
trade, together with summary tables on leading commodities and partner 
trading countries. A description of sources of information and statistical 
methods is included. This report was published annually until 1960, and 
subsequently on an occasional basis. Includes a chapter on pricing practices 
of Canadian exporters and importers. 

$3.50 

65-502E Canadian International Trade CIas.sihcalion (C.I.T.C.), 1918. 
Occasional. E. and F. 627 pp. 

The 1978 edition of the C.I.T.C. replaces the 1972 edition combining in 
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ic volunic the clavoilLation and the alphabetic index. The C.I.T.C. 
ctrlsists 01 approximately 16,000 seven-digit commodity coded headings 
oip.tnized in a commodity classification structure compatable with the 
Si,indard Commodity Classification of Statistics Canada. The alphabetic 
ndcx contains approximately 45.000 items with their commodity codes. 
I his publication is an essential aid in the preparation of Customs Import 
documents as declared items must he coded according to this classification, 

assist in this coding the introduction outlines the concept of the 
d,issutication structure, provides an explanation 01' terms used and special 
i'itrucIIons. the codes for UNITS of MEASURE, an index of 
ii Isreviations used in the classification and a three-digit summary of the 
,issIhliItiiiIi 

$9.75 

66: International Travel 

	

i I 	I ra%&l Ikt%%tin Canada and Other Countries. Quarterly 
lfilingual. Lp to 191 pp. First Issue, 1931. ( ISSN 0380-2094). 

\t•iesidciits entering Canada by country and Canadian residents 
etlirlilug trom abroad. Travel between Canada and the United States 
.diw both vehicles and persons as well as plane, bus, rail and boat. Data 
ic disaggrepated by province and port Quarterly estimates of receipts and 

ri 	 17,ocl ,I:L prnILLi 

S7.50 a copy. $30.00 a year 

	

.' 	littcrui.itioiial I rasel. .Adsaia liiforination. Monthly. Bilingual. 
I p to 2 pp. First Issue, 1948. (ISSN 0705-5269). 

irtimuis .1 numbers of travellers between Canada and other countries 

	

id S,.'  I 	ed .tteiuorues of n n-rcsudents ( main) one or more nights traffic) 
H 	pi 	uu 	I 	ph 	1 'II I 	 .w,ii i-00 I. 

Sf50 a cop,. $15.00 a year 

	

'I 	I ras ci un s ccii ( aiiadui and UI hr Countries. Annual. 
ltulingual. 91 pp.  First Issue. 1920. (ISSN 0317-6738). 

N. 'eoeeiu travel in Canada and Canadian travel abroad is analysed by 
uuuu rs '! .su(lencc, expcnduiurcs, k'npuh of,  sirI% type of iransporl,Iiuon, 

	

pIII H SC 	I Ii 	I 	ILL liii  Ill LI .11 H 	II scd .iui 	dcsuu tutu 

s7.00 

I rastI. I otirusiii and Outdoor Rccriatioii - A Statistical l)igesl. 
Annual. Bilingual. 253 pp. First Issue, 1972. Last Issue, 1976-
977. (ISSN 0380-6316). 

A dIpL.1 'I data on travel, tourism and outdoor recreation compiled from 
suites in Statistics Canada and elsewhere. Data are in most cases 
iresented fur a five-year period. The digest is divided into nine sections: 
:tc (in international travel, and one each on domestic travel, tourism 
.Lihities, outdoor recreation activities, and equipment and services. 

I )istoritinuuird, last issue. 1976-77. Future issues to be published as 87-401. 

$3.50 

67: Balance of Payments and International Irneslmnents 

I' Quarterly Estimates of Canadian Balance of International 
I'.myments. Quarterly. Bilingual. 13 pp.  First Issue, April 1974. 
ISSN 022 5-3 763 ). 

I LI iieiudes highlights of the relirence quarter; tables contain data for 
the Current and Capital Accounts both globally and with the United 
u.i ics. Available only to subscribers of 67-001. 

Free 

	

I 	Quarterly Fslimates of the ('anadian Balance of International 

l'ayments. System of National Accounts. Quarterly. Bilingual. 
to 76 pp.  First Issue, 1953. (ISSN 0410-5788). 

i main items of current and capital transactions between 
.111.1da and other countries and Canadas reserve position for the current 
id two previous years with comment on developments in the period 

co'. ered $6.00 a copy, $24.00 a 'ar  

67-002 	Security Transactions with Non-residents. Monthly. Bilingual. 
Up to 27 pp. First Issue, 1935. (ISSN 0702-6587). 

Security transactions between residents of Canada and residents of the 
United States, the United Kingdom, Continental Europe and other 
countries by types of securities. December issue contains an annual review 
and each quarterly issue contains comments on new issues and retirements 
of securities. 

$2.50 a copy, $25.00 a year 

67-201 	The Canadian Balance of International Payments. System of 
National Accounts. Annual. Bilingual. 184 pp. First Issue. 1920. 
(ISSNO3I8-88l7). 

Comment on and statistical analysis of current and capital account 
transactions between Canada and other countries. Notes on contents and 
definitions of accounts are also included. 

$8.00 

67-202 	Canada's International Investment Position. Annual. Bilingual. 
125 pp. First Issue, 1926-1967. ( hSN 1)318-8868). 

A detailed analysis of foreign investmeruu'. in ('anada and Canadian 
investments abroad; analytical inlbrmatioit on the relative position of 
t'orcign capital in the ownership and control of Canadian industry, the 
financing of Investment and the distribution of income. 

$8.00 

68: Cosernment Finance 

68-001 	Government Finance in Accordance with the System of 
National Accounts. Quarterly. Bilingual. 72 pp.  First Issue, 
1970-1973. Last Issue, April 1979 (ISSN 0319-8758). 

Presents details of government revenue, expenditure and surplus or deficit. 
which are published in aggregate form in quarterly publication 13-001 
National Income and Expenditure Accounts. I)iscontinued, last issue. 
April 1979. 

$1.40 ii copy 

68-202 Consolidated Government Finance. FIscal Year Ended Nearest 
to December 31. Annual. Bilingual. 57 pp.  First Issue, 1954. 
(ISSN 0575-8254). 

A consolidation of the revenue and expenditure transactions of federal, 
provincial and local governments in Can.ida. Also presents a separate 
consolidation of the revenue and expenditure transactions of provincial 
and local governments. 

$6.00 

68-203 	Local Government Finance. Revenue and Ixpemidilure. 
Preliminary Estimates. Annual Bilingual. 59 pp.  First Issuc. 
1949. ( ISSN 03 18-6121). 

Presents estimates (current year) and preliminary (preceding year) 
provincial and national aggregations of the principal items of local 
government revenue and expenditure classified according to lititmncial 
management concepts. Also presents preliminary and estimated data for 
urban regions. 

$6.04) 

68-204 	Local Gosernmnt'n, Finance. Rt'ienue and Fspenditmirc. Assels 

and Liabilities, Actual. Annual Bilingual. 49 pp. Ersl Issue, 
1944. (ISSN 0703-2749). 

Presents provincial and national aggregates of local government actual 
revenue and expenditure classified according to financial management 
series concepts. Also includes details of fin uncial ,issets and ltahilitis and 
I ire icr ni debt S6.00 
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68-205 	Provincial Government Finance. Revenue and Expenditure 	 and Uses of Funds. Annual. Bilingual. 141 PP.  First Issue, 1950. 
(Estimates). Annual. Bilingual. 90 pp.  First Issue. 1951. (ISSN 	 (ISSN 031 8-8876). 
0575-9501 ). 

Standardized data drawn from provincial budgets and estimates provide 
forecasts of provincial government revcnues by source and expenditure by 
function, with five-year summaries. Includes analyses of revenue sources 
and expenditures and federal-provincial fiscal agreements. See also 68-207. 

$7.00 

	

68-207 	Provincial Government Finance. Revenue and Expenditure. 
Annual. Bilingual. 141 pp.  First Issue, 1950, (ISSN 0575-9498). 

Standardized data drawn from provincial public accounts provides 
forecasts of provincial government revenues by source and expenditure by 
function, with five-year summaries. Includes analyses of revenue sources 
and expenditures and federal-provincial fiscal agreements. See also 68-205. 

$8.00 

	

68-209 	Provincial Government Finance. Assets, Liabilities, Sources 

Standardized data drawn chiefly From provincial public accounts provide 
data of provincial assets and liahililies. with analyses of sources and uses of 
funds, and outstanding bond issues. Includes reconciliation with 
corresponding data in 13-002. 

ss-00 

68-211 	Federal Government Finance. Annual. Bilingual. 46 pp. First 
Issue, 1953. (ISSN 0575-8521). 

An analysts of federal government revenue and expenditure, assets, 
liabilities and surplus within the Financial Management concepts, 
providing functional-economic cross-classifications together with analyses 
of sources and uses of funds, transfers to other levels of government and 
special fund operations, reconciliations with similar analyses on budgetary 
and on national accounts basis, and analysis of direct. indirect and funded 
debt. 

$6.00 
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71: l.aliiitir F orce 

I' labour Forcc Information. Mnthls. BiIi:iii.sI I p to 31 pp 
I irsi Issue, 1946.) ISSN 0708-3 I 7). 

csi md 	 lahle, troni ii:hlie,itim,n 	!-ii)I 	1 lie I ihour 

I' ree 

-itt) I 	I lie Labour Force. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 89 pp. First Issue, 
November 1945.(ISSN 0380-6804). 

l'ie',cnts adjusted and unadjusted estimates of labour force, employment 
mud unemployment, with unemployment and participation rates analysed 
Ns selected geographic, demographic and occupational variables. Includes 
uujmdates to historical series contained in 71-201. occasional special analyses 

.trp!e 	u!u'ituu.I!ue 

'.50 a copy. $35.00 a year 

I .1111 	I listorital I .ahmiur Forcu Si,4t isiis 	Actual Data. Seasonal 
Factors, Seasonally Adjusted Data. Annual. Bilingual. 168 pp. 
I irst Issue, 1953-1966. (ISSN 0703-2684). 

I his publication contains several hundred time series, derived from the 
i.nthlv labour force survey, for the periods January 1966 to December 

l -'i .I,inuu,irs l)'lu tm [X'u.emher l'Y'\ mid t.inu.ir  19 -1  U' December 

S8.00 

- i' 	( itrporalions and Labour F nions Returns Act. Part II. Labour 
I itions. Annual. Bilingual. 148 pp. First Issue, 1970. (ISSN 

I 08-4234). 

( .ii.miii, si,itistical summaries and analysis of labour union activity in 
,iuiada including organization and structure of the unions, male and 

ismiile union membership, geographical location and industry of local 
iuions, affiliations and union financial activity. Also included is the extent 
the ,iIIiIi.iiton mil'orp,initcd labour in (.tn,ita with International Unions. 

15.00 

I I I 	I uiiltiiilili,.ttii,ui of 	\1tiipmm'tr iii ( aitatla. 	'pcci.tl 	I abour 
Imirci' 'mtiitt) 	 sim. S. ()(s,ouu. 	I ru 	3tm pp 

	

'I di cup 	issee p:riii md actual employment in 
um.isl.i. I hc iso collipmlIcliN mi the g.p - unemploynent and non-

mu ticipation -are separately studied by age and sex in the five geographic 
I clmns. 

$0.75 

I 	Workers With Long Hours. Special Labour Force Study, 
'mines A. No.9. Occasional. Lng. 67 pp. 

\ 	i\ 	he characteristics of Canada's long hours workers. The three 
lie: es 1 such workers - the regular long hours workers, the overtime 

WI kers mud the multiple oh holders -e sc'p.tr,mteIs ex,miuined 

I 	iJ 	'.tmmmri-t&r;,i 	'5 .iriattmmn', 	UI "imimlmmit 	111(1 	'm,imIt.sliimlcut 	l..ihour 
Force Participation Rates, 1966-1973. Occasional. F. and F. 58 
I T.  

I lie impact of seasonal and cyclical fluctuations in labour demand on the 
,ihour supply of students and non-students for the period 1966 to 1973 is 
es.iritined in this study. The analysis is based on estimates of labour force 
mu ticipation rates for students and non-students within the 14 to 24 age 
.mteeor\ cuustruicicd Irmum MsuithI l.mbmur 1-urceSuirses d.mt.m S1.05 

-4l. Working Life Tables for Males in Canada and Provinces, 1911. 
(Xuasional. E. and F. 137 pp. 

I_x,wimcN the recent changes in working-life of Canadian males using 1971 
Census data. Focuses on the national trends in labour force accession as 
well as retirement rates, and on provincial difierences in the components. 

$1.40 

71 -525E Job Search Patterns in C'anada. Occasional. E. and F. 57 pp. 

Utilizes data from a supplemental questionnaire attached to the October 
1971 Labour Force Survey to study the patterns of job search and job 
success of persons in the labour market. A number of aspects of search 
behaviour and search success are examined including the demographic 
characteristics oiscarchers, labour force stat us immediately prior to search, 
length of search, and methods and intensity of search. An attempt is made 
to assess the eft'ect of prolonged unemployment on the job expectations of 
searchers. 

$1.05 

7 1-526 Methodology of the Canadian Labour Force Survey. 1976. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 139 pp. 

Presents a general but comprehensive dcsei iption of the revised Canadian 
Labour Force Survey which was introduced in 1975 and whose main 
function is to provide national and provincial estimates of employment and 
unemployment. It gives an account of the various stages of the sampling 
design and estimation procedures. 

$2.10 

71-527E The Flow Components of Unemployment in Canada. 
Occasional. E. and F. 41 pp. 

Analyses demographic and geographic difiircnces in unemployment rates 
for 1973 with comparisons to 1964 for "Iliw components": proportion of 
the labour force unemployed during 1971 the nuiniher ol' times persons 
is ic uu: lie I f 1 ep ii 

'L05 

71 - 1 2 S 	(d' to l.ahm,ur Force SurieN Oala. ()c,ismouu,mL I3iliii'ual. 79 

pp. 

Covers the areas of questionnaire content, survey methodology, and data 
interpretation. Provides a comprehensive description of the kinds of data 
which can he produced, indications of the statistical limitations of these 
data, and guidelines to their interpretation in light of the concepts, 
definitions, and data collection procedures which underlie the statistics. 

$1.05 

71-529 	Labour Force Annual Averages. 1975-1978. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 210 pp. 

This publication provides annual averages (for the years 1975 to 1978) of 
the tables published in 71-001. The data are derived from population 
projections based on the 1976 Census. 

$2.80 

72: Employment and Earnings 

72-002 	l'mployment, Earnings and Hours. Monthly. Bilingual. Up to 
27 pp. First Issue, December 1022.( ISSN 0380-6936). 

Industry and area data on industrial employment, average weekly 
earnings, average weekly hours, average hourly earnings. 

S4.00 a cops. S44L041 a sear 
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72-004 	Federal Government Employment. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 	72-5 14 	Estimates of Employees by Province and Industry. 1961-1974. 
52 pp.  First Issue, April 1952. (ISSN 0575-8491). 	 Occasional. Bilingual. 45 pp. 

Analyses employment and earnings by month of federal government 
employees by province of location, occupational group, department and 
function for public servants and by province of location for employees of 
crown corporations. 

$5.00 a copy, $20.00 a year 

72-005 	Estimates of Labour Income. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 49 pp. 
First Issue, June 1947. (ISSN 031 8-9007). 

Monthly estimates of wages and salaries and supplementary labour income 
on an unadjusted and seasonally adjusted basis by industry for Canada and 
the provinces with annual totals for the last live years. 

S5.00 a copy. $20.00 a year 

72-007 	Provincial Government Employment. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up 
to 40 pp.  First Issue, October 1959. (ISSN 0527-608X). 

Number and earnings of provincial government employees, full-time and 
other, by function for departmental services; summary information for 
provincial institutions of higher learning, provincial government 
enterprises, and workmen's compensation boards. 

$5.00 a copy, $20.00 a year 

72-008 	Estimates of Employees by Province and Industry. Monthly. 
Bilingual. Up to 35 pp. First Issue, December 1964. ( ISSN 0575-
8432). 

Monthly estimates of total employment in non-agricultural industries for 
Canada and the provinces. 

$3.00 a copy, $30.00 a year 

72-009 	Local Government Employment. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 24 
pp. First Issue, January 1967. (ISSN 0703-7392). 

Employment and payrolls of municipal governments by province, 
metropolitan areas, major urban areas, and populatton group. 

$4.00 a copy. $16.00 a year 

72-205 	Federal Government Employment in Metropolitan Areas. 
Annual. Bilingual. 40 pp.  First Issue, 1968. ( ISSN 0527-5148). 

An analysis of the number and regular earnings estimates of federal 
government employees by department. sex, occupational category and 
departmental program within each of the census metropolitan areas dunng 
the month of September each year. Also includes a list of the census 
metropolitan areas and their components and a glossary of principal terms. 

$6.00 

72-206 Employment, Earnings and Hours, Seasonally Adjusted Series. 
Annual. Bilingual. 310 pp. First Issue, 1961-1967. (ISSN 0703-
4873). 

Includes monthly unadjusted indexes, final seasonal factors and final 
seasonally adjusted indexes for the major groups and large component 
industries for Canada, major industrial divisions for the regions and the 
industrial composite for the smaller provinces. 

$15.00 

72-511 	Labour Costs in Canada. Mines. Quarries and Oil Wells, 1969. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 104 pp. 

Published jointly by Statistics Canada and the Canada Department of 
Labour. Analyses the elements of employers' labour Costs, including 
payment for time worked and for fringe benefits, for Canada and regions. 
Includes separate breakdowns for salaried employees and wage-earners; 
extensive survey notes and sample questionnaire. $1.50 

Monthly estimates. including annual averages of total employment in non-
agricultural industries for Canada and the provinces for the 1961-1974 
period. 

$1.05 

	

72-516 	Estimates of Employees by Province and Industry, 1961.1976. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 83 pp. 

Presents monthly estimates of total employees by industry and province in 
the non-agricultural sector - both seasonally adjusted and unadjusted 
series. 1961-1976. Monthly series continued in 72-008. 

$1.40 

	

72-517 	Employment. Earnings and Hours, 1978. Occasional. Bilingual. 
144 pp. 

Contains revised employment, earnings and hours statistics for the months 
of January to April 1978 inclusively which supersede data previously 
published in the monthly publication 72-002. 

$2.10 

	

72-601 	Earnings and Hours of Work in Canada. Retail Trade Industry, 
1970. Annual/Various. Bilingual. 200 pp.  Only Issue. 1970. 
(ISSN 0706-5981). 

Contains data on earnings and hours of work of male and femalc 
employees in the retail trade industry. These statistics are broken down 
into full-time, part-time and casual employees. Large-firm (20 + 
employees) data are given for Canada, provinces and several urban areas. 
Small-firm data relate to Canada. provinces and the metropolitan areas of 
Montreal, Toronto. Winnipeg and Vancouver. 

$2.00 

	

72-602 	Accommodation. Food and 	Recreational Services. 
Employment. Earnings and Hours of Work, 1972. Annual/ 
Various. Bilingual. 128 pp. Only Issue. 1972. (ISSN 0317-6746). 

Presents data on employment, earnings and hours of work in the 
accommodation, food services, amusement and recreation industries for 
full-time, part-time and casual workers by occupation and sex, for Canada, 
provinces and selccted metropolitan areas, with breakdowns for large and 
small firms. 

$2.10 

	

72-603 	Finance, Insurance and Real Estate. Employment, Earnings and 
Hours of Work. 1973. Annual/Various. Bilingual. 142 pp. Only 
Issue, 1973. (ISSN 0319-4949). 

Contains data on employment, earnings and hours of work of male and 
female employees in finance, insurance and real estate (1970 Standard 
Industrial Classification). These statistics are broken down into full-time, 
part-time and casual employees under four occupational groupings. Data 
are given for Canada, provinces and the 22 census metropolitan areas. 

$2.10 

	

72-6 10 	Labour Costs in Canada. Finance, insurance and Real Estate. 
Annual/Various. Bilingual. 84 pp. Only Issue, 1970. (ISSN 
0319-4930). 

Published jointly by Statistics Canada and the Canada Department of 
Labour. Analyses the elements of employers' labour costs, including 
payment for time worked and for fringe benefits, for Canada and regions. 
Includes separate breakdowns for salaried employees and wage-earners; 
extensive survey notes and sample questionnaire. 

$1.00 
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72-61 I 	Labour ('osis in Canada. Transportation, Communication and 
Other Utilities. Annual/Various. Bilingual. 155 pp. Only Issue, 
1970.( ISSN 1)706-5973). 

Published jointly by Statistics Canada and the Canada Department of 
Labour. Analyses the elements of employers' labour costs, including 
payment for time worked and for fringe benefIts, for Canada and regions. 
Includes separate breakdowns for salaried employees, operating 
employees and wage-earners; extensive survey notes and sample 
questionnaire. 

$I .50 

YMENT AND LABOUR INCOME 	 SI 

Beginning in 1976, provides information on total annual employee 
compensation in all major industry groups for Canada and the provinces. 
Included are data on direct employer expenditures (pay for time worked, 
paid absences, premium and bonus payments, etc.), and on voluntary and 
obligatory indirect employer expenditures for employee welfare and 
benefit plans. Also includes comparisons of labour costs in selected 
industries with information from earlier industry-specific surveys. 

$2.10 

73: Unemployment Insurance 

72-612 	Labour Costs in Canada. Manufacturing. Annual/Various. 
Bilingual. 127 pp. Only Issue. 1971. (ISSN 0075-7551). 

Published jointly by Statistics Canada and the Canada I)epartment of 
Labour. Analyses the elements of employers' labour costs, including 
payment for time worked and for fringe benefits, for Canada and regions. 
Includes separate breakdowns for salaried employees and wage-earners. 
1968 cost comparison; extensive survey notes and sample questionnaire. 

$2.10 

72-613 	Labour Costs in Canada. Mines, Quarries and Oil Wells. 
Annual/Various. Bilingual. 71 pp. Only Issue, 1972. (ISSN 
0319-4922). 

Published jointly by Statistics Canada and the Canada Department of 
Labour. Analyses the elements of employers' labour costs, including 
payment for time worked and for fringe benefits, for Canada and regions. 
Includes separate breakdowns for salaried employees, and wage-earners. 
1969 cost comparison; extensive survey notes and sample questionnaire. 

$1.40 

72-6 15 	Labour Costs in Canada. Trade, 1972. Annual/Various. 
Bilingual. 122 pp. Only Issue, 1972. ( ISSN 1)381-5463). 

Published jointly by Statistics Canada and the Canada Department of 
Labour. Analyses the elements of employers' labour costs, including 
payments for time worked and for fringe benefits, for Canada and regions. 
Includes separate breakdowns for salaried employees and full and part-
time wage-earners; extensive survey notes and sample questionnaire. 

$2.10 

72-6 16 Labour Costs in Canada. Education, Libraries and Museums. 
Annual/Various. Bilingual. 65 pp. Only Issue, 1974. (ISSN 
0380-2108). 

Analyses the elements of cmployers labour costs, including payment for 
time worked and for fringe benefits, for Canada and regions. Includes 
separate breakdowns for teaching and non-teaching staff; extensive survey 
notes and sample questionnaire. 

$1.05 

72-6 17 	Labour ('osts in Canada. Services to Business Management. 
1975. Annual/Various. Bilingual. 47 pp. Only Issue, 1975. 
(ISSN 0384-2606). 

Analyses the elements of employers' labour costs, including payment for 
time worked and for fringe benefits, for Canada and regions. Includes 
extensive survey notes and sample questionnaire. 

$1.05 

72-6 III 	Labour Costs in Canada. All Industries. Annual/Various. 
Bilingual. 118 pp. Only Issuc, 1976. ( ISSN 0705-9132).  

73-OOlP Preliminary Unemployment Insurance Statistics. Quarterly. 
Bilingual. Up to IS pp. First Issue, April 1979. (ISSN 0702-
8067). 

Available only to subscribers of 73-001. 
Free 

	

73-001 	Statistical Report on the Operation of the L;nemployment 
Insurance Act. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 79 pp. First Issue, 
February 1942. 4 ISSN 0382.4098). 

Estimates ot'thc insured population; claims filed, claims allowed, claimants 
on the live unemployment register on last working day of month; weeks 
and amount of benefit for the month. 

S6.00 a copy. $24.00 a year 

	

73-201 	Benefit Periods Established and Terminated Under the 
Unemployment Insurance Act. Annual. Bilingual. 76 pp.  First 
Issue, 1942. ( ISSN 0707-0295). 

Information regarding the personal characteristics. occupational and 
industrial status of both the insured population and persons establishing 
and terminating benefit periods. 

$6.00 

74: Employee Beniht Plans 

	

74-001 	Quarterly Estimates of Trusteed Pension Funds. Quarterly. 
Bilingual. Up to 7 pp. First Issue, January 1973. (ISSN 0700-
205X). 

Provides estimates of income, expenditures and the distribution of assets 
by major investment categories in respect of trusteed pension plan funds. 

$2.50 a copy. $10.00 a year 

	

74-201 	Trusteed Pension PlaIm. Finandal Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 
68 pp. First Issue, 1957. ( ISSN (575-9978). 

Presents in its tables, charts and comirrents, information on income, 
expenditures and assets of all trusteed pension plan funds in Canada. 

$7.00 

	

74-401 	Pension Plans in Canada. Biennial. Bilingual. 84 pp. First Issue, 
1970. ( ISSN 0701-5488). 

Provides details of the terms and condiiions of all employer sponsored 
pension plans in Canada. It includes precise data on such conditions as 
eligibility, employee contribution rates, retirement hcncfits, retirement 
ages, vesting and death benefits. 

S7.00 
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SI: Education 	 Provides a brief summary of basic education statistics at the beginning of 
the school year: number 01 schools. teachers, enrolment by province for all 

81-002 	Education Statistics. Service Bulletiii. Service Bulletin 	three levels; number of university graduates for the country as a whole; and 

	

Bilingual. lip to 5 pp. First Issue, October 1979. (ISSN 0709- 	global estimates of expenditures on education by sources of l'unds. These 

7883). 	 data are estimates. 
$4.50 

A statistical bulletin providing a medium for the release of advance and 

	

timely information on education in Canada and the provinces. Includes 	81-222 	Enrolment in Community Colleges. Annual. Bilingual. 31 pp. 

	

data on enrolment, instructional staffs and finance for all levels of 	 First Issue. 1969- 1970.( ISSN 0382-0920). 
education. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

8 1-202 	Salaries and Qualifications of Teachers in Public, Elementary 
and Secondary Schools. Annual. Bilingual. 63 pp.  First Issue, 
1936. (ISSN 0318-3874). 

Classifications of all full-time school insti-uctional and administrative staff 
at the elementary-secondary school level in all provinces according to 
salary level, certificate and experience, separately for city, town and rural 
schools. 

$6.00 

	

8 1-204 	Universities: Enrolment and Degrees. Annual. Bilingual. 72 pp. 
First Issue. 1949. ( ISSN 0706-3652). 

Gives data on winter session undergraduate and graduate enrolment by 
province, institution, faculty, and sex; full-time, part.time and 
correspondence course enrolment. Also includes detailed tables on students 
in faculties of medicine, dentistry, nursing and engineering and applied 
sciences. 

$7.00 

	

81-208 	Financial Statistics of Education. Annual. Bilingual. 46 pp. 
First Issue, 1954. ( ISSN 0703-9328). 

Presents financial statistics on all levels of education and on vocational 
training and related cultural activities. 

$6.00 

	

81-210 	Elementary-Secondary School Enrolment. Annual. Bilingual. 
53 pp. First Issue, 1960-1961. ( ISSN 0317-7548). 

Presents statistics of enrolment in elementary and secondary schools in 
Canada and includes data for provincial public school systems, private 
schools and schools operated under the auspices of the Government of 
Canada. 

$6.00 

	

81-216 	Interprovincial and International Migration of Children in 
Canada. Annual. Bilingual. 55 pp.  First Issue, 1964-1965. (ISSN 
038 1-8772), 

Data on immigration of children by province of destination; numbers 
transferring into and out of each province by province of origin and 
destination, including monthly data for school years. Based on family 
allowance records. 

$6.00 

	

81-219 	Tuition and Living Accommodation Costs at Canadian 
Universities. Annual. Bilingual. 24 pp.  First Issue. 1966-1967. 
(ISSNO3I8-2991). 

Contains condensed information on typical tuition and other academic fees 
for several faculties, costs at university-operated residences, general 
sources of information, and details of the Canada Student Loans Plan. 

$4.50 

	

81-220 	Advance Statistics of Education. Annual. Bilingual. 30 pp.  First 
Issue, 1967-1968. (1SSN0575-786X).  

Data on full-time fall enrolments and information on instructional staff and 
technical assistants in community colleges and other related non-university 
post-secondary institutions in Canada. 

$4.50 

	

81-229 	Education in Canada. A Statistical Resies for 1977-1978. 
Annual. Bilingual. 146 pp. First Issue. 1973. ( ISSN 0706-3679). 

Deals with all levels of education, providtng figures and background 
information on Institutions, teachers and students, and also on financial 
expenditures for Canada and the provinces. Analyses the nature of the 
growth in education, and provides data on the educational attainment of 
the population and of the labour force. 

$8.00 

	

8 1-241 	Teachers in Universities. Annual. Bilingual. 86 pp.  First Issue, 
1971-1972.( ISSN 0707.9737). 

Presents statistical tables and commentary relating to the population and 
salaries of full-time teachers, broken down into three distinct sections: 
salaries; age and qualification characteristics; social and other 
characteristics. 

$7.00 

	

8 1-253 	Continuing Education. Participation in Programs of 
Educational Institutions. Annual. Bilingual. 41 pp.  First Issue, 
1973-1974.Lastlssue, 1977-1978.(ISSN070I-1113). 

Presents information on course enrolments. participation rates and course 
fees on the continuing education programs offered by publicly supported 
educational institutions. I)iscontinued, last issue 1977-1978. 

$6.00 

	

81-254 	Educational Staff of Community Colleges and Vocational 
Schools. Annual. Bilingual. 97 pp. First Issue, 1976-1977. 
(ISSN 0706-2990). 

This publication presents detailed tabular data on salaries, experience, 
education, age, sex, origin, level of instruction and provincial certification 
requirements of educational staff in community colleges and vocational 
schools. Additional tabular data available by direct request to 'ACCESS 
(Annual Community College Educational SlaffSystem). 

$8.00 

8 1-257 Minority and Second Language Education. Elementary and 
Secondary Levels. Annual. Bilingual. 49 pp.  First Issue. 1975-
1976 and 1976-1977.(ISSN0706.3717). 

Statistics of enrolment and participation rates, by province, for 
programmes where French is the language ofinstruction outside of Quebec 
and for French as a second language. Comparable data for English in 
Quebec. Time series analysis with 1970-1971 as base. 

$6.00 

SI .543E Post-secondary Student Population Survey. 1968-1969. 
Occasional. E. and F. 145 pp. 

Contains 25 tables on expenditures, income, and other socio-economic 
features of the entire post-secondary student population in Canada; the 
institutions covered include universities. CEGEP's, junior colleges. 
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institutes of technology, schools of nursing, teachers' colleges, and other 	information on all levels of education. One chapter is also devoted to 
vocational schools that are clearly post-secondary. 	 cultural activities, previously available only in scattered form. 

$1.50 	 $3.50 

81-546 	Survey of Education In the Western Provinces. 1969-1970. 	81-566 	The Educational Profile of Unlersity (.raduates. Occasional. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 265 pp. 	 Bilingual. 23 pp. 

Provides detailed statistics on educational activities from kindergarten to 
the post-graduate level, in each of the four Western Provinces and for the 
region as a whole. Statistical profiles and analyses on enrolment, teaching 
staff and education finance are provided. 

$2.50 

	

81-549 	EducatIon In Canada's Northland, 1960-1970. Occasional 
Bilingual. 76 Pp. 

Presents statistical profiles and commentary on enrolment, teaching staff 
and finance at elementary, secondary and post-secondary non-university 
levels, from 1960 to 1970. 

$1.00 

	

81-550 	Century of Education in British Columbia: Statistical 
Perspectives. 1871- t971. Occasional. Bilingual. 157 pp. 

Special study giving statistical perspectives of a century of education in 
British Columbia prepared specifically to mark the centennial of that 
province in 1971. Statistical profiles and analyses are presented on 
education finance, leaching staff and student enrolment. An historical 
chapter on educational change is also included. 

$1.50 

	

8 1-552 	EstImated Participation Rates in Canadian Education. 1968- 
1969. Occasional. Bilingual. 174 pp. 

Presents participation ol'Canadian students in education by single years of 
age and sex for all levels. For post-secondary students, additional 
information is provided such as residence, citizenship, immigration status 
and field of study. The figures are as of 1968-1969 and are shown for 
Canada and the provinces. 

$2.00 

	

81-555 	Training in Industry. 1969-1970. Occasional. Bilingual. 75 pp. 

Presents details on employer-sponsored training programs given to regular 
employees and apprentices during the year ended June 30, 1970. Includes 
information on companies, courses and trainees by province and industry 
group with respect to types of training, methods of instruction and course 
duration. 

$1.00 

	

81-557 	Education in the Western Provinces, 1971-1972. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 187 pp. 

Provides detailed statistics on educational activities from kindergarten to 
the post-graduate level, in each of the four Western Provinces and lir the 
region as a whole. Statistical profiles and analyses on enrolment, teaching 
siafl'and education finance are provided. See also 81-546. 

$2.10 

	

8 1-558 	Music Competition Festivals, 1971. Occasional. Bilingual. 36 
Pp. 

Data on number, size and type of festival, sources of income and 
expenditure, as well as directory of festivals held in 1971, their locations 
and usual dates. 

$030 

	

81-560 	Decade of Education Finance, 1960-1969. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 271 pp. 

A comprehensive statistical report on the various aspects of education 
through the 1960's. Presents in tables, charts and comments, financial 

The report is based on the 1973 survey oluriversity graduates. The degree 
holders in Canada at the time of the survey are classified by field of study 
and last highest qualifications, sex, year of birth, country of birth, period of 
immigration and place ofcdueation. 

$0.70 

	

8 1-568 	Historical Compendium of I'ducatlon Statistics. From 
Confederation to 1975. Occasion.il . Bilingual. 324 pp. 

This set of historical statistics gives national and provincial breakdown of 
enrolment, teachers, graduates and finance at the elementary, secondary 
and post-secondary levels. The time series extend from the earliest date 
that comparable figures are available to the mid-seventies. 

$5.25 

81-570E Out of Sehool - Into the Labour Force. Trends and Prospects 
for Enrolment, School LeaveN, and the Labour F'orce In 
(:anada - the 1960's Through the 1980's. Occasional. E. and F. 
404 pp. 

National projections to 1986 of the annual number of students leaving the 
education system to seek work, based on population and enrolment 
projections. The educational level of these' school leavers", from less than 
secondary completion to Ph.D., is indicated. Their employment 
opportunities are analyzed, with particular emphasis on labour market 
conditions that confront degree holders The report also contains a 
comparison ofCanadian and American trcnds. 

$6.00 

	

81-571 	1976 University and College (raduates. Doctoral Degree 
Recipients. Occasional. Bilingual 39 pp. 

This publication describes the employment rates, two years after 
graduation, of doctoral degree recipients of 1976. Data on employment are 
provided for each field of study. For gr.iduatcs who were employed, 
information is given on occupations, work activities, annual salaries, and 
levels ofsatistction with employment. Also included are detailed tables on 
geographic mobility, levels of satisfaction with education progra a. sources 
offinancial support for doctoral program and employment aspirations. The 
study surveyed some 1.400 doctoral degec recipients from Canadian 
universities in provinces other than Quebec. 

$430 

82: Public Health 

	

82-206 	Hospital Morbidity. Annual. Bilingual. 183 pp. First Issue, 
1968.( ISSN 0575-8474). 

Counts of cases separated from all general and allied special hospitals in 
Canada, and number of days of hospital c,ire given to these eases, by the 
Detailed List of three-digit Categories ot'thv International Classification of 
Diseases. For each diagnostic group cascs-atd-days information, including 
rates, is shown for both sexes, for five age groups and for nine provinces. 
Figures back to 1960 are also available. 

$10.00 

	

82-207 	Cancer in Canada. Annual. Bilingual. 129 pp.  First Issue 1969- 
1970.(ISSN03I5-5161 ). 

Counts of new eases reported to provinci.tl tumour registries by site of 
tumour, age, sex, and method of diagnosis (ontario excluded). 

$8.00 

	

82-208 	Surgical Procedures and Treatments, Annual. Bilingual. 163 
pp. First Issue. 1969. (ISSN 0317.3720). 
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Counts of primary surgical procedures in general and allied special 	83-205 	Mental Health Statistics. Volume Ill, Institutional Facilties, 
hospitals by province, age, sex, and length of stay. 	 Services and Finances. Annual. Bilingual. 62 PP.  First Issue. 

$10.00 	 1953.( ISSN 0380-6545). 

	

82.209 	Hospital Morbidity. Canadian Diagnostic List. Annual. 
Bilingual. 105 pp.  First Issue. 1969. (ISSN 0380-6855). 

Similar to publication 82-206 except that the 188 Canadian diagnostic list 
is used rather than the more detailed three-digit International 
Classification of Diseases, Adapted. 

$8.00 

82-2 LIP Therapeutic Abortions, Canada, Ad.ance Information. Annual. 
Bilingual. 28 pp.  First Issue, 1974. (ISSN 0700-2823) 

Therapeutic abortions and abortion rates by province; hospitals with 
therapeutic abortion committees by province; legal abortions obtained by 
Canadian residents in the United States; selected demographic and 
medical characteristics of Canadian women who obtained abortions in 
Canada, and; comparative international abortion statistics. Available only 
to subscribers of 82-211. 

Free 

	

82-211 	Therapeutic Abortions. Annual. Bilingual. 138 pp.  First Issue, 
1972. (ISSN 0700- l38X). 

Therapeutic abortion cases reported by the ten provinces and the Yukon 
Territory; therapeutic abortions to residents of reporting provinces: 
abortion rates per 100 live births by provinces and uartcrs; comparative 
figures of therapeutic abortions and abortion rates per 100 live births; 
information relating to selected demographic, social and medical items of 
intormation for therapeutic abortion cases. 

$8.00 

	

82-212 	Tuberculosis Statistics. Morbidity and Mortality. Annual. 
Bilingual. 20 pp.  First Issue, 1973. (ISSN 0708-4277). 

Admissions, discharges and deaths of patients during the year and patients 
in institutions at the end of the year classified by medical, social and 
personal characteristics; anti-tuberculosis activities and historical tables. 

$430 

	

82-536 	Medical Services and Associated Diagnoses, Saskatchewan, 
1972. Occasional. Bilingual. I I I pp. 

Published jointly by Statistics Canada and Saskatchewan Medical Care 
Insurance Commission. Number of patients by age and sex cross-classified 
by types of medical services received and their costs, by groupings of the 
International Classification of Diseases are presented. Also provided are 
the seasonal patterns of services and diagnostic groups. Populations at risk, 
and treated, with average numbers of services and costs, are compared for 
1971 and 1972. 

$2.10 

Statistics on the facilities, services and finances of mental institutions. 

$6.00 

	

83-207 	Tuberculosis Statistics. Institutional Facilities. Services and 
Finances. Annual, Bilingual. 24 pp. First Issue. 1954. (ISSN 
038 1-8845). 

Facilities, services, personnel and finances of tuberculosis institutions and 
selected data on tuberculosis units. 

$430 

	

83-217 	Hospital Statistics, Preliminary Annual Report. Annual. 
Bilingual. 8 pp. First Issue, 1961. ( ISSN 0381-8802). 

Number of hospitals operating and reporting, bed capacity, patient-days, 
personnel, paid hours per patient-day, operating fund expenditure and per 
diem costs. 

$6.00 

	

83-222 	Special Care Facilities, Residential Facilities and Services. 
Annual. Bilingual. 143 pp.  First Issue, 1974. ( ISSN 0704-9331). 

Residential care facilities operating and reporting: beds, movement of 
residents, their age and sex: personnel. paid hours of work; expenses and 
revenue, arranged by size of facility and by principal characteristic of 
residents and by usual type of care received. 

$8.00 

	

83-226 	Nursing in Canada, Canadian Nursing StatIslic. Annual. 
Bilingual. 137 pp. First Issue, 1975. ( ISSN 03114-2592). 

Serves as a compendium on the nursing profession in Canada. Presents 
basic distributions and cross-classification of the socto-economic 
characteristics of the nursing profession in terms of work setting, salaries 
and education as well as related information such as hospital facilities. 

$8.00 

	

83-231 	Compendium of Selected Health Manpower Statistics. Annual, 
Bilingual. 106 pp.  First Issue. 1976. (ISSN 0706-7976). 

Incorporates into one publication, information on all health occupations 
for which data is collected by the Health Manpower Statistics Section - 
nurses, physiotherapists, radiological technicians, and dental hygienists. 
Each health occupation is represented by a separate chapter containing: a 
description of the survey methodology; the data items collected; the 
individuals who may be contacted regarding the acquisition of 
unpublished information; some basic tabulations relating to the respective 
health manpower group; and other sources of health manpower data. 

$8.00 

83: Hospitals and Health Manpower 	 . 

83-20E A Prognosis for Hospitals. The Effects of Population Change 

83-201 	List of Canadian Hospitals and Related Facilities. Annual, 	 on the Need for Hospital Space. Occasional. E. and F. 92 pp. 

Bilingual. 71 pp.  First Issue, 1942. (ISSN 0319-8014). 	 $7.00 

	

List of hospitals operating during the year in each province by category 	 84: Vital Statistics 

(public, private or federal), type, ownership and capacity. 

	

$7.00 	84-001 	Vital Statistics. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 2 pp. First Issue, 
1948.(ISSN03I7-3135). 

83-204 	Mental Health Statistics. Volume I, Institutional Admissions 
and Separations. Annual. Bilingual. 264 pp.  First Issue. 1932. 
(ISSN 0380-65 10). 

Medical and social characteristics of patients of Canadian psychiatric in- 
patient facilities admitted and separated during the reporting year. See also 
83-205. 	 $15.00 

Registrations of births, marriages and deaths by province, with 
comparative and cumulative totals. 

$2.50 a copy. $10.00 a year 

84-203 Causes of Death. Provinces by Sex and Canada by Sex and Age. 
Annual. Bilingual. 162 pp. First Issue. 1965. (ISSN 0380-7533). 
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Number of deaths by three-digit categories and four-digit sub-categories 	Finally, cancer mortality in Canada by site and sex is compared with the 
of the International Classification of Diseases, Injuries, and Causes of 	corresponding mortality in a group of selected countries for the year 1971. 
Death, by sex for the provinces, and by sex and five-year age groups for 	 $5.25 
Canada. 

$10.00 

	

84-204 	Vital Statistics. Volume I. Births. Annual. Bilingual. 51 pp. 
First Issue, 1971.) ISSN 0700-1452). 

[)ctailed data and cross-classification of births. Includes data for Canada. 
provinces, counties or census divisions and districts, metropolitan areas 
and census agglomerations. Also contains an historical table on population 
by sex and age by province, and a general summary of vital statistics for 
counties, census divisions or districts and urban places by provinces. 

$6.00 

	

84-205 	Vital Statistics. Volume II, Marriages and Divorces. Annual. 
Bilingual. 42 pp.  First Issue. 1971.(ISSN0700-1460). 

Numbers and rates of marriages and divorces. Includcs data for Canada, 
provinces. counties. Census divisions or districts. Also contains an historical 
table on population by sex and age and a general summary of vital statistics 
for census divisions or districts and urban places, by province. 

$6.00 

	

84-206 	Vital Statistics. Volume III, Deaths. Annual. Bilingual. 187 pp. 
First Issue. 1971. (ISSN 0700-1479). 

Numbers of deaths and rates, life expectancy, natural increase. Details of 
deaths and rates by cause and sex. Also contains an historical table on 
population by province, and by age and sex for Canada, as well as a general 
summary of vital statistics for counties, census divisions and districts, and 
urban places by province. 

$ 10.00 

	

84-207 	Principal Vital Statistics by Local Areas. Annual. Bilingual. 79 
pp. First Issue, 1974. ( ISSN 0700-1509). 

The report consists of one table, entitled "General Summary of Vital 
Statistics for Counties, Census Division or Districts and Urban Places". 
The table lists births and deaths by sex (or each ol' these areas, along with 
still-births, infant mortality and marriages. 

85: Judicial Sttlstics 

	

85-001 	Law Enforcement, Judicial and Correctional Statistics Service 
Bulletin. Service Bulletin. Bilingual. Up to 10 pp.  First Issue, 
August 1973.) ISSN 0702-80911. 

Contains preliminary data, advance information, and special studies from 
the different subject-matter areas within the lustice Statistics Division. 

$1.50 a copy, $15.00 a year 

	

85-205 	Crime and Traffic Enforcement. Annual. Bilingual. 369 pp. First 
Issue. 1961. (ISSN 0702-6625. 

Statistical summary of some law enforcement activities in relation to crime 
and traffic olfences as reported by municipal police forces in urban centres 
of 750 population ad over, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Ontario 
Provincial Police, Quebec Provincial Pt.lice. Railway and National 
Harhours Board Police. 

$20.00 

	

85.207 	Correctional Institution Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 197 pp. 
First Issue. 1957.( ISSN 0708-63r'6). 

Statistics of population movement into and out of adult correctional 
institutions. Adult institutions include penitentiaries, reformatories and 
provincial gaols. Included are tables on peisons admitted to and released 
from penitentiaries and prisons in the Mariiimes provinces and Manitoba. 

$10.00 

	

85-209 	Homicide Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 144 pp. First Issue, 
1961-1964.) ISSN 0706.2788). 

A detailed integrated study on murders reported to the police showing the 
following particulars: incidents, victims and accused; court pr('cdurc; 
relationship between the accused and victim(s); social data on the victims 
and the accused. 

$8.00 

	

$7.00 	85-505E Homicide in Canada. A Statistic,iI Synopsis. Occasional. E. and 
F. 200 pp. 

84-530 	Canadian Suicide Ratios by t.ocal Areas and by Urban Centres, 
1970-1972. Occasional. Bilingual. 32 pp. 	 Presents a detailed picture of'murder and manslaughter in Canada (1961- 

1974 - what kinds of people are involved in homicides committed under 

	

Frequency of suicide as compared with the Canadian average, for all local 	what circumstances, and how the criminal Justice system deals with 

areas and urban centres over 25,000 population. 	 suspects. In addition to statistical information - much of it not previously 
$0.70 published in this fOrm - the report also provides a review of the historical 

development of homicide law and a summ.try of current C'anadian law as 
the context within which the statistics should he viewed, 

84-532 	Life Tables, Canada and I'rovinces. 1975-1977. Occasional. 	 $2.80 
Bilingual. 56 pp. 

86: Welfare Statistics 
Complete life tables based on age-group death rates for the period 1975-
1977; Canada and provinces. 

$6.01) 

84-533 	Mortality Differences in Canada. 1960-1962 and 1970.1972. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 95 pp. 

In this study. differences in mortality and in expectation of life at birth 
among different size groups of residence or locality have been examined for 
the years 1960-1962 and 1970-1972. 

$1.40 

86.201 	Social Security. National Programs. Annual. Bilingual. 770 pp. 
First Issue. 1976. ( ISSN 0700-3117). 

Describes and provides statistics for all major national and provincial social 
security programs with focus on people - beneficiaries, contrihuters and 
claimants and on payments - to individuals, organizations or provinces 
related to selected socio-economic variables. Programs are indexed by 
descriptive features and by statistics available. 

$25.00 

87: ('ulti,re Statistics 

84-534 	('ancer Mortalily by Site, 1960-1973. Occasional. Bilingual. 

341 pp. 

Contains descriptive and statistical analyses of Canadian cancer mortality 
rates by site, sex and province for the years 1960-1973. National trends by 
site, sex and five-year age groups are also covered ('or the same period. 

87-001 	Culture Siatistivs Service Bulk'tin, Service Bulletin, Bilingual. 
Up tol pp.  First Issue, 1978. (ISSN 0706-263X). 

A statistical bulletin providing a medium for the release of advance and 
timely information on culture in Canada and the provinces. Includes data 
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on book publishing, media, libraries, museums, artists. Canadians' cultural 	Statistical report on circulation and revenue of the daily and non-daily 
life and other related subjects, 	 newspapers and periodicals. 

$1.50 a copy. $15.00 a year 

	

87-501 	Culture Statistics. Recreational Acthilies, 1976. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 94 pp. 

Presents summary statistics on participation in selected sport, exercise, 
favourite sport and other leisure activities. Data are presented by area of 
residence of respondents and by socio-economic characteristics of 
respondents. 

$1.40 

	

87-502 	Culture Statistics. Travel to Work. 1973-1977. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 67 pp. 

Summary statistics and analysis from five consecutive fall surveys give 
information on method of transportation, distance and time to work. size 
of automobile driven to work and socio-economic characteristics of 
commuters, with much of the data presented by province and for ten 
selected Census Metropolitan Areas. 

$1.05 

	

87-601 	Culture Statistics. Book Publishing: An Industry Analysis. 
Annual/Various. Bilingual. 62 pp. First Issue, 1975. (ISSN 
0705-6133). 

Statistics on Canadian book publishers; their activities, financial situation, 
staff and affiliations with other publishers. 

$6.00 

	

87-602 	Culture Statistics. Book Publishing: A Cultural Analysis. 
Annual/Various. Bilingual. 56 pp. First Issue. 1975. (ISSN 
0706-9332). 

Gives a analysis of books published or reprinted during the current year, by 
authorship of titles, book contents, sales, and other related categories. 

$7.00 

	

87-603 	Culture Statistics. Book Publishing: Text Books. Annual/ 
Various. Bilingual. 75 pp.  First Issue. 1975. ( ISSN 0708-8027). 

Statistics on text books published in Canada, including translations or 
adaptations. 

$7.00 

	

87-610 	Culture Statistics. Performing Arts. Annual/Various. Bilingual. 
64 pp.  First Issue, 1976. (ISSN 0706-2621). 

Statistics on performing companies: theatre, music, opera and dance. Also 
data on attendances. 

$6.00 

	

87-625 	Culture Statistics. Newspapers and Periodicals. Annual/ 
Various. Bilingual. 57 pp.  First Issue. 1976-1977. (ISSN 0706-
7518). 

$6.00 

	

87-630 	Culture Statistics. Radio and Teleision. Annual/Various. 
Bilinguil. 31 pp. First Issue. 1978. 

$4.50 

	

87-650 	Culture Statistics. Centralized School Librairies in Canada. 
Annual/Various. Bilingual. 20 pp.  First Issue, 1974-1975. 
(ISSNO7O8.7888). 

Information on elementary and secondary school librairies in Canada and 
the provinces. 

$0.70 

	

87-651 	Culture Statistics. Public Libraries in Canada. Annual/ 
Various. Bilingual. 26 pp.  First Issue. 1975. (ISSN 0704-884X). 

Gives information on public library systems in centres of 10.000 population 
and over. 

$6.00 

	

87-652 	Culture Statistics. Unisersity and College Libraries in Canada. 
Annual/Various. Bilingual. 39 pp. First Issue, 1972-1973 and 
1974-1975,1 ISSN 0707-7610). 

This puhlicaiion presents summary statistics on library holdingsg, 
operating expenditures and hill-time library stall' by region for university 
and college libraries. 

$0.70 

	

87-655 	Culture statistics. Museums. Art Galleries and Related 
Institutions. Annual/Various. Bilingual. 77 pp.  First Issue, 
1974.( ISSN 0704.8661). 

Gives statistics on types of institutions, governing authority, finance. 
attendance and stafi'in museums, art galleries and related institutions. 

$1.05 

	

87-656 	Culture Statistics, Museums, Art Galleries and Related 
Institutions (Large Institutions). Annual/Various. Bilingual. 58 
pp. First Issue, 1976. ( ISSN 0708-6202). 

Presents detailed information by region and type for 260 large cultural 
institutions in Canada. Aspects discussed include attendance, finances, 
personnel and travelling exhibitions. Large institutions arc defined as those 
with an operating budget of $40,000 or more. 

$1.05 

	

87-680 	Culture Statistics. Government Expenditures on Culture in 
Canada. Annual/Various. Bilingual. 19 pp.  First Issue. 1976-
1977. (ISSN 0709-406X). 

Presents detailed information on federal government expenditures on 
culture. Statistical tables provide a breakdown of data by federal 
government department or agency, function and economic classification. 
Expenditures on culture are highlighted in the framework of functional and 
economic classification. 

$4.50 
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91: Population Estimates and Projections 

	

91-001 	Quarterly Estimates of Population for Canada and the 
Provinces. Quarterly. Bilingual. Up to 8 pp. First Issue, October. 
1972. (ISSN 0706-4705). 

Estimated population of Canada and each province at the beginning of 
each quarterly period. 

$2.50 a copy. S10.00 a year 

	

91-201 	Estimates of Population for Canada and the Provinces. Annual. 

Bilingual. 8 pp. First Issue, 1922. ( ISSN 0575-8424). 

Estimated population of Canada and each province at June 1 of each year 
from 1931 to date. 

S 3.00 

9 1-202 F.stimates of Population by Sex and Age for Canada and the 
Provinces. Annual. Bilingual. 36 pp. First Issue, 1931. (ISSN 
0707.3 194). 

Estimates of population by sex and age by five-year age groups; 
explanation of methods used in making estimates. 

$6.00 

	

91-203 	Population Estimates by Marital Status, Age and Sex. Canada 
and Provinces. Annual. Bilingual. 15 pp.  First Issue, 1931. 
(ISSN 0575-934X). 

Estimates of single, married, widowed and divorced, by sex and five-year 
age groups. 

$4.50 

	

9 1-204 	Estimates of Families in Canada. Annual. Bilingual. 9 pp. First 
Issue, 1947, (ISSN 0381-8799). 

Number of families and average size of family by province; children in 
families by age group and activity. 

$4.50 

	

9 1-205 	Canadian Citizenship Statistics. Annual. Bilingual. 29 pp.  First 
Issue. 1952. I.asc Issue, 1978.( ISSN 0575-8033). 

Number of persons granted citizenship certificates, by country of 
allegiance, period of immigration, age, sex and marital status. 
Discontinued, last issue, 1978. 

$4.50 

	

9 1-206 	Population Estimates for Census Disisions. Annual. Bilingual. 
10 pp. First Issue, 1967. ( ISSN 0380-6383). 

Total population estimates and components of population change (births, 
deaths and residual) by census division. 

$4.50 

	

9 1.207 	Estimates of Population for the Census Metropolitan Areas of 
Canada. Annual. Bilingual. 8 pp. First Issue. 1972. (ISSN 0706-
0769). 

Estimated population for intercensal years for the 22 metropolitan areas of 
Canada as delineated in the 1971 Census. 

$3.00 

	

91.208 	International and Interprovincial Migration in Canada. Annual, 
Bilingual. 45 pp. First Issue, 1961-1962 and 1975-1976. (ISSN 
0703.6698). 

International and interprovincial migration data in three sections: data 
sources and methods used to produce estimates of international emigrants 

and interprovincial migrants; highlights of migration movements in 
Canada and each province; statistical cables. 

$6.00 

	

91-5 12 	Population by Sex and Age, 1921-1971. Occasional. Bilingual. 

60 Pp. 

Revised annual estimates of population by sex and five-year age groups for 
Canada and the provinces. See also 9 1-202. 

$0.75 

	

91-513 	Revised Estimates of Population for Counties and Census 
Divisions. 1967.1970. Occasional Bilingual. 15 pp. 

Revision of county or census division population estimates for the 
insercensat period ( 1967-1970). Shows the annuat components of 
population change due to natural increase and net migration (a residual). 

$0.50 

91-5 16 Technical Report on Population Projections for Canada and 
the Provinces, 1972.2001. Occasional. Bilingual. 233 pp. 

Includes studies of mortality, fertility and migration used to develop future 
hypotheses and population projections; extensive demographic data series 
and in-depth analyses. 

$2.10 

	

91.517 	Household and Family Projections for Canada and the 
Provinces to 2001. Occasional. Bilingual. 237 pp. 

Contains a series of household and family projections for Canada, 
provinces and territories, until the year 2001. The projections are provided 
by age, sex and marital status of the heads ot'households and families. Also 
provides projections of population by marital status. Four alternate sets of 
projections are developed using a headship rate method in order to 
indicate a plausible range in the future growth and structure of households 
and families. 

S2.80 

	

91-5 18 	Population. Revised Annual Estimates of Population. by Sex 
and Age for Canada and the Provinces, 1971-1976. Occasional. 
Bilingual. 66 pp. 

Contains intercensal annual population estimates by sex and single years of 
age for Canada and the provinces as of the June I reference date. These 
intcrcensal estimates are revisions of the postcensal estimates which were 
previously published in publication 9 1-202 Details on the data sources and 
methodology are also provided. See also 91 512. 

$1.05 

	

91-519 	Revised Annual Estimates of Population by Marital Status. 
Age and Sex for Canada and the Provinces. 1971-1976. 
Occasional. Bilingual. 43 pp. 

Presents along with the methodology, the revised intercensal estimates of 
the population by sex and marital status in quinquennial age groups from 
IS years to 90 years of age for Canada and the provinces l'or the years 1972 
to 1975 with June I as the reference date. the census enumerated figures 
for June I. 1971 and 1976 are also presented to facilitate comparisons. 

$1.05 

	

9 1-520 	Population Projections for Canada and the Provinces. 1976- 
2001. Occasional. Bilingual. 472 pp. 

This report presents the updated official Statistics Canada population 
projections by age and sex for Canada, the provinces and territories for 
each year for 1976 to 2001. The report contains text, charts and tables. 
These projections were based on the regional component method and 
several sets of projections were made by combining alternative hypothesis 
regarding future fertility, migration and mortality. The population 
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projections for Canada and the provinces cover the period from 1976 to 
2001. However, in order to help planners, the population projections are 
extended to year 2026 for Canada only. 

$7.50 

91-521 	Revised Annual Fstimates of Populalion for Census Divisions, 
1971-1976. Occasional. Bilingual. 21 pp.  

Presents the annual intercensal population estimates as of June I. 1972 
through June 1. 1975 for the census divisions in each province. For 
purposes ofcomparison. corresponding data from 1971 and 1976 Censuses 
are also provided. All data refer to geographical boundaries of census 
divisions as delineated in the 1971 Census. 

$0.70 



1971 Census of Canada. 

For footnotes see end of section 

Volume Series, 1971. 

Reports in this series may be ordcrcd singly, or the sct for any given volume 
at a composite rate to include a hard-covered binder. 

Volume I (Part 1)- Population: Geographic Distributions 
Population totals for geographical areas such as provinces, electoral 

districts, census divisions and municipal subdivisions; rural and urban; 
historical tables on population growth; reference maps. 

Complete set of reports (92-701 to 92-712). including titled cover binder. 
$10.00 

	

92-701 	Introduction to Volume I (Part 1). (1.1-I ). Bilingual. 44 pp. 

Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 
interpretation of the data; a summary concerning any known errors 
pertaining to the volume, 

$0.75 

	

92-702 	HistorIcal. (1.1-2). Bilingual. 154 pp. 

Population of provinces and territories. 1901-1971, and for census 
subdivisions. 1921.1971. 

$1.50 

	

92-703 	Electoral DIstricts. (1,1-3). Bilingual. 62 pp. 

Population of federal electoral districts. 1966 and 1971, and for census 
subdivisions, 1971. 

$0.75 

	

92-704 	Census Divisions and Subdivisions. (1.1-4). Bilingual. 12 pp. 

Population by sex. Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia 
and New Brunswick. 

$0.50 

	

92.710 	Census Tracts. (1.1-10). Bilingual 76 pp. 

Population for census tracts. 1966 and 1971 (with maps ). 
$0.75 

	

92-711 	Unorganized Townships. (1.1-Il) Bilingual. 70 pp. 

Population totals for unorganized township' in Quebec. Ontario and the 
Prairie Provinces. 1966 and 1971 (with maps ). 

$1.00 

	

92-712 	Reference Maps. (1.1-12). Bilingu.il. 76 pp. 

Map of Canada and the provinces, showiiig census divisions; maps of 
census metropolitan areas and census aggk'rnerations 25.000 population 
and over. 

$0.75 

Volume I (Part 2) - Population: Generil Characteristics (1,2). 
Population classifications by such basic characteristics as sex, age, 

marital status, fertility, internal migration and schooling. 

Complete set of reports (92-713 to 92-721). including titled cover hinder. 
$10.00 

	

92-713 	Introduction to Volume I (Part 2). (1.2-I). Bilingual. 35 pp 

Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 
interpretation of the data; a summary concerning any known errors 
pertaining to the volume. 

$050 

	

92-714 	Sex Ratios. (1.2.2). Bilingual. 18 pp. 

Population by sex, showing proportions of males to females 4 , including 
historical tables for provinces and census divisions. 

$0.50 

92-705 	Census Divisions and SubdivIsions. (1.1-5). Bilingual. 36 pp. 	
92-715 	Age Groups. (1.2-3). Bilingual. 12 S pp. 

Population by sex for Quebec. 	
$050 	By sex, including historical tables for provinc s. 

92-706 	Census Divisions and SubdIvisions. (1.1-6). Bilingual. 49 pp. 
92-716 	Single Years of Age. (1.2-4). Bilingual. 42 pp. 

Population by sex for Ontario. 	
By sex4, for Canada. provinces and census metropolitan areas. 

$1.50 

$0.50 

92.707 	Census Divisions and Subdivisions. (1.1-7). Bilingual. 76 pp. 

Population by sex, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia. 
Yukon and Northwest Territories. 18  

$0.50 

92.708 	Cities, Tosns, Villages. Census Metropolitan Areas and 
Census Agglomerations. (1.1-8). Bilingual. 40 pp. 

Population 1966 and 1971 and guide to locations. 
$0.75 

92-709 	Urban and Rural DIstributions. (1.1-9). Bilingual. 32 pp. 

Urban size groups, rural non-farm and rural farm population by sex. l'or 
provinces and census divisions, 1966 and 1971. 	 $0.50 

	

92-717 	Marital Status. (1.2-5). Bilingual. 74 pp. 

By sex4 , including historical tables for provinces. 
$1.00 

92-7 18 Women Ever Married by Number of Children Born. (1.2.6), 
Bilingual. 67 pp. 

By age of woman and number of children per 1,000 women ever married 
for Canada and provinces. 5  including historical tables. By present age and 
age at first marriage for Canada, urban, rural non-farm and rural farm and 
for provinces and territories )H 

$0.75 

	

92-719 	Internal MIgration. (1.2-7). Bilingual. 49 pp. 
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Population by migration status and sex, including data on ages of migrants 
and residence five years ago. Most tables are for provinces, but include 
some data for census metropolitan areas and census divisions. 

$I .05 

	

92-720 	School Attendance and Schooling. (1.2-8). Bilingual. 98 pp. 

By sex for Canadd,4  including some data from 1961 for provinces. 04  
$1.50 

	

92-721 	Vocational Training. (1.2-9). Bilingual. 43 pp 

By sex and level of schooling for Canada and provinces, and by sex for 
census metropolitan areas, census agglomerations 25.000 and over and 
municipalities 30,000 and over. 

$1.40 

Volume I (Part 3) - Population: General Characteristics (1.3). 
Population classifications of such basic characteristics as ethnicity, 

religious denomination, language, place of birth and citizenship and 
immigration. 

Complete set of reports (92-722 to 92-728). including titled cover binder. 

$10.00 

	

92-722 	Introduction to Volume I (Part 3). (1.3-I). Bilingual. 30 pp. 

Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; noses on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 
interpretation of the data; a summary concerning any known errors 
pertaining to the volume. 

$0.50 

	

92-723 	Ethnic Groups. (1.3-2). Bilingual. 124 pp. 

By sex, including historical tables for Canada, 1921-1971. 
$1.50 

	

92-724 	Religious Denominations. (1.3-3). Bilingual. 116 pp. 

By sex, 4  including historical tables for Canada. 1921-1971. 

$1.50 

	

92-725 	Mother Tongue. (1.3-4). Bilingual. 128 pp. 

By sex, including historical tables t'or Canada. 1941-1971. 

Volume I (Part 4) - Population: ('ross-classifications of Characteristics 
(1.4). 

Cross-classitications of population by such characteristics as ( I ) age 
groups and sex; (2) ethnic groups and sex; (3) period of immigration and 
sex, to show marital status, birthplace, religious denomination and 
language distributions. Users should consult Introduction to Volume (92-
729) for explanatory notes to assist in the interpretation of the data in this 
volume. 

Complete set of reports (92-729 to 92-740), including titled cover binder. 
$10.00 

	

92-729 	Introduction to Volume I (Part 4). (1.4-I). Bilingual. 29 pp 

Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to it proper 
interpretation of the data; a summary concerning any known errors 
pertaining to the volume. 

$0.50 

	

92-730 	Marital Status by Age Groups. 7  (1.4.2). Bilingual. 25 pp. 
$0.50 

	

92-731 	Ethnic Groups by Age Groups. 7  (1.4-3). Bilingual. 34 pp. 
$0.50 

	

92-732 	Religious Denominations by Age Groups. 7  (1.4-4). Bilingual. 34 
pp. 

$0.50 

	

92-733 	Language by Age Groups. 7  (1.4-5). Bilingual. 76 pp. 
$1.50 

	

92-734 	Marital Status by Ethnic Groups. 7  (1.4-6). Bilingual. 19 pp. 

Including a classification by age groups for Canada. 
$0.50 

	

92-735 	Religious Denominations by Ethnic Groups. 7 )1.4-7). Bilingual. 
40 pp. 

$0.50 

	

92-736 	Language by Ethnic Groups. 7  (1.4-8). Bilingual. 69 pp. 

Classified hyCanadian and non-Canadian born. 
$1.00 

$1.50 	92-737 	Age Groups by Birthplace. 7  (1.4-9). Bilingual. 34 pp 
$0.50 

92-726 Official Language and Language Most Often Spoken at Home. 
(1.3-5). Bilingual. 118 pp. 

Official language (showing historical tables for Canada. 1941-1971) and 
language most often spoken at home by sex. 4  

$1.50 

92-727 	Birthplace. (1.3-6). Bilingual. 112 pp 

By sex,4  including historical tables for Canada, 1921-1971; non-Canadian 
born,6  including historical tables 1921-1971; birthplace of parents by sex 
for Canada, provinces, and census metropolitan areas. 1971. 

$1.00 

92-728 	Citizenship and Immigration. (1.3-7). Bilingual. 44 pp. 

Citizenship and sex for Canada and the provinces, 1971; period of 
immigration by sex. 4 	 $1.05 

	

92-738 	Ethnic Groups by Birthplace. 7  (1.4-10). Bilingual. 33 pp. 
$0.75 

	

92-739 	Language and Age by Birthplace. (1.4-Il). Bilingual. 38 pp. 

For Canada and regions, 1971. 
$1.05 

	

92-740 	Characteristics of Persons Born Outside Canada. (1.4-12). 
Bilingual. 58 pp. 

Specified characteristics by period of immigration and sex for Canada, 
provinces and census metropolitan areas. 1971. 

$1.05 

Volume I (Part 5) - Population: Cross-classification of Characteristics 
(1.5). 

Cross-classifications of population by such characteristics as (I) 
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schooling; (2) migration (including migration by labour force activity and 
occupation); ( 3 ) fertility and nuptiality. Users should consult Introduction 
to Volume (92-741 ) for explanatory notes to assist in the interpretation of 
the data in this volume. 

92-749 Labour Force Migration by Schooling. Age and Occupation. 
(1.5-9). Bilingual. 148 pp. 

Showing for the labour force migration status by schooling, age and 
occupation for Canada and provinces, and number of intermunicipal 

Complete set of reports (92-741 to 92-751), including titled cover binder, 	moves by occupation for Canada. 

$12.00 $2.10 

92.741 	Introduction to Volume I (Part 5). (1.5-I). Bilingual. 51 pp 

Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 
interpretation of the data; a summary concerning any known errors 
pertaining to the volume. 

$0.50 

92-742 	TheSchool Populallon.( 1.52). Bilingual. 101 pp. 

Attending school by level of schooling, age groups and sex. 7  Specified 
characteristics of the school population by level of schooling and age. for 
Canada and provinces. 

$1.05 

92-743 	The Out-of-school PopulatIon. (1.5-3). Bilingual. 143 pp. 

Not attending school by level of schooling. age groups and sex. 7  Specified 
characteristics of the out-of-school population by level of schooling and 
age. for Canada and provinces. 

$1.40 

92-744 	CharacterIstics of Persons with Vocational Training. (1.5-4). 
Bilingual. 117 pp. 

Showing such characteristics as age, marital status, level of schooling, 
birthplace. period of immigration, ethnic group, religious denomination. 
language most often spoken at home and official language. for Canada and 
provinces. 

$0.75 

92-745 	Characteristics of the Migrant and Non-migrani Population. 
(1.5-5). Bilingual. 147 pp. 

Showing such characteristics as migration status, age, sex, by ethnic group, 
birthplace, official language, religious denomination, level of school, school 
attendance and number ofintermunicipal moves, Canada and provinces. 

$2.10 

92-746 	Characteristics of Migrants in Census Metropolitan Areas. 
1.5-6). Bilingual. 90 pp. 

Showing in-migrants to census metropolitan areas by residence in 1966 
and out-migrants from census metropolitan areas by residence in 1971. by 
birthplace. age and sex. 

$I .05 

92.747 	Migration by I.abour Force Activity. Canada and Provinces. 
1.5.7). Bilingual, tOO pp. 

Showing migration status by labour force activity, age and sex, for Canada, 
urban size groups. rural non-farm and rural farm and for provinces, urban 
and rural. 1971 and province of residence. 1966 by province of residence. 
1971 for civilian migrants in the labour force. 

$1.40 

92-748 	Migration by Labour Force Activity. Census Metropolitan 
Areas. (1.5-8). Bilingual. 70 pp. 

Showing migration status by labour force activity, age and sex. 	$1.05  

	

92-750 	Persons Ever Married by Age at First Marriage. (1.5.10). 
Bilingual. 12 pp. 

By sex and age. for Canada. urban, rural non-farm and rural farm and the 
provinces. 

$0.50 

	

92-751 	Characteristics of Women Ever Married by Number of 
Children Born. (1.5-11 ). Bilingual 84 pp. 

Showing such characteristics as age, birthplace, period of immigration. 
ethnic group, religious denomination, mother tongue, schooling and 
economical activity for Canada and regions. 

$1.00 

Advance Series- Population (AP). 

	

92-752 	Population of Federal Electoral flistricis. (AP-l). Bilingual. 3 

pp. 

Population totals for federal electoral distritts. 1966 and 1971. based on 
the 1966 Representation Order. 

$0.25 

	

92.753 	Population of Census Divisions. (AP-2). Bilingual. 5 pp. 

Comparative figures for 1966 and 1971. 
$0.25 

	

92.754 	Population of Urban Centres of 5.000 and over. (AP-3). 
Bilingual. 4 pp. 

Incorporated citics, towns and villages of 5.000 and over, and census 
metropolitan areas, 1966 and 1971. 

$0.25 

	

92-755 	Urban and Rural Population. (AP-4). Bilingual. 10 pp. 

For census divisions. 1966 and 1971. 
S0.25 

	

92-756 	Population by Age Groups.' (AP-' ). Bilingual. II pp. 

	

92-757 	Population by Marital Status and by Sex.' (AP-6). Bilingual. 
II pp. 

$0.50 

	

92-758 	Population by Mother Tongue.' (AP-7). Htlingual. 13 pp. 
$0.50 

92-759 Population by Language Most Often Spoken at Home and by 
Official Language.' (AP-8). Bilingual. 12 pp. 

$0.50 

	

92-760 	Population by Birthplace.' (AP-9 Bilingual. 13 pp. 
$0.50 

	

92-761 	Population by Period of ImmigratIon.' (AP-lO). Bilingual. 12 
pp. 	 $0.50 
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92-762 	Population by Ethnic Group.' (AP-1 I). Bilingual. 13 pp. 
$0.50 

	

92-763 	Population by Religious Denomination.' (AP-l2). Bilingual. 12 
pp. 

$0.50 

	

92-764 	Population by School Attendance and Leel of Schooling.' 
(AP-13). Bilingual. 12 pp. 

$0.50 

Special Series - Population (SP). 

	

92-771 	Population of Unincorporated Settlements. (SP- I). Bilingual. 
215 pp. 

With guide to locations, 1971 and 1966. 

$2.00 

	

92-772 	Population by Specified Age Groups and Sex. (SP-2). Bilingual. 
135 pp. 

For census divisions and subdivisions. 

	

92-773 	Population by Specified Mother tongues. (SP-3). Bilingual. 

100 pp. 

Showing English, French, and other, with percentages, for census divisions 
and subdivisions. 

$1.50 

	

92-774 	Population by Specified Ethnic Groups. (SP-4). Bilingual. 132 
pp. 

For census divisions and subdivisions. 
$2.10 

	

92-775 	Population by Specified Religious Denominations. (SP-5). 
Bilingual. 132 pp. 

For census divisions and subdivisions. 
$2.10 

	

92-776 	Population Statistics on Language Retention and Transfer. 
(SP-6). Bilingual. 58 pp. 

For Canada, provinces, census metropolitan areas and other 
agglomerations of25.000 population and over. 

$1.05 

	

92-777 	Population. Current Fertility (Own-children Ratios) for 
Married Women. Special Bulletin. Bilingual. 185 pp. 

This bulletin provides cross-classifications of own children under age five 
for currently married women 15-44 years old, with both husband and wife 
married once, by duration of their marriage, wife's place of birth (born in 
Canada and born outside Canada) and level of schooling. This is the first 
Canadian publication of its type which allows readers to examine the 
difl'erences in current fertility at the national level using census data. 

$2.80 

Volume II (Part 1) - Households (2.1). 
Data on size and composition of households; cross-classifications by 

characteristics of head.  

	

93-701 	Introduction to Volume II (Part 1), (2.1-I). Bilingual. 77 pp. 

Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanattons considered necessary to a proper 
interpretation of the data; a summary concerning any known errors 
pertaining to the volume. 

$0.50 

	

93-702 	Households by Size. (2.1-2). Bilingual. 36 pp. 

Showing number of persons per household, 1971. shown also for 
incorporated cities, towns and villages of 1.000 and over and for other 
municipal subdivisions ol 10,000 and over. 1961, 1966 and 197t.' 

$0.75 

	

93-703 	Households by Type. (2.1-3). Bilingual. 20 pp. 

Characteristics of singIe-ltmily. multiple-family and non-family 
households. 5  

$0.50 

$0.50 

	

93-705 	Households by Characteristics of Head. (2.1-5). Bilingual. 20 

pp. 

Households by language most often spoken at home, official language and 
ethnic group of head. 9  

$0.50 

	

93-706 	Households with Immigrant Heads. (2.1-6). Bilingual. 12 pp. 

Showing number of persons, type ol'household, number of family and non-
family persons) ° ' 

$0.50 

	

93-707 	Households by Type Showing Selected Characteristics of 
Head. (2.1-7). Bilingual. 96 pp. 

Specified characteristics of household heads for single-family, multiple-
family and non-family households.' ° .' 8  

S 1.40 

	

93-708 	Households by Size Showing Selected Characteristics of Head, 
(2.1-8). Bilingual. 72 pp. 

Specified socio-economic characteristics of household heads by number of 
persons per household 10 ' 18  

$1.05 

	

93-709 	Households by Marital Status, Age and Sex of Head. (2.1-9). 
Bilingual. 146 pp. 

Showin
. 
 schooling, period of immigration, ethnic group and occupation of 

head.  
$2.10 

	

93-710 	Incomes of Household Heads. (2.1-10). Bilingual. 30 pp. 

Showing size of total income;'' by type and source of income for Canada 
and provinces by selected characteristics for Canada.' 8  

$0.70 

93-704 	Household Composition. (2.1-4). Bilingual. 12 pp. 

$150 	Households by number of family and non-family per5ofls.S,S 

93-71 I 	Incomes of Household Heads Showing Dwelling 
Characteristics. (2.1-I1). Bilingual. 72 pp. 	 $10.00 Complete set of reports (93-701 to 93-712), including titled cover binder 
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Type of household by size of total income of head showing sciccied 	By schooling and age of head and type, showing family size, composition 
dwelling characteristics for Canada and provinces, 	 and average employment income, for Canada and provinces) 8  

$1.05 

	

93-712 	Household and Family Status of IndiVIduals. (2.1-12). 
Bilingual. 29 pp. 

Showing household and family relationships of individuals within 
households, for Canada and provinces.' 8  

$050 

Volume ii (Part 2) - Families (2.2). 
Data on size and composition of families, cross-classifications by 

characteristics of head. 

Complete set of reports (93-713 to 93-725), including titled cover binder. 
$12.00 

	

93-713 	IntroductIon to Volume 11 (Part 2). (2.2-I ). Bilingual. 76 pp. 

Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 
interpretation of the data; a summary concerning any known errors 
pertaining to the volume. 

$0.50 

	

93-714 	Families by Size and Type. (2.2-2). Bilingual. 52 pp. 

Showing number of persons in families, families maintaining own 
household, related and lodging families. 8  shown also for incorporated 
cities, towns and villages of 1.000 and over and for other municipal 
subdivisionsof 10,000 and over. 1961. 1966 and 1971. 

$1.00 

	

93-715 	Children In Families. (2.2-3). Bilingual. 63 pp. 

Number and ages ol'children in families Hill  

$1.05 

	

93-722 	Immigrant Families. (2.2-10). Bilingual. 73 pp. 

By period of immigration and age of head, showing type of family, family 
composition, income and labour force status of heads and wives. 10 ' 18  

$1.40 

	

93-723 	Families by Labour Force Activity of Family Members (2.2- 
II). Bilingual. 58 pp. 

Showing selected characteristics such as family size, type. number of 
children at home by age and relationship of family members other than 
head reporting income, etc.. for Canada and provinces) 8  (Revised). 

$1.05 

	

93-724 	Incomes of Families. Family Hiads and Non-family Persons.' 2  
(2.2-12). Bilingual. 55 pp. 

$1.05 

	

93-725 	Incomes of Families. Family heads and Non-family Persons 
Showing Selected Characteristics. (2.2-13). Bilingual. 90 pp. 

Specified family characteristics such as faiiiily size, type, etc., for Canada 
provinces and regions. 18  

$2.10 

Volume Ii (Part 3)- Housing Characteristics (2.3). 
Basic housing distributions by tenurc showing such characteristics as 

rooms per dwelling, persons per room, length of occupancy. etc. 

Complete set of reports (93-726 to 93-733. including titled cover hinder. 
$8.00 

$1.00 	93-726 	Introduction to Volume II (Part 3). (2.3-I). Bilingual. 77 pp. 

	

93-716 	Families by (I) Age and Sex, and (2) Marital Status and Sex of 
Head. 8  (2.2-4). Bilingual. 44 pp. 

$0.75 

	

93-717 	Families by Selected Characteristics of Family Head. (2.2-5). 
Bilingual. 24 pp.  

Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 
interpretation of the data; a summary concerning any known errors 
pertaining to the volume. 

$0.50 

	

Families by language spoken at home, official language and ethnic group. 9 	93-727 	Dwellings by Tenure and Siruciural Type. (2.3-2). Bilingual. 75 

	

$0.50 	 pp. 

93-7 18 	Family Characteristics by Marital Status. Age and Sex of 	Showing occupied dwellingll. lbr Canada and provinces; owned and rented 
Head. (2.2-6). Bilingual. 85 pp, 	 dwellings, single detached, apartments. et 

$1.00 
Showing family size, type, average employment income, family 
composition and age groupings of children) °  

$1.40 

	

93-7 19 	Family Characteristics by Type, Schooling and Age of Head. 
(2.2-7). Bilingual. 78 pp. 

Showing family size, composition and average employment income. 
$1.40 

	

93-720 	Husband-Wife Families. (2.2-8). Bilingual. 125 pp. 

Families with both husband and wife present showing various 
characteristics by family size and composition, etc.. for Canada and 
provinces. 

$2.10 

	

93-728 	Rooms per Dwelling. (2.3-3). Bilingual. 48 pp. 

Occupied dwellin, s by tenure showing number of rooms and average 
numberof rooms. 

$o," 

	

93.729 	Bedrooms per I)wclling. (2.3-4. Bilingual. 47 pp. 

Occupied dwellingsh1 tenure showing number of bedrooms and average 
number of bedrooms. 

$0.75 

	

93-730 	Number of Persons per Room. 1 2.3-5). Bilingual. 52 pp. 

Occupied dwellinp by tenure showing persons per room and average 
persons per room. 	 $0.75 93-721 	One-parent Families. (2.2-9). Bilingual. 52 pp. 
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93.731 	Period of Construction and Length of Occupancy. (2.3-6). 
Bilingual. 96 pp. 

Occupied dwellings by tenure. 5  

Specified housing and household characteristics for single-family, multiple-
amity and non-family households. i1l5 

$1.05 

$1.00 	93-741 	Dwelling Characteristics of Immigrant Households. (2.4-8). 
Bilingual. 45 pp. 

93-732 	Values and Rents. (2.3-7). Bilingual. 65 pp. 

Occupied. owned and rented dwellings by values and rents, dwellings with 
mortgages. 8 ' 

Specified housing characteristics by period of immigration of household 
head. "i, 

$1.05 

$0.75 	93-742 	Dwelling Characteristics by Persons per Room. (2.4-9). 
Bilingual. 60 pp. 

	

93-733 	Principal Fuels and Heating Equipment. (2.3-8). Bilingual. 142 
pp. 

Occupied dwellings by tenure showing principal fuels and heating 
equipment. 8  

$1.50 

Volume 11 (Part 4) - I-lousing Characteristics (2.4). 
Basic housing distributions by tenure covering such characteristics as 

water supply, sewage disposal, household facilities; cross-classifications of 
specified dwelling attributes by characteristics of household head. 

Complete set of reports (93-734 to 93-742). including titled cover hinder. 
$8.00 

	

93-734 	Introduction to Volume 11 (Part 4). (2.4-I ). Bilingual. 82 pp. 

l'extual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 
interpretation of the data; a summary concerning any known errors 
pertaining to the volume. 

$0.50 

	

93-735 	Bath and Toilet Facilities. (2.4-2). Bilingual. 95 pp. 

Occupied dwellings by tenure showing water supply, bath and toilet 
facilities.8 it 

$1.00 

93-736 Source of Waler Supply and Type of Sewage Disposal. (2.4-3). 
Bilingual. 44 pp. 

Occupied dwellings by tenure showing source of water supply and type of 
sewage disposal. 8  

$0.75 

	

93-737 	Household Facilities. (2.4-4). Bilingual. 92 pp. 

Occupied dwellings by tenure showin; srcified  household facilities 
(refrigerator, television, automobile, etc.). 

$1.00 

	

93-738 	Dwelling Characteristics by Structural Type and Tenure. (2.4- 
5). Bilingual. 65 pp. Specified housing characteristics by 
structural tpe of dwelling and tenure period of 
construction) ,i8 

$1.05 

93-739 Dwelling Characteristics by Age and Sex of Household Head. 
(2.4-6). Bilingual. lOS pp. 

Specified housing characteristics by age and sex of household head. iO,i8 

$1.40 

Specified housing characteristics of dwellings by number of persons per 
room.11' it 

$1.05 

Advance Series - Households, Families and Housing(AH). 

	

93-743 	Summary Household and Family Characteristics. (AH-l). 
Bilingual. 12 pp. 

Basic classi ficat ions of households and families. 2  
$0.50 

	

93-744 	Summary of Housing Characteristics. (AH-2). Bilingual. IS pp 

Basic classifications of housing characteristics collected on a lOt) percent 
basis, for example, type, tenure, rooms per dwelling and sanitation 
facilities. 2  

$0.50 

	

93-745 	Summary of Housing Characteristics. (AH-3). Bilingual. 27 pp. 

Basic classifications of housing characteristics collected on a sample basis, 
for exam,ple, values, rents, fuels, period of construction and household 
facilities. - 

$0.50 

	

93-746 	Summnary of Family income Statistics. (AI-{-4). Bilingual. II 
pp. 

Income distributions of families and persons not in families for Canada and 
provinces (rural and urban); average incomes. 2  

$0.70 

	

93-747 	Summary of Household Characteristics. (AH-5). Bilingual. 12 
pp. 

Characteristics of household heads (c...age. sex, marital status) and 
household status of non-t'amily persons.' 

$0.50 

	

93-748 	Summary of Family Characteristics. (AH-6). Bilingual. 8 pp. 

Characteristics of family heads (for example, schooling and occupation ))° 
$0.35 

	

93-749 	Summary of Household Income. (AH-7). Bilingual. 4 pp. 

Summary of income distributions of household heads, showing average 
and median incomes for Canada and provinces (urban and rural) and 
census metropolitan areas. 

$0.35 

Special Series - Families (SF). 

93-740 	Dwelling Characteristics by Type of Household. (2.4-7). 	93-771 	GeneralCharactensticsofMigrant Families. (SF-I). Bilingual. 
Bilingual. 56 pp. 	 60 pp. 
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Families by family status, by age and sex of head and by migration status 
of both husband and wife or head (one-parent families), for Canada, 
provinces and census metropolitan areas. 

$1.50 

	

91-772 	(eneraI Characteristics of Economic Families. (SF-2). 
Bilingual. 21 pp. 

li,isic characteristics of families using the definition of "economic" family 
br ( ,iri,td,i .ini.) provInce. 

'0.70 

	

1)3.77 	(Siali'.tit', on l.oA Income. (SI -3). }tilirigii.il. 60 pp. 

2. 10 

Volume I I I (Part 1) - Labour Force and Indisiduai Income: Basic 
DistrIbutions (3.1). 

Labour force classifications by such basic characteristics as age, sex, 
iiiarital status and schooling; labour force participation rates, labour force 
.iciivity and labour force experience; and distribution of total, employment. 
and wage and salary income. 

(onipicte 'Cl ol rcpirt ) 94.7)11 to 94-7 14). inClUding titled cover hinder. 
$I 2.00 

	

94.701 	IntroductIon to Volume Ill (Part 1). (3.1-I ). Bilingual. 47 pp 

I extual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 
interpretation of the data; a summary concerning any known errors 
pertaining to the volume. 

$0.50 

	

94-702 	HistorIcal - Labour Force, for Canada and Provinces, 1911-  
1971. (3.1.2). Bilingual. 12 pp. 

Participation rates by sex. Canada and provinces. 1911-1971; by age and 
sex and by marital status and sex. Canada and provinces. 1951.1971. 

$0.70 

	

94.703 	Labour Force Activity by Sex.' 3  (3.1-3). Bilingual. 48 pp. 
$I .05 

94-704 Labour Force by Age and Sex, for Canada. Provinces and 
Census Divisions. (3.1-4). Bilingual. 50 pp. 

For Canada, provinces and Census Divisions, showing participation 
rates. t4 

$i-OS 

94-709 Total Income, for Canada, Prosinces and Census Divisions. 
(3.1-9). Bilingual. 58 pp. 

Showing 1970 income groups by sex)-' t  
$1.40 

	

94-710 	Total Income, for Urban Centres. (3.1-10). Bilingual. 28 pp. 

Showing 1970 income groups by sex.' 15  
SIL7O 

	

94.711 	Employment Income, for Ca,iada Provinces and Census 
Divisions. (3.1-I1). Bilingual. 58 pp. 

Showing 1970 employment income groups for persons who worked in 
1970. by sex .t 4  

$1.40 

	

94-712 	Employment Income, for Urban ('entres. (3.1.12). Bilingual. 34 

pp. 

Showing 1970 employment income groups for persons who worked in 
1970 by sex. 15  

$0.70 

94-7 13 Wage and Salary Income, for (anada. Provinces and Census 
Divisions. (3.1-13). Bilingual. 96 pp. 

Showing 1970 wac and salary income groups for wage-earners in the 
labour force by sex. 

$1.40 

	

94-714 	Wage and Salary Income, for Urban Centres. (3.1-14). 
Bilingual. 48 pp. 

Showing 1970 waand  salary income groups for wage-earners in the 
labour force by sex.qi 

 

$0.70 

Volume Ill (Part 2) - Labour Force: Occupations (3.2). 
Basic distributions and cross-classilications of the labour lbrce by 

occupation showing such characteristics as sex, age. marital status and class 
of worker. 

Complete set of reports (94-715 to 94.727 including titled cover hinder. 
$ 12.00 

94-715 	IntroductIon to Volume III (Part 2). (3.2-I). Bilingual. 42 pp. 

94-705 	Labour Force by Age and Sex, for Urban Centres. (3.1-5). 
Bilingual. 50 pp. 	 Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 

on reliability of data and sampling variation; lutes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations coosidered necessary to a proper Showing participation ra tes .S 	
interpretation of the data; a summary concerning any known errors 

	

S 1.05 	
pertaining to the volume. 

94-706 	Labour Force by Marital Status and Sex. (3.1-6). Bilingual. 30 
	 $0.50 

pp 	
94-716 	Historical. (3.2-2). Bilingual. 8 pp. 

Showing participation ra tes .t 6 	

$0.70 	By occupation group and sex, Canada and provinces. 1941-1971. 

94.707 	l.abour Force by Schooling and Sex. (3.1-7). Bilingual. 72 pp. 	
94-717 	Occupations by Sex. (3,2-3). Bilingual. 40 pp. 

'7 Showing participation rates. 	
$1.40 	For Canada and provinces. 

$0.35 

$1.05 

94-708 	Labour Force by Work Experience and Sex.' (3.1-8). 
Bilingual. 32 pp. 	 $1.05 

	
94-718 	Occupation Groups by Sex. (3 4). Bilingual. 72 pp. 
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For Canada, provinces, urban size groups, rural non-farm and rural farm 	94-729 	Occupations by Sex. Showing (I) Leel of Schooling by Age 
and census divisions. 	 School Attefldance. (2) Vocational Training. (3.3-2). Bilingual. 

$1.05 	 80 pp. 

94-719 	Occupations by Sex. (3.2-5). Bilingual. 40 pp. 
	 For Canada. 	

$1.40 

Ii ccr1Ll, ItletI( I j)o!itaIl .IIC.i.. 

cl.05 

4.'I 	Occupations h Ses. I 	 Bihnu.iI, tI pp. 

For LeIU .igglomerations 25000 and over (Revised). 
$1.05 

94. 73  1 	Occupations by Sex. (3.2-7). Bilingual. 140 pp. 

For municipalities 30.000 and over. 
$2.10 

94-722 	Occupation Groups by Sex. (3.2-8). Bilingual. 52 pp. 

For rn un ic, i pa lit tes from 10.000 to 30,000) 
$ 1.05 

94-72 3 	Occupations by Sex, Showing Age, Marital Status and (lass of 
Worker. (3.2-9). Bilingual. 38 pp.  

	

94-730 	Occupations by Sex. Showing Level of Schooling by Age. (3.3- 
3). Bilingual. 66 pp. 

For Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick. 

$2.10 

	

94.731 	Occupations by Sex. Showing Level of Schooling by Age. (3.3- 
4). Bilingual. 72 pp. 

For Quebec and Ontario. 
$1.40 

	

94-732 	Occupations by Sex. Showing Level of Schooling by Age. (3.3- 
5). Bilingual. 100 pp. 

For Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia. 
$2.10 

For Canada. 
$1.05 

94-733 	Occupations of Females by Marital Status by Age. (3.3-6). 
Bilingual. III pp. 

94-724 Occupations by Sex. Showing Age, Marital Status and Class of 
Worker. (3.2-10). Bilingual. 83 pp. 

For Newlou ndland. Prince Edward Isla nd. Nova Scotia ,t nd New 
Bra nswik 

$2.10 

	

94- 7 25 	Occupations by Ses, Showing Age. Marital Status and (lass of 
Worker. (3.2-I1). Bilingual. 67 pp. 

For Quebec and Ontano. 
$1.44) 

94-726 Occupations by Sex. Showing Age, Marital Status and Class of 
Worker. (3.2-12). Bilingual. 160 pp. 

For Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia. 
$2.10 

	

94-727 	Appendix. (3.2-13). Bilingual. 16 pp. 

Unit group titles corresponding to 4-digit occupation codes. 

For Canada. 
$0.70 

	

94-734 	Occupations by Sex, Showing Birthplace. Period of 
Immigration and Ethnic Group. (3.3-7). Bilingual. 82 pp. 

For Canada and regions. 
$2.10 

	

94-735 	Occupations Groups by Sex. Showing Age. Level of Schooling. 
Number Married and Number of Wage-earners. (3.3-8). 
Bilingual. 96 pp. 

For census metropolitan areas. 
$2.80 

	

94.736 	Occupation Groups by Industry Divisions and Sex. (3.3-9). 
Bilingual. 24 pp. 

For Canada and provinces. 
$0.70 

$0.50 	94-737 	Appendix. (3.3-10). Bilingual. 16 pp. 

Volume Ill (Part 3) - Labour Force: Occupations (3.3). 
Cross.classifications of the labour force by occupation showing such 

characteristics as sex, school attendance, schooling by age, marital status 
by age, birthplace, period of immigration and ethnic group and cross-
classification of occupation groups by industry divisions. 

Complete set of reports (94-728 to 94-737), including titled cover hinder. 
$12.00 

94-728 	Introduction to Volume Ill (Part 3).(3.3.1 . Bilingual. 45 pp. 

Unit group titles corresponding to 4-digit occupation codes. 

Volume III (Part 4) - Labour Force: Industries (3.4). 
Basic distributions for areas considered on both the place of 

residence and place of work basis and cross-classifications of the labour 
force by industry showing such characteristics as employed by age and sex. 

Complete set of reports (94-738 (094-747). including titled cover binder. 
$10.00 

Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 
interpretation of the data; a summary concerning any known errors 
pertaining to the volume. $0.50 

94-738 	Introduction to Volume III (Part 4). (3.4-I). Bilingual. 43 pp. 

Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 
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interpretation of the data; summary concerning any known errors 	94-749 	Industries by Sex. Showing Age. Marital Status. Level of 
pertaining to the volume. 	 Schooling and Class of Worker. (3.5-2). Bilingual. 24 pp. 

$0.50 
For Canada. 

94-739 	Historical. (3.4-2). Bilingual. 6 pp. 	 50.70 

By industry divisions and sex, Canada and provinces. 1951-1971. 

	

$0.35 	94-750 	Industries by Sex. Showing Age, Marital Status, Level of 
Schooling and Class of Worker. (3.5-3). Bilingual. 54 pp. 

94-740 	Industries by Sex. (3.4-3). Bilingual. 24 pp. 
For Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and New 

For Canada, regions and provinces (by place olresidence). 	
Brunswick. 

	

$0.70 	
$1.40 

	

94-741 	Industry Dhisions by Sex. (3.4-4). Bilingual. 72 pp. 

For Canada and provinces by urban size groups, rural non-farm and rural 
farm (place of residence) and for census divisions (place of residence and 
place of work )IK 

$1.40 

	

94-742 	Industries by Sex. (3.4-5). Bilingual. 56 pp. 

For census metropolitan areas (place of residence and place of work).1 K 

$1.05 

	

94.743 	lndusirlesbySex.(3.4-6). Bilingual. I I6pp. 

For census agglomerations of 25.000 and over (place of residence and 
place of work ).itt 

	

94-75 I 	Industries by Sex, Showing Age, Marital Status, Level of 
Schooling and Class of Worker.( 3.5-4). Bilingual. 48 pp. 

For Quchec and Ontario. 
$1.05 

	

94-752 	Industries by Sex. Showing Age. Marital Status. Level of 
Schooling and Class of Worker. I 3.5-5. Bilingual. 78 pp. 

For Manitoba. Saskatchewan. Alberta and British Columbia. 
$1.40 

	

94-753 	Industries by Sex, Showing I.v'el of Schooling by Age, and 
School Attendance. (3.5-6). Bum 4ual. 24 pp. 

	

$1.40 	ForCanada 
$0.70 

94-744 	Industries by Sex. (3.4-7). Bilingual. 126 pp. 

94-754 	Industries by Sex, Showing Period of Immigration, Birthplace 

	

For municipalities 30.000 and over (place of residence and place of 	 and Ethnic Group. (3.5.7). Bilin'ual. 82 pp. 
work ). 

	

$2.80 	For Canada and provinces. 
$1.05 

94-745 	Industry Divisions and Major Groups by Sex. (3.4-8). 
Bilingual. 104 pp. 	 94.755 	Industries by Sex. Shossing Age, (lass of Worker and Number 

of Non-Canadian Born. (3.5-8). Ililingual 144 pp. 
For municipalities from 10.000 to 30,000 (place of residence and place of 
work). 	 For census metropolitan areas of Calgary, ('hicoutimi-Jonquiêre. 

	

$1.05 	Edmonton, Halifax, Hamilton. Kitchener. London, Montreal. Ottawa- 
Hull and Quebec (place of residence). 

94-747 	Employed Labour Force by Industry, Age and Sex. (3.4-10). 
Bilingual, 84 pp. 

For Canada and provinces (place of residence). 
$I .40 

Volume Ill (Part 5) - Labour Force: Industries (3.5). 
Cross-classitications of the labour force by industry showing such 

characteristics as sex, age, marital status, schooling, class of worker, 
schooltng by age. school attendance, period of immigration, hirthptace. 
ethnic group and cross-classification of industry by occupation major 
group. 

Complete set of reports (94-7481094-758). including titled cover binder. 
$12.00 

$2.10 

	

94-7 56 	Industries by Sex. Showing Age, Class of Worker and Number 
of Non-Canadian Born. (3.5-9). Bilingual. 143 pp. 

For census metropolitan areas of Regina. Saint John (New Brunswick). St. 
Catharincs-Niagara, St. John's (Newfoundland), Saskatoon. Sudhury, 
Thunder Bay. 'l'oronto. Vancouver, Victoria, Windsor and Winnipeg 
(place of residence ). 

$2.10 

	

94-757 	Industry Disisions and Major 4 roups by Sex Showing Age. 
('lass of Worker and Number of Married Females. (3.5-10). 
Bilingual. 60 pp. 

For census metropolitan areas (place 01 WOl L )15 

94.748 	Introduction to Volume III (l'art 5). (3.5-1). Bilingual. 43 pp. 	 $1.05 

l'extual iiirotluctory materials, including delinitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 
nterprcia)ion of the data, a summary concerning any known errors 

pertaining to the volume, $0.50 

94-758 	Industries by Sex. Showing Oc'uipatioui Major Groups. (3.5- 
II). Bilingual. 36 pp. 	 $1.05 

For Canada. 
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Volume Ill (Part 6) - Income of Indiiduials (3.6). 
Cross-classifications of total and employment income by such 

characteristics as sex. age. marital slatu, period of immigration. source of 
income, work experience, schooling, weeks worked and occupation. 

Complete set of reports (94.759 to 94.770). including titled cover hinder. 

$12.00 

94-759 	Introduction to Volume I I I (Part 6). (3.6-I). Bilingual. 54 pp.  

	

94-768 	Fiiiployiiiciit Income by Sex. Occupation and Schooling. (3.6- 
I0). Bilingual. 22 pp. 

For Canada. 

$0.70 

	

94-769 	Ettiployment Income by Set. Occupation and Schooling. (3.6- 
II). Bilingual. 158 pp. 

For the provinces. 

	

Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 	 $2.80 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 

	

interpretation of the data a summary concerning any known errors 	94-770 	Appendix.(3.6-12). Bilingual. 16 pp.  
pertaining to the volume. 

	

$0.50 	Unit group titles corresponding to 4-digit occupation codes. 

$0.50 

94-760 	Income of Individuals by Sex. Age, Marital Status and Period 
of Immigration. (3.6-2). Bilingual. 60 pp. 

For Canada, provinces, census metropolitan areas and census 
agglomerations of 25,000 and over. Period of immigration for Canada and 
regions only. 18 

 

Volume Ill (Part 7) - Labour Force Actisity: Work Experience (3.7). 
Cross-classificattons of labour force activity and work experience by 

such characteristics as sex, age. schooling, marital status, period of 
immigration, including data on weeks worked in 1970, on employment 
and on usual hours worked. 

$1.05 	Complete set ofreporis(94-771 to 94-784 ). including titled cover hinder. 

$12.00 

	

94-761 	Income of Individuals by Source. (3.6-3). Bilingual. 24 pp. 

For Canada and provinces, urban and rural) 8  

$1.05 

	

94-762 	Income of Individuals by Labour Force Activity, Work 
Experience, Age and Sex. (3.6-4). Bilingual. 74 pp. 

For Canada, provinces, and census metropolitan areas. 

$1.40 

	

94-763 	Income of Individuals by Schooling. Age and Sex. (3.6-5). 
Bilingual. 96 pp. 

Total income by schooling, age and sex for persons IS and over and 
employment income by schooling, age and sex for persons who worked in 
1970, for Canada and provinces, 1971. 

$1.05 

94-764 Employment Income by Sex, Class of Worker by Age and 
Weeks Worked. Full- and Part-lime. (3.6-6). Bilingual. 41 pp. 

For Canada, provinces and census metropolitan areas. (Weeks worked 
data only). 

$1.05 

94-765 Employment Income by Sex, Occupation and Class of Worker 
(3.6-7). Bilingual. 56 pp. 

	

94-771 	Introduction to Volume Ill (Part 7). (3.7-1). Bilingual. 51 pp. 

Textual introductory materials, including definitions of terms used; notes 
on reliability of data and sampling variation; notes on methodology, 
comparability and other explanations considered necessary to a proper 
interpretation of the data, a summary concerning any known errors 
pertaining to the volume. 

$0.50 

	

94-772 	Labour Force Characteristics by Selected Educational 
Characteristics and Sex. (3.7-2). Bilingual. 106 pp. 

Showing data on labour force activity and class of worker by level of 
schooling by age for Canada, Provinces and census metropolitan areas, 
(activity data only) and data on labour force activity by vocational training 
for Canada, regions and provinces. 

$2.10 

	

94-773 	Labour Force Activity by Marital Status. Age and Sex. (3.7-3). 
Bilingual. 72 pp. 

For Canada, urban size groups, rural non-farm and rural farm, provinces, 
rural and census metropolitan areas. 

$1.40 

	

94-774 	Female Labour Force Participation by Schooling. Marital 
Status, Age, and Presence of Children. (3.7-4). Bilingual. 36 pp. 

For Canada. 
	 For Canada and regions. 	

$1.05 
$1.05 

94-766 	Employment Income by Sex and Occupation. (3.6-8). Bilingual 
158 pp. 

For the provinces. 

$2.10 

94-767 Employment Income for Full-time. Full-year Workers by Sex 
and Occupation. (3.6-9). Bilingual. 148 pp. 

For Canada and provinces. 	 S2.I0  

94-775 	Labour Force Participation of Married Females by Age. (3.7. 
5). Bilingual. 22 pp. 

For census divisions and municipalities 10.000 and over. 

$0.70 

94-776 Labour Force Participation by Period of Immigration. Age and 
Sex. (3.7-6). Bilingual. 22 pp. 

For Canada, urban size groups, rural non-farm and rural farm, for regions 
and for census metropolitan areas. 	 $0.70 
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94.777 	Labour Force Actisiiy and Work Experience by Marital 	94-788 	Labour Force by Occupation.(AE-4). Bilingual. IS pp. 
Slatus. Age and Sex. (3.7-7). Bilingual. 56 pp. 

for ( ,injd,t .otd prviiie,. 
$ 1.05 

	

94-7 7 	'% ceks Worked in 1970 for labour Force and %Vage-earIleN by 
Bilingual. K pp 

51.05 

	

4-779 	%Vei,'ks \orked in 1970 hs ,electcd ('haracterislics. ( .7-9). 
Bilingual. 25 pp. 

ilvagi.'. '..hool attendance and sex and for females by marital status. 
(anadi and proviflCes. by level of schooling for Canada only. 

$0.70 

	

94-780 	Industry by Sex. Weeks Worked and Unemployment, (3.7-10) 
Bilingual. 64 pp. 

For Canada, provinces and census metropolitan areas (unemployment 
data only). 

$1.05 

	

94-781 	OccupatIon by Sex, Labour Force Activity and Weeks Worked. 
(3.7-I1). Bilingual. 84 pp. 

For Canada. 
$1.05 

94-782 OccupatIon by Sex, Labour Force Activity and Weeks Worked. 
(3.7-12). Bilingual. 176 pp. 

For provinces and census metropolitan areas (unemployment data only). 
$2.80 

94.783 Hours Worked by Sex. Industry, and Occupation for Labour 
Force and Wage-earners and Self-employed. (3.7-13). 
Bilingual. 56 pp. 

For Canada. 
$1.05 

	

94-784 	AppendIx. (3.7-14). Bilingual. 16 pp. 

Unit group titles corresponding to 4-digit occupation codes. 

Advance Series - Economic Characteristics (AE). 

	

94-785 	Labour Force by Marital Status and Age Group. (AE- l ). 
Bilingual. 8 pp. 

For Canada, provinces and census metropolitan areas. 
$0.25 

	

94-786 	Labour Force by Level of Schooling and Sex. (AE-2). 
Bilingual. 4 pp. 

For Canada and provinces. 
$0.25 

	

94-787 	Labour Force by Industry. (AE-3). Bilingual. 8 pp.  

Occupation by sex for Canada (showing tol iii and census metropolitan area 
population). 

$0.50 

	

94-789 	Population 1 Sand Over by Income. (AE-S). Bilingual. 8 pp. 

Distributions of total income in 1970 ('anada. provinces and census 
metropolitan areas) and employment income in 1970 (Canada and 
provinces) by sex. 

$0.25 

	

94-790 	Labour Force Activity. (AE-6). Bilingual. IS pp. 

Distribution of population. 15 years and over, by labour force activity for 
Canada, provinces, census metropolitan areas and census divisions. 

$0.50 

	

94-791 	Class of Worker and 1970 Wage Distribution by Sex. (AE-7). 
Bilingual. 7 pp. 

Distribution of population. 15 years anti over, by class of worker for 
Canada, provinces and census metropolitan areas, and 1970 wage 
distribution of wage-earners in the labour force for Canada and provinces. 

$0.25 

Special Series - Economic Characteristics (SE). 

	

94-792 	Occupationby lndustry.(SE- l I. Bilingual. 298 pp. 

Experienced labour force by sex, showing detailed occupation by selected 
industries, for Canada, 1971. 

$3.50 

	

94-793 	Industry Trends, 1951.1971. (SE-2). Bilingual. 272 pp. 

Experienced labour force by sex, showing industry divisions, comparable 
major groups and classes as of 1971. for ('.tnada and provinces. 1951-1971. 

$1.05 

Census Tract Series. 
Reports in the Census Tract Series present basic population, housing, 

household, family and labour force characteristics for statistical areas (i.e., 
census tracts) within each of 29 larger rural Centres and census 
metropolitan areas. Two reports are being issued for each tractcd centre - 
one providing distributions of 100 percent data ("A" series) and the other 
containing classiñcations of sample data) 'B" series). Each report contains 
an index map outlining the locations ol'tlie census tracts for that particular 
area. 

"A" Series. 
Census tract reports in the "A" set les present basic distributions by 

age, sex, marital status, and mother tongue as well as family and household 

size and composition and housing attributes of tenure, iypc of dwellings, 
number of rooms, and sanitary facilities. 

	

95-701 	St. john's. Newfoundland. ((' F-IA). Bilingual. 10 pp. 
$0.25 

	

95-702 	Halifax, Nova Scotia. (CT-2A). Bilingual. 12 pp. 

	

95-703 	SaInt John, New Brunswick. (('i-3M. Bilingual. 10 pp. 
$0.25 

Industry divisions by sex I'or Canada, provinces and census metropolitan 
areas. 	 $0.25 95-704 	Montreal. Quebec. (CT-4A). Bilingual. 36 pp 	 $0.75 
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95-705 Quebec. Quebec. (CT-5A). Bilingual. 16 pp. 95-727 Idunonton. Alberta. (CT-27A. Bilingual. 16 pp. 
$050 $0.50 

95-706 Sherbrooke. Quebec. (CT-6A). Bilingual. 7 pp. 95-728 Vancouser. British Columbia. (CF-28A). Bilingual. 25 pp. 
$0.25 $0.50 

95-707 Trois-Ri'ières. Quebec. (CT-7A). Bilingual. 8 pp. 95-729 Victoria. British Columbia. (CT-29A). Bil 10 pp. 

$0.25 $0.25 

95-708 Branlford, Ontario. (CT-7A). Bilingual. 8 pp. B' Series. 

$0.25 
Individual census tract reports in the "B" series contain data 

obtained in the 1971 Census on a sample basis (for example, housing 
information 	on 	home 	values, 	rents, 	household 	facilities, 	etc.. and 

95-709 Hamilton, Ontario.(CT-9A). Bilingual. 16 pp. population distributions on education, ethnic groups, religion, language. 
$0.50 migration, occupation and industry groups, income. etc.). 

95-710 Kingston. Ontario. (CT- WA). Bilingual. 8 pp. 95-731 St. John's, Newfoundland. (Cl'- I BY Bilingual. 21 pp. 

$0.25 $0.50 

95-711 Kitchener and Cuciph. Ontario. (Cl-I IA). Bil 16 pp. 95-732 Halifax. Nova Scotia. (CT.2B). Bilingual. 27 pp. 

$0.50 $0.50 

95.712 London, Ontario. (CT- 16A). Bilingual. 12 pp. 95-733 Saint John. New Brunswick. (CI'-313). Bilingual. 21 pp. 

$0.50 $0.50 

95-713 St. Catharines-Niagara, Ontario. (CT-I 3A). Bilingual. 12 pp. 95-734 Montreal. Quebec. (CT-413). Bilingual. 200 pp. 

$0.50 $1.50 

95-714 Oshawa. Ontario. (CT-14A), Bilingual. 8 pp. 95-735 Quebec. Quebec. (CT-5B). Bilingual. 39 pp. 

$0.25 $0.75 

95.715 Ottawa-Hull, Ontario, Quebec. (CT-ISA). Bilingual. 20 pp. 95-736 Shcrbrooke. Quebec. (CT-68). Bilingual. 15 pp. 

$0.50 $0.50 

95-716 Peterborough, Ontario. (CT- 16A). Bilingual. 8 pp. 95-737 T rois.Riières. Quebec. (CT-7B). Bilingual. 15 pp. 

$0.25 $0.50 

95-717 Sarnia. Ontario. (C l -I lÀ). Bilingual. 6 pp. 95-738 B Brantfnrd. Ontario. (CT-8). Bilingual. IS pp. 

$0.25 $50 

95-718 Sault Ste. Marie. Ontario. (CT-I 7A). Bilingual. 8 pp. 
95-739 Hamilton. Ontario. (CT-913). Bilingual. 40 pp. 

$0.25 
$0.75 

95-719 Sudbury, Ontario. (CT- I 9A). Bilingual. 10 pp. 
95-740 Kingston. Ontario. ( CT- I OB). Bilingual. IS pp. 

$0.25  
$ 50 

95-741 Kitchener-Cuclph. Ontario. (('I-Il B). Bilingual. 34 pp. 
95-720 Thunder Bay, Ontario. (CT-20A). Bilingual. 7 pp. 

$0.75 
$0.25 

95-742 London. Ontario. (CF. I 2B). Bilingual. 27 pp. 
95-721 Toronto. Ontario. (CT.2 IA). Bilingual. 36 pp. $0.75 

$0.75 

95-743 St. Catharines-Niagara Falls. Ontario. (CT-13B). Bilingual. 27 
95.722 Windsor. Ontario. (CT-22A). Bilingual. 12 pp. pp 

$0.50 $0.75 

95-723 Winnipeg. Manitoba. (CT-23A). Bilingual. 18 pp. 95-744 Oshawa. Ontario. (CT- I 413). Bilingual. IS pp. 
$0.50 $0.50 

95-724 Regina. Saskatchewan. (CT-24A). Bilingual. 10 pp. 95-745 Ottawa-Hull, Ontario-Quebec. (CT- I SB). Bilingual. 52 pp. 
$0.25 $0.75 

95-725 Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. (CT-25A). Bilingual. 8 pp. 95-746 Peterborough, Ontario. (CT- I 6B). Bilingual. 15 pp. 
$0.25 $0.50 

95-726 Calgary. Alberta. (CT-26A). Bilingual. 12 pp. $0.25 95-747 Sarnia. Ontario. (CT-I 7B). Bilingual. IS pp. $0.50 
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95-748 	Sault Ste. Marie. Ontario. I CF- I KB). Bilingual. 15 pp. 	 96-706 	Quebec. (4.2-I). Bilingual. 415 pp. 
$030 	 $450 

	

95-749 	Sudbury.Oniario.(CT-19B). Bilingual. 21 pp. 
$0.50 

	

95-750 	Thunder Kay. Ontario. (CT-208). Bilingual. 15 pp. 
$0.50 

	

95-751 	Toronto. Ontario. (CT-2 18). Bilingual. 157 pp. 
$1.50 

	

95-752 	Windsor. Ontario. (CT-22B). Bilingual. 27 pp. 
$0.75 

96.707 	Ontario. (4.2-2). Bilingual. 328 pp. 
$3.50 

Volume IV (Part 3) - Census of Agriculture (43). 
Results of the 1971 Agriculture Census including detailed tables on 

number of farms, areas, tenure, crops. livestock, farm machinery, etc., in 
separate reports for Manitoba. Saskatchewan, Alberta and British 
Columbia. 

('omplete set of reports (96-708 to 96.711). including titled cover hinder. 
$10.00 

	

95-753 	WinnIpeg. Manitoba. (CT-23B). Bilingual. 46 pp. 
	 96-708 	Manitoba. (4.3-I ). Bilingual. 192 pp. 	

$2.00 
$0.75 

	

95-754 	RegIna. Saskatchewan. (CT-24B ). Bilingual. 21 pp. 

	

$0.50 

	96-709 	Saskatchewan. (4.3-2). Bilingual 208 pp. 	
$2.50 

	

95-755 	Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. (CT-25B ). Bilingual. IS pp. 

	

$0.50 

	96.710 	Alberta. (4.3-3). Bilingual. 184 pp 	
$2.00 

	

95-756 	Calgary. Alberta. (CT-26B). Bilingual. 27 pp. 

	

95.757 	Edmonton. Alberla (CT-27B). Bilingual. 40 pp. 
$0.75 

	

95-758 	Vancouer, British Columbia. (CT-28B). Bilingual. 65 pp. 
$0.75 

	

95-759 	Victoria, British Columbia. (('1'-29B). Bilingual. IS pp. 
$0.50 

Volume IV (Part 1)- Census of AgrIculture (4.1). 
Results of the 1971 Agriculture Census including summary tables for 

Canada showing numbers of farms, areas, tenure, crop livestock, 1trm 
machinery, etc., detailed tables in separate reports for livestock, farm 
machinery. etc., detailed tables in separate rcports Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick, 

Complete set 01 reports (96-701 to 96-705). including titled cover binder. 
SI 2.00 

	

96-701 	Canada: Summary Tables. (4.1-I). Bilingual. 168 pp. 
$2.00 

96-702 Newfoundland. (4.1-2). Bilingual. 154 pp. 
$2.00 

96-703 Prince Edward Island. (4.1-3). Bilingual. 134 pp. 
$2.00 

96-704 No 	Scotia. (4.1-4). Bilingual. 184 pp. 
$2.00 

96-705 New Brunswick. (4.1-5). Bilingual. 162 pp. 
$2.00 

Volume IV (Part 2) - ('ensus of AgriculIure (4.2). 
Results of the 1971 Agriculture Census including detailed tables on 

numbers ot' ltrms, areas, tenure. crops. livestock, farm machinery, etc., in 
separate reports for Quebec and Ontario. 

Fwo reports (96-706 and 96-707), induding titled cover binder. 	$10.00  

96-711 	British ('olumbia. (4.3.4). Bilingial. 218 pp. 
S2.50 

Volume IV (Part 4) - Agriculture: Socio.economic Characteristics of 
Farm Operators 4.4). 

Results of the 1971 Agriculture-Population Linkage programme 
showing basic and cross-classified socio-economic characteristics of farm 
operators. 

Complete set of reports (96-712 to 96.714), including titled cover hinder. 
$8.00 

96-712 	BasIc Socio-cconomic Characteristics of Farm Operators. (4.4- 
). Bilingual. 50 PP. 

For Canada and provinces. 
$1.05 

96-7 13 	('ross-classified Social-economic Characteristics of Farm 
Operators. (4.4-2). Bilingual. 17. 1  pp. 

For Canada and provinces. 
$2.80 

96.714 	('ross-classified Socio-econouuijc ('haractcristics of Farm 
Operators with Off.rarm Employment and Income. (4.4.3). 
Bilingual. 160 pp. 

For ('an,md,i. the provinces and regions. 
$4.90 

Volume IV (Part 5) - Agriculture: Farm Operators' Families. 
Household'. and Dwelling Facilities (4.5). 

Results of the 1971 Agriculture-Population Linkage programmc 
showing cross-classified soemo-economic characteristics of t'arm operators' 
families, households and dwelling facilities. 

Complete set of reports (96-715 to 96-717), including titled cover hinder. 
$6.00 

96-715 	('russ-classified Socio-econounic Characteristics of Farm 
Operators' Families. (4.5-I). BlIngual. 231 pp. 

For Can,id,i and provinces. 	 $2.10 
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96-716 	Cross-classified Sorb-economic ('liaracteristics of Faruim 
Operators' Households. (4.5-2). Bilingual. 93 pp. 

For Canada and provinces. 
$I .40 

	

96-717 	Cross-classified Socio-economic Characteristics of Farni 
Operators' Dwelling Facilities. (4.5-3). Bilingual. 88 pp. 

For Canada. 
$ 2.10 

Athance Series - Agriculture (AA). 

	

96-718 	Areas and Census-farms Reporting Field Crops) fAA- I 
Bilingual. 51 pp. 

$0.75 

	

96-719 	Livestock and Poultry on Census-farms) (AA-2). Bilingual. 55 

pp. 
$0.75 

	

96-720 	Farm Machinery and Equipment. 3  (AA-3). Bilingual. 55 pp. 
$0.75 

	

96-721 	Census-farms by Size. Area and Use of Farm Land.t  (AA-4). 
Bilingual. 51 pp. 

$0.75 

	

96-722 	Census-farms by Economic Class.Fas with Sales of $2.500 
or More by Product Type. (AA-5). Bilingual. 53 pp. 

$0.75 

	

96-723 	Population. Tenure, Age and Residence of Operators. Type of 
Farm Organization. 3  (AA-6). Bilingual. 54 pp. 

$0.75 

	

96-724 	Irrigation. 3  (AA-7). Bilingual. 50 pp. 
$0.75 

	

96-725 	Vegetables, Fruits, Greenhouses, Nurseries and Mushrooms. 3  
(AA-8). Bilingual. 101 pp. 

$0.75 

	

96-726 	Fertilizer Use. 3  (AA-9). Bilingual. 51 pp. 
50.75 

	

96-727 	Number and Area of Census-farms.3 (AA-lO). Bilingual. Il pp. 
$0.50 

	

96-728 	Number and Area of Census-rarms. (AA- II). Bilingual. 71 pp. 

For countries and subdivisions. 
$1.50 

Selected Data for Census-farms Classified by Economic Class. 3  

	

96-729 	Atlantic Provinces. (AA- 12). Bilingual. 96 pp. 
$1.50 

	

96-730 	Quebec. (AA- 13). Bilingual. 150 pp. 
$1.50 

	

96-731 	Ontario. (AA- 14). Bilingual. 110 pp. 
$1.50 

	

96-732 	Western Provinces. (AA-l5). Bilingual. 170 pp. 
$2.00 

	

96-734 	Farni Operators by Economic Class of Farm Showing Such 
Characteristics as Sex. Age. Income. Schooling. Off-farm 
Employ mclii. ( AA- 17).. Bilingual. 127 pp. 

For Canada and provinces. 
$2.10 

	

96-735 	Data from the Post-Census Agriculture Sample Survey. (AA- 
18). Bilingual. 50 pp. 

S 1.50 

	

96-736 	Forest Products from Census-farm Woodlots. (AA-19). 
Bilingual. 4 pp. 

For provinces. 
$0.25 

(Merchandising and Sen ice Establishments). 

Volume VII - Retail Trade. 

Complete set of reports (97-701 to 97-707), including titled cover binder. 
$900 

	

97-701 	Introduction and General Review. Bilingual. Ill pp. 

Description of the Census, definitions of terms used and descriptions of 
business classifications, analysis of results. samples ofquestuonnatres. etc. 

$1.05 

Business Location Statistics. 

	

97-702 	Provinces and Cities by Kind of Business. Bilingual. 180 pp 

Principal statistics by kind of business. Canada, provinces, census 
metropolitan areas, census agglomerations and cities o125,000 population 
or over, 1971 net sales and receipts and pay-roll by kind of business group, 
by selected trade. Canada and provinces. 1961. 1966. 1971. 

$2.10 

	

97-703 	Counties or Census Divisions, Cities and Towns. Bilingual. 147 
pp. 

Principal statistics by county or census division and incorporated places of 
1,00() population and over; by kind of business group for incorporated 
places of 2.000 population and over; by kind of business group, by selected 
trade, for county or census division and incorporated cities of 25.000 
population and over. 

$2.10 

	

97-704 	Metropolitan Areas by Census Tracts. Bilingual. 132 pp. 

Net sales and receipts li.r census metropolitan area and census 
agglomeration by census tract and by kind of business group; census maps. 

$1.05 

	

97-705 	Size of Business. Bilingual. 171 pp 

Net sales and receipts by annual sales and receipts size by kind of business, 
Canada and provinces; net sales and receipts. working proprietors and 
paid employees by personnel size by kind of business group, and ownership 
size for selected trades. Canada and provinces. 

$1.40 

	

97-706 	Miscellaneous Data. Bilingual. 10 pp. 

Gross trading margin by kind ol'business. Canada and provinces; ancillary 
Units - principal statistics by kind of business group. Canada and provinces. 

$0.70 
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Business Establishment Statistics. 

97-707 	General Statistics. Bilingual. 86 pp. 

Principal statistics by kind of business. Canada and provinces, by form of 
organization and kind of business group. Canada, by selected trade and 
ownership size, Canada; summary of operating revenue and expenditures 
for incorporated and unincorporated businesses, Canada and provinces. 

$0.70 

Preliminary Bulletin. 

97-7 12 	Business Locations, Bilingual. 7 pp. 

Retail trade by kind of business. Canada. 
$0.35 

Volume VIII - Wholesale Trade. 

Corn pleic set of reports (97-7211097-725). including titled cover binder. 
$6.00 

97-721 	Introduction and (;eneral Review. Bilingual. 102 pp. 

Description of the census, definitions of terms used and descriptions of 
kind of business classifications, analysis of results, samples of 
questionnaires, etc. 

$1.05 

Business Location Statistics. 

97-722 	Provinces by Kind of Business and Type of Operation. 
Bilingual. 122 pp. 

Principal statistics by kind of business and type of operation. Canada and 
provinces; wholesale merchants by sub-type of operation by kind of 
business group. Canada. 

$1.40 

97-72 3 	CountIes or Census Divisions, Metropolitan Areas, Cities and 
Towns. Bilingual. 46 pp. 

Principal statistics by kind of business group. census metropolitan areas, 
census agglomerations and cities of 25.000 population and over; total 
volume of trade by county or census division and incorporated places of 
5.000 population and over. 

$1.40 

97-724 	SIze of Business and Ancillary Units. Bilingual. 24 pp. 

Wholesale trade by annual volume of trade and by ownership size by kind 
of business, Canada; wholesale trade by personnel size. Canada and 
provinces; ancillary units - volume of trade, inventory, employment and 
payroll by kind of business. Canada. 

$0.70 

Business Establishment Statistics. 

97-725 	General Statistics. Bilingual. lOS pp. 

Principal statistics by kind of business. Canada and provinces, by type of 
operation and ownership size by kind of business, Canada; volume oltrade 
by form of organization and type of operation by kind of business group, 

Canada; wholesale merchants - summary of operating revenue and 
expenditures for incorporated and unincorporated businesses, Canada and 
Economic Regions. 

$1.40 

Preliminary Bulletin. 1971 

97-732 	Business Locations. Bilingual. 6 pp. 

Wholesale trade by kind of business. Canada 
$0.35 

Volume IX - Service Ttiide. 1971 

Complete set of reports (97-741to97-747). including titled cover hinder, 
$9.75 

97-741 	Introduction and General Review. Bilingual. 88 pp. 

Description of the Census, definitions of terms used and descriptions of 
kind of business classifications, analysis of results, samples of 
questionnaires, etc. 

$1.05 

Business Location Statistics. 

97-742 	Provinces and Cities by Kind of Business. Bilingual. 188 pp. 

Principal statistics by kind of business. Canada. provinces, census 
metropolitan areas, census agglomerations and cities of 25.000 population 
and over. 1971, by selected trades. Canada and the provinces. 1961, 1966, 
1971. 

$2.10 

97.743 	Counties or Census Divisions, Clues and Towns. Bilingual. 149 

pp. 

Principal statistics by county or census division and incorporated places of 
1.000 population and over; net sales and revtlpts by kind of business group 
for incorporated places of 2.000 population and over; by kind of business 
group, by selected trade, by county or census division and incorporated 
places of25.000 and over. 

$2.10 

97-744 	Metropolitan Areas by Census Tracts. Bilingual. 133 pp. 

Net sales and receipts by census metropolitan area and census 
agglomeration by census tract and by kind of business group; census tract 
maps. 

$1.05 

97-745 	SIzeof Business. Bilingual. 159 pp. 

Net sales and receipts by annual net sales and receipts size by kind of 
business. Canada and provinces; net sales and receipts. working 
proprietors and paid employees by personnel size by kind of business 
group, and by ownership size for selected trades. Canada and provinces. 

$2.10 

97-746 	Miscellaneous Data. Bilingual. 6 pp. 

Ancillary units - principal statistics by kind of business group, Canada and 
provinces. 

$0.70 

Business Establishment Statistics. 

97.747 	General Statistics. Bilingual. 84 p. 

Principal statistics by kind of business, Canada and the provinces, by form 

of organization by kind of business group. (anada, by ownership size for 
selected trades. Canada; summary of operating revenue and expenditures 
for incorporated and unincorporated businesses. Canada and provinces. 

$0.70 
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Complete set ot reports ( 99-7 12 to 99-722). including titled cover hinder. 
$12.00 

99-712 	Labour Force Participation in Canada. (5.2-1). Bilingual. 75 

pp. 
$0.35 	 $1.00 

74 

Preliminary Bulletin. 

97-752 	Business Locations. Bilingual. 6 pp. 

Principal statistics by kind ofbusiness. Canada. 

Special Series. Geography (SC). 
	 99.713 	Unemployment in Canada. (5.2-2). Bilingual. 39 pp. 	

$1.00 

	

98-701 	Land Areas and Densities of Statistical Units. (SO- I). 
Bilingual. 64 pp. 

Showing land areas and population densities of census metropolitan areas 
and other agglomerations, census tracts, census divisions and subdivisions. 

$0.75 

	

98-702 	Census Agglomerations. (SG-2). Bilingual. 157 pp. 
$1.50 

Volume V (Part I) . Profile Studies: Demographic Characteristics (5.1). 
Studies of major trends and patterns revealed by the 1971 Census 

relating to population growth and general demographic characteristics of 
the population. 

Complete set ofreports (99-701 to 99-711). including titled cover binder. 
$ 12.00 

	

99-701 	Population Growth in Canada. (5.1-I ). Bilingual. 60 pp. 
$1.00 

99-702 The Urban and Rural Composition of Canada's Population. 
(5.1-2). Bilingual. 51 pp. 

$1.00 

	

99-703 	The Age-Sex Structure of Canada's Population. (5.1-3). 
Bilingual. 97 pp. 

$1.00 

	

99.704 	Marital Status and Nuptiality in Canada.) (5.1-4). Bilingual. 
129 pp. 

$1.00 

	

99-705 	Migration in Canada. (5.1-5). Bilingual. 70 pp.  

	

99-7 t 5 	The Industrial Siructure of Canada's Labour Force. (5.2-4). 
Bilingual. 76 pp. 

$1.00 

	

99-7 16 	Industrial Employment Trends in Canada, 1951.1971. (5.2-5). 
Bilingual. 72 pp. 

$1.00 

	

99-718 	The Occupational Composition of Canada's Labour Force. 
(5.2-7). Bilingual. 60 pp. 

$1.00 

	

99-719 	Where Canadians Work. (5.2-8). Bilingual. 65 pp. 
$1.00 

	

99-720 	Employment Income in Canada. (5.2-9). Bilingual. 118 pp. 
$1.00 

	

99-721 	Sources and Distribution of Canadian Income. (5.2-10). 
Bilingual. 112 pp. 

$1.00 

Volume V (Part 3)- Profile Studies: Families, Housing. Agriculture 
(5.3). 

Studies of major trends and patterns revealed by the 1971 Census 
relating to families, housing and agriculture. 

Complete set of reports (99-723 to 99-731), including titled cover hinder. 
$10.00 

	

99-723 	Characteristics of Canadian Dwellings. (5.3-I). Bilingual. 85 

pp. 
$1.00 

$1.00 	99-724 	Occupancy Patterns and Trends in Canadian I-lousing. (5.3-2). 
Bilingual. 91 pp. 

	

99-706 	Fertility in Canada. (5.1-6). Bilingual. 69 pp. 	 $1.00 
$1.00 

	

99-725 	The Family in Canada. (5.3-3). Bilingual. 72 pp. 

	

99.707 	Language in Canada. (5.1-7). Bilingual. 76 pp. 	 $1.00 
$1.00 

	

99-708 	Educational Attainment in Canada. (5.1-8). Bilingual. 66 pp. 
$1.00 

	

99-709 	Ethnic Origins of Canadians. (5.1-9). Bilingual. 84 pp. 
$1.00 

	

99-726 	Incomes of Canadian Families. (5.3-4). Bilingual. 67 pp. 
$1.00 

	

99-727 	The Household in Canada. (5.3-5). Bilingual. 82 pp. 
$1.00 

99-710 	Canada's Religious Composition. (5.1-10). Bilingual. 58 pp. 
	99-728 	Canada's Livestock Industry. (5.3-6). Bilingual. 53 pp. 	

$1.00 
$1.00 

99-711 	Place of Birth and Citizenship of Canada's Population. (5.1- 
11). Bilingual. 99 pp. 

$1.00 

Volume V (Pail 2)- Profile Studies: Economic Characteristics (5.2). 
Studies of major trends and patterns revealed by the 1971 Census 

relating to economic characteristics of the population IS years of age and 
over.  

	

99-729 	Large Farms in Canada. (5.3-7). Bilingual. 45 pp. 
$1.00 

	

99-730 	Structure of Canadian Agriculture. (5.3-8). Bil. 65 pp. 
$1.00 

	

99-731 	Socio-economic Characteristics of Small Farm Operators in 
Canada. (5.3-9). Bilingual. 48 pp. 	 $1.00 
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Volume VI (Part 1)- General ReVIew (6.1). 

	

99-740 	AdminIstrative Report of the 1911 Census. (6.1-I). Bilingual. 
434 pp. 

Detailed account olthe organization, planning, methods and procedures of 
collecting, processing and disseminating the 1971 Census of Canada. 

Report (99-740), including titled cover binder. 
$8.00 

Census Analytical Studies. 

99-750E Canada's Farm Population: Analysis of Income and Related 
Characteristics. by Paul Shaw. E. and F. 24 pp. 

The main topics include socio-economic and demographic attributes of the 
farm population, analysis of the effects of these and other characteristics on 
farm family incomes, and the determinants of farm performance. This 
study is the first in-depth study of characteristics of Canada's farm 
population, using data from linkage of the Agriculture and Population 
Censuses. 

$2.80 

99-751 E The Frequency of Geographic Mobility in the Population of 
Canada. by Leroy 0. Stone. E. and F. 131 pp. 

A demographic analysis of an important aspect of the behaviour of 
Canadians in their geographic mobility. It concentrates upon variations in 
mobility patterns amongst different groups within the population rather 
than on the spatial pattern of residence change. 

$1.40 

99-752E Occupational Composition of Canadian Migration. by Leroy 0. 
Stone. E. and F. 121 pp. 

The main topic is the analysis of the effects of regional characteristics on 
the occupational and educational composition of migration. 

$1.40 

99-753E Canadian Households and Families, by Sylvia T. Wargon. E. 
and F. 146 pp. 

The main topics include historical trends in numbers and sizes of 
households and census families, households by type, census families by 
structure and type, demographic composition of households and census 
families and children in census families. 

$2.10 

	

99-754 	Poles and Zones of Attraction, by F. Ricour-Singh. Bilingual. 
138pp. 	 $2.10  

99-755E Income Distribution and Inequality in Canada. by Roger Love. 
E. and F. 125 pp. 

The main topics include family income distribution and characteristics of 
the family, an analysis of income differences within and between 
population groups, and income inequality. 

$2.10 

99-756E Off Farm Work by Farmers. by Ray D. Bollman. E. and F. 214 

pp. 

The main topics include the history of part-time farming in Canada, off-
farm work by characteristics of the farm and of the farm operator. and an 
explanatory analysis ofoff-farm work and employment income. 

$2.80 

99-757E Socio-economic Correlates of Fertility in Canadian 
Metropolitan Areas, 1961 and 1911. by Evclyne Lapierre-
Adamcyk. E. and F. 101 pp. 

The main topics include fertility variations within and among Census 
Metropolitan Areas and an analysis of the association between 
environmental factors and socio-economic t haracteristics, and census-tract 
variation in fertility rates. 

$2.10 

99-758E An Analysis of Earnings in Canada. by Peter Kuch and Walter 
Haesscl. E. and F. 212 pp. 

The main topics include the factors affecting the size distribution of 
earnings, an analysis of the effects ofmarket attributes and socio-cconomic 
characteristics of the population on male edrnings and on female earnings. 
and an analysis of the effects of sex and marital status on the distribution of 
wages and salaries. 

$3.50 

99-759E Patterns of Fertility in Canada, 1971. by T.R. Balakrishnan, 
G.E. Ehanks and C.F. Grindstafl E. and F. 269 pp. 

Presents a multivariatc approach to the study of fertility using data from 
the sample tapes to sort out the relative importance of various factors on 
fertility behaviour. 

$ 3.541 

99-760E Employment and Earnings of Married Females, by A. 
Nakamura. M. Nakamura, D. ( ullen. D. Grant and H. Orcutt. 
E.andF. 168 pp. 

This monograph is devoted to an analysis of the labour force behaviour of 
Canadian wives, since married women are the most controversial and 
rapidly changing component of the female labour force. 

$2.80 



FOOTMIIES 

1971 c:en.is of Canada. 

For 	Canada, 	provinces, 	census 	divisions, 	incorporated 	citics, M Same 	areas 	as 	shown 	in 	Footnote 	except 	not 	tbr 	census 
towns and villages 10.000 and over, 1971. agglomerations. 

2 	For census divisions, 	incorporated 	cities, 	towns 	and 	villages I 	I Same areas as shown in Footnote except not for incorporated 
10,000 and over, and census metropolitan areas. 1971 centres and other subdivisions. 

For provinces and counties. 2 Same 	areas 	as 	shown 	in 	Footnote 	except 	not 	for 	census 

For provinces by urban size groups, rural non-farm and rural farm, 
agglomerations 25.000 and over. 

census divisions, 	municipal 	subdivisions of 	10.000 	and 	over, 
census metropolitan areas, and census agglomerations 25.000 and 

3 For ('anada. provinces, urban size groups, rural non-farm and 
over, farm, 	census 	divisions, 	census 	metropolitan 	areas, 	census 

agglomerations 	25.000 	and 	over 	and 	municipal 	subdivisions 

For Canada, urban size groups, rural non-farm and rural farm. 10,000 and over. 

provinces, 	urban, rural non-farm 	and rural 	farm 	and census 
metropolitan areas. 14 For Canada, provinces, urban size groups, rural non-farm and 

farm, and census divisions. 
For 	provinces, 	urban, 	rural 	non-farm 	and 	rural 	farm, 
municipalities 30,000 and over, census metropolitan areas and Is For census metropolitan areas, census agglomerations 25,000 and 
census agglomerations 25,000 and over. over, and municipal subdivisions 10.000 and over. 

By sex for Canada. and provinces, urban, rural non-farm and rural 16 
farm, provinces and census metropolitan areas, 1971. Same areas as in Footnote except showing total urban and rural 

only. 

For Canada, provinces, census divisions, incorporated centres and 
other municipal subdivisions 10.000 and over, census metropolitan 

7 S ame areas as in Footnote except not for rural and urban parts of  
areas and census agglomerations 25.000 and over, provinces. 

For Canada, provinces, census metropolitan areas and census 18 Indicates issuance of errata and/or occurrence of explanatory 
agglomerations 25.000 and over, note(s) in the related introduction to Volume. 
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Volume I - Population: Geographic DistrIbutions. 	 92-825 	MarItal Status by Age Groups. Bilingual. 71 pp. 
$3.00 

Complete set of reports (92-800 to 92-811). including titled cover binder. 
$35.75 

	

92-826 	School Attendance and Level of Schooling. Bilingual. 407 pp. 
92-8(X) 	Introduction to Volume 1. Bilingual. 96 pp. 	 $7.00 

$1.50 

	

92-80 I 	Federal F.lectoral Districts. Bilingual. 59 pp. 
$3.00 

	

92-802 	Census DivIsions and Subdivisions - Atlantic Provinces. 
Bilingual. 18 pp. 

$1.50 

	

92-803 	Census Divisions and Subdivisions- Quebec. Bilingual. 22 pp. 
$1.50 

	

92-804 	Census Divisions and Subdivisions - Ontario. Bilingual. 30 pp. 
$ 1.50 

	

92-805 	Census DIvisions and Subdivisions - Western Provinces and the 
Territories. Bilingual. 46 pp. 

52.25 

	

92-806 	MunicipalitIes, Census Metropolitan Areas and Census 
Agglomerations. Bilingual. 189 pp. 

$2.25 

	

92-807 	t.Jrban and Rural Distribution. Bilingual. 47 pp. 
$2.25 

	

92.808 	Federal Flectoral Districts - Population and Housing 
Characteristics. Bilingual. 101 pp. 

$3.00 

92-809 Census Metropolitan Areas and Census Agglomerations - 
Population and Housing Characteristics. Bilingual. 229 pp. 

$7.00 

	

92-810 	MunIcipalities 5,000 Population and Over - Population and 
Housing Characteristics. Bilingual. 177 pp. 

$5.75 

	

92-811 	Reference Maps. Bilingual. 112 pp. 
$4.25 

Volume II - Population: Demographic Characteristics. 
Complete set of reports (92-820 to 92.828). including titled cover 

binder. 
$38.50 

	

92-820 	Introduction to Volume 11. Bilingual. 78 pp. 
$1.50 

	

92-821 	Mother Tongue. Bilingual. 126 pp. 
$4.25 

	

92-822 	Specified Mother Tongue. Bilingual. 119 pp. 
$4.25 

	

92-823 	FIve-year Age Groups. Bilingual. 199 pp. 
$7.00 

	

92-824 	MarItal Status. Bilingual. 92 pp. 	 $4.25  

	

92-827 	Level of Schooling by Age Groups. Bilingual. 87 pp. 
$3.00 

	

92-828 	Mobility Status. Bilingual. 123 PP 
$4.25 

Volume VIII - Supplementary Bulletins: (.eographic and Demographic. 
Complete set of reports (92-830 to 92-835). including tilled cover 

binder. 
$20.25 

	

92.830 	Population of Unincorporated Places. Canada. Bilingual. 128 
pp. 

$4.25 

	

92-831 	Population, Land Area and l'opulatlon Density, Census 
Divisions and Sub-Divisions. Bilingual. 92 pp. 

53.00 

	

92-832 	Single Years of Age. Bilingual. 35 pp. 
$2.25 

	

92-833 	Mother Tongue by Age Groups. Rilingual. 38 pp. 
$2.25 

	

92-834 	Mobility Status and General Population Characteristics. 
Bilingual. 126 pp. 

$4.25 

	

92-835 	Specified Age Groups. Bilingual. 194 pp. 
54.25 

Volume Ill - Dwellings and Households. 
Complete set of reports (93.800 to 1 3-810), including titled cover 

binder. 
$30.25 

	

93-800 	Introduction to Volume Ill. Bilingual. 84 pp. 
$1.50 

	

93-801 	Dwellings. Private Households and Families. Bilingual. 12 pp. 
51.50 

	

93-802 	Occupied Private Dwellings by Structural Type and Tenure. 
Bilingual. 158 pp 

$5.75 

93-803 Occupied Prate Dwellings by Private Household 
Characteristics. Bilingual. 28 pp 

$1.50 

	

93-804 	Occupied l'rivate Dwellings by Characteristics of the Private 
Household Head. Bilingual. 81 pp 

$3.00 

	

93-805 	Private Households by Size. Bilingual. 51 pp. 
$3.00 

	

93-806 	Private Households by Type. Bilingual. 35 pp. 	 $2.25 
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93-807 	Private Household Composition. Bilingual. 36 pp. 	 Vuluiiie V - Labour Force Activity. 

	

$2.25 	Complete set of reports (94-800 to 94-808), including titled cover 
binder. 

93-808 	Private Households by Characteristics of the Head. Bilingual. 	
$21.00 

72 pp. 

	

$3.00 	94-800 	Introduction to Volume V. Bilingual. 92 pp. 
$I .50 

93-809 	Private Households by Marital Status. Sex and Age of Head. 
Bilingual. 189 pp. 	

94-801 	Labour Force Activity by Sex. Bilingual. 50 pp. 

	

$4.25 	 $2.25 

93-810 	Household and Family Status ollndividuals. Bilingual. 43 pp. 	
94-802 	Labour Force Participation Rates by Age and Sex, for Canada. 

	

$2.25 	
Provinces and Census Divisions. Bilingual. 76 pp. 

$2.25 

Volume IV - Families. 

	

Complete set of reports (93-820 to 93-825). including titled cover 	94-803 	Labour Force Participation Rates by Age and Sex, for Census 

hinder. 	 Agglomerations and Municipalities. Bilingual. 102 pp. 

	

$17.00 	 $3.00 

93-820 	Introduction to Volume IV. Bilingual. 86 ,. 	
94-804 	Labour Force Participation Rates by Age and Sex and by 

	

$1.50 	
Marital Status and Sex, 1971 and 1976. Bilingual. 10 pp. 

$1.50 

	

93-82 I 	Families by Size. Bilingual. 65 pp. 

$3.00 

	

93-822 	Families by Family Structure and Family Type. Bilingual. 59 
pp. 

$3.00 

	

93.823 	Families by Number of Children. Bilingual. 110 pp.  

	

94-805 	Labour Force Activity by Marital Status. Age and Sex. 
Bilingual. 78 pp. 

$3.00 

	

94-806 	Labour Force Activity by Age. Sex and Educational 
Characteristics. Bilingual. 106 pp. 

$3.00 

	

$4.25 	94-807 	Labour Force Mobility, Canada and Provinces. Bilingual. 106 

pp. 
$2.25 93-824 	Characteristics of Husbands in Husband-wife Families. 

Bilingual. 31 pp. 
$2.25 

	

93-825 	Characteristics of Parents in Lone-parent Families. Bilingual. 
62 pp. 

$3.00 

Volume IX - Supplementary Bulletins: Housing and Fantilies. 
Complete set of reports (93-830 to 93-835), including titled cover 

binder. 
$23.75 

	

93-830 	Private Household Characteristics by Level of Schooling and  

	

94-808 	Labour Force Mobility, Census Metropolitan Areas. Bilingual. 
106 pp. 

$2.25 

Volume X - Supplementary Bulletins: Economic Characteristics. 
Complete set of reports (94-830 to 94-837), including titled cover 

binder. 
$21.25 

	

94-830 	Labour Force Participation Rates by Sex and Marital Status. 
Bilingual. 46 pp. 

$2.25 

MotherTongue of Head. Bilingual. 195 pp. 	 94-831 	Labour Force Participation Rates by Sex and Level of 

	

$5.75 	 Schooling. Bilingual. 109 pp. 
$4.25 

	

93-831 	Family Composition. Bilingual. 82 pp. 

	

$3.00 	94-832 	Labour Force Participation Rates by Age and Sex, 1971 and 
1976. Bilingual. 132 pp. 

	

93-832 	Husband-wife Families. Bilingual. 321 pp. 	 $4.25  
$7.00 

	

93-833 	Lone-parent Families. Bilingual. 137 pp. 
$4.25 

	

93-834 	Characteristics of Wives in Husband-wife Families. Bilingual. 
31 pp. 

$2.25 

	

93-835 	General Characteristics of Economic Families. Bilingual. 6 pp. 

$1.50 

	

94-833 	Labour Force Activity by Age, School Attendance, Level of 
Schooling and Sex. Bilingual. 8 pp. 

$1.50 

	

94-834 	Labour Force Activity by Selected 	Educational 
Characteristics, Bilingual. 114 pp. 

$3.00 

	

94-835 	Labour Force Participation Rates of Married Females by Age. 
Bilingual. 34 pp. 	

$2.25 
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94.836 Female 	Labour Force 	Participation 	Rates by 	LccI of 95-818 St. Johns. Bilingual. 9 pp. 
Schooling, Age, Marital Status and Presence of Children. $1.50 
Bilingual. l() pp. 

$1.50 
95-8 19 Saint John. Bilingual. 13 pp. 

$1.50 
94.837 Labour 	Force Mobility 	by 	Educational Characteristics. 

Bilingual. 73 pp. 
$2.25 95-820 Sarni'a. Bilingual. 9 pp. 

$1.50 

Volume VI - (•ensus Tracts. 
Complete set of reports (95-800 to 95-83)), including titled cover 95.821 Saskatuon. Bilingual. 9 pp. 

binder. $1.50 
$66.00 

95-822 SuII Ste. Marie. Bilingual. 9 pp. 
95-800 Brantford. Bilingual. 9 pp. $1.50 

$1.50 

9 5-823 Sherbrooke. Bilingual. 9 pp. 
95-801 Calgary. Bilingual. 25 pp. 

$130 
$2.25 

95-802 Chicoulimni - Jonquiere. Bilingual. 9 pp. 95-824 Sudbury. Bilingual. 13 pp. 

$2.25 $1.50 

95-803 Edmonton. Bilingual. 29 pp. 95-82 5 Thunder Bay. Bilingual. 9 pp. 

$2.25 $1.50 

95-804 Guelph. Bilingual. 5 pp. 95-826 Toronto. Bilingual. 145 pp. 

$1.50 $4.25 

95-805 Halifax. Bilingual. 17 pp. 95-827 Trois-Rivieres. Bilingual. 9 pp. 
$2.25 $1.50 

95-806 Hamilton. Bilingual. 38 pp. 95-828 Vancouver. Bilingual. 63 pp. 
$2.25 $4.25 

95-807 Kingston. Bilingual. 9 pp. 95-829 Victoria. Bilingual. 17 pp. 
$1.50 $1.50 

95-808 Kitchener, Bilingual. 17 N' 95-830 Windsor. Bilingual. 17 pp. 
$2.25 $1.54) 

95-809 London. Bilingual. 17 PP 
95-831 Winnipeg. Bilingual. 37 pp. 

$2.25 
$2.25 

95-1110 Moncton. Bilingual. 9 pp. Volume VII - Provincial ( ensus Tracts. 
$1.50 Complete set of reports (95-850 to )5-857), including titled cover 

binder. 
95-811 Montreal. Bilingual. 182 pp. $24.00 

$5.75 

95-850 Atlantic Provinces. (Data). Bilingual. 88 pp. 
95-812 Oshawa. Bilingual. 9 pp. $3.00 

$1.50 

95-851 Atlantic Provinces. (Reference Maps only). Bilingual. 14 pp. 
95-813 Ottawa - Hull. Bilingual. 42 pp. 

$2.25 

95-814 Peterborough. Bilingual. 5 pp. 95-852 Quebec. (Data). Bilingual. 132 pp. 

$1.50 $3.00 

95-815 Quebec. Bilingual. 38 pp. 95-853 Quebec. (Reference Maps only) Bilingual. 25 pp. 

$2.25 $3.00 

95-816 RegIna. Bilingual. 13 pp. 95-854 Ontario. (Data). Bilingual. 124 I , p.  
$1.50 $3.00 

95-817 St. Catharines -Niagara. Bilingual. 21 pp. $2.25 95-855 Ontario. (Reference Maps only) Bilingual. 21 pp. 53.4)41 
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95-856 	Western Provinces and the Territories. (Data). Bilingual. 156 	96-809 	Alberta. (13- 3). Bilingual. 153 pp. 
pp. 	 $4.25 

53.00 

	

95-857 	Western Provinces and the lerritories. Rc(crcncc Maps only). 
Bilingual. 59 pp. 

$3.00 

Volume XI - Census of Agriculture. 
Complete set of reports (96-800 to 96-804), including titled cover 

hinder. 

$2 1.25 

These bulletins contain the results of the 1976 Census of Agriculture; 
numbers of farms, areas, tenure, crops. livestock, farm machinery, hired 
agricultural labour, off-farm work by operators, capital value and type of 
organization are shown in summary tables in the Canada bulletin and in 
detailed tables in separate bulletins for Newfoundland. Prince Edward 
Island, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. 

	

96-800 	Canada: Summary Tables. ( I I - l).Bilingual. 155 pp. 
$4.25 

	

96-801 	Newfoundland. ( I I -2). Bilingual. 133 pp. 
$4.25 

	

96-802 	Prince Edward Island. ( I I - 3). Bilingual. 120 pp. 
$4.25 

	

96-803 	Nova Scotia. ( I I -4). Bilingual. 145 pp. 
$4.25 

	

96-804 	New Brunswick. ( I I - 5). Bilingual. 163 pp. 

$4.25 

Volume XII - Census of Agriculture. 
Complete set of reports (96-805 to 96-806), including titled cover 

hinder. 

$17.00 

This bulletin contains the results of the 1976 Census of Agriculture in 
detailed tables showing numbers of farms, areas, tenure, crops, livestock, 
farm machinery, hired agricultural labour, off-farm work by operators, 
capital value and type of organization in separate bulletins for Quebec and 
Ontario. 

	

96-805 	Quebec. (12- 1). Bilingual. 401 pp.  

	

96-810 	British Columbia. ( 13-4). Bilingual. 178 pp. 
$5.75 

Special Series - Agriculture. 
Complete set of reports (96-851 to 96-862). including titled cover 

binder. 
$41.45 

	

96-851 	Crops on Census-farms. (SA - I ). Bilingual. 121 pp 

Area ofcrops on census-farms. 1951-1976. Canada; crops on census-farms, 
1976 by province and Census Division, including vegetables, tree fruits, 
small fruits, nursery products, greenhouses and mushroom houses. 

$4.25 

	

96-852 	Livestock and Poultry on Census-farms. (SA - 2). Bilingual. 63 
pp. 

Livestock and poultry on census-farms, 1951-1976, Canada, showing total 
value of livestock and poultry, numbers and farms reporting, livestock and 
poultry on census-farms, values and numbers. 1976, by province and 
Census Division. 

$3.00 

	

96-853 	Machinery and Equipment on Census-farms. (SA - 3). 
Bilingual. 63 pp. 

Machinery and equipment on census-farms. 195 1-1976, Canada, showing 
values, number and farms reporting; machinery and equipment on census-
farms, 1976, by province and Census Division. 

$3.00 

96-854 Census-farms by Size. Area and Use of Land. (SA - 4) 
Bilingual. 63 pp. 

Census-farms classified by size, area and use of farm land, 1951-1976, 
Canada; census-farms classified by size, area and use of farm land 1976, by 
province and Census Division. 

$3.00 

	

96-855 	Census-farms Classified by Economic Class and Farms with 
Sales of $2,500 or More by Product Type. (SA - 5). Bilingual. 

62 pp. 

$10.00 
Census-farms classified by economic class, 1961. 1971, 1976. Canada; 
census-farms with sales of $2,500 or more classified by product type. 1961. 

	

96-806 	Ontario. (12 -2). Bilingual. 315 pp. 	 1971, 1976, Canada; Census Division; census-farms with sales of $2,500 or 
$7.00 	more by product type, by province and Census 1)ivision. 

$3.00 
Volume XIII - Census of Agriculture. 

Complete set of reports (96-807 to 96-810), including titled cover 
binder. 

$21.50 

This bulletin contains the results of the 1976 Census of Agriculture in 
detailed tables showing number of farms, areas, tenure, crops, livestock, 
farm machinery, hired agricultural labour, off-farm work by operators, 
capital value and type of organization in separate bulletins for Manitoba. 
Saskatchewan. Alberta and British Columbia. 

	

96-807 	Manitoba. (13- l).Bilingual. 177 pp. 
$5.75 

96-858 Number and Area of Census-farms by Census Subdivisions. 

	

96-808 	Saskatchewan. (13 -2). Bilingual. 189 pp. 	 (SA -8). Bilingual. 81 pp. 
$575 	 $3.00 

96-856 	Population, Tenure. Age and Residence of Operator, Type of 
Organization. (SA -6). Bilingual. 62 pp. 

Population, tenure, age and residence of operator and type of organization 
for census-farms. 1976, by province and Census Division. 

$3.00 

96-857 Number and Area of Census-farms by Census Division. (SA - 
7). Bilingual. 9 pp. 

$0.70 
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Selected Data for Census-farms. Classified by Economic Class. 
Selected data for census-farms classified by economic class showing 

total number of farms, operators by tenure, total area of farms and use of 
farm land, crops, livestock and poultry, farm machinery, total capital value, 
hircd agricultural labour, and days of off-farm work by operators, at the 
province and census division level. 

96-859 	Atlantic Provinces. (SA .9). Bilingual. 103 pp. 

$4.25 

96-86() 	Quebec. (SA- 10). Bilingual. 153 pp. 

$4.25 

Totalled 5.4 million in 1901 and by 1976 had increased to 23 million. lhc 
present century witnessed thre m;ljor trends in population growth since the 
peak growth rate of 3.4% between 1901 .ind 191 V the number of timales 
exceeded the number of males for the firsi time in 1976; the proportion of 
young children in the population is de lining while the proportion of 
elderly is increasing; Canada's working ar,e  population increased from 9.2 
million in 1961 to 12.7 million in 1976; single men outnumber single 
women, but widowed women far exceed widowed men; British Columbia 
and Alberta have had the greatest population percentage increase during 
1971-1976; by 2001 Canada's population is likely to reach between 28.1 
and 31 million; migration is expected to play an important role in future 
population growth in Canada. 

S 1.25 

96-861 	Ontario. (SA - II). Bilingual. 109 pp. 	
$4.25 	98-803E Canada's ('ities. E. and F. 32 pp. 

	

96-862 	Western Provinces. (SA - 12). Bilingual. 179 pp 
$5.75 

96-870E 1976 Census of Agriculiurt' Data Directory. E. and F. 166 pp. 
$5.75 

	

96-871 	Graphic Presentation. Bilingual. 110 pp. 

This bulletin is a farming "Atlas" for Canada. 114 maps in Colour and in 
Black and White display the characteristics of Canadian Agriculture at a 
glance. This bulletin breaks new ground in census of agriculture data 
dissemination and is the most ambitious and timely compilation of maps 
ever put together about Canadian agriculture from census data. 

$6.00 

	

96-872 	Evaluation of Data Quality. Bilingual. 50 pp. 

This bulletin contains an evaluation supported by tables of the coverage of 
the 1976 Census ofAgriculture. 

$2.25 

Popular Series. 
The five 1976 Census popular studies are produced in a journalistic 

style with coloured art work, simple graphs and summary tables. These 
studies are primarily intended for use at the high school and community 
college/university levels. They may. however, be of interest to the general 
public and other groups. 

98.800E Canada's Elderly. E. and F. 32 pp. 

Highlights some of the following facts about our aging population: 
declining fertility trends mainly account for the growing proportion of 
elderly; most of the elderly live in family settings hut many elderly women 
live alone; almost half of all persons living in collective dwellings are 
elderly; Prince Edward Island has the highest proportion of elderly to its 
population; it is estimated that by 2001 the proportion of elderly may reach 
between II and 12 percent. 

$1.25 

98-801 E Canada's Families. E. and F. 

Discusses many of the changes taking place in the traditional structure of 
the family: today's families are much smaller than ever before; families are 
more ready to disband if things are not working out between husband and 
wife, marriages, however, are on the increase; the number of female lone. 
parent families rose rapidly between 1971 and 1976, while their male 
counterparts actually declined; more and more wives are working outside 
the home and many of them have young children; low income families 
spend a greater proportion of their budgets on food and shelter than high 
income families; by 2001 there could be between 8.4 and 9.1 million 
families in Canada. 

$1.25 

Brings together some of the facts about our highly urban population: 
between 1901 and 1971 the share of the urban population increased from 
37.5% to 76.1 1/,,; Calgary was Canada's fastest growing Census 
Metropolitan Area, while the population of the Windsor Census 
Metropolitan Area actually declined heiecn 1971 and 1976; also during 
those years. 9 central Cities recorded declines in their populations; most of 
the growth has occurred in the suburbs. Thunder Bay has the largest 
proportion of private households occupying single-detached dwellings 
among the Census Metropolitan Arcis and Montreal the largest 
proportion occupying apartments; French is the dominant mother tongue 
for Chicoutimi-Jonquiere and English thu most dominant for St. John's. 
Along with the slowdown in urban growth in recent years (1971-1976) 
there is a hint ola renewed interest in rural living. 

$1.25 

98-804E Canada's Female Labour Force. E. and F. 34 pp. 

Many facts about the female labour force arc revealed: close to four million 
women were in the labour farce in 1976, in recent years they have been 
entering the labour market at a faster ratc than men; nearly two-thirds of 
the female labour force are married, the najority are in the younger age 
groups and they tend to have fewer children than those not in the labour 
force; women have higher unemployment rates than men and they work in 
a narrower range of industries; although men have higher average annual 
incomes than women, sonic of this difl'erunce is accounted for by full- or 
part-time work and length of work experience. 

$1.25 

	

98-810 	Children in Canadian Families, by Sylvia T. Wargon. Bilingual. 

109 pp. 

The proclamation of 1979 as the "Year of the Child" by the United 
Nations seemed a fitting occasion for a presentation on Canadian children 
by Statistics Canada's Social Statistics FicId. This publication is intended 
for those who are interested in statistical series, data sources, and a general 
picture of the main features of recent denographic trends and aspects of 
children in Canadian families as revealed in the Canadian census data. The 
emphasis is on the display of data series not available elsewhere, and on 
their description and interpretation in broad outline form. 

$4.25 

Census . General, 

Enumeration Area Reference List Srics. 
Complete set of reports (99-8101099.820). 

$30.25 

	

99-810 	Census Subdisisions (Atlantic l'rovinccs. Bilingual. 28 pp. 

$2.25 

	

99.811 	Census Subdivisions (Quebec). Bilingual. 45 pp. 

$2.25 

98-802E Canada's Population. E. and F. 	 99.8 12 	Census Subdivisions (Ontario). Bilingual. 29 pp. 
S2.25 
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99-813 Census Subdisisions (Western Provinces and the Territories). 99-820 Urban Areas by Census Diision. Bilingutl 	129 pp. 
Bilingual. 66 pp. $4.25 

$3.00 
Adtniuistralitc Report. 

99-814 Censi,siracts, Bilingual. 108 pp. Complete setol reports 199-8501o99-853 

$4.25 $13.00 

99-81 S Provincial Census Tracts (Atlantic Provinces). Bilingual. 35 pp 99-850 Administrative Report of the 1976 Census, Part I. Bilingual. 70 

$2.25 PP 
S3MO 

99-816 Provincial Census Tracts (Quebec). Bilingual. 50 pp. 

$2.25 99-851 Administrative Report of the 1976 Census, Part II. Bilingual. 
25 pp. 

99-817 Provincial Census Tracts (Ontario). Bilingual. 39 pp. 
$1.50 

$2.25 

99-852 Administrative Report of the 1976 Census. Part Ill. Bilingual. 
99-8 18 Provincial 	Census 	Tracts 	(Western 	l'rosinccs and 	the 25 pp. 

territories). Bilingual. 74 pp. $1.50 
$3.00 

99-819 Components 	(Census 	Metropolitan 	Areas 	and Census 99853 Administrative 	Report 	Supplement 	or the 	1976 Census. 
Agglomerations). Bilingual. 32 PP Bilingual. 300 pp. 

$2.25 $7.00 
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The following index has been prepared to assist users in locating statistical 
information within Statistics Canada publications. The index 
combines titles, subjects and commodities for all Statistics Canada 
publications in one integrated index and includes numerous cross-
rcIrences. prepared using the Library of ('ongress Subject Headings, to 
assist the user in locating required information. The numerical references 
found after each heading are the ('atalogue numbers of publications in 
which the referenced information may he found. Further descriptive 
information related to publications may be found in the first section of this 
catalogue. 

While searching for items in the index. users should keep in mind that the 
index has been prepared using the inverted form of heading. Wherever 
possible, wording of headings has been reversed so as to bring the most 
significant word(s) forward, followed by the descriptive term. 

In addition to this index, a number of elassilication manuals produced by 
Statistics Canada contain alphabetical indes 's which may he of assistance 
in locating information. Ihese include the Standard Industrial 
Classification (12-501). the Canadian Intc national Trade ('lassitication 
(65-502). the Occupational Classificatior (12-537. 12-53) and the 
Standard Geographical Classification (I.' -556). Further information 
related to these and other manuals availahlc can be found in the first 
section ofthis Catalogue. 

Users who are unable to locate required sta istics using this index should 
direct inquiries to their local User Advisory 'crvices Regional 0111cc or to 
the Cental lnquiriesScrvice in Ottawa. 

Statistical Program Documentation. 

User Advisory Services. 



TITLE, SUBJECT AND COMMOI)IT\ INDEX 

A 	 Prince Edward Island, 96-703 
Quebec, 96-706,96-730,96-860 

Abortions, therapeutic, numbers and ralcs. 82-211 	 Saskatchewan. 96-709 
Abrasive, 	 Western Provinces, 96-732.96-862 
Manufacturcrs, 44-202 
products, industry selling price index, 62-011 .62-528, 
62 -543 

products, shipments. 44-202 
products, see also Grindstone 

Academic degrees. see Degrees 
Accidents, 
aircraft, 51-501 
railway. 52-207 
snowmobile. 53-006 

Accidents, see also Deaths, accidental 
Accomodation, 
costs, at universities. 8 1-2 19 
Food and Recreational Services: Employment. Earnings and 
Hours ol'Work. 72-602 

services industry, employment, earnings and hours of 
labour, 72-602 

Accounting machines. shipments. 42-216 
Acetylene. production. 46-002 
Acetylene, shipments, 46-219 
Acid, 
fluosilicic, consumption, 46-401 
hydrochloric, production. 46-002 
phosphoric, production, 46-002 
sulphuric, consumption, 46-401 
sulphuric, exports and imports. 46-004,46-219 
sulphuric, production, 46-004.46-219 

Adding machines. shipments. 42-216 
Adding machines, see also Calculating machines 
Addressing machines, shipments, 42-2 16 
Adhesives, rubber, shipments, 33-206.46-216 
Adhesives, shipments, 46-210 
Adhesives, see also Glue; Paste 
Administrative Report, 
of the 1971 Census, 99-740 
of the 1976 Census, Part 1.99-850 
of the 1976 Census, Part 11.99-851 
of the 1976 Census, Part III, 99-852 
Supplement of the 1976 Ccnsus, 99-853 

Adults. interprovincial migration. 91-208 
Advance Statistics of Education, 81-220 
Advertising, 
newspaper, revenue from, 36-203 
printed, revenue from, 36-203 
radio and television. 56-204 

Aero Dyne Corp.. international charter operations. 51-207 
Age-sex Structure of Canada's Population, 99-703 
Agents, wholesale. 63-602 
Aggregate Productivity Measures, 14-201 
Agricultural 
data, evaluation ofquality. 96-872 
equipment, farm price index, 624004.62-534 
equipment, see also names of particular equipment. e.g. 
Harrows. Plows 

Implement Industry. 42-202 
implements. shipments. 42-202 
implements, see also names of particular implements. e.g. 
Harrows, Plows 

production. index of. 21-203 
production (maps). 96-871 
products, prices. 62-003.62-529 

Agricultural products, sold from census-farms, value. 96-70 I 
Alberta, 96-710 
Atlantic Provinces, 96-729,96-859 
British Columbia, 96-711 
Manitoba, 96-708 
New Brunswick, 96-705 
Newfoundland, 96-702 
Nova Scotia. 96-704 
Ontario, 96-707.96-731,96-861  

Agricultural products, see also Farm products; Field crops 
Agricultural Statistics, 
Handbook. Part I, Field Crops. 1921-1974.21-516 
Handbook, Part VI, Livestock and Animal Products, 

1871-1973. 21-514 
Handbook, Part VII. Dairy Statistics. 2 1-5 15 

Agriculture, 11-003.11-202.1 1-505 
capital and repairexpenditures, 61-205.61-206 
consolidated government expenditure. 68-202 
corporation financial statistics. 61-207 
farm population, socio-economic characteristics, 99-750 
foderal government expenditure. 68-211 
tixed capital flows and stocks. 13-211.13-568 
impact on the environment. 11-5(19 
input-based, output-based and operational-based 
structure, 99-730 

local government expenditure. 68-203.68-204 
maps. 96-871 
provincial government expendiure. 68-205.68-207 
wages and salaries, 72-005 

Agriculture Census: 
Alberta, 96-710.96-809 
Areas and ('ensus-farms Reporting Field Crops. 96-718 
Basic Socio-cconomic Characteristics of Farm Operators. 
Canada and Provinces, 96-7 12 

British Columbia, 96-71 1,96-8 10 
Canada, 96-701.96-800 
Census-farms by Economic Class; Farms with Sales of 
$2,500 or More by Product Type. 96-722 

Census-farms by Size. Area and Use of Farm Land, 96-721 
Census-farms, by Size. Area and Use of Land. 96-854 
Census-farms Classified by Economic Class and Farms with 
Sales ofS2,500 or More by Product Type, 96-855 

Crops on Census-farms, 96-851 
Cross-classified Socio-economie Characteristics of Farm 
Operators, 96-713 

Cross-classified Socio-economic Characteristics of Farm 
Operators' Dwelling Facilities. 96-717 

Cross-classified Socio-cconomic Characteristics of Farm 
Operators' Families. 96-715 

Cross-classilied Socio-economic Characteristics of Farm 
Operators' Households, 96-716 

Cross-classified Socio-economic Characteristics of Farm 
Operators with OW-farm Employment and Income. 96-714 

Data From the Post-census Agriculture Sample Survey, 
96-73 5 

Evaluation of Data Quality. 96-872 
Farm Machinery and Equipment. 96-720 
Farm Operators by Economic Class of Farm Showing Such 
Characteristics as Sex, Age. income, Schooling. 
OW-farm Employment, 96-734 

Fertilizer Use, 96-726 
Forest Products from Census-farm Woodlots, 96-736 
Graphic Presentation, 96-871 
Irrigation, 96-724 
Livestock and Poultry on Census-farms. 96-719.96-852 
Machinery and Equipment on Census-farms, 96-853 
Manitoba, 96-708,96-807 
New Brunswick, 96-705,96-804 
Newfoundland, 96-702.96-80 I 
Nova Scotia, 96-704,96-803 
Number and Area of Census-farms. 96-727 
Number and Area of Census-farms. Census Divisions, 96-857 
Number and Area of Census-farms. Census Sub-divisions, 
96-728,96-8 58 

Ontario, 96-707,96-806 
Population, Tenure. Age and Residence of Operator. Type 
of Farm Organization, 96-723.96-856 

Prince Edward Island. 96-703,96-802 
Quebec, 96-706,96-805 
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Saskatchewan, 96-709.96-808 
Selected Data for Census-farms Classified by Economic 
Class, Atlantic Provinces, 96-729,96-859 

Selected Data for Census-farms Classified by Economic 
Class, Ontario, 96-731.96-86 I 

Selected Data for Census-farms Classified by Economic 
('lass. Quebec, 96.730,96-860 

Selected Data for Census-farms Classified by Economic 
Class, Western Provinces, 96-732,96-862 

Vegetables, Fruits, Greenhouses, Nurseries and 
Mushrooms. 96-725 

Agriculture. see also Cattle; Census-farms; Farm buildings; 
Farm operators; Farm products; Farmers; Fertilizers; 
Field crops; Forestry; Fruit; Grain; Irrigation; 
Livestock; Vegetables 

Air Canada, 
financial statements, 51-206 
international charter operations. 514X03.51-207 
operating revenues and expenses. 51-001 
operating statistics, 51.002 

Air Carrier, 
Financial Statements. 51-206 
Operations in Canada. 51-002 
Traffic at Canadian Airports, 51-005.51-203 

Air carriers, operating statistics. 51-001,51-002.514)04. 
5 1-206,51-501 

Air carriers, revenues and expenditures. 5 1-001,5 1-002, 
51-206 

Air carriers, see also names of individual carriers e.g. 
Air Canada; Allegheny; BOAC; etc. 

Air charter operations. 51-003.51-207 
Air Charter Statistics, International, 51-003.51-207 
Aircompressors. shipments. 42-214 
Air conditioners. in households, 64-202 
Air conditioners, shipments. 42-215 
Air conditioning contractors, principal statistics, 64-204 
Air conditioning contractors, summary statistics. 64-210 
Air France, international charter operations, 51-207 
Air Jamaica, international charter operations. 51403.51-207 
Air New England, international charter operations. 51-003. 

5 1-207 
Air Passenger Origin and Destination. Canada - United States 
Report. 51-205 

Air Passenger Origin and Destination. Domestic Reports, 
51-204 

Air traffic, passengers and freight. 51-001.51-005.51-203 
Air travel, international, 66-202 
Aircrafl, 
accessories, plastic. shipments. 47-208 
and Parts Manuiacturcr. 42.203 
Instruments, shipments. 47-206 
movements. 51-004 
parts, shipments. 42-207 
paris. value. 42-203 

Airports. 
arrivals, departures. etc., 51-005,51-203 
cargo traffic. 514X15.5 1-203 
history. operations. management, etc.. 51-501 
mail traffic. 51-005,51-203 
passenger traffic. 51-005.5 1-203 
top fifty Canadian, 51-005.51-203 
value olconstruction work performed. 64-201,64-502 

Alarms, fire, shipments. 43-206 
Alaska Airlines, international charter operations. 51-003 
Alberta, 
census ol agricitlture. 96.710.96-809 
education, 81-546,81-557 
Government Telephones. employment, finances, telephones 
operated and call'. reported. 56-202 

labour force by detailed industry and sex. 94-752 
labour force by detailed occupation and sex. 94.726.94-732 
population by census divisions and sub-divisions. 92-805 
population by sex for census divisions and sub-divisions, 
92. 70 7 

population of unorganized townships. 92-711 
provincial census tracts, population, household, family 
and labour force characteristics. 95-856  

Alcohol. 
consumer price index. 62401.62-010 
sales. 63-202 
taxes, consolidated government revenue. 68-202 
taxes, federal government revenue. 68-2 II 

Alcohol, see also Beverage spirits; Bevcracs, alcoholic; 
Liquor 

Alcohol, ethyl industrial, see Ethyl alcohol industrial 
Alder. red, shipments. 35-204 
Ale, 
inventories. 32-205 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production, 32-205 
sales, 32-205 
shipments. 32-205 

Ale, see also Beer; Mali; Porter 
Algoma Central Railway, 
equipment and track statistics. 52-209 
financial statistics, 52-208 
freight traffic. 52.211 
operating statistics. 52-210 

Aliialia. international charter operations, 1-003.51-207 
Alkyd. shipments. 46-211 
Alkylate. shipments. 45-205 
Allegheny, international charter operations. 51-003.51.207 
Almanacs, shipments. 36-203 
Almanacs, see also Calendars; Yearhooks 
Alumina, crude fused, shipments. 44-202 
Aluminum, 
consumption. 26-2 19,41-018 
exports and imports. 26-219 
metal, receipts and inventories. 41-018 
production. 26-219,41-214 
Rolling. ('asting and Extruding. 41-204 
scrap. shipments. 4 1-204 
shipments. 41-215.41-228 
structural shapes. shipmenis. 4 1-204 
sulphate. consumption. 46-401 

Aluminum, see also Foil, aluminum 
American Airlines, international charter or'erations,  51-003, 

5 1-207 
American Cyamid Co., international chart'r operations. 

5 1-207 
Ammonia, anhydrous, consumption. 46-41 
Ammonia, anhydrous. production. 46-0()2 
Am mon iuni, 
nitrate, production. 46-002 
nitrate phosphate, production. 46-002 
phosphate. prod uction, 46-002 
sulphate. consumption. 46-401 
sulphate. production. 46.002 
sulphate. shipments, 46-219.46.220 

Ammunition, shipments. 3 1-2 11 
Amplifiers (sound). shipments. 43-206 
Amusement taxes, consolidated governmc it reven tic. 68-202 
Amusement taxes, provincial government evenue. 68-207 
Analysis of Earnings in Canada. 99-758 
Animal t'eeds. shipments. 31-211,32-004,3 !-2 14.32-221.32-228. 

3 2-2 44 
Animal products (inedible), shipments. 31 211 
Animal products, see also Dairy products; \feat: names of 
particular products. e.g. Hides; Wool, etc 

Animals. stufl'ed (toys), shipments. 47-204  
Announcements, printed, shipments. 36-213 
Ann ual. 
Report. Statistics Canada, 11-201 
Review ofScicnce Stattsti'., 13-212 
Supplement io Section I, Canadian Statisi ical Review. 

11-21)6 
Antenna equipment, shipments. 43-206 
Antibiotics, shipments, 46-209 
Antibiotics, we also Penicillin; Strepiomytn 
Antifreeze preparations, shipments. 46-21 
Antimony, consumption. 26.219 
Antimony, production. 26-201.26-202.26- 19.41-214 
Anti-perspiranis. sales. 46-221 
Anti-perspirants. shipments. 46-215 
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Antiques, retail sales, 63-526 
Antiseptics. shipments, 46-209 
Antiseptics, see also Disinfectants 
Apartments, 
building permits issued, 64-001.64-203 
construction duration by size of structure. 64-003 
construction starts and completions. 64-002 
value of construction work performed.64-20 1,64-502 

Apparent Domestic Availability of Selected Manufactured 
Products, 1975, 3 1-529 

Apparent Per Capita Food Consumption in Canada. 32-226 
Apple juice, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
shipments. 32-218 
stocks, 32-01 

Apple juice, see also Cider 
Apple sauce, 
consumer price index, 62-010 
industry selling price index, 62-01 I 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 
shipments. 32-218 
stocks, 32-0I 

Apples, 
canned, shipments, 32-218 
canned, stocks. 32-011 
consumer price index. 62-0 10 
frozen, stocks, 32-01 I 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production and farm value. 22-003 
sales, 2 2-003 
stocks. 32-0 10 

Apples, see also Crahapples 
Appliance stores, chain. 63-210 
Appliance stores, retail trade, 63-005.63-519 
App1 lances. 
consumer price index. 62-010 
department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
domestic electrical, production, shipments and stocks. 
43-003 

domestic electrical, shipments. 43-203 
electrical, direct sales. 63-218 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62.528.62-543 
major. shipments, 43-204 
retail sales, 63-526 
urban Family expenditure. 62-544,62-547 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants. 63.601 
wholesale trade. 63-008,63-521 

Appliances, see also names of specific appliances. e.g.. 
Stoves 

Apprentices, number by trade and length of apprenticeship. 
8 I-S 55 

Apricots. 
canned. shipments. 32-2 18 
canned, stocks. 32-011 
frozen, stocks, 32-01 I 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 

Aprons. shipments. 34-202.34-217 
Arch supports. shipments. 47-206 
Architects'offices, personnel, revenue and expenditures. 
ftes. projects. 63-534 

Architectural and Ornamental Metal industry. 41-221 
Archiiectural projects, value and classification, 63-534 
Archives, attendance, staff, operating expenditures. etc.. 

8 7-656 
Archives, days open, attendance, stall. etc.. 87-655 
Arenas, value olconstruction work performed. 64-201.64-502 
Armouries, value of construction work performed, 64-201, 
64-502 

Arsenic trioxide, consumption, 26-220 
Arsenious oxide, production. 26-201,26-202 
Arsenious oxide. shipments, 26-220 
Art galleries, attendance, staff, etc.. 81-001,87-655.87-656 
Art galleries, operating expenditures and income. 87-656 
Art work, shipments. 36-203  

Artistic personnel, number by discipline, remuneration. 
8 7-6 10 

Artists'supplies. shipments. 3 1-2 11 
Arts, the, 11-202 
Asbestos, 
deposits, drilling completed. 26-205.26-207 
Mines. 26-205 
mines, principal statistics, 26-205 
production. 26-201.26-202.26-205 
shipments. 26-205 

Ash (hardwood), shipments. 35-204 
Ash (hardwood), veneer, 35-206 
Asparagus, 
acreage, production, and farm value. 22-003 
canned, shipments, 32-218 
canned, stocks. 32-01 I 
frozen, shipments, 32-218 
frozen, stocks. 32-01 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 
stocks, 32-0 10 

Aspen. 
consumption. 35-001 
plywood and veneer, 35-001.35-206 
shipments, 35-001.35-204 
stocks, 35-001 

Aspen Airways Inc.. international charter operations, 51-207 
Asphalt, 
paving contractors, summary statistics. 64-210 
Roofing, 45-001 
Roofing Manufacturers, 36-205 
shipments, 45-205 
supply and disposition, 45-004 

Assets and debts of families, see Families, assets and debts 
Associations, 
industrial, financial statistics, 61-514,61-515 
professional. financial statistics. 61-514.61-515 
trade, financial statistics. 61-514.61-51 5 

Asylums, list of. 83-201 
Atlanta Skylarks, international charter operations. 51-207 
Atlantic Provinces, 
census olagriculture. 96-729.96-859 
provincial census tracts, population, household, family 
and labour force characteristics, 95-850 

provincial census tracts, reference maps, 95-851 
Atlantic Provinces, see also individual province names 
Atlases, sales, revenue from. 36-203 
Audio-visual materials, holdings in libraries, 87.652 
Audio.visual materials, utilization in universities, 81-233 
Auto lifts, shipments. 42-214 
Automobile. 
accessories, fabric, shipments. 34-222 
accessories, plastic, shipments. 47-208 
accidents, see Accidents, motor vehicle 
batteries, see Batteries, automobile 
chain dealers, 63-210 
Fabric Accessories Industry. 34-222 
parts and accessories, rubber, shipments. 33-206 
parts and accessories, shipments. 42-210 
parts and accessories, sec also names of specific items, 
e.g. Axles (motor vehicle); Brake parts (motor 
vehicle ); etc. 

registrations. 53-219 
Automobiles, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
driven to work, size ot 87-502 
I'arm price index. 62-004.62-534 
in households, 13-565,13-567.64-202 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-543 
industry selling prices. 62-528 
new, sales, 63-007,63-208 
purchased by farm operators, estimates and coefficient 
of variation of estimates, 96-735 

shipments. 42-209 
urban familyexpenditure. 62-544.62-547 

Automobiles, see also Buses; Moped; Motorcycles; Trucks; 
Vehicles, commercial 
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Automotive parts and accessories, 
stores, chain. 63-210 
stores, retail trade. 63-005 
retail sales, 63-526 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale trade, 63-008,63-52 I 

Automotive products. exports and Imports. 11-001 
Availability, domestic, of seleeted manufactured products. 

3 1-529 
Aviation in Canada, 1971, A Statistical Handbook of('anadian 
Civil Aviation, 51-501 

Aviation Statistics Centre Service Bulletin, 51-004 
Awnings. 
aluminum, direct sales, 63-218 
canvas, direct sales, 63-218 
metal, shipments. 41-221,41-227 
shipments. 34-202 

Awards for Graduate Study and Research 
Axles (motor vehicle), shipments, 42-210 
Azaleas, greenhouse grown. 22-202 
Azaleas, nursery sales. 22-203 

BOA(', in ternational charter operations. 51-003,51-207 
Babbit metal, shipments. 41-215 
Baby foods, 
consumer price index, 62-010 
retail sales. 63-526 
shipments. 32-218 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 

Baby products, sales. 46.221 
Baby products, shipments. 46.215 
Bacon, 
consumer price index. 62-0 10 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62.528,62.543 
shipments. 32-221 
urban family expenditure. 62-542,62.545 

Badger. number and value of pelts. 23-207 
Badges, shipments. 34-210.47.205.47.211 
Bags, 
all types. shipments. 36.207 
babies' hunting, shipments. 34.217 
burlap. shipments. 34-202 
cellulose hIm, shipments. 36.207 
cotton, shipments. 34-202 
garbage. shipments, 36.207 
garment. shipments. 34-210 
grocery. shipments, 36.207 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
jute. shipments. 34-202 
leather, shipments. 33-205 
millinery, shipments. 36.207 
multi-wall, shipments. 36-207 
notion. shipments. 36-207 
paper and plastic. manufacturers, 36-207 
paper and plastic. shipments. 36.206.36-207 
paper grocery, shipments. 11.001 
plastic, shipments. 47-208 
polyethylene, shipments, 36.207 
self-opening, shipments. 36-207 
shipping. shipments. 36-207 
shopping. shipments. 36-207 
sleeping. shipments. 34-202,34-210 
sports, leather, shipments. 33.205 
wedge. shipments. 36.207 

Bakeries, 3 2-203 
principal statistIcs. 32-203 

Bakery products, 
chain stores, 63-210 
consumer price index. 62-010 
direct sales, 63-218 
family expenditure, 62-532 
frozen, shipments. 32-218 
retail sales. 63-526 
shipments. 32-015,32-203,32-224 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545  

wholesale agents and hrokrs. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-6() I 

Bakery products, see also specific baked 1'roducts. e.g. 
Bread; Cakes; Cookies. etc. 

Baking powder. shipments, 32-2 1 8.32-24 
Baking supplies, urban faiiiily expcnditui e. 62-545 
Balance of international payments. 11-01 1.1 1-505.67-001, 
67-201 

Balers, farm price index. 62-004.62-534 
Balers (hay). shipments, 42-202 
Balloons, rubber, shipments. 33-206 
Balloons. shipments. 47-204 
Ballots, shipments. 36-203 
Balls, basket. golI soccer. etc.. shipments 47-204 
Balls, rubber and plastic (toys), shipmcn s, 47-204 
Balls, see also Baseballs 

Balsam fir, 
production. 35-002 
shipments. 35-204 
stocks, 3 5-002 

Bananas, consumer price index. 62-010 
Bananas, per capita disappearance. 32-226 
Bandages. shipments. 34-210 
Bank deposits. 13-002,13-562.13.563 
Bank of'Canada, financial flow accounts. 13-002,13-562, 

13- 563 
Banking statistics. 61-001 
Banknotes, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Banks, chartered, financial how accounts 13-002.13-562 
Banks, chartered, financial statistics, 61.1116 
Banks. see also Foreign exchange 
Bar tops, shipments. 35-211 
Bar tops, wooden, shipments. 35-205 
Barges, shipments, 42-206 
Barite, consumption. 26.220 
Barite, production. 26-201.26-202.26-221 
Barley. 22-002 
acreage, production and value. 21-516 
acreage, yield and production. 22.201 
consumption. 32-214 
export clearances by final destination. 22.007 
exports. 22-201 
farm cash receipts. 21-001 
farm supply and disposition. Prairie Pro% Inces. 22-007 
monthly average cash quotations. 22-00 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
prices, 22.201 
producers'deliveries. Prairie Provinces. 2-007 
shipments. 22-201,32-228 
supply and disposition. 22-007.22-201 

Barracks, value of construction work pert rmed. 64-201, 
64-502 

Barrels, steel, shipments. 41.227 
Bars, 
aluminum, shipments, 4 1-204 
brass and bronze, shipments. 41-224 
concrete reinforcing, shipments. 41-207, 11-221.41-22)1 
steel, all types. production. 4 1-203 
steel, all types, sales, 41.203 
steel, all types, shipments. 4 1-203 

Basavarajappa. K.G.: Mortality DilTercnc.s in Canada. 
1960.1962 and 1970.1972, 84-533 

Baseball equipment and supplies. shipmerIs. 47-204 
Baseballs, shipments. 47-204 
Bases, stone. shipments, 44.213 
Basket bonoms, wooden. shipments. 35.219 
Baskets, 
fruit, shipments. 35-209 
metal, shipments. 41-216 
vegetable, shipments. 35-209 

Balsam, 
1971. 81-551 	 consumption. 35-001 

plywood. 35-206 
plywood and veneer. 35-001 
production. 35-001 
shipments. 35.001 
stocks, 35-001 
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wooden, shipments. 35.209 
Basswood. shipments, 35-204 
Basswood, veneer, 35-206 
Bath facilities, in households. 13-565.13-567.64-202 
Bathrobes, women's and children's, Shipments. 34-217 
Batteries, 
automobile. consumer price index. 62-010 
automobile, sales. 43-005 
automobile, shipments. 43-208 
dry cell, shipments. 43-208 
electric storage. sales. 43.00 5 
electric storage. shipments. 43-208 
flashlight, shipments. 43-208 
hearing-aid, shipments. 43.208 

Battery Manufacturers. 43-208 
Batting. shipments, 34-2 19 
Baits, insulating, shipments. 44-210 
Batts. shipments. 34-219 
Beams, wooden, shipments. 35-205 
Beans, 
acreage. production, and farm value. 22-003 
baked, consumer price index. 62-010 
canned, industry selling price index. 62.011.62-528.62-543 
canned, shipments. 32-218 
canned, stocks. 32-01 I 
dry. 22-002 
dry, acreage, production and value. 2 1-5 16 
frozen. shipments. 32.218 
frozcn, stocks, 32-0 II 
green, acreage, production, and farm value, 22-003 
in cold storage, 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
stocks. 32-0 10 
wax, acreage, production, and farm value. 22-003 

Bear, number and value of pelts. 23-207 
Bearings, hail and roller, shipments. 42-214 
Beauty preparations. sales. 46-221 
Beauty preparations. shipments, 46-215 
Beaver, number and value of pelts. 23-207 
Bed chestcrhelds. shipments. 35-211 
Bedding 
industry selling price index. 62-01 I 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 34-210 

Bedding, see also Blankets; Mattresses; Pillow cases; 
Pillows; Sheets 

Beds, 
bunk, shipments. 35-211 
hospital, shipments. 35-2 13 
household, shipments. 35-211 
sofa, shipments. 35-211,35-213 
wooden, shipments. 35-211 

Bedspreads, shipments. 34-2 10 
Bec colonies, number, 23-007 
Beech, shipments. 35.204 
Beef. 
all kinds, shipments. 32-221 
cows, number on farms. 23-008 
consumer price index, 62-0 10 
exports and imports. 23-203 
family expenditure. 62-532 
l'rozen. stocks, 23-203 
l'rozen, stocks in cold storage. 32-012 
in cold storage. 32-217 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62.528.62.543 
per capita disappearance. 21-514.32-220.32-226 
prices. 23-203 
production and domestic disappearance. 21.514.32.220 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 

Beckeepers. number. 23-007 
Beer. 
industry selling price index. 62-011,62-528.62-543 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production. 32.205 
sales, 32-205,63-202 
shipments. 32-205 
stocks. 32.205  

urban family expenditure. 62-544,62-547 
Beer, see also Ale; Malt: Porter 
Beet pulp, dried, shipments. 32-222 
Beets. 
acreage. production, and farm value, 22-003 
canned, shipments, 32-218 
canned, stocks, 32-01 I 
frozen, stocks, 32-01 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 

Beets, see also Sugar Beets 
Bell Canada, employment, finances, telephones operated and 
calls reported. 56-202 

Belts, 
garter. shipments. 34-212 
leather, shipments, 33-205 
men 'sand youth's. shipments. 34-216 
rubber, shipments, 33-206 
salty (automobile), shipments. 34-222 
shipments. 34.218 

Beneficiaries, unemployment insurance, by sex, age. etc.. 
73-001 

Benefit periods and payment. Unemployment Insurance 
Act, 73-201 

Benclit Periods Established and Terminated under the 
Unemployment Insurance Act, 73.201 

Benefits distributed, by size. 13.561 
Bcntonite, consumption. 26-220 
Benzene. shipments. 45-205 
Benzol. production. 46-002 
Beverage rooms, total net sales and receipts. 63-213 
Beverage spirits. 
control and sales, 63-202 
imports and exports. 63-202 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production. 32-206,63-202 
sales, 32-206 
shipments. 32-206 

Beverage spirits. see also Alcohol: Beverages, alcoholic 
Beverage vending machines. number and sales, 63-213 
Beverages, 
carbonated, production. 32-001 
carbonated, shipments. 32-208 
consumer price index, 62-010 
family expenditure. 62-532 
industry selling price index. 62-011,62-528.62-543 
non-carbonated, shipments. 32-208 
retail sales. 63-526 
shipments, 31-211 
urban family expenditure, 62-542.62-545 

Beverages. see also names of beverages. e.g. Cocoa; Coffee; 
lea 

Beverages, alcoholic, 
control and sales, 63-202 
imports and exports. 63.202 
production. 32-205.63-202 
shipments. 32-206.32-207 
stocks. 32-205 
taxes, consolidated government revenue. 68-202 
taxes, l'ederal government revenue. 63-202.68.211 
taxes, provincial government revenue. 63-202 
urban family expenditure. 62-544.62-547 
wholesale agents and hrokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 

Beverages, alcoholic, sec also Beer; Beverage spirits; 
Cocktails; Liquor; Wine 

Bibs, infants', shipments. 34-217 
Bicycles, in households. 64-202 
Bicycles, see also Mopeds; Motorcycles 
Bilingualism, 11-508 
Billboards, shipments. 47-209 
BillIkls, leather. shipments. 33-205 
Bi!lheads, shipments, 36-203 
Billiard equipment and supplies, shipments. 47-204 
Bilke leciricity. 57.203 
Binders, loose-teafand other, shipments. 
Bindery plants. 36-203 
Binding (oiprintcd matter), 36-203 
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Binoculars. retail saks. 63-526 
Bins, metal. shipments, 4 1-223 
Biological prod ucts, shiprncnts. 46-209 
Birch, 
(yellow ), price. 35-002 
(yellow). production. 35-002 
(yellow), stocks. 35-002 
(yellow and whitc), consumption. 35-001 
(yellow and while), plywood and veneer. 35-001.35-206 
(yellow and white). shipments. 35-001,35-204 
(yellow and while), stocks. 35-001 

Bird feeds. shipments. 32-214 
Birth rate, 84-204,91-520 
Birthplace, by sex. 92-727 
Births, 11-003.11-505.84-001.84-204 
by local areas. 84-207 

Biscuit Manufacturers, 32-202 
principal statistics. 32-202 

Biscuits, 
industry selling price index, 62-01 1.62-528,62-543 
production. 32-026 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 32-202,32-203 

Bismtilh. consumplion. 26-219 
Bismuth, production. 26-201.26-202.26-219.41-214 
Bits, shipments. 41-208 
BlackberrIes, canned, shipments. 32-218 
Blankets, 
electric, shipments. 43-203 
retail sales, 63-526 
rubber, shIpments. 33.206 
shipments, 34.205.34-208.34-209 

Blast furnaces. 41-203 
Bleaches, liquid and granular. shipments. 46-214 
Blenders, household, production, shipments and stocks, 
43-003 

Blenders, household, shipments, 43-203 
Blind, schools for, enrolment, 81-210,81-220 
Blinds, venetian. shipments, 47-205 
Blinds, window, shipments. 34-210 
Blocks, 
chimney. shipments. 44-205.44-211 
concrete, shipments. 44-205.44-211 
hollow clay, shipments. 44-215 

Blood pudding, shipments, 32.221 
Blouses, women's and children's, shipments. 34-217 
BloLises, see also I-shirts 
Blowers, for domestic furnaces, shipments, 42-214 
Blowers, snow, shipments. 42-214 
Blueberries, 
canned, shipments. 32-218 
canned, stocks. 32-011 
frozen, shipments, 32-2 18 
frozen, stocks. 32.011 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production. and farm value. 22-003 
sales, 22-003 
stocks, 32-010 

Blueprints, shipments. 36-203 
Board, 
asphalted sheathing. production. 36-204 

asphalted sheathing, shipments, 36-002,36-204 
clay coated and enamelled. shipments. 36-206 
decorative, production, 36-204 
decorative, shipments. 36.002.36.204 
rigid insulating, production. 36-002 
rigid insulating, shipments. 36-002 
roof insulating, production. 36-204 
roof insulating, shipments. 36.002,36-204 

Boards, buildLng. 
industry selling price index. 62.011.62.528.62.543 
production, 36-204 
shipments. 36-002.36-204.36-206 

Boards ofeducation, see School hoard', 
Boars, number on farms, 23-008 
Boat accessories, shipments, 42.205 

Boat covers, canvas, shipments. 34.202 
Boathuilding and Repair. 42-205 
Boats, 
direct sales. 63-218 
lishing. shipments. 42-206 
motor, shipments. 42-205 
retail sales, 63.526 
shipments. 31-211 

Boats, see also Canoes; Dories; Househo. is, Likhtiais: 
Rowboats: Sailboats; Scows: Ships: Ski s's: I ugs. Yachts 

Bobbins, wooden, shipments. 35.208 
Boiler and Plate Works, 41-223 
Boiler coverings, asbestos, shipments. 44 210 
Boilers, parts and equipment. shipments. 41-207.41.223 
Boilers, various types. shipments. 41-223 41-225 
Boleros, fur, shipments. 34-213 
Bollman. Ray 1)., OtIFarm Work by Farmers. 99-756 
Bologna, 
industry selling price index. 62-011,62- 28.62-543 
shipments. 32-221 
urban family expenditure, 62.542.62-545 

Bolts, production. 25.201 
Bonds, 13-002,13-562,13-563 
international transactions. 67-002 

Bonds, see also [)ehentures; Stocks 
Bone diseases, complaint and disability 4 iys, 95-518 
Bonuses. Christmas, year-end, etc., paynnts in, 
all industries. 72.6 18 
education, libraries and museums. 72-616 
finance, insurance and real estate. 72-6 Id 
manulacturing. 72-6 12 
mines, quarries and oil wells. 72-613 
services to business management, 72.61 7 
trade (retail and wholesale). 77-615 
transportation, communication and oth. r utilities, 72-611 

Book publishing. 87.001.87.601,87.602. 7-603 
Book stores, campus, 63-219 
Book stores, chain, 63-210 
Books, 
account, shipments. 36-203 
authorship of new titles, 87-602 
average retail prices of new titles, 87-602 
campus hook store sales. 63-219 
counter cheque. shipments. 36-203 
direct sales, 63-218 
exercise. shipments. 36-203,36-206 
in libraries, holdings. 87-652 
note, shipments. 36-203,36-206 
printed, shipments. 36.203 
publishing, distribution, sales. etc.. 81 -(ii)  I 
raffle, shipments. 36-203 
retail sales. 63-526 
sales. 87-601.87-602 
sales, revenue from, 36-203 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63.602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 

Boots, 
all types, shipments, 33.203 
industry selling price index, 62-011,62- 28.62-543 
production. 33-002 
rubber, shipments. 33-206 

Borrowing, financial flow accounts, I 3.(li 12,13-562,13-563 

Boule caps, 
metal, shipments. 4 1-227 
milk, shipments, 36-206 
plastic, shipments. 47-208 

Bottles, plastic. production. 47.227 
Bottles, plastic. shipments. 47-208 
Bowling equipment and supplies. shipmi its, 47-204 
Box shooks, shipments. 35-209 
Boxes, 
corrugated. shipments. 36.004,36-213 
fish, shipments, 35-209 
folding and set-up. shipments. 36_203,i6_214 
fruit, shipments. 35-209 
industry selling price index. 62-011,62. 2B,62-543 
jcwellery, shipments. 47-205 
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meat, shipments, 35-209 
paper. shipments, 36-2 14 
plastic. shipments, 47-208 
plywood, shipments. 35-209 
vegetable, shipments, 35-209 
veneer .virebound, shipments. 35-209 
wooden, shipments, 35-208,35-209 

Boxes, see also Cartons; Crates 
Bracelets, watch, shipments, 47-211 
Braces, orthopaedic, shipments, 47-206 
Braids, shipments. 34-210 
Brake, 
fluids, shipments, 46-2 16 
linings, asbestos, 44-210 
parts (motor vehicle), shipments, 42-210 

Bran, exports, 22-201 
Bran, shipments, 32.228 
Brandy, sales, 32-206.63-202 
Branifi, international charter operations. 51-207 
Brantford, Ont., 
population, household and family characteristics. 95-708 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics. 95-800 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-738 

Brassieres, shipments, 34-212 
Bread, 
and Other Bakery Products, 32-015 
consumer price index, 62-010 
industry selling price index, 62-01 1.62.528.62-543 
shipments, 32-015,32-203 
urban family expenditure, 62.542,62-545 

Bread, see also Flour 
Breakwaters, value of construction work performed, 
64-201,64-502 

Breeches, men 'sand youth's, shipments, 34-216 
Brewed products. see Ale; Beer; Liquor; Malt; 
Porter 

Breweries. 32.205 
principal statistics. 32-205 

Brewers' retail stores, chain, 63-210 
Bricks, 
clay, shipments. 44-215 
concrete, shipments. 44-205.44.211 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528,62-543 

Bricks, see also Clay; Firebrick 
Bridge scores, shipments. 36-203 
Bridges, 
contracting industry. 64-206 
metal, shipments, 41-207 
toll, fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-568 
value of construction work performed. 64-201.64-502 

Bridges, sec also Culverts: Viaducts 
Bridles, leather, shipments. 33-205 
Briefcases, leather, shipments, 33-205 
British Caledonian Airways, international charter 
operations, 5 1-003,5 1-207 

British Columbia. 
census of agriculture. 96-7 1 1.96-810 
education, 81-546,81-550,81-557 
labour force by detailed industry and sex, 94.752 
labour force by detailed occupation and sex, 94-726.94-732 
population by census divisions and sub.divisions. 92-805 
population by sex for census divisions and sub-divisions, 
92. 70 7 

provincial census tracts, population, household, family 
and labour force characteristics, 95-856 

British Columbia Railway, 
equipment and track statistics, 52-209 
financial statistics, 52-208 
freight traffic. 52-211 
operating statistics. 52-210 

British Columbia Telephone Co.. employment, finances, 
telephones operated and calls reported. 56-202 

British West Indian Airways, international charter 
operations. 51-003,51-207 

Broadcasting, fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-568  

Broadcasting, radio and television, 56-001,56-204 
87-630 

Broadsides, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Broccoli, 
acreage, production, and farm value, 22-003 
frozen, shipments. 32.218 
frozen, stocks, 32-01 I 
in cold storage, 32-217 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 
stocks, 32-0 10 

Brokers, wholesale, 63-602 
Brooms, 
direct sales, 63-218 
retail sales, 63.526 
shipments. 47-205 

Brucite. production. 26-220 
Brushes, 
carbon, shipments. 43-210 
direct sales, 63-218 
shipments. 47-205 

Brussel sprouts, 
acreage, production, and farm value. 2 1-5 16,22-003 
frozen, shipments. 32-218 
frozen, stocks. 32.01 I 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
stocks, 32-010 

Buckles, shipments. 47-205 
Buckwheat, 22.002 
acreage. production and value. 2 1-5 16 
consumption. 32.214 
exports, 22-201 
flour, shipments. 32-228 

Building, 
materials, plastic. shipments. 47-208 
materials, retail sales, 63-526 
materials, see also Asbestos; Bricks; Cement; Concrete; 
Flooring; Shingles; Steel, structural; Stone; Tile: 
Wallboard 

Permits (annual), 64-203 
Pcrmits(monthly). 64-001 
permits. value, 64.003 

Buildings, 
amusement and recreational, value of construction work 
performed, 64-201,64-502 

farm price index. 62-004.62-534 
farm, value of construction work performed. 64-201,64.502 
metal, prefabricated, shipments. 41-207.41-211.41-227 
mine, value ofconstruction work performed. 64-201.64-502 
office, value of construction work performed, 64-201. 
64- 502 

prefabricated, industry selling price index. 62-012 
prefabricated, see also Houses, prefabricated 
railway, value of construction work performed. 64-201. 
64-502 

wood-frame, prefabricated, shipments. 35-205 
Bulbs, 
electric, shipments. 43-210 
nursery sales, 22-203 
photoflash. shipments. 43-210 

Bullion, federal government revenue, 68-211 
Bulls, number on farms. 23-008 
Bumpers. (motor vehicle), shipments. 42-210 
Bunkhouses, value of construction work performed, 
64-201,64-502 

Buns, industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
Buns, shipments. 32-203 
Bunting, shipments. 34-202 
Burners. 
furnace, shipments. 4 1-225 
gas. shipments. 4 1-225 
oil, shipments. 41-225 

Bus, 
bodies, shipments. 42-217 
companies, revenues and expenditures, 53.215 
fares, consumer price index, 62-010 
registrations, 53-219 
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service, passengers, revenue and mileage. I 1-001.53-003, 
53.2(5 

traffic, 53-2 15 
Buses. 
new. sates, 63-007 
owned or leased, 53-215 
shipments. 42-209 

Business, 
('onditions Survey, 11.001 
machines. shipments. 42-216 
management, scrvices to. labour costs. 72-617 
taxes, consolidated government reven ue, 68-202 
taxes, local govern ment revenue, 68-203.68-204 
unincorporated, financial (low accounts. 13-002.13-562. 

l3- 563 
Butane, 
and mixes, supply and disposition. 45-004 
production. 26.006 
shipments. 45-205 

Butter, 
consumer price index, 62-010 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production. 21-515 
shipments. 32.209 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 
whey, in cold storage. 32-2 17 
whey, production, by province. 23-001 

Butter, creamery, 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance, 21-515 
production, by province. 2 1-5 1 5,23-001 
supply and disposition. 21-515,23-001. 

Butter, see also Margarine 
Buttermilk. 
powder, in cold storage. 32-217 
shipments. 32-209 
urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-545 

Button covering, 34-210 
Buttonholes, 34-210 
Buttons, shipments. 47-205 

CALURA Report, Part I - Corporations. 61-210 
CALURA Report. Part II - Labour Unions. 7 1-202 
CANSIM, 
Interactive System Users' Manual. 12-553 
Main Base Series, Directory, Vol. 1. 12-203 
Mini Base Series Directory. 12-204 
Operation Manual for Data Entry. 12-530 
Summary Reference Index. 12-202 

C.E.G.E.P's. enrolment, 81-222 
('NR, see Canadian National Railways 
('P Air, see Canadian Pacific Air Lines Limited 
CPR, see Canadian Pacific Railways Limited 
Cabana sets. men's, shipments. 34-216 
Cabbage, 
acreage, production, and form value. 22-003 
consumer price index. 62-0 10 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
stocks. 32-010 

Cabbage. see also Broccoli; Brussel Sprouts; 
Cauliflower; Sauerkraut 

Cabinets. 
kitchen, shipments. 35-205.35-211,35-213 
phonograph. radio and television, shipments. 35-211 
sewing machine, 35-211 
sewing machine, shipments, 35-213 
wooden, shipments. 35-205 

Cabins, tourist, value of construction work performed. 
64-201.64-502 

Cable companies. operating and financial statistics, 56-201 
Cable Television, 56-001.56-205 
in households. 64-202 
number of subscribers. 56-205 

operating and financial statistics. 56-205 
Cablegrams transmitted, 56-201 
Cables, electric, all types. shipments. 43-01)7.43-209 
Cadmium, consumption. 26-21 9,41-018 
Cadmium, production. 26-201,26-202,26 216,26-219,41.214 
Cafeteria equipment, shipments. 41-227 
Catterias. value olconstruction work per 'ormed, 64-201, 
64- 502 

('ages, animal and pet. shipments. 41-2 1 (' 
Caisses populaires. financial (low account'. 13-002.13-562. 

13-563 
Caisscs populaires, operating and financial statistics, 
6 1-209 

('aisses populaires, see also Credit UfliOflS 

Cake mixes, 
consumer price index, 62-010 
industry selling price index. 62-01 1.62-5 8.62-543 
shipments. 32-224,32-228 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-54 

Cakes, shipments. 32.203 
('akes, urban l'amily expenditure, 62-542, '2-545 
Cakes, see also Cookies; I)oughnuts; Pastries 
Calgary, variations in Irtiltty, 99-757 
Calcium, 
compounds, consumption. 46-401 
production. 26-201,26-202 
shipments. 26-219 

Calculating machines, shipments, 42-216 
Calculating machines. see also Accounting machines 
Calendars, shipments. 36-203 
Calendars, see also Almanacs 
Call'feeds, shipments. 32-004.32-214 
Calf skins, shipments. 32-221 
Calgary. Alta., 
population, household and family chara.teristics. 95-726 
population, household. family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-801 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-756 

Calvcs. 
disposition. 23-203 
form cash receipts. 21-001 
marketings. 23-203 
number on farms, 23-008.23-203 
prices. 23-203 
shipments. 23-203 
slaughterings. 23-203.32-221 
slaughterings, by province. 21-514 

Camera and photographic supply stores. chain, 63-210 
Cameras, retail sales, 63-526 
Camp beds, shipments. 34-202 
Camper bodies, shipments. 42-217 
Campgrounds, tent and trailer, principal statistics, 63-204 
Campus Book Stores, 63-2 19 
Camshat'ts, (motor vehicle), shipments. 42-210 
Can openers. electric, production, shipm nis and stocks. 
43-003 

Can openers. electric, shipments. 43-203 
Can-air, international charter operations 51-003 
Canada, 
constitution. 11-202 
Handbook, I 1.203 
Perspective, 11-507 
Perspective II, 11-508 
physiography. 11-202 
Yearhook. 11-202 

Canada Pension Plan, 
number of contributors, benefits paid,cic.. 86-201 
payments in all industries. 72-618 
payments in education, libraries and museums. 72-616 
payments in finance, insurance and real estate, 72-6 10 
payments in manufacturing. 72-6 12 
payments in mines, quarries and oil wells. 72.511.72-613 
payments in services to business managment, 72-617 
payments in trade (retail and wholesalc ). 72.615 
payments in transportation, communiction and other 
utilities, 72-611 
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Canada Southern Railways, 
equipment and track statistics. 52-209 
financial statistics, 52-208 
freight traffic. 52-2 1 I 
operating statistics, 52-210 

Canada's, 
Cities, 98-803 
Elderly, 98-800 
Families, 98-801 
Farm Population: Analysis of Income and Related 
Characteristics. 99-750 

Female Labour Force, 98-804 
International Investment Position, 67-202 
Livestock Industry. 99-728 
Mineral Production, Preliminary Estimate, 26-202 
Population: Demographic Perspectives. 98-802 
Religious Composition. 99-710 

Canadian. 
Balance of International Payments, 67-201 
Broadcasting Corporation, operating and financial 
statistics. 56-204 

Citizenship Statistics. 91-205 
Families. Children in. 98-8 10 
Forestry Statistics (annual). 25-202 
Forestry Statistics Revised, 1974.25-505 
Households and Families: Recent Demographic Trends, 
99-75 3 

International Trade Classification Reference Manual, 
65-502 

Nursing Statistics. 83-226 
residents returning from overseas countries. 66-001. 
66-201,66-202 

rcsidents returning from the United States. 66-001.66-201. 
66-202 

Suicide Ratios by Local Areas and by Urban Centres, 
1970-1972. 84-530 

System of Govern ment Financial Management Statistics, 
The, 68-506 

Canadian National Railways. 
and Canadian Pacific Limited, 52-213 
employment. 52-212 
equipment and track statistics. 52-209 
financial statistics, 52-208.52-213 
freight traffic, 52-211 
operating statistics, 52-003,52-210,52-213 

Canadian National Telecommunications, operating and 
financial statistics, 56-201 

Canadian Pacific Air Lines Limited, 
financial statements, S 1-206 
historical background. 5 1-501 
international charter operations, 5 1-003,5 1-207 
operating revenues and expenses. 51-001 
operating statistics, 51-002 

Canadian Pacific Limited, operating and financial 
statistics. 56-201 

Canadian Pacific Railways Limited. 
employment. 52-212 
equipment and track statistics. 52-209 
financial statistics, 52-208.52-213 
freight traffic. 52-211 
operating statistics, 52-003,52-210.52-213 

Canadian Statistical Review, 11-003 
Annual Supplement to Section I, 11-206 
Historical Summary, 1970, 11-505 
weekly supplement. 11-004 

Canadian Wheat Board, 
cash advance repayments. 21.001 
cash advances, 2 1 -001 
payments for harley. 21-001 
payments for oats, 21-001 
payments for wheat, 21-001 
prices paid to producers for grain. 22-201 

Canals, value of'construction work performed. 64-201,64-502 
Cancer, deaths and rates, 84-534 
Cancer in Canada, 82-207 
Cancer Mortality by Site, 1960-1973, 84-534 
Candles, all types. shipments, 47-205  

Candy, 
and nut chain stores. 63-210 
retail sales. 63-526 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 
vending machines. number and sales. 63-213 

Candy. see also Confectionery 
Cane and Beet Sugar Processors, 32-222 
Canned and Frozen Fruits and Vegetables. 32-0 I I 
Canneries, value of construction work performed. 64-201, 
64- 502 

Canocs, shipments, 42-205 
Cans. 
ash, shipments, 4 1-227 
garbage. shipments. 41-227 
metal, shipments, 4 1-227 
paper or fibre, shipments. 4 1-227 

Canthooks. shipments. 4 1-208 
Canvas Products and Cotton and Jute Bags Industries, 34-002 
Canvassing, sales made through. 63-218 
Capacitors, shipments. 43-206.43-207 
Capacity Utilization Rates in Canadian Manufacturing, 
31-003 

('apes, fur, shipments. 34-213 
Capital, 
acquisitions, fixed formation. etc.. 13-002.13-562.13.563 
and repair expenditures, 61-205.61.206 
and repair expenditures, forestry. mining and 
manufacturing, by country ofcontrol. 6 1-2 15 

and Repair Expenditures, Manufacturing Sub-industries, 
Canada. 6 1-2 14 

employed in non-financial industries, ownership and 
control. 1148)1 

expenditure. 13-211.13-568 
finance accounts. 13-001.13-201.13-531.13-533 
flows and stocks, fixed. 13-211.13-568 
movements, 67.001.67.201 
output ratios, manufacturing industries. 31-003 

Capitol International Airways, international charter 
operations. 5 1-003.5 1-207 

Caps, 
l'ur. shipments. 34-213 
paper, shipments. 36-203 
shipments. 34-218 

Carbon, activated, consumption. 46-401 
Carbon black, consumption. 46.004 
Cardigans, knitted, shipments. 34-2 15 
('ardigans. shipments. 34-2 16 
Cards, 
filing index, shipments. 36-206 
greeting. shipments. 36-203,36-206 
place. shipments. 36-203 
playing. shipments, 36-203 
printed business, shipments. 36-203 

Cargo, 
handled hyaircarriers. 51-001 
handled by air carriers. on international charter flights. 
5 1-003 .5 1-207 

origin and destination. 54-206 
Cargo loaded and unloaded. 54-003 
at airports. 51-005.51-203.51-501 
coasiwise shipping. 54-204.54-206 
for and from foreign countries. 54-206,54-207 
international and domestic shipping. 54-002 
international seahorne shipping. 54-207.54-208 

('arnattons. greenhouse grown. 22-202 
Carpentry cntractors, summary statistics. 64-210 
Carpet. Mat and Rug Industry, 34-221 
Carpets, 
automobile, shipments. 34-221 
industry selling price index, 62-01 1.62-528,62.543 
shipments, 34-221 

('arpets, see also Rugs 
Carriages, doll, shipments. 47-204 
Carrots, 
acreage. production, and farm value. 22-003 
canned, shipments, 32-2 18 
canned, stocks, 32-01 I 
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consumer price index. 62-010 
frozen, shipments. 32-218 
frozen, stocks, 32.011 
in cold storage, 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
stocks. 32-0 10 

Cartons. 
folding, shipments. 36-203,36.214 
milk, shipments. 36-214 
paperboard egg, shipments. 36-214 

('arts, farm, shipments, 42-202 
Carts, wire shopping. shipments. 41-216 
('asein. production. 21.515 
('ascin, supply and disposition. 2 1.5 15 
('uses, 
beverage, shipments. 35-209 
cigarette. leather, shipments. 33-205 
leather, shipments. 33-205 
plastic, shipments. 47-208 
refrigerated display, shipments. 42-215 
soft drink, shipments. 35-209 

Cash registers, shipments. 42.216 
Caskets, shipments. 35-210 
Cast iron products, shipments. 41-226 
Casters, shipments, 41-208 
Castings, 
aluminum, shipments. 41-204.41-215,41-224,41-226 
brass, shipments. 41-204,41-224,41-226 
bronze, shipments, 41-204.41-224.41-226 
copper. shipments, 41-224.41-226 
iron, shipments. 4 1-226.41-228 
lead, shipments, 41-215 
magnesium. shipments. 4 1-204 
metal, shipments, 41-215 
nickel, shipments. 41.224 
non-ferrous, shipments. 4 1-228 
steel, disposition. 41-001 
stcel, production, 41-001.41-203 
steel, sales. 41-203 
steel, shipments, 41-001 
zinc, shipments, 41-215 

Casualty Insurance companies, financial statistics. 61-006 
Cat food, shipments. 32-214,32-221 
Catalogue of Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
Publications, Historical. 11-504 

('atalogues, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Caterers, 63-535 
Catsup, tomato. see Ketchup, tomato 
Cattle, 
disposition. 23-203 
exports and imports. 23-203 
farm cash receipts. 2 1-001 
farm value, 21.514,23-203 
feeds, shipments. 32-004,32-214 
hides, shipments. 32-221 
marketings. 23-203 
number on farms, 21-514.23-008,23.203 
number on farms, by class and by province. 21-514 
prices, 2 3-203 
shipments. 23-203 
slaughtcrings. 23-203,32-221 
slaughterings. by province. 21.514 

Cattle, see also Milk cows; Steers 
Cauliflower, 
acreage. production, and farm value. 22-003 
frozen, shipments, 32-218 
frozen, stocks, 32-01 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
stocks. 32 -0 10 

Caulktng compounds. shipments, 46-216 
('auses of Death. Provinces by Sex and Canada by Sex and Age. 
84-203 

Caustic soda, production, imports and exports, 46-004.46-209 
Cedar, 
exports, 35-003 
price, 35-002,35-003  

red. prodtiction. 35-003 
red, shipments. 35-003 
red, stocks. 35-003 
shipments. 35-204 

Celery, 
acreage. production, and farm value. 221 03 
consumer price index. 62-010 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 

Celestinc, 26-220 
Cement. 444001 
consumption. 44-204 
linoleum, shipments. 46-216 
Manufacturers, 44-204 
mix, shipments. 44-210 
prod uction. 26-201.26-202,44-001 
products. shipments, 44-204 
refractory. shipments. 44-214 
roof. shipments. 36-205 
sales, 44-001 
shipments. 44-001.44.204 
stocks. 44-001 

Cement, see also Concrete 
Cemented Tungsten Carbide Blanks and 'I ,xls, 41-013 
Census, 
administrative report. 99-740.99.850.99. '151.99-852,99.853 
divisions, land area and density of popul.uion. 92-831, 
98-701 

divisions, maps. 92-712,92-811 
familie. family income. 13-208 
families, formation and demographic compOsition. 99-753 
methods of error evaluation, 13-564 
of Manufactures, concepts and definition., 31-528 
organization, planning, methods and procdures. etc., 
99-740,99-850,99-85 1,99-852.99-853 

terminology, definitions. 12-540 
value added. 61-202 

Census agglomerations. 
components. enumeration area reference list. 99-8 19 
general population characteristics. 98-70. 
household, family and dwelling charactci isucs. 98-702 
labour force characteristics, 98-702 
land area and density of population. 92-816.98-701 
maps. 92-711,92.811 
population, household, family and laboui force 
characteristics, 92-809 

Census-farm data, cross-classified by eeon mic class of 
farm, by size, and other characteristics. 9i,.800 
Alberta, 96-809 
British Columbia, 96-8 10 
Manitoba, 96.807 
New Brunswick, 96-804 
Newfoundland, 96-801 
Nova Scotia, 96-803 
Ontario, 96-806 
Prince Edward Island, 96-802 
Quebec, 96-80 5 
Saskatchewan, 96-808 

Census-farm operators, ofl'-farm work. 96800 
Alberta. 96-809 
British Columbia, 96-810 
Manitoba, 96-807 
New Brunswick. 96-804 
Newfoundland, 96-801 
Nova Scotia, 96-803 
Ontario, 96-806 
Prince Edward Island, 96-802 
Quebec, 96-805 
Saskatchewan, 96-808 

Census-farms, 
area of crops. by census divisions. 96-851 
by economic class, 96-722 
by economic class, provinces and census divisions. 96-855 
by operator and type of organization, pr, vinces and 
census divisions, 96-856 

by product type. 96-722 
by product type, provinces and census divisions. 96-855 
by size. 96-721 
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by size, area and use of land, provinces and census 
divisions. 96-854 

by tenure, age and residcncc of operator and type of 
organization. 96-723 

number and area, 96-727,96-728 
number and area, census sub-divisions, 96-858 
number and area, provinces and census divisions, 96-857 
number and value of livestock and poultry, by census 
division, 96-852 

number, economic class, size, etc. (maps). 96-871 
real estate value, estimates and coefficient of variation 
of estimates, 96-735 

selected capital expenditures, estimates and coefficient 
of variation of estimates, 96-735 

selected operating expenses. estimates and coefficient of 
variation of estimates, 96-735 

Census-farms, area, tenure, land use and other selected 
data, 96-701,96-800,96-810 
Alberta, 96-710,96-809 
Atlantic Provinces, 96-729,96-859 
British Columbia, 96-71 I 
Manitoba, 96-708,96-807 
New Brunswick, 96-705,96-804 
Newfoundland, 96-702,96-801 
Nova Scotia, 96-704,96-803 
Ontario, 96-707,96-731.96-806.96-861 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703,96-802 
Quebec, 96-706,96-730,96-805,96-860 
Saskatchewan, 96-709.96-808 
Western Provinces, 96-732,96-862 

Census metropolitan areas. 
components, enumeration area reference list, 99-819 
land area and density of population. 92-806,98-701 
maps. 92-712,92.811 
population. household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 93-809 

Census of Canada, 1971; 
Characteristics of Census Agglomerations, 98-702 
Class of Worker and 1970 Wage Distribution, 94-791 
Econoni ic Characteristics: Industry Trends, 

195 1-1971,94-793 
Economic Characteristics: Occupation by Industry, 94-792 
Employment Income, for Canada, Provinces and Census 
Divisions, 94-711 

Employment Income, for Urban Centres, 94-712 
Family Characteristics by Marital Status, Age and Sex of 
Head. 93-718 

Family Characteristics by Type. Schooling and Age of Head 
93 -7 19 

General Review: Administrative Report of the 1971 
Census, 99-740 

Geography: Land Areas and Densities of Statistical 
Units, 98-701 

Household and Family Status oflndividuals, 93-712 
Household Composition. 93-704 
Industry Trcnds, 1951-1971,94-793 
Summary of Family Characteristics, 93-748 
Summary of Family Income Statistics, 93-746 
Sum mary of Household and Family Characteristics, 93-743 
Summary of Household Characteristics. 93-747 
Summary of Household Income, 93-749 
Summary of Housing Characteristics, 93-744,93-745 
Total Income for Canada, Provinces and Census 
Divisions, 94-709 

Total Income for Urban Centres. 94-7 10 
Urban and Rural Population, 92-755 
Wage and Salary Income, for Canada. Provinces, and Census 
Divisions, 94-713 

Wage and Salary Income, for Urban Centres, 94-714 
Census of Canada, 1971; Agriculture: 
Alberta. 96-710 
Areas and Census-farms Reporting Field Crops, 96-718 
Basic Socto-econom ic Characteristics of Farm Operators. 
Canada and Provinces, 96-712 

British Columbia, 96-711 
Canada, 96-70 
Census-farms by Economic Class; Farms with Sales of  

$2,500 or More by Product Type. 96-722 
Census-farms by Size. Area and Use of Farm Land, 96-72 I 
Cross-classified Socio-economic Characteristics of Farm 
Operators, 96-711 

Cross-classified Socio-economjc Characteristics of Farm 
Operators' Dwelling Facilities, 96-717 

Cross-classified Socio-economic Characteristics of Farm 
Operators' Families, 96-715 

Cross-classified Socio.economic Characteristics of Farm 
Operators' Households, 96-716 

Cross-classified Socio-economic Characteristics olFarm 
Operators with OW-farm Employment and Income. 96-714 

Data Directory, 96-870 
Data from the Post-census Agriculture Sample Survey, 

96- 73 5 
Farm Machinery and Equipment. 96-720 
Farm Operators by Economic Class of Farm Showing Such 
Characteristics as Sex, Age, Income, Schooling, 
OW-farm Employment, 96-734 

Fertilizer Use, 96-726 
Forest Products from Census-farm Woodlots, 96-736 
Irrigation, 96-724 
Livestock and Poultry on Census-farms. 96-719 
Manitoba. 96-708 
New Brunswick, 96-705 
Newfoundland. 96-702 
Nova Scotia. 96-704 
Number and Area of Census-farms. 96-727 
Ontario, 96-707 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703 
Population, Tenure. Age and Residence ofOperators, 
Type of Farm Organization, 96-723 

Quebec, 96-706 
Saskatchewan, 96-709 
Selected Data for Census-farms Classified by Economic 
Class, Atlantic Provinces, 96-729 

Selected Data for Census-farms Classified by Economic 
Class, Ontario, 96-731 

Selected Data for Census-farnis Classified by Economic 
Class, Quebec. 96-730 

Selected Data liii' Census-farms Classified by Economic 
Class, Western Provinces, 96-732 

Vegetables. Fruits, Greenhouses, Nurseries and 
Mushrooms. 96-725 

Census ofCanada, 1971: Census Tract Bulletin: 
Brantford, 95-708,95-738 
Calgary, 95-726,95-576 
Edmonton, 95-727.95.757 
Halifax, 95-702,95-732 
Hamilton, 95-709,95-739 
Kingston, 95-710.95-740 
Kitchencr-guelph, 95-711.95-741 
London. 95-712,95-742 
Montreal, 95-704,95-734 
Oshawa, 95-714,95-744 
Ottawa-hull, 95-715,95-745 
Peterborough, 95-716,95-746 
Quebec. 95-705,95-735 
Regina. 95-724,95-754 
St. Catharines - Niagara. 95-713 
Saint John, 95-703,95-733 
St. John 's, 95-701,95-731 
Sarnia, 95-717.95-747 
Saskatoon, 95-725,95-755 
Sault Ste. Marie, 95-718,95-748 
Sherbrooke, 95.706,95-736 
Sudbury, 95-719.95-749 
Thunder Bay, 95-720.95-750 
Toronto, 95-721,95-751 
Frois-rivicrcs, 95.707.95-737 
Vancouver. 95-728.95-758 
Victoria, 95-729.95-759 
Windsor, 95-722.95-752 
Winnipeg, 95-723,95-753 

Census of Canada, 1971: Families, 
by (a) Age and Sex, and ( h) Mariial Status and Sex 
and Head. 93-716 
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\ IOü: I 	rL .ALtIvO', of lamils s4 ::rtcr, 93-723 
\ Seleued Characteristics of Family Head. 92-717 

H Size and Type, 93-714 
Hkircn in Canada. 93-715 

I .imily Migration. 93-771 
(tneraI Characteristics of Economic Families, 93-772 

4 iihhand-wite Families, 93-720 
:!Iltiigrant Families, 93-722 

I Lt'rnes ol Families. Family Ucads and Non-family 
i'crsons, 93-724 
comes of Families. Family Heads and Non-family 

ltersiins Showing Selected ('haracteristics. 93-725 
tiroduction to Volume II ( Part 2), 93-713 

Ote-parent Families, 93-721 
Siatistics on Low Income, 1970,93-773 

Census of Canada, 1971: Households, 
by Characteristics of Head. 93-705 
by Marital Status, Age and Sex of Head. 93-709 
by Size. 93-702 
by Size Showing Selected Characteristics of Head, 93.70$ 
by type. 93-703 
by Type Showing Selected Characteristics of Head, 93-707 
Incomes of Household Heads, 93-710 
Incomes (if Household Heads Showing Dwelling 
Characteristics, 93-711 

Introduction to Vol. II (Part 1).93-701 
with Immigrant Heads. 93-706 

Census olCanada. 1971: Housing: 
Bath and Toilet Facilities, 93-735 
Bedrooms Per I)welling, 93.729 
Dwelling Characteristics by Age and Sex of Household 
Head, 93-739 

I)welling Characteristics by Persons Per Room, 93-742 
Dwelling ('haracteristics by Structural type and 
Tenure. 93-738 

Dwelling ('haracterislics by Type of Household. 93-740 
Dwelling Characteristics of Immigrant Households, 93-741 
Dwellings by Tenure and Structural Type, 93-727 
Household Facilities. 93-73 7 
Introduction to Volume II (Part 3)- 93-726 
Introduction to Volume II (Part 4), 93.734 
Number of Persons Per Room, 93-730 
Period of Construction and Length of Occupancy. 93-731 
Principal Fuels and Heating Equipment. 93-733 
Rooms Per Dwellings, 93-72 8 
Source of Watcr Supply and 'type of Sewage Disposal, 93-736 
Values and Rents, 93-732 

Census of Canada, 1971: Income of Individuals: 
Appendix - List of Occupation Codes and Titles, 94-770 
by Labour Force Activity, Work Experience. Age and Sex. 
for Canada. Provinces and Census Metropolitan Areas, 
94-762 

by Schooling. Age and Sex, for Canada and Provinces. 
94-763 

by Sex, Age. Marital Status and Period of Immigration, 
94-760 

by Source, for Canada and Provinces. 94-761 
Employment Income by Sex. Class of Worker. Age and Weeks 
Worked, Full- and Part-time. 96-764 

Employment Income by Sex and Occupation. for Provinces, 
94- 766 

Employment Income by Sex. Occupation and Class of 
Worker, for Canada. 94-76 S 

Employment Income by Sex. Occupation and Schooling, for 
Canada, 94-768 

Employment Income by Sex. Occupation and Schooling, for 
Provinces. 94-769 

Employment Income of Full-time, Full-Year Workers by 
Sex and Occupation, for Canada and Provinces, 94.767 

Introduction to Volume Ill (Part 6), 94-759 
Census of Canada. 1971; Industries: 
Employed Labour Force by Industry, Age and Sex, for 
Canada and Provinces, 94-747 

Historical, for Canada and Provinces. 1951-1971,94-739 
Introduction to Volume III (Part 4), 94-738 
Introduction to Volume III (Part 5), 94-748 

Census of Canada, 1971; Industries by Sex, 

for Canada. Regions and Provinces. 94-74) 
for Census Agglomerations of 25.000 and Over (P Lice of 
Residence) and Ccnsus Agglomerations 'f 50,00)) and 
Over (Place 01 Work), 94-743 

br Census Metropolitan Areas, Place of Rsidcncc and 
Place of Work, 94-742 

for Municipal Sub-divisions of 30,000 and Over. Place 
of Residence and Place of Work, 94-744 

Showing Age. Class of Worker and Numhcr of Non-canadian 
Born, for Census Metropolitan Areas ( Calgary-quebec). 
94.7 55 

Showing Age. Class of Worker and Number of Non-canadian 
Born, for Census Metropolitan Areas (Rt gina- 
Winnipeg ), 94-756 

Showing Age, Marital Status, Level olSchooling and Class 
of Worker. Canada, 94-749 

Showing Age, Marital Status, Level of Schooling and Class 
of Worker for Atlantic Provinces, 94-750 

Showing Age, Marital Status, Level of Schooling and Class 
of Worker, for Quebec and Ontario, 94_7  i I 

Showing Age, Marital Status, Level 01 Schooling and Class 
of Worker, for Western Provinces, 94-75 

Showing Level of Schooling by Age and St hool Attendance 
for Canada, 94-753 

Showing Occupation Major Groups for Ca nada. 94-758 
Showing Period of Immigration. Birthplac and Ethnic 
Groups, For Canada and Provinces. 94-7 4 

Census of Canada, 1971; Industry Divisiont. 
and Major Groups by Sex. for Municipal Sub-divisions from 

10,000 to 30.000, Place of Residence and Place of 
Work, 94-745 

and Major Groups by Sex. Showing Age. t 'lass of Worker and 
Number of Married Females, for Census Metropolitan Areas 
(Place of Work), 94-757 

by Sex, for Canada, Provinces and Census Divisions. 94-741 
('ensus of Canada, 1971; Labour Force, 
and Individual Income: Historical Labour Force for 
Canada and Provinces, 1911.1971,94-702 

and Individual Income: Introduction to Vlume III, 
(Part 1 ), 94-701 

by Age and Sex, for Canada, Provinces and Census 
Divisions, 94-704 

by Age and Sex, for Urban Centres, 94-70 
by Industry. 94-787 
by Level of Schooling. 94-786 
by Marital Status and Age Group, 94-785 
by Marital Status and Sex, 94-706 
by Occupation. 94.788 
by Schooling and Sex. 94-707 
by Work Experience and Sex, 94-708 
Characteristics by Selected Educational Characteristics 
and Sex, 94-772 

Participation by Period of Immigration. Age and Sex, 
94-776 

Participation of Married Females by Age, )4.775 
Census of Canada, 1971: Labour Force Act vity. 94-790 
and Work Experience by Marital Status. Age and Sex 
94.777 

Appendix. List of Occupation Codes and flOes. 94-784 
by Marital Status. Age and Sex, for Canad i, Provinces 
and Census Metropolitan Areas. 94-773 

by Sex. 94-70 3 
Female Labour Force Participation by Schooling. Marital 
Status, Age and Presence of Children, 94 774 

Hours Worked by Sex, Industry, and Occuisation for Labour 
Force, Wage Earners and Self-employed 94-783 

Industry by Sex. Weeks Worked and Unei'iployment, 94-780 
Occupation by Sex. Labour Force Activity and Weeks Worked, 
94-781, 94-782 

Weeks Worked in 1970 by Selected Characteristics, 94-779 
Weeks Worked in 1970 for Labour Force and Wage-earners by 
Sex, 94-778 

Work Experience; Introduction to Volume III (Part 7). 
94-771 

Census of Canada, 1971; Occupation Grouls 
by Industry Divisions and Sex, for Canada and Provinces, 
94- 736 
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by Sex, for Canada, Provinces and Census Divisions, 
94.718 

by Sex, for Municipal Sub-divisions from 10,000 to 
30,000. 94-722 

by Sex, Showing Age. Level oiSchooling. Number Married 
and Number of Wage-earners, for Census Metropolitan 
Areas, 94-73 5 

Census of Canada. 1971; Occupations: 
Appendix - List of Occupation Codes and Titles, 94-72 7, 
94-73 7 

by Sex, for Canada and Provinces, 94-717 
by Sex, for Census Agglomerations of 25,000 and Over, 
94.720 

by Sex, for Census Metropolitan Areas. 94-719 
by Sex, for Municipal Sub-divisions of 30.000 and 
Over, 94-721 

by Sex, Showing(a) Level of Schooling by Age and School 
Attendance. (h) Vocational Training, for Canada. 94-729 

by Sex. Showing Age, Marital Status and Class of Worker, 
for Atlantic Provinces, 94-724 

by Sex, Showing Age, Marital Status and Class of Worker. 
for Canada, 94-723 

by Sex, Showing Age, Marital Status and Class of Worker, 
for Quebec and Ontario, 94.725 

by Sex. Showing Age. Marital Status and Class of Worker. 
for Western Provinces. 94-726 

by Sex, Showing Birthplace. Period of Immigration and 
Ethnic Group, for Canada and Regions. 94-734 

by Sex, Showing Level of Schooling by Age. for Atlantic 
Provinces, 94-7 30 

by Sex, Showing Level of Schooling by Age. for Quebec and 
Ontario, 94-731 

by Sex, Showing Level of Schooling by Age. for Western 
Provinces, 94-7 32 

Historical, 94-716 
Historical, for Canada and Provinces. 94-716 
Introduction to Volume III (Part 2). 94-715 
Introduction to Volume III (Part 3). 94-728 
of Females by Marital Status by Age. kr Canada. 94-733 

Census ofCanada. 1971; Population: 
Age at First Marriage, 92-750 
Age Groups, 92-715 
Age Groups by Birthplace. 92-737 
Birthplace, 92-72 7 
by Age Groups, 92-756 
by Birthplace. 92-760 
by Ethnic Group. 92-762 
by Language Most Often Spoken at Home and by Official 
Language. 92-759 

by Marital Status and by Sex, 92-757 
by Mother Tongue, 92-758 
by Period of Immigration. 92-761 
by Religious Denomination, 92-763 
by School Attendance and Level of Schooling. 92-764 
by Specified Age Groups and Sex, Census Divisions and 
Sub-divisions, 92-772 

by Specified Ethnic Groups, Census Divisions and 
Sub-divisions. 92-774 

by Specified Mother Tongues for Census Divisions and 
Sub-divisions. 92-773 

Census Divisions and Sub-divisions, (Atlantic Provinces), 
92-704 

Census Divisions and Sub-divisions, (Ontario). 92-706 
Census Divisions and Sub-divisions, (Quebec), 92-705 
Census Divisions and Sub-divisions, (Western Provinces), 
92-707 

Census Sub-divisions (Historical). 92.702 
Census Tracts. 92.710 
Characteristics of Migrants in Census Metropolitan Areas. 
92- 746 

Characteristics of Persons Born Outside Canada, 92-740 
Characteristics of Persons with Vocational Training, 
92-744 

Characteristics of the Migrant and Non-migrant Population, 
92- 745 

Characteristics of Women Ever Married by Number of 
Children Born, 92-751 

Cities, Towns, Villages. Census Metropolitan Areas and 
Census Agglomerations. 92-708 

Citizenship and Immigration. 92-728 
Current Fertility(Own-children Ratios) for Married 
Women, 92-777 

Electoral Districts, 92.703 
Ethnic Groups, 92-723 
Ethnic Groups by Age Groups, 92-731 
Ethnic Groups by Birthplace. 92-738 
IS Years and Over by Income, 94-789 
Internal Migration, 92-719 
Introduction to Volume I (Part 1), 92-701 
Introduction to Volume I (Part 2). 92-713 
Introduction to Volume I (Part 3), 92-722 
Introduction to Volume l(Part 4), 92-729 
Introduction to Volume I (Part 5), 92.741 
Labour Force Migration by Schooling. Age and Occupation. 
92-749 

Language and Age by Birthplace. 92.739 
Language by Age Groups. 92-733 
Language by Ethnic Groups, 92-736 
Marital Status, 92-717 
Marital Status by Age Groups, 92.730 
Marital Status by Ethnic Groups, 92-734 
Migration by Labour Force Activity. Canada and Provinces, 
92 -747 

Migration by Labour Force Activity, Census Metropolitan 
Areas, 92-748 

Mother Tongue. 92-725 
ofCcnsus Divisions, 92-753 
of Federal Electoral Districts. 92-752 
of Unincorporated Settlements, 92-771 
of Urban Centres of 5,000 and Over. 92-754 
Official Language and Language Most Often Spoken at Home, 

92- 726 
Out-of-school Population, 92-743 
Reference Maps, 92-712 
Religious Denomination by Age Groups. 92.732 
Religious Denominations, 92.724 
Religious Denominations by Ethnic Groups. 92.735 
School Attendance and Schooling. 92-720 
School Population. 92-742 
Sex Ratios, 92-7 14 
Single Years of Age. 92-716 
Specified Religious Denominations, 92-775 
Statistics on Language Retention and Transfer. 92.776 
Unorganized Townships, 92-711 
Urban and Rural Distributions, 92-709 
Vocational Training, 92-721 
Women Ever Married by Number of Children Born, 92-718 

Census of Canada. 1971; Profile Studies: 
Age-sex Structure of Canada's Population, 99-703 
Canada's Livestock Industry, 99-728 
Canada's Religious Composition, 99.710 
Characteristics of Canadian Dwellings, 99-723 
Educational Attainmcnt in Canada. 99-708 
Employment in Canada, 99-720 
Ethnic Origins of Canadians. 99.709 
Family in Canada, The, 99-725 
Fertility in Canada. 99-706 
Household in Canada. The, 99-727 
Incomes of(anadian Families, 99-726 
Industrial Employment Trends in Canada. 1951-1971.99-716 
Industrial Structure olCanada's Labour Force, 99-715 
Labour Force Participation in Canada. 99-712 
l.anguage in Canada. 99-707 
Large Farms in Canada, 99-729 
Marital Status and Nuptiality in Canada, 99-704 
Migration in Canada, 99-705 
Occupancy Patterns and lrcnds in Canadian I-lousing, 99-724 
Occupational Composition ufCanada's Labour I-'orcc, 99-718 
Place of Birth and Citizenship of Canada's Population, 
99-711 

Population Growth in Canada, 99-701 
Socio-economic Characteristics of Small Farm Operators 
in Canada, 99-731 

Sources and Distribution of Canadian Income. 99-721 
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titiurL 01 (,iii,dii: ArIcLdrurc. ')Y- 1 31 	 Neil'oundland, 96-801 
Lilemployment in Canada. 99-713 	 Nova Scotia, 96-803 
I. rhan and Rural Composition of Canada's Population, The, 	 Number and Area of Census-farms by Ccisus Divisions, 
99-702 	 96-857 

Where Canadians Work, 99.719 
(clisus of Canada. 1971; Retail Trade: 
Business Establishments, General Statistics, 97-707 
Business Location Statistics and Ancillary Units. 
Miscellaneous [)ata, 97-706 

Business Location Statistics, Counties or Census Divisions, 
Cities and lowns, 97-703 

II usiness Location Statistics. Metropolitan Areas 
by Census Tracts, 97-704 

ltusiness Location Statistics, Provinces and Cities by 
Kind of Business, 97-702 

Business Location Statistics, Size of Business, 97-705 
Business Locations, 97-7 12 
Ititroduction and General Review, 97-701 

(ensus of Canada, 1971; Service Trades: 
Business Establishments, General Statistics, 97-747 
Business Location Statistics and Ancillary Units, 
Miscellaneous Data, 97-746 

Business Location Statistics, Counties or Census 
l)ivisions, Cities and Towns, 97-743 

Business Location Statistics, Metropolitan Areas 
by Census Tracts, 97-744 

Business Location Statistics, Provinces 
and Cities by Kind of Business. 97-742 

Business Location Statistics, Size of Business. 97-745 
Business Locations, 97-752 
Introduction and General Review, 97-741 

Census of Canada, 1971; Wholesale Trade: 
Business Establishments, General Statistics, 97-725 
Business Location Statistics, Counties or Census 
Divisions, Metropolitan Areas. Cities and Towns. 97-723 

Business Location Statistics, Provinces by Kind of 
Business and Type of Operations. 97-722 

Business Location Statistics, Size ol' Business. Ancillary 
Ii flits, Principal Statistics, 97-724 

Business Locations, 97-732 
Introduction and General Review, 97-721 

Ccnsusof('anada. 1976; 
Characteristics of Husbands in Husba nd-wife Families, 
93-824 

('hildren in Canadian Families, 98-8 10 
Female Labour Force Participation Rates by Level of 
Schooling, Age, Marital Status and Presence of 
Children, 94-836 

Housing: Private Household Characteristics by Level of 
Schooling and Mother Tongue of Head, 93-830 

Occupied Private Dwellings by Characteristics of the 
Private Household Head, 93-804 

Supplementary Bulletins: Geographic and Demographic: 
Population, Land Area and Population Density, 92-831 

Supplementary Bulletins: Geographic and Demographic 
Speci (led Age Groups, 92-835 

Census of Canada, 1976; Administrative Report ofthe 
1976 Census, 
Part 1.99-850 
Part II, 99-851 
Part 111, 99-852 
Supplement. 99-853 

Census of Canada, 1976; Agriculture: 
Alberta, 96-809 
British Columbia, 96-8 10 
Canada, 96-800 
Census-farms by Size. Area and Use of Land. 96-854 
Census.t'arms Classified by Economic Class and Farms with 
Sales of $2,500 or More by Product fype, 96-85 5 

Crops on Census-farms. 96-851 
Data Directory, 96-870 
Evaluation of Data Quality, 96-871 
Graphic Presentation, 96-871 
Livestock and Poultry on Census-farms, 96-852 
Machinery and Equipment on Census-farms, 96-853 
Manitoba, 96-807 
New Brunswick, 96-804  

Number and Area of Census-farms by Cc isus Sub-divisions. 
96-858 

Ontario, 96-806 
Population, Tenure, Age and Residence t fOperator. Type 
of Operator. Type ol'Organizaiion. 96-8S6 

Prince Edward Island, 96-802 
Quebec, 96-805 
Saskatchewan, 96-808 
Selected Data for Census-farms Classificti by Economic 
('lass, Atlantic Provinces, 96-859 

Selected Data for Census-farms Classified by Economic 
Class, Ontario, 96.861 

Selected Data for Census-l'arms Classified by Economic 
Class, Quebec, 96-860 

Selected Data for Census-farms Classifleul by Economic 
Class, Western Provinces, 96-862 

Census of Canada, 1976; Census Tract Bufietin: 
Brantford, 95-800 
Calgary, 95-801 
Chicoutimi-jonquiere, 95-802 
Edmonton, 95-803 
Guelph, 95-804 
Halifax, 95-805 
Hamilton, 95.806 
Kingston. 95-807 
Kitchener, 95-808 
London. 95-809 
Moncton, 95-810 
Montreal, 95-811 
Oshawa, 95-812 
Ottawa-hull, 95-813 
Peterhorough. 95-8 14 
Quebec, 95-815 
Regina, 95-816 
St. Catharines-niagara, 95-8 17 
Saint John, 95-8 19 
St. John's, 95-818 
Sarnia, 95-820 
Saskatoon, 95-821 
Sault Ste. Marie, 95-822 
Sherhrooke, 95-823 
Sudhury, 95-824 
Thunder Bay, 9 5-82 5 
loronto. 95-826 
Trois-rivieres, 95-827 
Vancouver, 95-828 
Victoria, 95-829 
Windsor, 95-830 
Winnipeg, 95-831 

Census of Canada. 1976; Dwellings, 
and Households: Dwellings, Private Hoseholds and 
Families. 93-801 

and Households, Introduction to Volum III. 93- 800 
Occupied Private Dwellings by Structur.' I 'l'ype and 
Tenure. 93-802 

Occupied Private Dwellings by Private Household 
Characteristics, 93-803 

Census oI'Canada, 1976; Enumeration Ai ca Reference List, 
Census Sub-divisions (Atlantic Province.), 99-8 10 
Census Sub-divisions (Ontario), 99-812 
Census Sub-divisions (Quebec), 99-811 
Census Sub-divisions (Western Provincus and the 
Territories). 99-813 

Census Tracts, 99-814 
Components (Census Metropolitan Areis and Census 
Agglomerations. 99-8 19 

Provincial Census Tracts (Atlantic Prov necs), 99-815 
Provincial Census Tracts (Ontario), 99-S 17 
Provincial Census Tracts (Quebec), 99-s' 16 
Provincial Census Tracts (Western Pros nces and the 

ferritofles). 99-818 
Urban Areas by Census Divisions, 99-820 

Census of Canada, 1976; Families, 
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by Family Structure and Family Type, 93-822 
by Number of Children, 93-823 
by Size, 93-821 
Characteristics olParents in Lone-parent Families, 93-825 
Characteristics of Wives in Husband-wife Families, 93-834 
Family Composition, 93-831 
General Characteristics of Economic Families, 93-83 5 
Husband-wife Families, 93-832 
Introduction to Volume IV, 93-820 
Lone-parent Families, 93-833 

Census of Canada, 1976; Households: 
Household and Family Status of Individuals. 93-810 
Private Household Composition, 93-807 
Private Households by Characteristics of the Head. 93-808 
Private Households by Marital Status, Sex and Age of' 
Head, 93-809 

Private Households by Size, 93-805 
Private Households by Type. 93-806 

Census of Canada. 1976; Labour Force Activity, 
by Age, School Attendance. Level of Schooling and 
Sex. 94-833 

by Age, Sex and Educational Characteristics. 94-806 
by Marital Status. Age and Sex. 94-805 
by Selected Educational Characteristics, 94-834 
by Sex. 94-801 
Introduction to Volume V. 94-800 

Census of Canada, 1976; Labour Force Mobility, 
by Educational Characteristics, 94-83 7 
Canada and Provinces, 94-807 
Census Metropolitan Areas, 94-808 

Census of Canada. 1976; Labour Force Participation Rates, 
by Age and Sex and by Marital Status and Sex. 1971 
and 1976, 94-804 

by Age and Sex, for Canada, Provinces, Census Divisions. 
94-802 

by Age and Sex, for Census Agglomerations and 
Municipalities, 94-803 

by Age and Sex, 1971 and 1976, 94-832 
by Sex and Level of Schooling. 94-831 
by Sex and Marital Status. 94.830 
of Married Females by Age. 94-835 

Census of Canada. 1976; Population: 
Mobility Status and General Population Characteristics, 
99-8 34 

Mother Tongue by Age Groups. 92.833 
of U nincurporated Places. 92-830 
Single Years of Age, 92-832 

Census of Canada, 1976; Population: Demographic 
Characteristics, 
Five-year Age Groups, 92-823 
Introduction to Volume II, 92-820 
Level of Schooling by Age Groups, 92-827 
Marital Status, 92-824 
Marital Status by Age Groups, 92-825 
Mobility Status, 92-828 
Mother Tongue, 92-821 
School Attendance and Level ofSchooling. 92-826 
Specified Mother Tongues, 92-822 

Census of Canada, 1976; Population: Geographic 
Distributions. 
Census Divisions and Sub-divisions, Atlantic Provinces. 
92. 80 2 
Census Divisions and Sub-divisions, Ontario, 92-804 
Census Divisions and Sub-divisions, Quebec, 92-803 
Census Divisions and Sub-divisions, Western Provinces 
and the Territories, 92-805 
Census Metropolitan Areas and Census Agglomerations 
Population and Housing Characteristics, 92-809 
Federal Electoral Districts, 92-801 
Federal Electoral Districts - Population and Housing 
Characteristics, 92-808 
Introduction to Volume 1, 92-800 
Municipalities, Census Metropolitan Areas and Census 
Agglomerations, 92-806 
Municipalities 5.000 and Over - Population and 
Housing Characteristics, 92-810 
Reference Maps, 92-811 

Urban and Rural Distribution, 92-807 
Census of Canada. 1976; Popular Series, 
Canada's Cities. 98-803 
Canada's Elderly, 98-800 
Canada's Families, 98-801 
Canada's Female Labour Force. 98-804 
Canada's Population, 98-802 

Census of Canada, 1976; Provincial Census Tracts: 
Atlantic Provinces, 95-850,95-851 
Ontario, 95-854.95-855 
Quebec, 95-852,95-853 
Western Provinces and Territories. 95-856,95-857 

Census sub-divisions, 
Atlantic Provinces, enumeration area reference list, 
99-810 

land area and density of population. 92-831.98.701 
list of. 92-701 
maps. 92-712.92-811 
Ontario, enumeration area reference list, 99.8 12 
Quebec, enumeration area reference list, 99-811 
Western Provinces and the territories, enumeration area 
reference list, 99-813 

Census Tract Bulletins, 
Brantford, 95-708,95-738,95-800 
Calgary, 95-726.95-756.95-801 
Chicoutimi-jonjuiere, 95-802 
Edmonton, 95-727.95-757.95-803 
Guelph, 95-804 
Halifax, 95-702,95-732.95-805 
Hamilton, 95-709,95-739,95-806 
Kingston, 95-710,95-740.95-807 
Kitchener, 95-808 
Kitchener-guelph. 95-71 1,95-741 
London, 95-712.95-742.95-809 
Moncton, 95-8 10 
Montreal, 95-704,95-734.95-811 
Oshawa, 95-714.95-744,95-812 
Ottawa-hull, 95-715.95-745,95-813 
Peterborough, 95-716,95-746.95-814 
Quebec, 95-705.95-735.95-815 
Regina, 95-724.95.754.95-816 
St. Catharines-niagara, 95-713.95-743.95-817 
Saint John, 95-703.95-733,95-819 
St.John's, 95-701.95-731,95-818 
Sarnia, 95-717,95-747,95-820 
Saskatoort, 95-725.95-755,95-821 
Sault Ste. Marie, 95-718.95-748,95-822 
Sherhrooke, 95-706.95-736,95-823 
Sudbury, 95-719,95-749.95-824 
Thunder Bay, 95-720,95-750,95-825 
Toronto, 95-72 1,95-75 1,95-826 
Trois-rivicres, 95-707.95-737.95-827 
Vancouver, 95-728,95-758,95-828 
Victoria, 95-729,95-759,95-829 
Windsor, 95-722,95-752,95-830 
Winnipeg. 95-723,95-753,95-831 

Census iracts, 
Atlantic Provinces, enumeration area reference list. 
99-8 15 

enumeration area reference list, 99-8 14 
land area and density of population. 98-701 
maps, 92-7 10 
Ontario, enumeration area reference list. 99-817 
Quebec, enumeration area reference list, 99-8 16 
Western Provinces and the Territories, enumeration area 
refirencc list, 99-8 18 

Census tracts, provincial. 
Atlantic Provinces, 95-850.95-851 
Ontario, 95-854,95-855 
Quebec, 95-852.95-853 
Western Provinces and the Territories, 95-856,95-857 

Century of Education in British Columbia. Statistical 
Perspectives, 1871-1971, 81-550 

Cereal, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
grains. shipments. 3 1-2 11 
products, family expenditure. 62-532 
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producis. see also Flour 
urban family expenditure, 62-542.62-545 

Cereals, 
hreaklast. industry selling price index, 62-011 .62-528, 
62-543 

breakfast, shipments. 32-21 4.32-224,32-228 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
retail sales. 63-526 

Chains, shipments. 41-228 
('hainsaws, parts, shipments. 42-207 
(.'hairs. 
litiding and stacking, shipments, 35-211.35-213 
office, shipments. 35-006.35-212.35-213 
office, wooden, shipments, 35-211 
upholstered living room, shipments. 35-211.35-213 

Chalices, shipments, 47-211 
Chamois lining, shipments. 33-205 
Changes to Municipal Boundaries. Status and Names. 12-201 
Characteristics of Canadian Dwellings. 99-723 
Characteristics of Census Agglomerations, 98-702 
Charcoal, shipments. 46-2 16 
Chcesc, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
cottage. production. by province. 234X)1 
in cold storage. 32-217 
industry selling price index. 62-528 
per capita disappearance. 21-515.32-226 
production. 21-515 
production, by province. 23-001 
shipments. 32-209 
supply and disposition, 21-51 5,23-001 
urban family expenditure. 62.542.62-545 

Cheese, cheddar. 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 21-515 
production, by province. 2 1-5 1 5.23-001 
shipments. 32-209 
supply and disposition. 21-515 

Cheese, process, 
in cold storage. 32-217 
produetion. 32-024 
industries. 31-203.31-209 

Chemical, 
jflventortcs, 32-024 
industries, fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211. 

13-568 
Industries, Miscellaneous. 46-216 
industry machinery, shipments. 42-214 
products industries. 31.20331-209 
products industries, fixed capital flows and stocks, 

13-211,13-568 
produvts. industry selling price index. 62-01162-528, 
62. 543 

products. shipments. 31-211.46-216 
Chemicals, 
automobile, shipments, 46-216 
boiler, shipments. 46-2 16 
consumption. 46-210 
consumption, in municipal waterworks. 46-401 
industrial, shipments. 46-2 19 
medicinal, shipments. 46-209 
organic and inorganic, shipments. 46-219 
Service Bulletin, 46-004 
shipments. 31-211 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 

Chemicals, see also individual chemical substances, e.g. 
Acid; Antimony; etc. 

Cheques Cashed, 61-001 
by type of account, 61-001 

Cheroots, shipments, 32-22 5 
Cherries, 
canned, industry selling price index, 62-Oil 
canned, shipments, 32-2 1$ 
canned, stocks. 32-0 1 I 
frozen, stocks, 32-011 
in cold storage. 32-217 

maraschino, shipments, 32-2 I 8.32-224 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production and farm values. 22-003 
sales. 22.003 
stocks, 32-0 10 

Chesapeake and Ohio Railways, 
equipment and track statistics. 52-209 
financial statistics. 52-208 
freight traffic, 52-211 
operating siatlstics. 52-211) 

Chesterlields. shipmeni. 35-211.32-213 
Chests, cedar, shipments. 35-211 
Chewing gum. industry selling price index 62-011 .62-528, 

62- 543 
Chewing gum. shipments, 32-213 
Chicken, 
consumer price index, 62-010 
farm value, by province. 23-202 
in cold storage. 32-217 
industry selling price index, 62-0 1 I .62-5 8,62-543 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production, by province, 2 3-202 
shipments. 32-227 
supply and disposition. 23-202 
urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-54 

Chicouttmi-jonquiere. Que.. population. h usehold. family 
and labour li.,rce characteristics, 95-802 

Child care expenses, urban family cxpendi ure. 62-547 
Children. 
in Canadian Families, 98-810 
interprovincial and international migrattin. 81-216 
inierprovincial migration. 91-208 
number at home by sex, age and school ai tendance. 93-831 
number horn. 99-706 
number in families. 98-801 
number receiving family or youth allowatces. 86-201 

Children, see also Kindcrgartens 
China, department store sales and stocks. (3-002 
China, retail sales. 63-526 
Chips, potato, shipments, 32-224 
Chloride of lime, consumption. 46-401 
Chlorine. 
consumption. 46-401 
dioxidc, consumption. 46-401 
production, 46-002 
production, imports and exports. 46-004. (6-2 19 

Chocolate, 
bars, consumer price index. 62-010 
conkciionery. shipments. 32-213.32-224 
drink, shipments. 32-209 
industry selling price index. 62-01 1.62-528,62-543 
shipments. 32-213 

Chocolate, see also Cocoa 
Chocolates, boxed. shipmenis. 32-213 
Chrysanthemums, greenhouse grown. 22-.'02 
Church goods, shipments. 47-211 
Churches, fixed capital flows and stocks. t -2 11.13-568 
Churches, value olconstruciion work perli rmed, 64-201, 
64- 502 

Cider, shipments. 32-207,32-218 
Cider. see also Apple juice 
Cigarette vending machines, number and 'ales, 63-213 
Cigarettes, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
disposition. 32-022 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-52 8.62-543 
production. 32-022 
shipments. 32-225 
urban family expenditure. 62-544,62-547 

Cigarillos. shipments. 32-225 
Cigars. 
disposition, 32-022 
production. 32.022 
shipments, 32-225 

Circuit breakers, shipments. 43-207 
Circulars. shipments. 36-203 
Citizenship. 
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by sex, 92-728 
certificates, number granted, 91-205 
certificates, persons receiving, by age, sex and other 
characteristics. 91-205 

Citrus fruit, 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disapperance. 32-226 
stocks, 32-010 

Citrus fruit, see also Grapefruit; Oranges 
Class of Worker and 1970 Wage Distribution, 94-791 
Clay. 
consumption. 26-220 
Products Manufacturers (from Domestic Clays), 44-215 
Products Manufacturers (from Imported Clays). 44-216 
products, production. 26-201,26-202 
products, see also Firectay 

Clay, see also Bricks; Marl 
Cleaning products, consumer price index, 62-010 
Cleaning products, shipments, 46-214,46-216 
Cleaning products, see also Detergents; Soap 
Cleaning supplies, urban family expenditure, 62-547 
Clinics, value of construction work performed, 64-201. 
64-502 

Clips, paper, shipments, 41-216 
Clock systems, interior, shipments, 43-206 
Clocks, all types, shipments. 47-206 
Clocks, retail sales, 63-526 
Closed-end funds, financial statistics. 61-006 
Cloth, abrasive, shipments. 44-202 
Cloth, wire, shipments. 41-2 16 
Clothes pins, shipments, 35.208 
Clothing, 
all kinds, shipments, 34-202 
babies', shipments. 34-214.34-217 
boys'. shipments. 34-216.34-217 
children's, shipments. 34-217 
consumer price index, 62-001.62-010 
department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
direct sales, 63-218 
fur, shipments. 34-213 
industries, 31-20331-209 
industries, fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211. 

13-568 
industries, miscellaneous, 34-218 
industry selling price index, 62-01 1.62-528,62-543 
medical, shipments. 34-2 16.34-2 17 
men's and youth's. shipments. 34-2 16,34-2 17 
plastic, shipments. 47-208 
retail sales, 63-526 
rubber, shipments. 33-206 
safety. shipments. 34-218 
shipments. 31-211 
sports. shipments. 34-216.34-217 
stores, chain, 63-210 
stores, retail trade, 63-005.63-519 
surgical. shipments. 34-2 16,34-2 17 
urban family expenditure. 62-544.62-547 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 
wholesale trade, 63-008,63-521 
women's, shipments. 34-217 

Clothing, see also Aprons; Belts; Blouses and other 
articles of clothing 

Clubs, value of construction work performed. 64-201.64-502 
Clutch assemblies. (motor vehicle), shipments, 42-210 
Coaches, new, sales, 63-007 
Coaches, shipments. 42-209 
Coagulant aids, consumption. 46-401 
Coal, 
and Coke Statistics, 45-002 
consumption. 26-206,57-208,57-506 
disposition. 2 6-206 
exports and imports. 26-206.45-002 
industrial consumption. 45-002 
Mines. 26-206 
mines, principal statistics. 26-206 
production. 26-201.26-20226-206.45-002  

products industries. 31-20331-209 
products industries, fixed capital flows and stocks. 

13-211.13-568 
products. shipments. 31-211 
stocks, 26-206,45-002 
supply and demand. 26-206,57.003.57-505 
supply and disposition. 45-002 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 
wholesale trade. 63-008,63-52 I 

Coal, see also Coke 
Coats, 
fur, shipments. 34-213 
men's and youth's, shipments. 34-216 
women's and children's, shipments. 34-217 

Cobalt, drilling completed. 26-207 
Cobalt, production. 26-201.26-202,26-216,41-214 
Cocktail mixes, shipmens, 32-207 
Cocktails, sales, 32-206 
Cocoa, 
beans, stocks and grindings, 32-025 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 
powder. shipments. 32-2 13 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 31-211 

Cocoa, see also Chocolate 
Coconut, prepared. shipments. 32-224 
Cod, industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528.62-543 
Cod, urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 
Coding errors, methods of evaluation. 13-564 
Coffee, 
consumer price index, 62-010 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-628,62-543 
instant, shipments, 32-224 
makers, electric, production, shipments and stocks, 43-003 
makers, electric, shipments. 43-203 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production and stocks. 32-025 
retail sales, 63-526 
roasted, shipments. 32-224 
shipments. 31-211 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 
vending machines, number and sales, 63-213 

Coffin and Casket Industry, 35-2 10 
Coffins, industry selling price index, 62-0I 
Coffins, shipments. 35-210 
Coin purses. leather, 33-205 
Coke. 
consumption. 26-206,57-208,57-506 
exports and imports. 26-206 
industrial consumption. 45-002 
production. 26-206 
oven products. production. 4 1-203 
oven products, shipments. 41-203 
stocks, 26-206.45-002 
supply and demand. 57-003,57-505 
supply and disposition. 45-002,45-004 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 
wholesale trade. 63-008.63-521 

Collars, 
animal, shipments. 33.205 
cervical, shipments. 47-206 
fur, shipments. 34-213 

Colleges, enrolment, 81-204,81-220 
Colleges. labour costs, 72-616 
Colleges, see also Higher education; Universities 
Collins, L.: Industrial Migration in Ontario; Forecasting 
Aspects of Induslrial Activity Through Markov Chain 
Analysis. 13-509 

Colognes, sales. 46-22 I 
('olognes. shipments. 46-2 IS 
Colours, dried, shipments. 46-219 
Columhium. production, 26-201,26-202 
Columbium. shipments. 26-219 
Combines, farm price index. 62-004.62-534 
Combines, shipments. 42-202 
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Combs. plastic, shipments. 47-208 Manufacturers. 32-2 3 
(.'ornl'ortcrs, shipments. 34-210 manufaciurers. principal statistics. 32-213 
Commerce, I 1-202 retail sales, 63-526 
fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211 shipments, 32-213,32-224 

Coriimcrce, see also Foreign exchange: Retail trade; vending machines. number and sales. 63-2 13 
Shipping; Wholesale trade wholesale agents and hrokcrs. 63-602 

Commercial, wholesale merchants. 63-601 

lOt 

Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Equipment 
Manulaciurcrs. 42-215 

refrigeration contractors. summary statistics, 64-2 10 
services, capital and repairexpcnditure. 61-205,61-206 
services, fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-568 
services, estimates of employees. 72-516 

Commercials, production. 63-206 
Commodities, 
loaded and unloaded, coastwise shipping. 54-207 
loaded and unloaded, for and from foreign countries. 

5 4-207 
loaded and unloaded, international scahorne shipping. 
54-207 

origin and destination, 54-207 
Corn modiiy. 
accounts (input-output tables), 15-508,1 5-509 
classes, 12-502 
'lasses, export. 12-520 
classes, import, 12-520 
classes, industrial, 12-541 
codes, 65-502 
Classification, Standard, Vol. 1: The Classification, 

12-502 
('lassification, Trade of Canada, 12-520 

Communications, 11-202 
consolidated government expenditure. 68-202 
employment, earnings and hours. 72-517 
Equipment Manuficturers. 43-206 
estimates ofemployecs. 72-008,72-514,72-516 
fideral government expenditure, 68-211 
industry, fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-211 
labour costs. 72-6 I 
local govern ment expenditure. 68-203,68-204 
provincial government expenditure, 68-205,68-207 
Servicc Bulletin. 56-001 
wages and salaries. 72-005 

Community, 
antenna television, see Cable television 
business and personal services, estimates of employees. 
72-5 16 

colleges.educational staIr. 81-254 
eolleges.cnrolmcnt. 8 1-222 

Commuters, 
by distance travelled, 87-502,99-719 
method oFtransportaiion. 87-001 
soeio-economic characteristics, 87-502 

Compendium of Methods of Error Evaluation in Censuses and 
Surveys. 13-564 

Compendium of'Selected Health Manpower Statistics, 83-231 
Compressor units, shipments. 42-215 
Computer Service Industry, 63-222 
Computer services companies, operating statistics. 63-222 
Concentration, industrial, see Industrial concentration 
Concepts and Definitions of the Census olManul'actures. 

1977. 31-528 
Concrete, 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
pouring and finishing contractors, sum mary statistics. 
64-210 

precast, price index. 62-007 
Products Manufacturers. 44-205 
products. shipments. 44-205,44-211 
ready-mixed. shipments. 44-205.44-211 

Concrete, see also Asphalt: Cement: Sand-lime products; 
Stone, artificial 

Condensing equipment (refrigeration), shipments. 42-215 
Conduit and aci.'essories, shipments. 43-210 
Cones, textile winding, shipments. 36-206 
Confectionery, 
chain stores, 63-210  

wholesale trade. 63-008,63-521 
Conficiionery. see also Candy; Ice cream: Stack fiods 
Consolidated Government Finance, 68-202 
Construction. 11-003.11-202.11-505 
building permits issued. 64-001.64-203 
corporation financial statisiics. 61-207 
employmeni. earnings and hours. 72-517 
equipment, wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
equipment, wholesale merchants, 63-601 
equipment, see also Machinery. cxcavaiinl; Machinery, 
hoisting 

estimated value of, 64-001 
in Canada, 64-201 
in Canada. 1962-1973. 64-502 
industry, capital and repair expenditures. 1-205.61-206 
industry. cstimaies otemployees, 72-008.'2-5 14.72.516 
indtistry, fixed capital flows and stocks, 13 211.13-568 
industry, wages and salaries. 72-005 
machinery and equipment. price index. 62 007 
materials, price index. 62-007 
price index. 624)07 
Price Indexes for Hydro-electric Generattig Stations. 

1961.1970. 62-533 
Price Staiisitcs. 62-007 
residential starts and completions, 64-002 
Statistics Service Bulletin, 64-003 
supplies, wholesale trade, 63-008.63-52 I 
Type Plywood. 35-001 
value o1 work performed, new and repair. 64-201.64-204, 
64-205,64-206,64-207,64.208.64-209.64-210.64-502 

value per capita in metropolitan areas, 64-103 
wages. index. 62-007 

('onsumer. 
credit, financial how accounts. 13-002.13. s62,13.563 
credit, we also Loans, personal 
finances. 3-547 
Finances Survey. Vol. I. Selected Reports, 1970, 13-550 
Finances Survey. Vol. II, Selected Reports. 13-551 
goods. wholesale trade. 63-008,63-521 

Consumer loan companies, financial floW accounts. 13-002. 
13-562.13-563 

Consumer loan companies, financial statlstes. 61-006 
Consumer price index. 624)01.62-010 
Revision Based on 1974 Expenditures. Concepts and 
Procedures. 62-546 

Consumer Price Index, The, 62-001 
('onsumer Prices and Price Indexes, 62-0 Ii 
Consumption. 
of Chemicals in Municipal Waterworks. 46.401 
of Containers and Other Packaging Supplies by the 
Manulcturing Industries, 31-212 

of Purchased Fuel and Electricity by the Manufacturing. 
Mining. Logging and Electric Power Industries. 57-208 

of Purchased Fuel and Electricity by the Manufacturing. 
Mining and Electric Power Industries. I i62 1974.57-506 

Production and Inventories of Rubber, 33-003 
Containers. 
consumption by manutsc1uring industries. 31-212 
paperhoard. shipments. 36-214 
plastic. shipments. 47-208 
shipments. 31-211 
wooden, shipments. 35-208,35-209 

Containers, see also Bags; Barrels; Baskets, Boxes: Crates; 
Packaging supplies 

Contract Drilling for Petroleum and Othet Contract Drilling, 
26.207 

Contracting industry, 
heavy engineering, summary statistics. 64209 
non-residential general, operating stahisli. s. 64-207 
residential general, operating statistics, 64.208 
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pccial trades, summary statistics, 64-210 
Contractors, electrical, principal statistics. 64-205 
(on tractors, mecha nical, principal statistics, 64-204 
Control and Sale ofAlcoholic Beverages in Canada, 63-202 

ontrol panels, industrial, shipments. 43-206 
onverter equipment. industrial, shipments. 43-207 

(onveyors. shipments. 42-207,42-214 
onveyors, see also Machinery, hoisting; Machinery, mining 

Cookies, shipments, 32-203 
ookies, urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-545 
ooking plates, electric, shipments, 43-203 
oolers, floor- and wall-mounted, shipments, 42-215 

(ooperage. wooden, 35-208 
Cpper, 

rid Alloy Rolling. Casting and Extruding, 41-224 
.ivcrage annual prices. 26-201.26-209,41-214 
L(rnsumption, 26-211 
drilling completed, 26-207 
gold-silver deposits, drilling completed. 26-207.26-209 
gold-silver mines, principal statistics, 26-209 
md ustry selling price index, 62-011.62-528,62-543 
production. 26-201,26-202.26-2 11.4 1-2 14 
shipments, 26-216 
sulphate. consumption, 46-401 

Cordage and Twine Industry, 34-203 
Cordials, sales. 32-206 
Cordials. see also Liqueurs 
Cords, shipments. 34-210 
Cores. paper, for rolls, shipments, 36-206 
Corn, 
acreage. production, and farm value, 22-003 
canned, consumer price inde, 62-0 10 
canned, industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528 
canned, shipments. 32-218 
canned, stocks, 32-01 
consumption, 32-2 14 
exports, 22-201 
farm cash receipts, 21-001 
flour, shipments, 32-228 
fodder. 22-002 
fodder, acreage, production and value, 2 1-5 16 
for grain, acreage. production and value. 2 1-5 16 
frozen, shipments. 32-218 
frozen, stocks. 32.011 
in cold storage. 32-217 
industry selling price index, 62-543 
monthly average cash quotations, 22-007 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
prices. 22-201 
starch, shipments. 32-224 
stocks, 32-0 10 
supply and disposition, 22-007 
syrup. shipments. 32-224 

Corner head, lath, shipments. 41-227 
Corporation Financial Statistics, 61-207 
Corporation Taxation Statistics, 61-208 
Corporations, 
alphabetic index, 61-512.61-517 
and Labour Unions Returns Act, Part I - Corporations, 

6 1-2 10 
and Labour Unions Returns Act, Part II - Labour U nions. 

7 1-202 
financial flow accounts. 13-002,13-562.13-563 
fbreign control, 61-210 
industrial, assets and liabilities, 61-003,61-207 
industrial, financial statistics. 61-003,61-207,61-210 
industrial, profits, 61-003 
industrial, taxation, 61-208 
ownership, 61-210,61-512,61-517 
profits, 13-001,13-201.13-531 
taxation, consolidated government reven ue. 68-202 
taxation, federal government revenue, 68-21 
taxation, local government reven ue. 68-203,68-204 
taxation, provincial government revenue, 68-205.68-207 

Correctional Institution Statistics, 85.207 
Correctional services, consolidated government expenditure, 
68-202 

Correctional services, federal government expenditure. 
68-211 

Corrugated Box Manufacturers, 36-2 13 
Corrugated Boxes and Wrappers, 36-004 
Corselettes, shipments. 34-212 
Corsets, orthopaedic. shipments. 47-206 
Corsets, shipments. 34-212 
Cosmetics, 
department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
direct sales, 63-218 
retail sales, 63-526 
sales, 46-221 
shipments. 46-215 

Cosmetics, see also Hair preparations; Make-up preparations; 
Perfume; Toilet Preparations and individual products, 
e.g., Lipstick, Mascara, etc. 

Cots, metal, shipments. 35-211.35-213 
Cottages, building permits issued. 64-001,64-203 
Cottages, prefabricated, shipments. 35-205 
Cotton Yarn and Cloth Mills. 34-205 
Cottonwood, 
consumption, 35-00 1 
plywood and veneer, 35-001.35-206 
shipments. 35-001,35-204 
stocks, 3 5-00 1 

Cougar, number and value of pelts. 23-207 
Counter tops, shipments. 35-211 
Counter tops, wooden, shipments, 35-205 
Covers, furniture, shipments, 34-210 
Coyote, number and value of pelts, 23-207 
Crahapples. canned, shipments. 32-218 
Crackers, consumer price index, 62-010 
Crackers, urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-545 
Cranberries, 
canned, shipments. 32-2 18 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production and farm value, 22-003 
sales, 2 2-003 

Cranes, shipments. 42-214 
Crankshafts, shipments. 42-210 
Crates, 
fruit, shipments. 35-209 
vegetable, shipments, 35-209 
wooden, shipments. 35-209 

Cream, 
farm cash receipts, by province, 23-001 
industry selling price index, 62-011,62-528,62-543 
of tartar. shipments. 32.224 
sales, by province. 23-001 
separators. shipments. 42-202 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 

Cream, see also Milk 
Creams (toilet preparations), sales. 46-221 
Creams (toilet preparations). shipments. 46-215 
Credit unions, 61.209 
assets and liabilities. 61-209 
financial flow accounts, 13-002,13-562,13-563 
financial statistics, 61-006 
number and purpose of loans. 61-209 
operating and financial statistics, 61-209 

Credit unions, see also Caisses populaires 
Crests, shipments. 34-210.47-205 
Crime, 
and Traffic Enforcement, 85-205 
hyolfence. 85-205 
enforcement. 85-001 
in selected metropolitan areas, 8 5-205 
rate, 85-205 

Crtme, see also Juvenile delinquents; Police; Prisons 
Crops, farm cash receipts. 2 1-001 
Crops, horticultural, area (maps). 96-871 
Crops, see also Field crops 
Cross-arms, wooden, shipments. 35-208 
Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas Industry, 26-213 
Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas Production, 26-006 
Cruisers, shipments. 42-205 
Crystal Shamrock Inc., international charter operations. 
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51-[)03,51-207 
Cucumbers, acreage, production, and farm value, 22-003 
Cucumbers, per capita disappearance, 32-226 
Cuft's, fur, shipments. 34-213 
Cultivators, field, shipments. 42-202 
Culture, 
consolidated government expenditure. 68-202 
expenditures on. 81-560 
l'ederal government expenditure. 68-211.87-680 
local government expenditure. 68-203,e,8-204 
provincial government expenditure. 68-205.68-207 

Culture Statistics, 
Book Publishing: A ('ultural Analysis. 87-602 
Book Publishing: An Industry Analysis. 87.601 
Book Publishing: Textbooks, 87-603 
Centralized School Libraries in Canada. 87-650 
Government Expenditures on Culture in Canada. 87-680 
Museums. Art Galleries and Related Institutions, 87.655 
Museums, Art Galleries and Related Institutions (Large 
Institutions), 87-656 

Newspapers and Periodicals. 87-625 
Performing Arts. 87-610 
Public Libraries in Canada, 87-651 
Radio and Television. 1978, 87-630 
Recreational Activities, 1976, 87.501 
Service Bulletin, 87-001 
Travel to Work, 87-502 
University and College Libraries in Canada, 87-652 

Culverts, value of construction work pertormed. 64-201, 
64-502 

Cups, paper. shipments, 36.206 
Cups, plastic, shipments. 47-208 
Curbstone, shipments, 26-217 
Currants, shipments. 32-218.32-224 
Curtains, department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
Curtains, retail sales, 63.526 
Cushions, shipments. 34-202,34-210,34-211.34-213 
Cushions, see also Pillows 
Custard powder. shipments. 32-218.32-224 
Customs, consolidated government revenue. 68-202 
Customs, lderal government revenue. 68-2 II 
Cut-outs, electrical, industrial, shipments, 43-207 
Cut-outs, electrical, shipments. 43.210 
Cutlery. 
manulcturcrs, 4 1-208 
plastic. shipments. 47-208 
shipments. 47.211 
steel, shipments, 4 1-208 

Cutlery, sce also Knives 
Cutters, milling, shipments, 41-208 
Cuttings, rooted, green house grown. 22-202 
Cylinder parts (motor vehicle), shipments, 42.210 
Cylinders, air and hydraulic, shipments. 42-214 
Cypress, yellow, shipments. 3 5-204 

DaWodils, greenhouse grown, 22-202 
Daily, Statistics Canada, 11-001 
Dairy, 
By-products, Service Bulletin, 32-024 
equipment. shipments. 42-202 
production, 21-515,23-001.32-209 
Review, The, 23-001 
statistics. 2 1-515 
supplementary payments, 21-001 

Dairy products. 
chain stores. 63-2 10 
consumer price index. 62-010 
direct sales, 63-218 
domestic disappearance. 21-515 
family expenditure. 62-532 
farm cash receipts. 21-001,21-515 
farm cash receipts, by province. 21-515 
farm net income, 21.202 
farm value. 2 1-5 15 
in cold storage. 32.217  

Industry. 32-209 
industry selling price index, 62.011.62-528.62.543 
per captia disappearance. 21-515.32-226 
shipments, 31-211.32-209 
supply and disposition. 23-001 
urban fomily expenditure. 62-542,62-545 
wholesale agents and hrokrs. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 
wholesale trade, 63-008.63-521 

l)airy products, see also individual products. e.g. Butter; 
Milk. etc. 

Dams, value of construction work performed. 64-201.64-502 
Dan-air, international charter operations, 5 -207 
I)ata. 
bases, 12-202.12.203,12-204.12-530,12.5 S3 
capture errors, methods olevaluation. 13- N64 
directory. Census of Agriculture. 96-870 

Dates, shipments, 32-218.32-224 
[)eaf, schools for, enrolment. 81-210,81-2211 
Death rate. 84-206.84-533.91-516,91-520 
cancer, 84-534 

Death rate, we also Mortality; Vital stattstk 
Deaths, 11-003.11.50584.(1)1.84-206 
accidental, 52-207,84-203 
by local areas. 84-207 
causes ol 84-203 
from diseases, 84-203 
homicidal. 85-209.85-503,85.505 
in mental institutions. 83-204 

Deaths, see also Mortality 
Debentures, international transactions, 67-i 102 
Debt. 
l'ederal government. 68-202.68-2 II 
local governments. 68-202.68-203.68.204 
personal. 13-550 
provincial govern ments. 68-202.68-205.68-207 

Decade of Education Finance, 1960-1969, 1-560 
t)ecorations. ('hristmas. shipments. 47-20 
1)elnce, consolidated government expend ture. 68-202 
I)etnce, federal government expenditure. :,8-2 II 
l)cfrosters, (motor vehicle). shipments. 42 210 
Degrees, awarded by universities. 81-220.81-567 
Delta Airlines, international charter operations, 51-003. 
5 1-207 

Demography. see Fertility; Mortality; Population; Vital 
statistics 

l)ental, 
care, urban family expenditure. 62-547 
hygienists, soeio-economic and demographic 
characteristics, 83-231 

instruments, shipments. 47-206 
Dentil'rices, 
sales, 46-221 
shipments, 46-215 
paste and powder. shipments. 46-214 

Deodorants, sales, 46-2 2 I 
Deodorants, shipments. 46-214,46-215.46 216 
Department Store Sales and Stocks, 63-00: 
F)epartment Store Sales by Regions ( monthly). 63-004 
Department stores, 
average sales. 63-5 30 
growth patterns and impact on retailing, t3-530 
in Canada, 1923-1976.63.530 
number and sales, 63-530 
number in shopping centres, 63-527.63-510 
retail trade, 63-005.63-519 
stocks. 63-014 

1)epartment stores, see also Stores, chain; Variety stores 
l)epilatories. sales. 46-221 
1)epilatories. shipments. 46-215 
[)esks, office, shipments. 35-006.35-211,3 -212,35-213 
Desserts, frozen, shipments. 32-218 
Desserts. frozen. see also Ice cream 
1)estination, airline passengers, 
domeati' reports. 51-204 
international charter Ilighis, 51.003.51.2117 
transhorder report. 51-205 
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Destination ofShipmcnts of Manufacturers, 1974.3 -522 
Detailed Energy Supply and Demand in Canada. I 958-1969. 

5 7-505 
Detergents, shipments. 46-2 14.46-216 
Diamond drilling. 26-207 
Diapers, shipments, 34-217 
Diatomite. 
consumption. 26-220 
production, 26-201,26-202 
shipments. 26-220 

Dictionaries, sales, revenue from. 36-203 
Dictionary of 1971 Census Terms, 12-540 
Die castings. shipments, 41-215 
Dies, plastic, shipments, 47-208 
Dies, shipments. 41-208.42-207.47-205 
Diesel oil, net sales. 53-218 
Dinners, froien, shipments, 32-218 
Dinnerware, direct sales. 63-218 
Dinnerware, plastic, shipments. 47-208 
Direct Selling in Canada, 63-218 
Directories, shipments. 36-203 
Directories, telephone and city, shipments. 36-203 
Dishwashers, automatic, in households, 64-202 
Disi n fectanis. shipments. 46-209.46-214.46-216 
Disinfectanis, see also Antiscptics 
Displays, advertising, shipments. 47-209 
Displays, paperhoard advertising, shipments, 36-206.36-2 14 
Distilleries, 32-206 
principal statistics, 32-206 

Distributional Effects of Health and Education Benefits, 
1974, 13-561 

Ditches, drainage, value of construction work performed, 
64-201,64-502 

Divorce rate, 84-205 
Divorces, 84-205.98-801 
I)ocks, value ofconstruction work performed. 64-201.64-502 
Docks, see also Wharves 
Documentaries, production. 63-206 
Dog food, shipments, 32-214,32-221 
Doilies, shipments. 34-210 
E)ollars, US., Canadian holdings. 67-001.67-201 
Dolls and dolls' furnishings, shipments. 47-204 
Dolls, retail sales, 63-526 
l)omestic and Foreign Control of Forestry. Mining and 
Manufacturing Capital Expenditures in Canada. 61-215 

Domestic controlled enterprises, foreign a nd. 
employment. 1975. 13-573 

Domestic and Foreign Control of Manufacturing. Mining and 
Logging Establishments in Canada. 31-401 

Domestic Refrigerators and Freezers. 43-001 
Domestic Washing Machines and Clothes Dryers, 43-002 
Doors, 
aluminum, direct sales, 63-218 
garage, electric operators, 41.221 
garage. shipments. 41-221 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
metal, all types. shipments. 41-221,41-227 
wooden, shipments. 35-205 

Dories, shipments. 42-205 
Dormitories, value ol'construction work performed, 64-201, 
64-502 

l)oughnuis. shipments. 32-203 
Doughnuis, urban family expenditure. 62-545 
Douglas fir, 
consumption. 35-001 
exports. 35-003 
plywood and veneer. 35-001,35-206 
price. 35-002.35-003 
production, 35.00 1.35-003 
shipments. 35-001.35-003.35-204 
stocks. 35.00 1.35-003 

Dowels, wooden, shipments. 35-208 
l)raperies. department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
Draperies, retail sales. 63-526 
l)rapcs. consumer price index. 62-010 
Drapes. shipments. 34-210.35-211 
Drawers (underwear), knitted, shipments. 34-215  

Dredges. shipments. 42-206 
Dredging, value of construction work performed. 64-201, 
64-502 

Dresses, knitted, shipments. 34-215 
Dresses, shipments. 34-217 
Dressings. surgical. shipments. 34-210 
Drill bits, see Bits 
Drill halls, value ofeonstruction work performed. 64-201. 
64-502 

Drills, grain, shipments. 42-202 
Drills, taps, bits, etc., shipments. 41-208 
Drink vending machines. number and sales, 63-213 
Drive shafts, (motor vehicle), shipments. 42-210 
Drug stores, chain. 63.210 
Drug stores, retail trade. 63-005.63.519 
Druggists' sundries, rubber, shipments. 33-206 
Drugs, 
department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 46-209 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 
wholesale tradc. 634)08,63-52 I 

Drums, fibre, shipments. 36-206 
Drums, steel. shipments. 41-227 
Dry cleaning establishments, value olconstruction work 
performed. 64-201,64-502 

Dry heating contractors, summary statistics. 64-210 
Dryers, 
clothes, consumer price index, 62-010 
clothes, domestic, production and sales, 43-002 
clothes, in households, 13-565,13-567,64-202 
clothes, retail sales. 63.526 
clothes, shipments. 43-204 
hair, domestic, production, shipments and stocks. 43-003 
hair, domestic, shipments. 43-203 

Duck meat, 
farm value, by province. 23-202 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production, by province. 23-202 
shipments. 32-227 
supply and disposition. 2 3-202 

Dump bodies, For trucks, shipments. 42-217 
Dune buggies. retail sales. 63-526 
Duplicating machines, shipments. 42-216 
Dust-collecting equipment. shipments. 42-214 
Dusters, women 's, shipments. 34-217 
Dusting equipment (farm), shipments. 42-202 
Dusting, on census-farms. 96.701 
Alberta. 96-710 
Atlantic Provinces, 96-729 
British Columbia, 96-711 
Manitoba, 96-708 
New Brunswick. 96-705 
Newfoundland, 96-702 
Nova Scotia, 96-704 
Ontario, 96-707.96-731 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703 
Quebec, 96-706,96.730 
Saskatchewan, 96-709 
Western Provinces, 96-732 

Dusting, sec also Pesticides 
Dwelling characteristics, 13.565,13.567 
f)wclling units, 
building permits issued. 64-001.64.203 
construction starts and completions. 64-002 
value olconstruction work perlrmed. 64-201.64-502 

Dwellings. 
and Households Census: Dwellings, Private Households 
and Families. 93.801 

and Households Census: Introduction to Volume III. 93-800 
Canada and provinces. number. 93-801 
census metropolitan areas. number. 93-801 
completed and demolished. 64.003 
Farm operators, by various socio-economic 
characteristics. 96-717 
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occupied. cities, towns, villages, by number oI'ruonis, 
93.728 

occupied, cities, towns, villages, by tenure and 
structural type. 93-727 

occupied, municipalities, by structural type and tenure. 
93-802 

size, rooms, bedrooms, tenure, etc., 64-202 
structural type, tenure, cost. 99-723 

l)wcllings, see also Apartments; Cottages; Homes, mobile; 
Houses, prcfahricated 

l)wellings Census: Occupied Private Dwellings, 
by Characteristics of the Private Household Head, 93-804 
by Private Household Characteristics. 93-803 
by Structural Type and Tenure. 93-802 

l)we!lings. occupied. Canada and provinces, 
by age. sex and marital status of household head, 93-804 
by household facilities, automobiles and owned vacation 
homes. 93-737 

by number oibcdrooms, 93-729 
by number of persons per room, 93-730 
by number of persons per room, showing specified housing 
characteristics, 93-742 

by number of rooms, 93-728 
by period of construction and length of occupancy. 93-731 
by principal heating equipment and Fuel, 93-733 
by source ol'water supply and type of sewage disposal. 
93-736 

by structural type and tenure. 93-727.93-802 
by structural type and tenure showing specified housing 
characteristics, 93-738 

by type ol'household and number of persons. 93-803 
by value ofdwelling. mortgages and monthly cash rent. 
93-732 

by water supply, bath and toilet facilities. 93-735 
number, 93.801 

l)wcllings, occupied, census agglomerations, 
by household l'acilities. automobiles and owned vacation 
homes. 93.737 

by number of bedrooms, 93-729 
by number otpersons per room, 93.730 
by number ot'rooms, 93-728 
by period ofconstruciion and length ofoccupancy. 93-731 
by principal heating equipment and fuel, 93-733 
by source of water supply and type of sewage disposal, 
93-736 

by structural type and tenure. 93-727,93-802 
by value ofdwclling. mortgages and monthly cash rent. 
93-73 2 

by water supply, bath and toilet facilities. 93-735 
number, 93.801 

i)wellings, occupied, census divisions, 
by household facilities, automobiles and owned vacation 
homes. 93-737 

by number olbedrooms, 93-729 
by number otpersons per room, 93-730 
by number of rooms, 93.728 
by period of construction and length ol'occupancy. 93-731 
by principal heating equipment and fuel. 93-733 
by source of'water supply and type of sewage disposal. 
93 -736 

by structural type and tenure. 93-727,93-802 
by value ofdwelling, mortgages and monthly cash rent. 
93-7 32 

by water supply, bath and toilet facilities. 93-735 
Dwellings, occupied. census metropolitan areas. 
by age. sex and marital status of household head, 93-804 
by household faciLities, automobiles and owned vacation 
homes, 93-737 

by number of bedrooms, 93-729 
by numberofpersons per room, 93-730 
by number of persons per room, showing specified housing 
characteristics. 93.742 

by number oI'rooms. 93-728 
by period ofonstruction and length of occupancy, 93-731 
by principal heating equipment and Rid. 93-733 
by source of water supply and type of sewage disposal, 
93 -736 

by structural type and tenure, 93-727.93 02 
by structural type and tenure showing spcified housing 
characteristics. 93-738 

by type of household and number of persrns. 93-803 
by value of dwelling. mortgages and moithly cash rent, 
93-732 

by water supply. bath and toilct facilities 93.735 
number. 93-801 

I)wellings. occupied, cities and towns. 
by household facilities, automobiles and wned vacation 
homes. 93-737 

by number of bedrooms. 93-729 
by number of persons per room. 93-730 
by period of construction and length of Lsxupancy, 93-731 
by principal heating equipment and fuel. 93.733 
by source of water supply and type of sew age disposal. 

93. 7 36 
by value of dwelling, mortgages, and m'nthly cash rent, 
93-7 32 

by water supply, bath and toilet facilitie'. 93'735 
Dykes, value ofeonstruction work perforiicd. 64-201.64-502 

Earnings. 
accom rnodation, food and recreational services. 72-602 
and Hours of Work in Canada: Retail T,.ide Industry. 
72-60) 

and Work Experience of the 1971 Labor Force. 13-554 
and Work Histories of the 1972 Canadi.n Labour Force. 

13-557 
by industry. 72-005 
Rideral government employees. 72-004, 2-205 
finance, insurance and real estate indust ies. 72-603 
hourly, by industry. 72-00272-206,72- 17 
local government employees. 72-009 
of individuals. analysis of, 99.758 
provincial government em ployees, 72.0' 17 
retail trade industry. 72-601 
teachers', 8 1-202 
weekly, by industry, 72-002,72.201.72- !06.72-5 17 

Eastern Airlines, international charter operations. 51-003. 
5 1-207 

Eastern Provincial Airways Li iii ited, 
financial statements, 51-206 
international charter operations. 51-003.5 1-207 
operating revenues and expenses. 51-001 
operating statistics, 51-002 

Economic, 
Characteristics: industry Trends. 195 1- 1971, 94.793 
Characteristics: Occupation by !ndustr). 94-792 
indicators, 11-002.11003,11004.11-2112,11 -203,11-206, 

11-505,63.224 
Editing and imputation errors, methods .'f'evaluation, 

13 -5 64 
Edmonton. Alta., 
population, household and family char,cteristtcs, 95-727 
population, household, family and labuor l'orce 
characteristics. 95-803 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics. 95-757 

Edmonton Telephones, employment. fin.mnces, telephones 
operated and calls reported. 56-202 

Education, 11-202,1 1-507,11-508 
advance statistics, 81-220 
British Columbia, 81-550 
community colleges, 8 1-222 
community colleges and trade school siaff. 81-254 
consolidated government expenditure, 68-202 

elementary and secondary, 81-568 
enrolment in elementary-secondary scfoois, 81-210 
enrolment in universities. 81-204 
expenditures on. 81.208,81 -220,81-22J,8 1-50,81-568 
federal government expenditure. 68-211,68-208,81.560 
financial statistIcs, 81.208 
fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-211,13-568 
historical statistics, 81-568 
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in Canada. A Statistical Review. 81-229 industrial, shipments. 43-207 
in Canada's Northland, 1960-1970, 8 1-549 industry selling price index. 62-01 1.62-528,62-543 
in the Western Provinces, 1971-72. 81-557 (motor vehicle), shipments. 42-210 
labour costs. 72-6 16 wholesale agents and brokers, 63.602 
level of, 99-708 wholesale merchants, 63-601 
local government expenditure, 68-203.68-204.81-208.81-560 Electricity. 
northern Canada. 81-549 Bills for Domestic. Commercial and Small Power Service, 
participation rates. 8 1.552 57-203 
post-secondary. 81-568,99-708 consumer price index. 62-010 
post-secondary students. 81-543 consumption. 57-208.57-506 
price index, 8 1-002 cost, 57-203 
provincial government expenditure. 68-205.68-207.81-208. 
81-560 

provincial government expenditure, British Columbia, 
8 1-5 50 

provincial government expenditure. Western Provinces. 
81-546.81-557 

salaries and qualifications olteachers. 81-202 
Science and Culture Division Service Bulletin. 81-001 
Statistics Service Bulletin. 81-002 
university teachers' salaries. 8 1-24 1 
university tuition and accommodation costs. 81.219 
urban ltmily expenditure. 62-544.62-547 
wages and salaries. 72-005 
Western Provinces, 81-546,81-557 

Education, see also Colleges; Comm unity colleges; Educators; 
Higher education; Schools; Secondary education; Secondary 
schools; Students; Teachers; Universities; Vocational 
training 

Educational, 
Attainment in Canada, 99-708 
Profile of University Graduates, 81-566 
services, utilization of, 13-561 
Stafl'of Community Colleges and Vocational Schools. 81-254 

Educators, number, salaries, qualifications, etc.. 8 1-202 
Egg nog. shipments. 32-209 
Eggs, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
disposition, by province. 23-003 
family expenditure. 62-532 
farm cash receipts. 21-001 
t'arm net income, 21-202 
frozen, in cold storage, 32-217 
per capita disappearance, 23-202.32-226 
prices. 23-003.23-202 
production. by province. 23-003.23-202 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 31-211.32-224 
stocks. 23-003 
supply and disposition. 23-202 
urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-545 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 

Electric, 
generating equipment, inventory of. 57-206 
Lamp and Shade Manufacturers. 35-214 
Lamps ( Light Sources). 43-009 
power industry, consumption of fuel and electricity. 
57-208 

power plants, value of construction work performed. 
64-201,64-502 

power plants, see also Hydro plants 
products industries, fixed capital flows and stocks, 

13-21 1.13-568 
Electric Power Statistics, 57-001 
Volume I: Annual Electric Power Survey ot'Capahiltty 
and Load. 57-204 

Volume 11: Annual Statistics, 57-202 
Volume Ill: Inventory of Prime Mover and Electric 
Generating Equipment, 57-206 

Electrical, 
accessories, plastic. shipments. 47-208 
Contracting Industry. 64-205 
contractors, summary statistics, 64-210 
products industries. 31-203.31-209 
Products Service Bulletin, 43-007 

Electrical equipment, 

exports and imports. 5 7-202 
farm price index. 62-004.62-534 
net generation. 57-001.57-202.57-204 
plants and stations, net generating capability. 57-204 
purchased and consumed by manufacturers, 57-002 
supply and demand. 57-003,57-505 
supply and disposal. 57-001.57-202 
urban family expenditure. 62-544.62-547 

Electronic equipment. shipments. 43-206 
Electrotyping, 36-203 
Electrotyping, see also Stereotyping 
Elementary. 
education. Western Provinces, 81-546,81-557 
schools, enrolment. 81-210.81-220,81-552 
-secondary School Enrolment, 81-210 

Elevators, passenger, freight, etc.. shipments. 42-214 
Elm, shipments. 35-204 
Elm, veneer, 35-206 
Emblems, shipments. 34-210,47-205,47-211 
Embossing, 36-203 
Embroidery, 34-210 
Emigrants. number from Canada, 9 1-208 
Employees, all industries, analysis ol'estimated paid 
hours, 72-6 18 

Employees, estimates by province and industry. 72-008. 
72-5 16 

Employment, 71-001.71-201.72-002 
accommodation, food and recreational services, 72-602 
agriculture and non-agriculture. 71-001.71-201 
agriculture and non-agriculture, annual averages. 7 1-529 
annual averages. 7 1-529 
by Domestic and Foreign Controlled Enterprises in 
Canada. 1975. 13-573 

by province, industry, occupation. etc., 71-001 
by province, industry, occupation, etc., annual averages. 
7 1-529 

consolidated government expenditure. 68-202 
Earnings and Hours, 72-002 
Earnings and Hours. 1978, 72-517 
Earnings and Hours. Seasonally-adjusted Series. 72.206 
experience. 13-554,13.557 
federal government. 72-004 
federal government, by metropolitan areas. 72-205 
federal government expenditure. 68-211 
finance, insurance and real estate industries, 72-603 
Income in Canada, 99-720 
indexes, 11-003.11-505 
indexes, by industry, 72.201.72-206.72-517 
industrial, trends, 99-716 
local government. 72-009 
part-time, annual averages. 71-529 
population ratio, anntial averages, 7 1-529 
provincial government expenditure. 68-205,68-207 
provincial governments. 72-007 
railway companies. 52-2 12 

Employment, see also Labour force 
Enamels, shipments. 46-210 
Encyclopedia, sales, revenue from. 36-203 
Energy. consumption. 11-509 
Energy, electric. 
net generation. 57-001.57.202 
supply and disposal. 57-001 
supply and disposition. 57-202 

Energy Statistics Service Bulletin, 57-002 
Energy. supply and demand. 57-002,57-003.57-505 
Engine parts (motor vehicle), shipments. 42-210 
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Engine parts. shipments. 42-214 
Engineering instruments, shipments, 47-206 
Engineering, value olconstruction work performed. 64-201, 
64-204,64-205,64-206,64-502 

Engines. 
aircraft, servicing. 42-203 
gasoli ic ( motor vehicle), shipments. 42-210 
gasoline, shipments, 42-214 
rebuilt, 42-207 

Engines, see also Motors; Pistons and parts; Turbines 
Engraving, 36-203 
Engraving, see also Photoengraving 
Enrolment, 
British Columbia, 81-550 
deafand blind schools, 81-210 
elementary-secondary schools, 81-210.81-229,81-552.81-568 
in Community ('olleges. 81-222 
Ontario, projections, 81-567 
school, northern Canada, 8 1-549 
trends and prospects. 81-570 
university. 81-568 
universities and colleges. 81-204.81-229.81-552 
Western Provinces, 81-546.81-557 

Enterprises, employment by domestic and foreign controlled. 
1975. 13-573 

Enterprises, private and public, capital and repair 
expenditures. 61-205,61-206 

Enumeration Area Reference List, 
Census Sub-divisions (Atlantic Provinces). 99-810 
Census Sub-divisions (Ontario). 99-812 
Census Sub-divisions (Quebec), 99-811 
Census Sub-divisions (Western Provinces and the 
Trriiories). 99-813 

Census 'tracts, 99-814 
Components (Census Metropolitan Areas and Census 
Agglomerations), 99-819 

Provincial Census Tracts (Atlantic Provinces), 99-815 
Provincial Census Iracts (Ontario), 99-817 
Provincial Census Tracts (Quebec). 99-816 
Provincial Census 'tracts ( Western Provinces and the 

territories), 99-818 
Urban Areas by Census [)ivisluns. 99-820 

Envelopes, shipments. 36-20336-206 
Environment, 11-508 
consolidated government expenditure, 68-202 
federal government expenditure. 68-211 
local government expenditure. 68-203,68-204 
provincial government expenditure. 68-205,68-207 

Environ mental, 
controls contractors, principal statistics. 64-204 
data, stress-response framework. 11-510 
inlormation, need for, 11 -5 10  

9 1-202 
population by sex and years 01' age, 91-518 
population, census divisions, 91-521 
Population for Canada and the Provinces. 9 1-20 1 
Production and Disappearance of Meats. 32-220 

Estimating the Value of Household Work in Canada, 1971. 
13-5 66 

Ethnic groups, 92-723,92-731.92-738.99- 70 
Ethnic Origins of Canadians. 99-709 
Ethyl alcohol, industrial, 
production, 32-206 
sales, 32-206 
shipments, 32-206 

Ethylene. production, 46-002 
Evergreens, nursery sales. 22-203 
Excavating contractors, summary statistics. (4-2 10 
Exchangers, heal, shipments. 41-207,41 -22 5 42-214 
Excise tax, consolidated government revenu .68-21)2 
Executive Air Fleet Corp.. iniernational chai ier 
operations, 51.003,51-207 

Exercise activities, participation in. 87-50 I 
Exhaust equipment. shipments. 42-214 
Expenditure, 
kderal government. 68-211 
government. 68-202 
government (by level of government), 13-213 
government,concepts. sources and method.. 68-506 
local government. 68-204 
personal. 13-001.13-201.13-531,13-533 
provincial government. 68-205,68-207 

Expenditures, capital and repair. 61-205,61-206 
Exports. 65-501 
by Commodities. 65-004 
by commodity. 65-001 ,65-003,65-004,65-02 
by commodity and country. 11-003,1 l-5O' 
by Countries, 65-003 
by country, 65-001,65-003.65-004.65-202 
by mode of transport. 65-202 
commodity analysis and customs basis trading partner 
analysis. 11-001 

detailed annual tables, 65-202 
Merchandise Trade, 65-202 
price and volume indexes, 65-001 
summary, 65-001 
total value. 65.001 

External trade, 65-001 .65-003.65-004.65-006,65-0(17,65-203, 
65-207.65-501 

Extinguishers, tire, shipments, 4 1-228 
Extracts, flavouring, shipments. 32-2 18,32- 24 
Eyeglasses, retail sales. 63-526 
Eyeglasses, see also Lenses 

information systems. design of. 11-510 F 
64- 204 

Epoxy, resins and hardeners, shipments. 46-004 Fabric softeners. shipments. 46-214 
Equipment, all kinds, shipments, 31-211 Fabricated Metal Products, Service Bulletin. 4 1.009 
Equipment rental establishments, locations, revenues, Fabricated Structural Metal Industry, 41-2o7 
expenses. 63-533 Fabrics. 

Ermine, number and value of pelts, 23-207 apparel, shipments. 34-208,34-209 
Error evaluation. methodology, 13-564 bonding and laminating, 34-2 10 
Essences, flavouring, shipments, 32-218 coaled, shipments, 47-205 
Estate taxes, cotton, shipments. 34-205 
consolida ted govern ment revenue. 68.202 curtain, shipments. 34-208 
federal government revenue. 68-211 drapery. shipments. 34-208 
provincial government revenue, 68-205,68-207 dress, shipments. 34-208 

Estimated Participation Rates in Canadian Education, dyeing and finishing, 34-210 
1968.69, 81-552 elastic, shipments. 34-205,34-208,34-209 

Estimated Population of the Census Metropolitan Areas of furnishing, shipments, 34-208 
Canada, 9 1-207 industrial, shipments. 34-208 

Estimates of, industry selling price index. 62-011 ,62-52'.62-543 
Employees by Provinces and Industry, 72-008 knitted, shipments. 34-215 
Employees by Provinces and industry, 1961.1974. 72-514 lining, shipments. 34-208 
Employees by Provinces and Industry. 1961-1978, 72-516 mercerizing. 34.210 
Families in Canada. 9 1-204 pile, shipments. 34-205,34-208,34-209 
Labour Income, 72-005 printing, painting, bleaching. etc.. 34.210 
population by marital status, sex and age groups. 91-519 rubberizing and waterproofing. 34-210 
Population by Sex and Age for Canada and the Provinces, shipments. 31-211 
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synthetic. shipments. 34-205,34-208 
upholstery, shipments, 34-208 
wool, shipments. 34-209 
woven, shipments, 34-208,34-209 

Factories, value of construction work performed, 64-201. 
64-502 

Factories, see also Canneries; Workshops 
Factory Sales of Electric Storage Batteries, 43-005 
Factory Shipments of High Pressure Decorative Laminate 
Sheet, 47-005 

Families, 
assets and debts, 13-547.13-550.13-553 
by (a) Age and Sex, and (b) Marital Status and Sex of 
Head, 93-716 

by age groups of children at home, 93-831 
by Labour Force Activity of Family Members, 93-72 3 
by number of children. 93-823 
by Selected Characteristics of Family Head, 93-717 
by size. 93-821 
by Size and Type, 93-714 
by structure and type. 93-822 
census agglomerations, by number of persons. 93-821 
census agglomerations, by structure and type, 93-822 
census agglomerations, number. 93-80 I 
census divisions, basic characteristics, 93-743 
census divisions, by number of persons, 93-821 
census divisions, by structure and type. 93-822 
census divisions, income, 93-746 
census, methodology and definitions of terms used. 93-713, 
93-820 

censtis metropolitan areas, by number of persons, 93-821 
census metropolitan areas, by structure and type. 93-822 
children in, 98-810 
cities and towns, income, 93-746 
cities, towns, villages, basic characteristics, 93-743 
economic, by size of family, income status and income size 
groups, 93-7 73 

economic, general statistics. 93-772 
farm operators', by various socio-economic 
characteristics, 96-715 

food expenditure. 62-532 
formation and demographic composition. 99-753 
housing status. 13-550 
in Canada, Incomes, Assets and Indebtedness. 13-547 
interprovincial migration. 91-208 
municipalities, by number of persons, 93-821 
municipalities, by structure and type. 93-822 
net worth. 13-547.13-551,13-553 
number, size, income and expenditures, 98-801 
one-parent, characteristics of parent. 93-825 
one-parent, various characteristics, 93-833 
urban, food expenditure, 62-542,62-545 
urban, living expenditure. 62-530,62-544,62-547 

Families, see also Children; Divorces; Husbands; Marriages; 
Wives; Women 

Families, Canada and provinces. 
basic characteristics. 93-743 
by family status, age and sex of head and by migration 
status, 93-771 

by number ofpersons. 93-821 
by schooling and occupation of head, 93-748 
by structure and type, 93-822 
income, 93-746 
number, number of persons and average number of persons. 
93-801 

Families Census. 
Characteristics of Husbands in Husband-wife Families, 
93- 824 

Characteristics of Parents in Lone-parent Families. 
93 -82 5 

Characteristics of Wives in Husband-wife Families, 93-834 
Children in Families, 93-7 IS 
Families by Family Structure and Family Type. 93-822 
Families by Number of Children. 93-823 
Families by Size. 93-821 
Family Composition, 93-831 
Family Migration, 93-771  

General Characteristics of Economic Families, 93-835 
Husband-wife Families, 93-720,93-832 
Immigrant Families, 93-722 
Incomes of Families. Family Heads and Non-family Persons, 
93- 72 4 

Incomes of Families, Family Heads and Non-family Persons 
Showing Selected Characteristics, 93-725 

Introduction to Volume II (Part 2), 93-7 13 
Introduction to Volume IV, 93-820 
Lone-parent Families, 93-833 
One-parent Families. 93-721 

Families, census metropolitan areas, 
basic characteristics, 93-743 
by family status, age and sex of head and by migration 
status, 93-771 

by schooling and occupation of head, 93-748 
income. 93-746 
number, 93.801 

Families, estimated number. 
by age of head. 91-204 
by number and age ofchildren, 91-204 
by persons per family. 91-204 

Families, husband-wife, 
characteristics ofhusband, 93-824 
characteristics of wife. 93-834 
various characteristics, 93-832 

Family, 
allowances, families receiving, payments. etc., 86-201 
Characteristics by Marital Status. Age and Sex of Head. 
93-7 18 

Characteristics by Type. Schooling and Age ot'Head. 93-719 
Expenditure in Canada, Vol. I - All Canada: Urban and 
extent ofehange in. 99-725 
Food Expenditure in Canada. 1969. Volume 11,62-532 
formation and maintenance. 99-725 
in Canada. 99-725 
Income (Census Families). 13-208 
Income (Census Families), 1969. 13-546 
income, see Income, family 
planning grants, number of projects, amounts awarded. 
86-201 

projections, Canada and provinces, by marital status, sex 
and age group of head. 91-517 

Fan belts, shipments. 33-206 
Fanning mills, shipments. 42-202 
Fans, electric, shipments. 43-203 
Fans, exhaust and ventilating, shipments. 41-227 
Farm, 
buildings, prefabricated, shipments. 35-205 
buildings. value (maps). 96-871 
cash receipts. 21-001.21-202 
cash receipts, by commodity. 21-001 
cash receipts, by province. 2 1 -00 1 
depreciation charges, by province, 21-202 
cuipment, number, value (maps). 96-871 
implements, shipments, 42-202 
Input Price Index, 62-004 
Inptit Price Indexes, 1961-1971, 62-534 
labour, wages, 21-002. 
land, area and use, 96-721 
Net Income. 21-202 
operating expenses, by province, 21-202 
operations, cash receipts. 21-001 
operations, net income. 2 1-202 
population. socio-econom ic characteristics. 99-750 
population. .socio-econom ic characteristics C  maps). 96-871 
prices, index, 62-003.62-529 
production, index. 21-203 
products, wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
products, wholesale merchants, 63-601 
products, see also Agricultural products; Field crops 
Wages in Canada. 2 1-002 

Farm euipn1ent, 
price index. 62-004,62-534 
whoLesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholcsalc merchants, 63-601 

Farm equipment, see also Agricultural implements; Machinery. 
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farm: Machinery. having 	 Employment. 72-004 
Farm equipment on census-farms, 96-701.96-720,96-800.96-853 	 employment and payroll, 72-004.72-205 
Alberta, 96-710.96-809 	 Employment in Metropolitan Areas. 72-205 
Atlantic Provinces, 96-729,96-859 	 Enterprise Finance, 61.203 
British Columbia, 96-711.96-810 	 expenditure on humanities. 13-545 
estimates and coefficient ol'variation ofestimates, 	 expenditure on the social sciences, 13.545 

96.735 
Manitoba, 96-708.96-807 
New Brunswick, 96-705.96-804 
Newfoundland, 96-702.96-801 
Nova Scotia, 96-704,96-803 
Ontario, 96-707.96.73196-806,96-861 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703,96-802 
Quebec, 96-706,96-730,96-805,96-86() 
Saskatchewan, 96-709,96-808 
Western Provinces, 96-732,96-862 

I-arm operators, 
by class ol worker and economic class and type of farm. 
96-7 12 

by class of worker and income, 96.7 13 
by household head status, residence location, size of 
household and other characteristics, 96-715 

by income and economic class of farm, 96-712 
by income and occupation. 96-713 
by income and type of farm. 96-712 
by labour farce activity and economic class and type of 

farm, 96-7 12 
by level of schooling and economic class and type of 
farm, 96-712 

by major source ol'income, economic class of farm, age 
and off-farm employment income and days. 96-734 

by occupation and economicclass and type of farm. 96-712 
by off-farm employment income and selected sucio-economic 
characteristics. 96-714 

by size of farm and income, 96-713 
by tenure and income, 96-713 
by total income, economic class of farm and level or 
schooling, 96-734 

by type ol farm and income, 96-713,96-734 
by type of Farm, income, age and level ofschooling. 
96-7 13 

by value of total farm capital and income, 96-713 
by value of total farm capital, total income and level of 
schooling. 96-713 

socio-economic characteristics, 99-731 
Farm operators, by economic class of farm, 
age, sex, income and other selected characteristics. 

96- 734 
and income, 96-713 
level of schooling, size of l'arm and percent of land 
improved, 96-713 

occupation. age and income. 96-713 
occupation, age, off-farm income and work, 96-7 14 
occupation and income. 96-713 

Farm wages, 
by province. 21-002. 
index. 62.004,62-534 
per day, hour and month. 21-002 

Farmers. otl'-farm work, 99-7 56 
Farmers, see also Farm operators 
Farms, large, occurrence, distribution, 99-729 
Farms, see also Census-farms 
Fasteners, metal, shipments. 41-216 
Fasteners, shipments. 47-205 
Fats, 
all kinds, 32-006 
family expenditure. 62-532 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 
retail sales. 63-526 

Faucets, shipments. 41-228 
Federal electoral districts, population, household, family 
and labour force characteristics, 92-808 

Federal government, 
activities in the natural and social scie flees, 13-003 
assets and liabilities, 68-211 
Canada, 11-202 
capital and repair expenditures. 61-205.61.206  

Expenditures on the Human Sciences, Fisal Year 1969-1970, 
13- 5 45 

tinance. 68-211 
Finance, Revenue and Expenditure, Assei and Liabilities, 
68-211 

financial how accounts, 13-002.13-562.13563 
fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-211,13-68 
revenue and expenditure. 11-003.1 I -S05,o8-202.68-2 II 

Federal government, see also Inter-govern mental transfer 
payments 

Feed, 
farm price index. 62-004.62-534 
Industry. 32-2 14 
industry, principal statistics. 32-214 
industry selling price index. 62-011,62-52 ?(,62-543 
ingredients, consumption. 32-214 
supplements. shipments. 46-209 

Feeder regulators, shipments. 43-207 
Feldspar. 
and Quartz Mines, 26-208 
consumpiion. 26-208,26-220 
drilling completed. 26-208 
mines, principal statistIcs. 26-208 
production. 26-201,26-202,26-208 
shipments. 26-208 

Felt. 
and Fibre Processing Mills. 34-219 
automotive, industrial, etc.. shipments. 3.1-219 
crest, pennant, etc., shipments, 34-219 
for footwear, shipments, 34-219 
insulating, shipments. 34-2 19 
punched and pressed. shipments. 34-219 

Felts, 
industry selling price index. 62-0 1 I 
papermakers. shipments. 34.209,47-003 
tar and asphalt, production and shipmen s. 45-001 

Female Labour Force Participation Rates by Level of 
Schooling, Age. Marital Status and Prescmicc of(hiklren. 
94-83 6 

Fence posts, steel, shipments, 41-216 
Fences, metal, shipments. 41-221.41-227 
Fences, value ofconstruction work perform ned, 64-201,64-502 
Fences, we also Gates 
Fencing, 
rustic, shipments. 35-208 
snow, shipments, 35.208 
steel, shipments. 41-216 
wire, production, 4 1-006 
wire, shipments. 41-006,41-216 

Ferries, shipments, 42-206 
Ferro-alloys. 
consumption, 41-010 
production, 4 1-001 
shipments. 41-001.41-203 
stocks. 4 1-0 10 

Ferrosilicon. shipments. 44-202 
Ferrous sulphate. consumption. 46-401 
Fertility, 92-777.98-802 
in Canada. 99-706 
projections. 91-516 
rate, 84-204.91-516.91-520,99-706 
variations in, 99-757 

Fertilizer, farm price index. 62-004,62-53 4 
Fertilizer, mixed, industry selling price in.lex, 62-01 
62-528,62-543 

Fertilizer, see also Gypsum; Lime; Marl; )ikake 
Fertilizer, use on census-l'arms, 96-70 1 ,9t .726 
Alberta, 96-710 
Atlantic Provinces, 96-729 
British Columbia, 96-711 
Manitoba, 96-708 
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New Brunswik. _?o 
Newfoundland, 96-702 
Nova Scotia, 96-704 
Ontario, 96-70796-73 I 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703 
Quebec, 96-706.96-730 
Saskatchewan, 96-709 
\Vcstrn Provinces, 96-732 

Fcrtilizers, 
niixed. manufacturers, 46-220 
rntxed, production. 46-002 
mixed, sales, 46-220 
mixed, shipments, 46-220 
sales by nurseries, 22-203 
shipments. 46-219 

Festivals, music competition, number, size, type, income and 
expenditures, 81-558 

Fibre products, shipments. 3 1-21 1 
Fibres, man-made, 34-20834-209 
Field Crop Reporting Series, 22-002 
Field crops. 22-002 
acreage, production and value, by province. 2 1-516 
area (maps), 96-871 
farm cash receipts, 2 1-001 

Field crops, area on census-farms, 96-701.96-718.96-800, 
96-85 I. 
Alberta, 96-710,96-809 
Atlantic Provinces. 96-729,96-859 
British Columbia, 96-711.96-810 
Manitoba, 96-708,96-807 
New Brunswick, 96-705.96-804 
Newfoundland, 96-702.96-801 
Nova Scotia, 96-704,96-803 
Ontario, 96-707,96-731,96-806,96-861 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703,96-802 
Quebec, 96-706,96-730,96-805,96-860 
Saskatchewan, 96-709,96-808 
Western Provinces, 96-732,96-862 

Field crops, see also Grain 
Field roots, acreage, production and value.2l-516 
Files, shipments. 41-208 
Filing supplies, shipments, 36-203.36-206 
Film, 
cellulose, shipments, 36-206 
distributors, principal statistics, 63.207 
plastic, production, 47-212 
plastic. shipments. 47-208,47-2 12 
retail sales, 63-526 

Films, 
educational, production, 63-206 
new, type, size and language. 63-207 
television, production. 63-206 
theatrical, production, 63-206 

Filmstrips, production, 63.206 
Filters. (motor vehicle), shipments, 42-210 
Filters, oil, factory shipments, 4 1-009 
Finance, ll-003,11-202,11-505 
companies, capital and repair expenditures. 61-205,61-206 
companies, financial flow accounts. 13-002.13-562,13-563 
company paper, international transactions, 67-002 
corporation industrial statistics, 61.207 
fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211.13-568 
Insurance and Real Estate: Employment, Earnings and 
Hours of Work. 72-603 

leasing corporations, financial statistics, 61-006 
Finance, see also Banks; Bonds; Capital: Commerce; Foreign 
exchange; Income; Insurance; Loans; Savings; Securities 

Finance industry, 
employment, earnings and hours of labour, 72-517,72-603 
estimates ofemployees, 72-008,72-514,72-516 
labour costs, 72-6 10 
wages and salaries. 7 2-005 

Financial, 
Flow Accounts, 13-002 
Flow Accounts, Vol.1, Quarterly Flows, 1962-1975, 13-562 
Flow Accounts, Vol. II, Annual Flows and Year.end Financial 
Assets and Liabilities, 1961-1976, 13-563 

management, government, concepts, sources and methods, 
68-506 

Statistics of Education, 81-208 
Financial Information System for Municipalities, A, 
Volume 11: The Classification Systems, 12-533 
Supplement to Volume II: Pro Forma Statements, 12-534 

Financial institutions, 
assets and liabilities. 61-006 
Financial Statistics, 6 1-006 
private, financial flow accounts. 13-002.13-562,13.563 
public, financial how accounts, 13-002,13.562,13-563 

Financial institutions, see also Banks: Finance companies; 
Insurance companies; Sales finance conipanies 

Fine arts, see Arts, the 
Fines, tèderal governmenl revenue. 68-2 II 
Fines, local government revenue. 68-203,68.204 
Finnair. international charter operations, 5 1-003.5 1-207 
Fire, 
fighting e9uipmeni. shipments, 42-214 
hoses, shipments. 34-210 
protection, fderal government expenditure. 68.211 
protection, local government expenditure, 68-203,68-204 
protection, provincial government expenditure. 68-207 

Firearms, 
ownership and use, 85-001 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments, 31-211 

Firebrick. shipments, 44-214.44-215 
Fireclay. shipments, 44-215 
Fish. 
canned, 32-216 
consumer price index, 62-010 
direct sales. 63-218 
family expenditure. 62-532 
feed, shipments, 32-214 
fillets, 32-2 16 
frozen, 32-2 16 
industry selling price index. 62-01 1,62-528.62-543 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 
Products Industry. 32-216 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments, 3 1-21 I 
urban limily expenditure. 62-542,62-545 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 

Fisher, number and value of pelts. 23-207 
Fishing industry, 
capital and repair expenditures. 61-205,61-206 
corporation financial statistics, 61-207 
fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211,13-568 
impact on the environment, 11-509 

Fishing tackle, shipments, 47-204 
Fishing, wages and salaries, 72-005 
Fixed Capital Flows and Stocks, 13-211 

1926-1978, 13-568 
Fixtures, 
hotel, shipments. 35-212,35-213 
industries, 31.203,31-209 
industries, fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211. 

13-5 68 
lighting, shipments. 35.214,43-211,47-209 
office, shipments. 35-212.35-213 
restaurant, shipments. 35-212,35-213 
store, shipments. 35-205.35-2 12,35-2 13 
wooden, shipments, 35-205 

Flags. shipments. 34-202 
Flagstone, shipments, 26-217 
Flatware, shipments, 47-211 
Flaxsecd, 22-002 
acreage. production and value. 2 1-5 16 
acreage, yield and production. 22-201 
crushings. 22-201,32-006 
export clearances by final destination. 22-007 
exports. 22-201 
farm cash receipts, 2 1-001 
farm supply and disposition, Prairie Provinces, 22-007 
monthly average cash quotations. 22-007 
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prices. 22.201 
producers' deliveries, Prairie Provinces, 22-007 
shipments. 22-201 
supply and disposition. 22-007,22-201 

Floodligh.ts. shipments, 43-211 
Floor coverings. 
consumer price index. 62-010 
department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
urban family expenditure. 62-544.62-547 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63.602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 

Floor coverings, see also Carpets; Rugs 
Floor polishers, domestic, electric, shipments. 43-203 
Floor polishers, retail sales. 63-526 
Flooring, 
contractors, summary statistics. 64-210 
hardwood, industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528. 

62- 543 
hardwood, shipments. 35-205 
open steel, shipments, 41-221,41-227 

Floriculture, farm cash receipts. 21-001 
Floriculture. see also Flowers; Greenhouse industry 
Florists, chain, 63-210 
Florists, retail trade, 63-005 
Flour, 
and Breakfast Cereal Products Industry. 32-228 
consumer price index. 62-010 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
mixes. shipments. 32-224.32-228 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 32-214,32-224,32-228 
urban family expenditure, 62-542.62-545 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 

Flour, see also Barley; Grain; Oats; Wheat 
Flow Components of IJnemployment in Canada, 71-527 
Flow level instruments, shipments. 47-206 
Flowers, artificial and dried, shipments. 47-205 
Flowers, greenhouse grown, sales, by provinces. 22-002 
Flowers, see also Floriculture 
Flue linings. clay, shipments. 44-215 
Fluorspar. consumption, 26-220 
Fluorspar. production. 26-201.26-202.26-220 
Foam, plastic, shipments. 47-208 
Foam, plastic, see also Plastic products 
Fodder. shipments. 31-211 
Foil, aluminum, shipments. 36-206 
Folders, 
advertising, shipments. 36-203 
filing, printed, shipments. 36.203 
filing, shipments. 36-206 

Folding Carton and Set-up Box Manufacturers, 36-214 
Food. 11-003,11-505 
and beverage industries. 31-20331-209 
and beverage industries, fixed capital flows and stocks. 

13-21 1.13-568 
and beverage industries, sec also Farm products: Snack 
luds 

colours, shipments. 32-224 
consumer price index. 62-001,62-010 
dietary. shipments. 32-224 
drink preparations, shipments, 32-224 
lmily expenditure. 62-532 
(list, sales. 63.524 
industry. l'ranchise operations. 63-524 
infant and junior, shipments. 32-218 
mixers, domestic, electric, production. shipments and 
stocks. 43403 

mixers, domestic, electric, shipments. 43-203 
nutritional value, 32-226 
powders. shipments. 32-218,32-224 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
retail sales. 63-526 
services industry, employment, earnings and hours of 
labour. 72.602 

shipments, 31.211  

stocks in cold storage. 32-2 17 
supply and disposition. 32-226 
trays, shipments. 36-206 
urban family expenditure, 62-544.62-545,r2-547 
vending machines. number and sales. 63-713 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 

Food, sec also Beverages; Essences. flavour'ng; Farm 
products; Fruit; Grain; Meat; Nuts; Veget ibles; and 
particular foods and beverages. e.g. Bread Milk 

Food, frozen, 
direct sales. 63-2 18 
in cold storage. 32-2 17 
shipments. 32-224 

Food, frozen, see also Apples, frozen; Bake y products. 
frozen; Desserts, frozen; Eggs, frozen; Fist. frozen: 
Freezers, domestic; Fruit. frozen; Meat, frizen; 
Vegetables. frozen 

Food stores. 
chain, 63-210 
retail trade. 63-005,63-5 19 
in voluntary groups. 63-215 

Foolscap. shipments. 36-206 
Football equipment and supplies. shipmenis, 47-204 
Footwear, 
athletic, production. 33-002 
athletic, shipments. 33-203 
babies', production, 33-002 
babies', shipments. 33-203 
boys'. production. 33-002 
boys', shipments. 33-203 
children's, production, 3 3-002 
children 's. shipments. 33-203 
consumer price index. 62-010 
department store sales and stocks, 63-002 
girls', shipments. 33-203 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-52 8.62-543 
men's, shipments. 33-203 
plastic. waterproof, shipments. 33-206 
rubber, shipments. 33-206 
shipments. 31-211 
Statistics. 33-002 
urban family expenditure. 62-544.62-547 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 
wholesale trade, 63.008,63.521 
women's, shipments. 33-203 

Footwear, see also Boots; Sandals; Shoes 
For-hire trucking Survey. 53-224 
Foreign affairs, consolidated government. xpendiiurc. 68-202 
Foreign and Domestic Control ofForestr Mining and 
Manufacturing Capital Expenditures in ( anada, (1-215 

Foreign and Domestic Control of Manufa turing. Mining and 
Logging Establishments in Canada. 31 -401 

Foreign controlled enterprises, domestic and. 
employment. 1975. 13-573 

Foreign exchange. 67-001.67-201 
holdings. I 3-002.13-562.13-563 
holdings, deposit liabilities., etc.. 67-00 1 .0-20 I 

Foreign exchange, see also Balance ofinternational 
payments 

Foreign trade. 65-001,65-003,65-004.65-' 106.65-007,65-202, 
65-203,65-501 

Forest land, area. 25-202.25-505 
Forest land, tenure. 25.202.25-505 
Forest production. 25-202,25- 505 
by province. 25-201 

Forest products. 
exports and imports. 25-202 
farm cash receipts. 21-001 
farm net income, 21-202 

Forest products, sold from census-farm 	odlots. 96-701. 
96.7 36. 
Alberta. 96-710 
British Columbia. 96-711 
Manitoba, 96.708 
New Brunswick, 96-705 
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Newfoundland, 96-702 
Nova Scotia, 96-704 
Ontario, 96-707 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703 
Quebec, 96-706 
Saskatchewan, 96-709 

Forest products, see also Lumber; Timber; Wood 
Forest resources, depletion, 25-202.25-505 
Forestry, 
capital and repair expenditures. 61-205,61-206 
capital and repair expenditures. by country of control, 

6 1-2 15 
corporation financial statistics. 61-207 
employment, earnings and hours, 72-517 
estimates ofemployees, 72-008.72-514.72-516 
fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211.13-568 
impact on the environment, 11-509 
industry, domestic and Ibreign control, 31-523 
machinery and equipment, price index, 62-007 
wages and salaries, 72-005 

Forestry, see also Hardwood; Logging; Lumber; Timber; Wood 
Forgings, steel, 4 1-203 
shipments, 4 1-228 

Formaldehyde, production. 46-002 
Forms, 
continuous, shipments, 36-203 
printed, various types, shipments. 36-203 
register. shipments. 3 6-203 

Foundation Garment Industry, 34-212 
Foundation (make-up). sales. 46-22 I 
Foundation (make-up). shipments. 46-215 
Foundries, iron. 4 1-226 
Foundry equipment. shipments. 42-214 
Fowl meat, 
farm value, by province, 23-202 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production, by province, 23-202 
shipments, 32-227 
supply and disposition. 23-202 

Fox, 
feeds, shipments, 32-004,32-214 
number and value of pelts, 23-207.23-208 
number on fur farms, 23-208 
supply and disposition, 23-208 

Fragrance preparations, sales, 46-22 I 
Fragrance preparations, shipments. 46-215 
Frames, 
door and window, metal, shipments, 41-221,41-227 
furniture. shipments, 35-211 
picture and mirror, shipments, 35-213 

Frameworks for environmental statistics, 11-510 
Franchise fees, 63-524 
Franchises, local government reven ue, 68-203,68-204 
Franchises, provincial government revenue, 68-207 
Franchising in Canada's Food Serving Industry, 1973,63-524 
Frankfurters, shipments. 32-020,32-221 
Fraternal benefit societies, financial flow accounts, 

13-002.13-562,13-563 
Freezers, 
consumer price index, 62-010 
domestic, production, sales and stocks. 43-001 
domestic, shipments. 43-204 
in households, 13-565.13.567.64-202 
industry selling price index, 62-011,62-528,62-543 
retail sales. 63-526 

Freight, 
carried by air carriers, 51-001.51-002 
carried by motor carriers, 53-006 
carried by railways, 52-001.52-205.52-207,52-210,52-211 
carried by trucks. 53-224 
containerized. 54-003 
motor carriers, operating and financial statistics, 53-222 
rates, rail and lake, on grain. 22-201 

French immersion programmes, enrolment and percentage of 
school week, 8 1-257 

Frequency of Geographic Mobility in the Population of 
Canada, 99-751  

Fruit, 
annual pack. 32-023 
bars, production, 32-026 
canned, shipments, 32-218 
canned. stocks. 32-011 
cocktail, canned, shipments. 32-218 
consumer price index, 62-010 
crystallized and glazed, shipments. 32-218.32-224 
drink powders, shipments. 32-218.32-224 
drinks, non-carbonated, shipments. 32-218 
drinks, shipments, 32-209 
family expendittire. 62-532 
farm cash receipts, 21-001 
farm net income, 21-202 
lountain. shipments. 32-224 
in cold storage. 32-217 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528,62-543 
juices. shipments, 32-218,32-224 
juices, see also Apple juice; Grape juice; Grapefruit 
juice; Orange juice 

peel, candied, shipments. 32-218 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production and farm value, by province. 22-003 
retail sales, 63-526 
sales, 22-003 
shipments. 31-211 
stocks, 32-010,32-2 17 
tirhan family expenditure, 62-542,62-545 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63.602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 
wholesale trade, 63-008.63-521 

Fruit. see also Citrus fruit; Fruit juices and particular 
fruits, e.g. Apples; Cherries 

Fruit and Vegetable. 
Preservation Service Bulletin, 32-023 
Processing Industries, 32-218 
Production, 22-003 

Fruit, frozen, 
in cold storage. 32-217 
shipments. 32-218 
stocks, 32-011 

Fruit, on census-farms, 96-701.96.725,96-800,96-851 
Alberta, 96-710.96.809 
Atlantic Provinces. 96-729,96-859 
British Columbia, 96-711.96-810 
Manitoba, 96-708,96-807 
New Brunswick, 96-705.96-804 
Newfoundland. 96-702 
Nova Scotia, 96-704.96-803 
Ontario. 96-707,96-73 1,96-806,96-86 1 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703,96-802 
Quebec, 96-70696-730,96-805,96-860 
Saskatchewan, 96-709,96-808 
Western Provinces, 96-732,96-862 

Frycrs, deep fat domestic electric, production, shipments 
and stocks. 43-003 

Fryers, deep fat domestic electric, shipments. 43-203 
Fuel, 
automotive, retail sales, 63-526 
consumer price index. 62-010 
consumption, urban transit, 53-003 
dealers, retail trade, 63-5 19 
diesel, retail sales. 63-526 
diesel, shipments. 45-205 
heating and cooking, used in households. 13-565,13-567. 
64-202 

motive, government revenues, 53-006 
motivc, net sales. 53-006 
purchased and consumed by manufacturers. 57.002 
urban family expenditure. 62-544,62-547 

Fuel, see also Charcoal; Coal; ('oke 
Fuel. aviation turbo, 
shipments, 45-205 
supply and demand. 57-003.57-505 
supply and disposition. 45-004 

Fuel oil, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
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consumption. 57-208.57-506 stores, chain. 63-210 
shipments. 45-205 storcs, retail trade. 63-005.63-519 
supply and demand, 57-003.57.505 theatre, shipments. 35-2 1 1.35-212.35-213 
supply and disposition. 45.004 upholstered. shipments, 35-21 1.35-2 13 

Fuel taxes, urban family expenditure. 62-544.62-547 
consolidated fkderal government revenue. 68-211 verandah, shipments. 35.211 
government revenue. 68-202 wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
provincial government revenue, 68-205.68-201 wholesale merchants. 63-601 

Fuclwood, production, 25-201 wooden, shipments. 35-205.35-208.35-211, 	5-2 12.35-2 13 
Fuller's earth, consumption, 26-220 Furniture, we also Chairs; Chesterliclds; ('bests, cedar; 
Fumigants, we 1)isinlctants Fixtures, store; Mirrors; Upholstery 
Funeral directors. Furriers, chain. 63-210 

1972. 63-523 Furs, department store sales and stocks. 63.002 
1976. 63-532 Furs, dressed, shipments. 31-211 
operating statistics, 63-523 Fuses, electrical, industrial, shipments, 43.20 
principal statistics. 63-532 Fuses, electrical, shipments. 43-210 

Funeral service receipts, 63-523,63-532 Future Frends in Enrolment and Manpower Supply in Ontario; 
Funerals. Projections of Enrolment, Graduates and Poential Labour 
average Cost. 63-523,63-532 Force Entrants from the Ontario Edution,iI System and 
urban family expenditure. 62.544.62-547 Implication. 1971 to 1986 and Trends to 20(1, 81-567 

Fur. 
dressing and dyeing. 47.205 C 
exports and imports. 23-208 
Farms Reports, 23-208 GNP. we Gross national product 
pelts, number produced and value. 23-207 Gages, canned, shipments. 32-218 
Production, 23-207 Galvanized ware, shipments. 4 1-227 
stores, chain. 63-210 Games. 

Fur, we also Hides and skins; Skins plastic. shipments. 47.208 
Furgoods, printed, shipments. 36-203 
direct sales. 63-218 retail sales, 63-526 
Industry, 34-213 shipments. 47-204 
retail sales. 63-526 Gauls. capacity, inmate movemcnts. etc.. 85-.07 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 Garage equipment. shipments, 42-214 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 Garages. 

Furnaces, parts and attachments. 41-225 building permits issued, 64-1101.64-203 
Furnaces, warm air, shipments. 41-225.43-204 in households, 13-565.13-567.64-202 
Furnishings, household, shipments. 34-210 licences. number. 53-218 
Furniture, prefabricated, shipments. 35.205 
auditorium, shipments. 35-211,35-212.35-213 retail trade. 63-005,63-519 
bedroom, shipments. 35-211.35-213 value olconstruction work performed. 64-2 	1.64-502 
bedroom, we also Beds Garbage collection, local government expenciturc. 68-203, 
breakfast room, shipments. 35-211 68-204 
camp. shipments. 34-202,35-211 Garden equipment, retail sales. 63-526 
children's, shipments. 35-211 Garment shields, shipments. 34-218 
church, shipments, 35.205.35-211.35-213 Garments, 
components. shipments. 35-211 academic, church, etc.. shipments, 34-218 
consumer price index, 62-010 Foundation, 34-212 
department store sales and stocks. 63-002 Foundation, industry selling price index. 62-11 I 
dining room, shipments. 35-211.35-213 foundation, retail sales. 63-526 
direct sales, 63-218 foundation, see also Brassieres; Corselettes. Corsets 
hospital, shipments. 35-211.35-212.35-213 Gas. 
hospital, see also Beds, hospital coke oven, supply and demand, 57-003 
hotel, shipments. 35-205,35-211.35-212,35-213 consumer price index. 62-010 
household, manufacturers. 35-211 liquitied petroleum. shipments. 45.205 
household, shipments. 35-211,35-212,35-213 maIns, value ofconstruction work performed, 64-201. 
household, wrought iron, shipments. 35-211.35-214 64-502 
industries. 31-203.31-209 piping contractors, summary statistics. 64-210 
industries, lixed capital flows and stocks. 13-211, still, supply and disposition, 45-004 

13-568 turbine equipment, inventory of. 57.206 
industry selling price index, 62.011,62-528.62-543 urban family expenditure, 62-544,62.547 
kitchen, shipments, 35-211 Utilities. 55.002 
laboratory. shipments. 35-211,35-212,35-213 Utilities(Transport and Distribution Systemis). 57.205 
lawn, shipments. 35-211 wells. value olconsiruction work performe. 64.201, 
living room, shipments. 35-211,35.213 64-502 
metal, shipments. 35-211,35-212.35-213 wells, see also Oil wells 
office, manufacturers, 35.212 Gas, see also Petroleum 
offlcc, steel, shipments. 4 1.227 Gas, natural, 
office 	woo4ien and metal), shipments. 35-006.35-211, by-products. production. 26-201.26-202 
35-212.35-213 consumption, 57-208,57-506 

office, we also Desks, office drilling completed. 26-207 
pads. shipments. 34-202 exports and imports. 55-002 
plastic. shipments, 47-208 production, 26-006.26-201 .26-202,26-213 
restaurant, shipments, 35.205.35-212.35-213 receipts and disposition, 55-002,57-205 
retail sales, 63-526 sales, 55-002,57-205 
school, shipments. 35-205.35-211.35-212.35.213 supply and demand. 57-003.57-205,57-50" 
shipments. 31-211 supply and disposition. 26.006.26.213 
store, shipments. 35.205.35-211.35-212.35-213 Gas, natural, see also Petroleum gases. liqumlied 
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Gaskets, leather, shipments. 33-205,35-211.35-2 12.35-213 
Gaskets, shipments, 47-205 
Gasoline, 
consumer price index, 62-010 
consumption, 57-208,57-506 
gross and net sales. 53-2 18 

Gasoline, aviation, 
shipments, 45-205 
supply and demand. 57-003,57-505 
supply and disposition, 45-004 

Gasoline, motor. 
shipments, 45-205 
supply and demand, 57-505 
supply and disposition, 45-004 

Gasoline, retail, 
outlets, number, 53-2 18 
sales, 63-526 
statistics by metropolitan area. 57-002 

Gates, metal, shipments, 41-221,41-227 
Gates, wire, shipments, 41-216 
Gateway Aviation Inc., international charter operations, 

5 1-207 
Gauntlets, shipments. 34-218 
Gauze, surgical. shipments, 34-210 
Geese, shipments. 32-227 
Gelatinc, shipments. 32-224 
Gemstone, production, 26-201,26-202 
Gemstones, shipments. 26-220 
Gcndreau, Nicole: Short-term Variations in Student and 
Non-student Labour Force Participation Rates, 1966-73, 
7 1-523 

General stores, chain. 63-210 
General stores, retail trade, 63-005.63-519 
General Characteristics of Economic Families, 93-772 
General Review of the Mineral Industries (Mines, Quarries 
and Oil Wells), 26-201 

Generators and parts, electric, shipments, 43-207 
Geographic mobility. 99-751,99-752 
Geographical areas. classification. 12-554,12-555,12-556 
Geographical Classification Manual, Standard, 
Volume I - The Classification, 12-554 
Volume 11- Numerical Index, 12-555 
Volume III - Alphabetical Index by Provinces. 12-556 

Geophysical instruments, shipments, 47-206 
Geraniums, greenhouse grown. 22-202 
Gift shops. chain, 63-210 
Gift taxes, consolidated government revenue. 68-202 
Gift taxes, provincial government revenue, 68-205.68-207 
Gifts, urban family expenditure, 62-544.62-547 
Gilts, number on farms, 23-008 
Gin, sales. 32-206,63-202 
Girdles, shipments, 34-212 
Gladioli, greenhouse grown. 22-202 
Glass, 
and Glass Products Manufacturers, 44-207 
and glazing contractors, summary statistics. 64-210 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528.62-543 
non-sttatterable, shipments. 44-207 
plate and sheet, shipments, 44-207 
pressed, blown and drawn, shipments, 44-207 
products. shipments, 44-207 
wholcsalc agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 

Glassware, 
department store sales and stocks, 63-002 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments, 44-207 

Gloves, 
baseball, hockey. etc.. shipments, 47-204 
knitted, shipments, 34-215 
leather, industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528. 
62 -543 

leather, shipments. 34-218 
manufacturers, 34-218 
rubber, shipments. 33-206,34-218 
shipments. 34-218 

Glucose, shipments, 32-224 

Glue. shipments, 46-216 
Glue, see also Adhesives 
Gluten, shipments. 32-224 
Glycerine, shipments. 46-214 
Gnanasekaran, K.S. and G. Montigny: Working Life 'fables for 
Males in Canada and Provinces, 1971, 71-524 

Gold, 
average annual prices, 26-201.26-209,41-214 
Canadian holdings, 67-001.67-201 
drilling completed, 26-207 
holdings. 13-002,13-562.13-563 
production. 26-201,26-202,26.209,26-211, 
4 1-2 14 

production by province. 26-209 
Quartz and Copper-gold-silver Mines, 2 6-209 
quartz deposits, drilling completed. 26-207.26-209 
quartz mines, principal statistics. 26-209 
silver-copper deposits, drilling completed, 26-207 
shipments. 26-216,47-211 

Gold, see also Jewellery 
Golfequipmcnt, shipments. 47-204 
Goose meat, 
farm value, by province, 2 3-202 
in cold storage, 32-217 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 
production, by province. 23-202 
supply and disposition, 23-202 

Government, 11-203 
business enterprises, finance. 13-001,13-201.13-531.13-533 
business enterprises, financial now accounts. 13-002. 

13-562.13-563 
enterprises, financial statistics, 61-203.61-204 
enterprises, list of. 61-203 
liquor authorities, assets and liabilities, 63-202 

Government, see also Federal government; Local government; 
Provincial government 

Government administration, 
expenditure on. 68-202 
federal, expenditure on. 68-211 
local, expenditure on. 68-203,61-204 
provincial, expenditure on. 68-205.68-207 

Government revenue and expenditure, 11-202.13-001.13-201, 
13-531.13-533.68-202 
and surplus or deficit (by level of government), 13-213 
concepts, sources and methods, 68-506 

methodology, 13-549 
Gowcr, David E,: Job Search Patterns in Canada. 71-525 
Grading contractors, summary statistics. 64-210 
Graduate study, awards. 81-551 
Graduates, 
doctoral, employment rate, occupation. income. etc.. 
81-571 

number, sex, field of specialization, 81-229 
Ontario, projections. 81-567 
unemployment rates, starling salaries. etc.. 81-570 
university, educational profile, 81-566 

Graham wafers, production. 32-026 
Grain, 
acreage, yield and production, 22-201 
and fertilizerdrills (combination), shipments, 42-202 
carryover in Canada and United States, 22-201 
cleaners, shipments. 42-202 
inspected, by grades, 22-201 
monthly average cash quotations. 22-007 
prices. 22-201 
producers'delivcries, Prairie Provinces, 22.007 
shipments. 22-201.32-228 
Trade of Canada, 22-201 
wholesale, agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale, merchants, 63-601 
wholesale trade, 63-008,63-521 

Grain, sec also Cereal products 
Grain elevators, 
fixed capital liows and stocks, 13-211.13-568 
primary net receipts and shipments. 22-201 
storage capacity. 22-201 
value of construction work perkirmed, 64-201.64-502 
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Grains and Oilseeds Review, 22.007 
Grains, dtsiillers'. sales, 32-206 
Grains, mixed. 22-002 
acreage, prod uclion and value, 2 1-5 16 
consumption. 32-2 14 

Granite. shipntcnts. 26-2 17,44-2 13 
Grape juice. shipments. 32-207,32-218 
Grapefruit, consumer price index. 62-010 
Grapefruit juice. shipments, 32-218 
Grapes, 
per capita disappearance. 32.226 
production and farm value. 22-003 
sales. 22-003 

Graphite. consumption. 26-220 
Gravel, 
consumption. 26-215 
pits, principal statistics, 26-2 IS 
production. 26-201,26-202 
shipments. 26-215 

Gravy. shipments. 32-218,32-227 
Grease, lubricating, shipments. 45-205 
Grease, lubricating, supply and disposition, 45-004 
Grease, shipments. 46-2 16 
(i reat Lakes Airlines, international charter operations. 
51-003,5 1-207 

Greenhouse Industry, 22-202 
principal statistics, 22-202 

Greenhouses, on census-farms. 96.701.96-725,96-800,96-851 
Alberta, 96-710.96-809 
British Columbia, 96-71 1,96-810 
Manitoba, 96.708,96-807 
New Brunswick, 96-705,96-804 
New loundland, 96-702.96-801 
Nova Scotia, 96-704,96-803 
Ontario, 96-707.96-806 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703,96-802 
Quebec, 96-706,96-805 
Saskatchewan. 96-709,96-808 

Greenlandair, international charter operations. 51.207 
Grills, electric, shipments. 43-203.43-204 
Grills, hot air heating, shipments. 4 1-225 
Grinders, grain, shipments. 42-202 
Grinding halls, production and shipments. 41-018 
Grindstone, production. 26-201.26-202 
Groceries, urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 
Groceries, wholesale trade, 63-008,63-521 
Grocery stores. 
chain, 63-210 
in voluntary groups, 63-215 
retail trade, 63-005,63-519 

Gross domestic product. provincial. 13-213 
Gross national expenditure. 11-003.11-505,13-001,13-201. 

13-531.13-533 
Gross national product. 11-003.11-505,13-001,13-201,13-531, 

13- 533 
Gross national product, see also Income 
Gross provincial expenditure. 13-213 
Groundwood pulp. production. 36-204 
G roundwood pulp. shipments, 36-204 
Growth Patterns in Manufacturing Employment by Counties and 
Census [)ivtsions, 1961-1970, 31-518 

Guaranteed income supplement, number of recipients. 
payments, 86-201 

Guardrails, highway. shipments. 41-227 
Guardrails, value of construction work performed. 64-201, 
64- 502 

Guelph. Ont., 
population, household and family characteristics. 95-711 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics. 95-804 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-741 

Guide to Lahour Force Survey Data. 71-528 
Guide to the National Income and Expenditure Accounts, 

Definitions, Concepts, Sources, Methods. 13-549 
Guide to Urban Data (Excluding Census Data), 1971, 12-558 
Guides, printed, shipments. 36-203 

Gymnasium cquipmenl and supplies. shipn'nts. 47-204 
Gypsum. 
consumption. 26-221 
deposits, drilling completed. 26-221 
Mines, 26-221 
mines, principal statistics, 26-221 
production. 26-201.26-202 
Products, 44-003 
shipments. 26-221 

H 

Haddock, industry selling price index. 62-0 I 
Hair preparations (dyes. rinses. etc.), sales, 16-221 
Hair preparations (dyes, rinses. etc.), shipnints. 46-215 
Hairdressing accessories. plastic. shipments 47-208 
Hairdressing accessories, shipments. 47-20 
H,ilihut, industry selling price index. 62-01 ,62-52,62-543 
Halibut, urban family expenditure. 62-542.2-545 
Halifax, N.S.. 
population, household and family charact ristics. 95-702 
population, household, f'aitiily and labour orce 
characteristics, 95-805 

population. housing, labour fbi -ce and inct me 
characteristics. 95.732 

variations in fertility. 99.757 
Haliunt, production. 26-201 
Halters, leather, shipments. 33-205 
H a in, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
frozen, stocks in cold storage. 32-012 
in cold storage. 32-217 
industry selling price index. 62-01 l.62-52,'t.62-543 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 

Hamburger, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
industry selling price index. 62-0I1 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 

Hamilton, Ont., 
population, household and family charact:ristics, 95-709 
population, household, family and labour I'oree 
characteristics, 95-806 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-739 

Hammcrmills. shipments. 42-202 
Hammocks, shipments, 34-202 
Hams, shipments. 32-221 
Handbags, industry selling price index, 62..) II 
Handbags. leather. shipments. 33-205 
Handbook, Canada, 11-203 
Handbook, market research, 63-224,63-52 
Handbook of Agricultural Statistics, 
Part I, Field Crops, 1921-1974.21-516 
Part VI, Livestock and Animal Products, 871-1973,21-514 
Part VII. Dairy Statistics, 2 I-S IS 

Handkerchiefs, paper. shipments. 36-206 
Handkerchiefs, shipments. 34-216 
Handles, plastic. shipments. 47-208 
Handles, wooden, shipments. 35-208 
Hangars (airplane), value ol'construction work performed. 
64-201.64-502 

Hangers. garment. 
plastic, shipments. 47-208 
wire, shipments. 41-216 
wooden, shipments. 35-208 

Hardhoard, 36-00 I 
exports and imports. 36-0'.) I 
production. 36-001,36-204 
shipments. 36-001.36-204 

Hardboard, see also Particle board 
Hard ware. 
appliance, shipments. 41-208 
automobile, shipments. 41-208,42-210 
builders' and shelf, shipments. 41-009.41 -208,41.221 

department store sales and stocks, 63-00 
drapery. shipments, 35-213 
furniture and cabinet, shipments. 41-208 
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industry selling price index. 62-011 .62-528.62-543 
manufacturers, 41-208 
marine and rigging, shipments. 41-208 
pole line, shipments. 41-208.43-207 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 41.227,41 -228 
stores, chain. 63-210 
stores, operating results, 63-605 
stores, retail trade, 63-005.63-519 
Tool and Cutlery Manufacturers. 4 1-208 
trunk and suitcase, shipments. 41-208 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 
wholesale trade, 63-008,63-521 

Hardware, sec also Cutlery; Files; Knives; Nails; Nuts and 
bolts; Saws; Screws; Tools; Washers 

Hardwood. 
consumption. 35-001 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528,62-543 
plywood and veneer. 35-001 
plywood and veneer, shipments, 35-206 
production. 35-001,35-002.35-204 
shipments. 35-001.35-002.35-204 
stocks. 35-001,35-002 

Harnesses, animal, shipments, 33-205 
Harrison Airways, international charter operations, 51-207 
Harrows, shipments. 42-202 
Hassocks, shipments. 35-211 
Hats. 
fur, shipments. 34-213 
manufacturers, 34-218 
shipments, 34-2 IS 

Hats, see also Millinery 
Hawrylyshyn, Oh. Estimating the Value ol'Household Work 
in Canada. 1971, 13-566 

Hay, tame. 22.002 
acreage, production and value, 2 1-5 16 

Headboards, shipments. 35-211 
Headwear. knitted, shipments. 34-215 
Headwear. see also Hats; Millinery 
Health care, 11-202,11-507.11-508 
consolidated government expenditure. 68-202 
consumer price index. 62-001.62-010 
federal government expenditure. 68-211 
grants-in-aid. 86-201 
local govern ment expenditure. 68-203,68-204 
provincial government expenditure. 68-205,68-207 
urban family expenditure. 62-544.62-547 

Health care, see also Denial care; Health insurance plans; 
Hospital care; Medicare plans; Medicines 

Health insurance plans, payments in, 
all industries. 72-618 
education, libraries and museums, 72-616 
finance, insurance and real estate, 72-610 
manufacturing. 72-6 12 
mines, quarries and oil wells, 72-511.72-613 
services to business management. 72-6 17 
trade (retail and wholesale). 72-615 
transportation, communication and other utilities, 72-611 

Health insurance plans, see also Health care; Medicare 
plans; Workmen's compensation 

Health insurance premiums. provincial government revenue. 
68-205,68-207 

Health manpower. soclo-economic characteristics, 83-231 
Health services, utilization of. 13-561 
Hearing aids, retail sales. 63-526 
Heat transfer coils, shipments. 42-215 
Heaters, 
(motor vehicle), shipments. 42-210 
space, production. shipments and stocks, 43-003 
space. shipments. 43-203.43-204 
various types. shipments. 43-007 
water tank domestic, production, 43-007 
water tank domestic, shipments. 4 1-225.43-007.43-203 

Heating, 
contractors, principal statistics, 64-204 
controls, shipments. 47-206 

pads. electric, shipments. 43.203 
Heating equipment. 
in households, 13-565,13-567,64-202 
Manufacturers. 4 1-225 
shipments. 41-225.41-227,41-228 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 

Heavy Engineering Contracting Industry, The, 64.209 
Hedges, nursery sales. 22-203 
Heels, rubber, shipments. 33.206 
Heels, shipments. 33-203 
l-lcifers. dairy and heef number on farms. 23-008 
Helicopter operators. 51-004,51-501 
operating statistics. 51-002.51.206 
revenues and expenditures. 51-206 

Helium, production. 26-202 
Helmets, safety. shipments. 47-208 
Helmets, shipments. 34-218 
Help-wanted index, 11.001 
Hem lock, 
consumption. 35-001 
exports. 3 5-003 
plywood. 35-206 
plywood and veneer, 35-001 
price. 35-002.35.003 
production. 35-001.35-003 
shipments. 35-001.35-003.35-204 
stocks, 35-001,35-003 

Hemstitching. 34-210 
Hens, number on farms, 23-202 
Herbicides, shipments. 46-2 16 
Herring, industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528,62-543 
Hides, cattle, industry selling price index, 62-01 1.62-528. 
62 -543 

Hides, shipments. 32-221 
Hides and skins, 
exports and imports. 23-203 
prices. 23-203 
sales. 23-203 

Hides and skins, see also Fur; Leather 
High pressure decorative laminate sheet, factory shipments. 
47-005 

Higher education, enrolment. 81-204 
Higher education. Western Provinces. 81-546.81-557 
Higher education, see also Colleges; Degrees; U niversitles 
Highway. Road. Street and Bridge Contracting Industry. The. 
64.206 

Highways, 
construction price index. 62-007 
contracting industry. 64-206 
tolls, fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-568 
value of construction work performed. 64-201,64-502 

Hip hoots, rubber, shipments. 33-206 
Hired help, on census-farms. 96-701.96-800 
Alberta. 96-710.96-809 
Atlantic Provinces, 96-729.96-859 
British Columbia, 96-711.96-810 
Manitoba, 96-708,96-807 
New Brunswick. 96-705.96-804 
Newfoundland, 96-702.96-801 
Nova Scotia, 96.704,96-803 
Ontario, 96-707.96-731,96-806,96-861 
Prince Edward Island. 96-703,96-802 
Quebec, 96-706.96-730,96-805,96-860 
Saskatchewan, 96-709,96-808 
Western Provinces, 96-732.96-862 

Hired help, on farms, wages. 21-002 
Historical Catalogue of Dominion Bureau ofStatistics 
Publications, 1918-1960, 11-504 

Historical Compendium of Education Statistics from 
Conlderation to 1975, 8 1-568 

Historical Labour Force Statistics - Actual E)ata. Seasonal 
Factors, Seasonally Adjusted Data, 71-201 

Historical Summary, Canadian Statistical Review, 1970. 
11-505 

Hockey equipment, shipments. 47-204 
Hogs. 
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farm cash receipts, 21-001 
farm value, by province. 2 1-5 14 
number on farms, by province. 2 1-5 14 
prices. 2 1-5 14 
slaughterings. by province. 2 1-5 14 

Hogs. see also Pigs; Pork; Swine 
Hoists, hydraulic, shipments, 42-217 
Hoists, mine, shipments, 42-214 
Holiday pay in, 
all industries. 72-6 IS 
education, libraries and museums, 72-616 
finance, insurance and real estate, 72-6 10 
manufacturing. 72-612 
mines, quarries and oil wells, 72-511,72-613 
services to business management. 72-617 
trade (retail and wholesale), 72-615 
transportation. communication and other utilities. 72.61 I 

Hollow-ware, various types, shipments, 47-211 
Home ownership, 13-547.13.550 
Homes, 
mobile, retail sales, 63-526 
mobile, shipments. 41-009,42-217 
motor, shipments. 42-217 

Homicide in ('anada: A Statistical Synopsis, 85-505 
Homicide Statistics, 85-209 
Homicides, number and rate, 85-001 
Homicides, see also Murder: Suicide 
Honey, 
consumer price index, 62-010 
farm net income, 21-202 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production, by province. 23-007 
shipments, 31-211.35-224 
stocks, 32-011 
urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-545 

Honey, see also Bee colonies; Beekeepers 
Hoppers, metal, shipments, 41-223 
Hormones, shipments. 46-209 
Horse, 
feeds shipments. 324004,32-214 
hides, shipments. 32-221 
hides, stocks, 33-01 
meat, shipments. 32-221 

Horseradish, prepared, shipments. 32-2 18 
Horses, 
exports and imports. 23-203 
farm value, by province, 21-514 
number on farms, by province. 2 1-5 14 

Hoses. 
plastic, shipments. 47-208 
rubber, industry selling price index, 62-011 
rubber, shipments. 33-206 

Hosiery, 
all types, shipments, 34-215 
chain stores, 63-210 
consumer price index. 62-010 
department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
dyeing and finishing. 34-2 10 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528,62-543 
mills, 34-215 
retail sales. 63-526 

Hospital, 
care, federal government expenditure. 68-211 
insurance, financial statistics, 86-201 
separations and days per stay, 82-206.82-209 
Morbidity. 82-206 
Morbidity. Canadian I)iagnostic List, 82-209 
Statistics, Preliminary Annual Report, 83-2 Il 

Hospitalization taxes, consolidated government revenue, 
68-202 

Hospitalization, twenty leading causes, 82-206,82-209 
Hospitals. 
efl'ects olpopulation change on need for space. 83-520 
facilities, utilization and personnel. 83-2 17 
lInances. 83-217 
financial flow accounts, 13-002,13-562,13-563 
fixed capital flows and stocks, 13.211,13-568 

list of. 83-201 
surgical procedures and treatments. 82-20 
value of construction work performed. 64- .'O 1.64-502 

Hospitals. see also Clinics; Nurses 
Hotels, principal statIstics, 63-204 
Hotels, value otconsiruction work performvd. 64-201.64.502 
Hotels, sec also Motels; Restaurants: Touris cabins 
Hours flown, by air carriers, 51-001.51-002 
Hours ot'lahour, 71-518 
accommodation. lood and recreational set' ices. 72-602 
by industry. 72-002,72-206,72-5 17 
linance, insurance and real estate industries, 72-603 
retail trade industry, 72-601 

Hours of labour, see also Overtime 
Hours worked, annual averages, 7 1-529 
Houseboats, shipments. 42-205 
Housecoats. shipments. 34-2 17 
Household, 
and Family Prections for Canada and tht Provinces to 
2001.91-5 17 

and Family Status oflndividuals. 93-712 
characteristics. 13-565.13-567 
Composition, 93-704 
Facilities and Equipment, 64-202 
facilities and equipment. 13-560,13-565,11-567 
Facilities by Income and Other Characteristics. 1972, 

13- 5 60 
Facilities by Income and Other Characteristics, 1974, 

13- 56 5 
Facilities by Income and Other Characteri'ties, 1976. 

13-567 
Furniture Manufacturers. 35-211 
goods movers, operating statistics. 53-222 
in Canada. Ihe. 99-727 
projections. Canada and provinces, by ma; ital status, 
sex and age group of head. 91-517 

Household equipment. 63-224 
department store sales and sLocks, 63-002 
plastic, shipments. 47-208 
urban family expenditure, 62-544,62-547 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 

Household equipment, see also Appliances; and names of 
specific appliances 

Households, 
by Characteristics of Head. 93-705.93-808 
by Marital Status. Age and Sex of Head, 91-709,93-809 
by Size. 93-702.93-805 
By Size Showing Selected Characteristics f Head, 93-708 
by Type. 93-703.93-806 
by Type Showing Selected Characteristics of Head. 93-707 
composition, 93-807 
cities, towns, villages, basic characteristics 93-743 
farm operators', by economic class of farms, and other 
characteristics, 96-717 

farm operators', by various socio-eeonomi 
characteristics, 96-716 

formation and demographic composition, 99-753 
Incomes of Household Heads, 93-7 10 
Introduction to Vol. II (Pan 1), 93-701 
number, number of persons and average number olpersons. 
9 3-8(15 

number, size and type, 99-727 
with Immigrant Heads, 93-706 

Households, Canada and provinces. 
basic characteristics. 93-743 
by age and sex of head, showing specified musing 
characteristics, 93-739 

by age, sex and marital status of head, 93- 47.93-8O9 
by income group of head. 93-745 
by period olimmigration of head. showing specified 
housing characteristics. 93-741 

by type, showing specified housing and household 
characteristics, 93-740 

number, number of persons, and average jiumber if persons, 
93-801 

Households, census, 
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agglomerations, number, 93-801 
divisions, basic characteristics. 93-743 
methodology and dctinitions of terms used. 93-701,93-800 
Private Household Characteristics by Level of Schooling 
and Mother Tongue of Head. 93-830 

Private Household Composition, 93-807 
Households, census metropolitan areas. 
basic characteristics. 93-743 
by age and sex of head, showing specified housing 
characteristics. 93-739 

by age. sex and marital status of head, 93-747.93-809 
by income group of head. 93-745 
by period of immigration of head, showing specified 

housing characteristics, 93-74 I 
by type, showing specified housing and household 
characteristics. 93-740 

number. 93.801 
Households Census: Private Households. 
by Characteristics of the Head. 93-808 
by Marital Status. Sex and Age of Head. 93-809 
by Size. 93.805 
by Type. 9 3-806 

Houses, prefabricated, shipments, 35-205 
Housewares, retail sales. 63-526 
Housework, estimates of value, 13-566 
Housing. 11-202,11-507.11-508 
building permits issued, 64-001,64-203 
capital and repair expenditures, 6 1-205.61-206 
capital expenditures, 64-003 
census divisions, specified characteristics. 93-744.93-745 
census metropolitan areas, specified chp Ictensucs, 

93-744.93.745 
Cities and towns, specified characteristics. 93-745 
cities, towns, villages, specified characteristics. 93-744 
Consolidated government expenditure, 68-202 
construction starts and completions, 64-002 
demolition permits issued, 64-203 
federal government expenditure. 68-211 
Introduction to Volume II (Part 3), 93-726 
investment in. 64-003 
local government expenditure. 68-203,68-204 
occupancy patterns and trends. 99-724 
price index, 62-001,62.007,62.0 10 
provincial government expenditure, 68-205,68-207 
quality of, 13-560 
social aspects. 99-724 
Starts and Completions, 64-002 
urban family expenditure, 62.544,62-547 
value of construction work performed. 64-201.64-204, 

64-205.64-502 
Housing, see also Home ownership; Homes, mobile: Rent 
Housing Census: 

Bath and Toilet Facilities, 93-735 
Bedrooms Per Dwelling, 93-729 
Dwelling Characteristics by Age and Sex of Household Head, 

93 -7 39 
Dwelling Characteristics by Type olHouscholds. 93-740 
l)welling Characteristics by Persons Per Room, 93-742 
Dwelling Characteristics by Structural Type and Tenure. 

93-73 8 
[)welling Characteristics oflmmigtant Households. 93-741 
Dwellings by Tenure and Structural Type. 93-727 
Household Facilities, 93.737 
Introduction to Volume II (Part 4). 93-734 
methodology and definitions of terms used. 93-726.93-734 
Number of Persons Per Room, 93-730 
Period ofConstruction and Length of Occupancy. 93-731 
Principal Fuels and Heating Equipment, 93-733 
Rooms Per Dwellings, 93-728 
Source of Water Supply and Type of Sewage Disposal, 93-736 
Values and Rents, 93-732 

Hughes Air West Airlines, international charter operations. 
51.003,51-207 

Hull, Que., 
population, household and family characteristics, 95-715 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95.813 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-745 

Human Activity and the Environment, 11-509 
Humidifiers, portable, in households. 64-202 
Humidifiers, shipments. 4 1-225 
Husbands, in husband-wife families, characteristics. 93-824 
Hydrants. shipments. 41.226,41-228 
Hydro-electric equipment. inventory of. 57-206 
Hydro plants, list of, 57-206 

Ice, artificial, shipments, 47-205 
Ice cream, 
cones, production. 32-026 
cones, shipments. 32-202 
consumer price index, 62-0 tO 
industry selling price index, 62.011.62.528.62.543 
mix. production. 23-0() I 
mix, shipments. 32-209.32-224 
production. 23-001 
shipments. 32-209.32-213 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 
vending machines. number and sales, 63.213 

Icc cream, see also Con fictionery 
Ice milk, shipments. 32-209 
Ice wafers (biscuits). production. 32.026 
Icings, shipments. 32.224 
Ignition coils, shipments. 42-210 
Immigrants. number, Canada and provinces. 91-208 
Immigration. 11.003,11-505 
consolidated government expenditure. 68-202 
1deral government expenditure. 68-211 
period ot. by sex. 92.728 
provincial government expenditure. 68-205.68-207 

Immigration, see also Migration, internal 
Imports. 65-501 
by Commodities. 65-007 
by commodity. 65-001.65-006.65-007,65-203 
by commodity and country, 11-003,11-505,65.207 
by Countries. 65-006 
by country. 65-001 .65-006,65-007.65-203 
classification, 65-502 
commodity analysis and customs basis trading partner 

analysis. 11-001 
detailed annual tables. 65-203 
Merchandise Trade, 65-203 
Merchandise Trade. Commodity Detail. 65-207 
price and volume indexes, 65-001 
summary, 65.001 
total value. 65-001 

Incinerators, value of construction work performed. 64-201, 
64-502 

Income. 11-202.1 1-507.1 1.508,63-224 
After Tax. Distributions by Size in Canada. 13-210 
agricultural. 2 1-001.2 1-202 
and household facilities, inter-relationship of. 13.560 
by sex. Canada. provinces, census divisions. 94.709 
by sex, census metropolitan areas, census agglomerations. 
cities and towns. 94-7 10 

corporate. taxation, 61-208 
employment. 99-720 
family. 13-547,13-551.13-552.93-746,99-726 
farm, 21-001.21-202 
larm. by province. 21-202 
lirm population. 99-750 
from employment, by sex. Canada, provinces, census 
divisions, 94-711 

from employment, by sex, census metropolitan areas, census 
agglomerations, cities and towns, 94.712 

individual. 13-557 
individual, analysis of. 99-758 
inequality. 99-755 
Inequality: Statistical Methodology and Canadian 

Illustrations, 13-559 
labour. 72.005 
low, 13-206,13-207.13-208.13.553,13-559.13-565.13-567. 
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93-773 	 Incomes, 
national. 11-003,1 1-505,13-001.13-201.13-531.13-533 	 Assets and Indebtedness olFamilics in ( inada, 1969, 
non-employment. 99-721 
of Individuals: Introduction to Volume III ( Part 6), 
94.759 

personal. I 1-003.1 l-505,13-00I,13-201,13-531.I3-533 
post-secondary students. 81-543 
provincial. 13-213 
quintiles, 13-565,13-567 
sources and composItion. 99.721 
unempkiycd individuals. 13-552 
wage and salary, Canada, provinces, census divisions. 
94-713 

wage and salary. census metropolitan areas, census 
agglomerations, cities and towns. 94-714 

Income, see also Gross national product; Guaranteed income 
supplement; Wages 

Income and Expenditure. N ational Aeounts, 
(annual), 13-201 
(quarterly). 13-001 
Volume I, l'he Annual Estimates. 1926-1974. 13-531 
Volume 2, The Quarterly Estimates, 1947-1974, 13-533 

Income Census, 
Employment Income, for Canada. Provinces and Census 
t)ivisions, 94-711 

Employment Income, for Urban Centres, 94-7 12 
methodology and definitions of terms used, 94-701.94-759 
'lotal Income, for Canada, Provinces and Census Divisions. 
94-709 
lotal Income, for Urban Centres. 94-710 
Wage and Salary Income, for Canada. Provinces and Census 
Divisions. 94-713 

Wage and Salary Income, for Urban Centres. 94-714 
Income Census: Income of Individuals, 
Appendix - List of Occupation ('odes md Titles. 94-770 
by Labour Force Activity, Work Experience. Age and Sex. 
for Canada. Provinces and Census Metropolitan Areas, 
94-762 

by Schooling. Age and Sex, for Canada and Provinces, 
94-763 

by Sex. Age, Marital Status and Period of Immigration. 
94-760 

by Source, for Canada and Provinces. 94-761 
Employment Income by Sex and Occupation. for Provinces, 
94- 766 

Employment Income by Sex, Class 01' Worker, Age and Weeks 
Worked, Full- and Part-time. 94-764 

Employmeni Income by Sex. Occupation and Class of Workcr, 
for Canada, 94-765 

Employment Income by Sex. Occupation and Schooling, for 
Canada, 94-768 

Employment income by Sex. Occupation and Schooling for 
Provinces. 94-769 

Employment Income for Full-time. Full-Year Workers, by Sex 
and Occupation. for Canada and Provinces. 94-767 

Income distribution, 13-545.99-721.99.755 
and Inequality in Canada. 99-755 
by household. 13-560 
by province. 13-208 
by region. 13-206,13.207,13-208,13-542.13-544 
by sex, 13-207 
by various personal characteristics. 13-542,13-544.13-546 
census families, 13-208.13-546 
effect of benefits on, 13-561 
family. 13-206.13-207.13-542.13-544,13-554 
income after tax, 13-210 
income after tax, by region. 13-210 
income after tax, individual, 13-210 
individual, 13-206.13-207,13-208,13-542.13-544.l 3-554 
low, 13-206.13-207 

Income Distributions by Size in Canada. 13-207 
1969, 13-544 
Preliminary Estimates. 13-206 

Income taxes, 
consolidated government revenue. 68-202 
lideral government revenue. 68-2 II 
provincial government revenue. 68-205.68-207  

13- 547 
Census Families, 1969, 13-546 
of Canadian Families. 99.726 
ol' Household Heads Showing Dwelling ( 'haracieristics. 
93-711 

of Unemployed Individuals and their F.mmilies. 13-552 
Indebtedness, international. 67001.672(11 67-202 
Index, 
help-wanted. 11-001 
Numbers of Farm Prices of Agricultural lroducis, 62-003. 
62-52 9 

numbers, see also Price index 
ol'agricultural prod uclion. 21-203 
of consumer prices. 62-001.62-010 
of consumer prices, revision concepts and procedures. 
62-546 

of farm input prices. 62-004,62-534 
of industrial production. 61.005.61-21 3,m 1-516 
of industry selling prices. 62-011 .62-528,i2-543 
of real domestic product. 61-005.61.2 11 1-516 
of Farm Production, 21.203 

Indexes of Real Domestic Product by Indmstry (including the 
Index of Industrial Production), 6 1-005 

Indexes, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Indian schools, enrolment. 81-220 
Indian social welftire, recipients, costs. 86- 01 
Indium, production. 26.201.26.202.26-21) 
Industrial, 
accessories, plastic. shipments. 47-208 
classes. 12-50 I 
Classification (S.I.('.) Manual. Revised 1)70, 12-501 
Commodity Classification Manual, 1973 Vol. I, I he 
Classification, 12-541 

concentration, 31-402 
concentration, see also Industrial organiz Ition 
control equipment. shipments. 434)07.43-207.43-210 
Corporations. Financial Statistics, 6100 1  
diversification, 13-523 
Employment trends in Canada, 1951-191,99-716 
goods, wholesale trade. 63-008.63-521 
organization. 13-523,31-402 
Organization in the Manu1cturing and I ogging Industries. 

1972. 3 1-402 
organization, see also Industrial conccntr.ttion 
production. index. 61-005.61-213.61-51 ( 
Structure ol'Canada's Labour Force, 99.15 

Industrial equipment, 
industry selling price index. 62-011 .62-5: 8.62-543 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 
wholesale trade. 63-008.63-52 I 

Industries. 
census, methodology and definitions of tcrms used, 94-738 
domestic and foreign control, 13-573,31- '23 
Employed Labour Force by Industry. Ag and Sex, Canada 
and Provinces. 94-747 

Historical, l'orCanada and Provinces, 19 -  1-1971, 94-739 
Introduction to Volume Ill (Part 4), 94-738 
Introduction to Volume Ill (Part 5), 94-748 

Industries by sex, 
for Canada. Regions and Provinces. 94.710 
for ('ensus Agglomerations 01 25,000 and Over ( Place of 
Residence) and Census Agglomerations of 50,00(1 and Over 
(Place of Work), 94-743 

for Census Metropolitan Areas, Place of Residence and 
Place of Work, 94-742 

for Municipal Sub-divisions of 30,000 and Over. Place of 
Residence and Place of Work, 94-744 

Showing Age. Class of Worker and Nunvierof Non-canadian 
Born, for Census Metropolitan Areas (( ilgary-quchec). 
94-7 55 

Showing Age. Class of Worker and Numher ofNon-canadtan 
Born, for Census Metropolitan Areas ( Kgina-wmnnipcg), 
94-7 56 

Showing Age. Marital Status. Level of Schooling and Class 
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of Worker. for Atlantic Provinces, 94-750 
Showing Age, Marital Status, Level ofSchooling and Class 
ol Worker, for Canada. 94-749 

Showing Age, Marital Status, Level ofSchooling and Class 
of Worker, for Quebec and Ontario, 94-751 

Showing Age, Marital Status, Level of Schooling and Class 
of Worker. for Western Provinces, 94-752 

Showing Level of Schooling by Age, and School Attendance, 
for Canada. 94-753 

Showing Occupation Major Groups. for Canada. 94-758 
Showing Period of Immigration. Birthplace and Ethnic 
Group, t'or Canada and Provinces. 94-754 

Industry. 
accounts (input-output tables). I 5-508,15-509 
consolidated government expenditure. 68-202 
Divisions and Major Groups by Sex, for Municipal 
Sub-divisions from 10.000 to 30,000. Place of Residence 
and Place of Work. 94-745 

Divisions and Major Groups by Sex. Showing Age. Class of 
Worker and Number of Married Females, for Census 
Metropolitan Areas (Place of Work), 94-757 

Divisions by Sex, for Canada. Provinces and Census 
Divisions. 94-741 

employment by domestic and foreign controlled. 
1975, 13-573 

federal government expenditure. 68-211 
input and output. 15-508.15-509 
local govern ment expenditure. 68-203,68-204 
Price Indexes. 62-01 1 
provincial government expenditure. 68-205,68-207 
Selling Price Indexes: Manufacturing 1971 = 100. 1956-

1976,62-543 
Selling Price Indexes, 1956-1968, 62-528 
Trends, 1951-1971, 94-793 

Industry, see also Inter-industry economics; Research. 
industrial 

Infant foods, shipments. 32-218.32-224 
Infant formula. urban family expenditure. 62-545 
Infomat, 11-002 
Information systems, 12-202.12-203.12-204.12-530 

12-553 
Ingots, steel. 
disposition. 41-001 
production. 41-001,41-002.41-203 
production (weekly), 11-001 
sales. 4 1-203 
shipments. 41-001 

Ink, printing and writing, shipments, 46-216 
Inmates, 
correctional institutions, age, sex, ofl'ence. etc.. 85-207 
movements in and out olcorrectional institutions. 85-207 

In-migrants.census metropolitan areas. 92-746 
Input-output Structure of the Canadian Economy. 
in Constant Prices, 196 1-74. 15-509 
1961-1974, 5-508 

Input-output tables. 15-508.15-509 
Input-output tables, see also Inter-industry economics 
Insecticides, sales, by nurseries, 22-203 
Insecticides, shipments. 46-209.46-2 16 
Institutional services, capital and repair expenditures. 
61-205.61-206 

Instructional Media in Universities in Ontario. 8 1-233 
Instruments, 
industry selling price index. 62-011 
scientific and professional. shipments. 47-206 

Insulation contractors. summary statistics, 64-210 
Insulation, roof, shipments, 36-002 
Insurance, 
companies, capital and repair expenditures. 61-205, 

6 1-206 
companies, financial flow accounts. 13-002.13-562.13-563 
consumer price index. 62-010 
property and casualty companies, financial statistics, 
61-006 

taxes, consolidated government revenue, 68-202 
urban family expenditure. 62-544 

Insurance industry.  

employment, earnings and hours of labour. 72-517.72-603 
estimates ofemployees. 72-008.72-514.72-516 
fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-568 
labour costs. 72-6 10 
wages and salaries. 72-005 

Inter-censal estimates, population, 
by marital status, sex and age group. 91-519 
by sex and years of age. 91-518 
census divisions, 91-521 

Inter-corporate Ownership. 1969.61-512 
Inter-corporate Ownership. 1975.61-517 
Interest rates, index, 62-007 
Inter-governmental transfer payments. 68-202,68-203.68-204. 
68-205.68-207,68-211 

Inter-industry economics. 15-508.15-509 
Internal combustion equipment. inventory of. 57-206 
International, 
Air Charter Statistics. 5 1-003,5 1-207 
and Interprovincial Migration in Canada. 9 1-208 
Jet Air Limited, international charter operations. 
51-003,51-207 

Travel - Advance Information, 66-002 
Vessel Traffic Statistics, 54-004 

Interprovincial and International Migration of Children 
in Canada. 8 1-2 16 

Inventories. Shipments and Ordcrs in Manufacturing 
Industries, 3 1-001 
Annual Supplement. 1976-1978.31-00 IS 
Historical Supplement. 1970-1973.31-519 
Historical Supplement, 1972-1974.31-520 
Historical Supplement, 1973-1975, 3 1-52 1 
Historical Supplement, 1974.1976. 31-525 
Historical Supplement, 1975-1977.31-527 

I nven tory, 
Accounting Methods in Manufacturing Industries, 1975, 

3 1-524 
average number of'weeks supply ol'. 31-524 
value ol manufacturing industries, 31-00131-00 IS.3 1-519, 
31-519,31-521,31-525.31-527 

Investment, 
dealers, financial flow accounts. 13-002.13-562.13-563 
dealers, financial statistics. 61-006 
direct, in Canada and abroad, 67-001.67-201,67-202 
expenditures on, 13-211.13-568 
foreign. 13-002,13-562,13-563 
foreign. in Canada, 11-01)1.31-41)1,67-001,67-002,67-201, 
6 7-202 

funds, financial statistics. 61-006 
in mutual and pension funds. 74-201 
private and public. 61-205.61-206 
Statistics Service Bulletin. 61-007 

Investment. see also Mutual funds 
Invitations, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Invoices, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Irises, greenhouse grown. 22-202 
Irish International Airlines, international charter 
operations. 5 1-207. 

I ron, 
and Steel Mills, 41-203 
and Steel. Primary.41-00l 
Foundries, 41-226 
Mines. 26-210 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
mines, principal statistics. 26-210 
oxide, production. 26-201.26-202 
production. 41-001 
products, rolled, shipments. 41-203 
remelt, 26-201.26-202.41-214 
shipments. 31-211 
wholesale, agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale, merchants, 63-601 

Iron, see also Ironwork; Steel 
deposits, drilling complcted, 26-210 
production. 26-201,26-202 
shipments. 26-210 

Iron ore, see also Pyrile; Pyrrhotite 
Iron, pig. 
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production, 41-001.4 I -002.41-203 
sales, 41-203 
shipments. 41-001 

Iron. scrap, 
consumption. 41-212 
exports and imports. 41-212 
trade. 63-008,63-52 I 

Irons. 
domestic, electric, production, shipments and stocks, 
43.003 

domestic, electric, shipments. 43-203 
watTle, domestic, electric, shipments. 43-203 

Ironwork, ornamental and architectural, shipments. 41-221. 
41-228 

Irrigation, census-farms, 96-701.96-724 
Alberta, 96-7 10 
Atlantic Provinces. 96-729 
British Columbia, 96-711 
Manitoba. 96-709 
New Brunswick, 96-705 
Newfoundland. 96-702 
Nova Scotia, 96-704 
Ontario, 96-707,96-731 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703 
Quebec, 96- 706,96-730 
Saskatchewan, 96.709 
Western Provinces, 96-732 

Irrigation, value of construction work performed. 64-201. 
64. 502 

Irrigation. see also 1)ams, Reservoirs 
Island Telephone Co. Limited, employment, finances. 
telephones operated and calls reported. 56-202 

Jackets. 
bed, shipments. 34-217 
fur, shipments. 34-213 
men 'sand youth's. shipments. 34-216 
smoking, shipments. 34-216 
women's, shipments. 34-217 

Jails, capacity, inmate movements. etc.. 85-207 
Jam, consumer price index, 62-010 
Jam, industry selling pnce index. 62-01 1,62-528.62-543 
Jams, 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
shipments. 32-218.32-224 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62.545 

Japan Air Lines, international charter operations. 51.207 
Jeans, shipments, 34-2 16.34-2 17 
Jellies, per capita disappearance. 32-226 
Jellies, shipments. 32-218,32-224 
Jelly powder, consumer price index, 62-010 
Jelly powder. shipments. 32-218,32-224 
Jewellers' findings, shipments. 47-211 
Jewellery, 
all types. shipments. 47-211 
and Silverware Industry, 47-211 
department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
direct sales, 63-218 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 31-211 
st,ires,chain. 63-210 
stores, retail trade, 63-005,63-519 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 

Jigs, plastic. shipments, 47-208 
Jigs, shipments. 41-208,42-207 
Job holdcrs, multiple, annual averages, 71-529 
Job Search Patterns in Canada, 71-525 
Job searchers, by age, sex, etc., 71-525 
Johnson Flying Service, international charter operations. 

51-003,51-207 
Juicers, domestic, electric, shipments. 43-203 
Juices, canned, industry selling price index. 62.011 
Juices, fruit and vegetable, urban family expenditure. 

62-542.62.54 5 
Juvenile, 
delinquency. 85.207 
Delinquents. 85-202 
delinq uenis. socio-econornic characteris 'iCS, court 
appearances, disposition of cases, 85-2' i2 

KLM, international charter operations. 1 1-003.5 1-207 
Kegs, fibre, shipments. 36.206 
Kegs, metal, shipments. 4 1-227 
Kerosene, 
consumption. 57.208.57-506 
shipments. 45-205 
supply and demand. 57-003,57-505 
supply and disposition. 45-004 

Ketchup, tomato. 
consumer price index. 62.0 10 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
shipments. 32-218,32-224 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-54 

Kettles, 
domestic, electric, production, shipment and stocks. 

43 -00 3 
domestic, electric, shipments. 43-203 
electric, industry selling price index, 62-1' 11.62-528 

Key Economic Series, release dates. II -Di I 
Kimonos, women's and children's, shipirenis, 34.217 
Kindergarten, private, enrolment. stall's. ctc.. 81-540 
Kindergartens, enrolment. 81.220 
Kingston. Ont., 
population. household and family ehar;i.:teristics, 95-7 10 
population. houschold, family and labor force 
characteristics, 95-807 

population, housing, labour force and in.ome 
characteristics, 95-740 

Kitchen accessories, shipments. 31.211 
Kitchen equipment, for restaurants, shipi iencs, 41-227 
Kitchen equipment. urban family expend lure. 62-544.62-547 
Kitchen equipment, we also names of spt ific appliances, 
utensils, etc. 

Kitchener, Ont., 
population, household and family chara. terislics, 95.711 
population, household, family and lahoir force 
characteristics, 95.808 

population, housing, labour l'orce and iuiome 
characteristics, 95.741 

Kitchenware, 
direct sales. 63-218 
plastic, shipments. 47-208 
shipments. 4 1-227 

Kits, all types. plastic, shipments. 47-208 
Kits, all types, shipments. 47-204 
Knitting mills. 31-203.31-209.34-215 
fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-568 

Knives, electric, shipments. 43-203 
Knives, shipments. 41-208 
Knobs, plastic, shipments. 47-208 
Kuch. Peter and Walter Hacssel. An Analysis of Earnings in 
Canada. 99.758 

L IV Jet Fleet Corp.. international chartei operations. 
5 1.207 

Labels, shipments. 34-2 l0.36-203.36-20' 
Laboratories, dental, 47-206 
Laboratories, value oIeonstrution work jtcrformcd. 64-201. 
64.502 

Labour. 11-202 
compensation of persons employed. I 4-'0 I 
corn pensation per man-hour worked of I  ersons employed. 

14-2(11 
compensation per person employed, 14..'0I 
consolidated government expenditures, o8-202 
federal government expenditure. 68-211 
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hours of, see Hours oulabour 
;ncome, estimates. 72-005 
provincial government expenditure. 68-205.68-207 

Labour Costs in Canada: 
All Industries, 72-6 18 
Education, Libraries and Museums, 72-616 
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate. 72-6 tO 
Manufacturing. 72-6 12 
Mines. Quarries and Oil Wells, 72-613 
Mines. Quarries and Oil Wells, 1969, 72-511 
Services to Business Management, 72-617 
Trade, 72-615 
Transportation. Communication and Other Utilities, 72-611 

Labour force. 11-003,11-505.11-508.13-557.71-201 
and Individual Income: Introduction to Volume III 
(Part I ). 94.701 

Annual Averages. 1975-1978, 7 1-529 
Atlantic Provinces, by detailed industry and sex, showing 
age groups, marital status, level olschooling and 
class of worker. 94-750 

Atlantic Provinces, by detailed occupation and sex, 
showing age groups, marital status and class of 
worker. 94-72 4 

Atlantic Provinces, by detailed occupation and sex, 
showing level of schooling by age groups. 94-730 

by Age and Sex, for Canada, Provinces and Census 
Divisions. 94-704 

by Age and Sex, for Urban Centres, 94-705 
by class of worker and age groups, showing level of 
schooling and sex. 94-772 

by detailed occupation and intermunicipal moves, 92-749 
by detailed occupation and sex. 94-788 
by Industry, 94-787 
by industry and sex for provinces and regions. 13.571 
by Level of Schooling. 94-786 
by Marital Status and Age Group, 94-785 
by Marital Status and Sex. 94-706 
by Occupation. 94-788 
by province and region and by sex. 13-571 
by province, industry, sex. etc., 71-001 
by province, industry, sex, etc., annual averages. 71-529 
by Schooling and Sex. 94-707 
by sub-provincial regions and by sex. 13-571 
by Work Experience and Sex. 94-708 
change by industry and sex. 13-571 
change by province and sex. 13-571 
Characteristics by Selected Educational Characteristics 
and Sex, 94-772 

components of change. by industry and sex for provinces 
and regions. 13-571 

components of change. by province and region and by sex. 
13-571 

components of change by sub-provincial regions and sex, 
13. 57 I 

Earnings and Work Experience, 1971, 13-554 
employed. Canada and provinces, by detailed industry 
showing age groups and sex, 94-747 

female. Canada, by detailed occupation. showing marital 
status by age groups. 94-733 

for ('anada and Provinces, 1911-1971, 94-702 
industrial structure, 99-715 
methodology and definitions olterms used, 94-701.94-771. 
94-800 

(monthly). 7 1-001 
occupational composition. 99-718 
Ontario. prolccttons,  81.567 
potential entrants from the education system. 81-570 
provinces, by industry divisions and sex, showing period 
of immigration, birthplace and ethnic group. 94-754 

Quebec and Ontario, by detailed industry and sex, showing 
age groups. marital status, level of schooling and 
class of workers. 94-751 

Quebec and Ontario, by detailed occupation and sex, 
showing age groups, marital status and class of worker. 
94-72 5 

Quebec and Ontario, by detailed occupation and sex. 
showing level of schooling by age groups. 94-731 

survey data, guide to. 71-528 
survey, methodology. 7 1-526 
trends and changes. 99.7 16 
variations in growth. 99-716 
Western Provinces, by detailed industry and sex, showing 
age groups, marital status, level of schooling and 
class of worker, 94-752 

Western Provinces, by detailed occupation and sex, showing 
age groups, marital stat us and class of worker. 94-726 

Western Provinces, by detailed occupation and sex, showing 
level ol'schooling by age groups. 94-732 

Labour force, see also Manpower; Unemployed 
Labour Force Activity. 94-790 
and Work Experience by Marital Status. Age and Sex, 94-777 
Appendix - List of Occupation Codes and Titles. 94-784 
by Age. School Attendance. Level of Schooling and Sex. 
94-833 

by Age. Sex and Educational Characteristics. 94-806 
by Marital Status. Age and Sex, 94-805 
by Marital Status. Age and Sex, for Canada. Provinces and 
Census Metropolitan Areas. 94-773 

by Selected Educational Characteristics, 94-834 
by Sex, 94-703.94-801 
Census: Introduction to Volume V. 94-800 
Female Labour Force Participation by Schooling. Marital 
Status. Age and Presence of('hildrcn, 94-774 

Hours Worked by Sex. Industry and Occupation for Labour 
Force Wage-earners and ScIlemployed. 94-783 

Industry by Sex. Weeks Worked and Unemployment, 94-780 
Occupation by Sex. Labour Force Activity and Weeks Worked, 
94-781.94-782 

Weeks Worked in 1970 by Selected Characteristics, 94-779 
Weeks Worked in 1970 for Labour Force and Wage-earners by 
Sex. 94-778 

Work Experience: Introduction to Volume III (Part 7). 
94-771 

Labour force, Canada, 
and regions. by detailed occupation and sex, showing 
birthplace, period ofimmigration and ethnic group. 
94-73 4 

by detailed industry and sex, showing age groups, marital 
status, level oischooling and class of worker, 94-749 

by detailed industry and sex, showing hours usually 
worked. 94-783 

by detailed industry and sex, showing level of schooling 
and school attendance, 94-753 

by detailed industry and sex, showing period of 
immigration, birthplace and ethnic group. 94-754 

by detailed industry and sex, showing weeks worked in 
1970. 94-780 

by detailed industry, showing occupation major groups and 
sex. 94-758 

by detailed occupation and sex, showing (a) level of 
schooling, by age groups and school attendance. 
(h) vocational training. 94-729 

by detailed occupation and sex, showing age groups. 
marital status and class olworker. 94-723 

by detailed occupation and sex, showing hours usually 
worked. 94-783 

by detailed occupation and sex, showing weeks worked in 
1970, 94-781 

by occupation groups and sex, showing industry divisions. 
94-792 

regions and provinces, by detailed industry and sex, 
94-740 

Labour force. Canada and provinces, 
by age, sex and marital status. 94-702 
by class of worker and sex. 94-791 
by detailed occupation and sex. 94-717 
by industry divisions and sex, 94-739.94-787 
by industry division, comparable major industrial groups 
and classes, 94-793 

by occupation and sex, historical data. 94-716 
by occupation groups and sex ( historical ). 94-7 lb 
by occupation groups, showing industry divisions and 
sex, 94.736 

by selected industries and sex, showing age groups. 
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marital status, level olsehooling and ethnic groups. 
94. 79 3 

by sex, showing industry divisions, 94-74 I 
by sex, showing weeks worked, in 1970. 94-778 

labour force, census agglomerations. 
by detailed industry and sex. 94-743 
by detailed occupation and sex, 94-720 
by sex, showing weeks worked in 1970, 94-778 

Labour force, census divisions, 
by occupation groups and sex, 94-718 
by sex, showing industry divisions. 94- 74 1 
by sex, showing weeks worked in 1970, 94-778 

l.ahour 6rcc, census metropolitan areas, 
by class of'worker and sex, 94-791 
by detailed industry and sex, 94-742 
by detailed industry, showing age groups, wage-earners, 
self-employed and number horn ouiside Canada, 94.755. 
94- 756 

by detailed occupation and sex, 94-719 
by industry divisions and sex. 94-787 
by industry divisions, showing age groups, wage-earners, 
sell-employed and total married females, 94-757 

by occupation groups and sex, showing age groups, level 
of schooling, number married and number of wage-
earners. 94-73 5 

by sex, showing weeks worked in 1970.94-778 
Labour force, cities and towns, 
by detailed industry and sex, 94-744 
by detailed occupation and sex. 94-721 
by industry divisions and sex, 94-745 
by occupation groups and sex. 94-722 
by sex, showing weeks worked in 1970, 94-778 

Labour Force Mobility. 
by Educational Characteristics, 94-837 
Canada and Provinces, 94- 807 
('ensus Meiropolitan Areas. 94-808 

Labour lbrce participation. 
by Period of Immigration, Age and Sex. 94-776 
in Canada, 99-712 
of Married Females by Age, 94-775 
rate, 71-001,71-201,71-523,94-704,94-705, 
94-706,94-707,94-802.94-803,94-80494-830,94-83 1,94-832. 
99-7 12 

rate, women, 7 1-523 
Labour Force Participation Rates. 
by Age and Sex and by Marital Status and Sex, 1971 and 

1976. 94-804 
by Age and Sex. for Canada, Provinces and Census 
Divisions, 94-802 

by Age and Sex, for Census Agglomerations and 
Municipalities, 94-803 

by Agcand Sex, 1971 and 1976, 94-832 
by Sex and Level of Schooling. 94.83 I 
by Sex and Marital Status, 94-830 
of Married Females by Age. 94-835 

LaboLir unions, 
director. 7 1.21)2 
financial statistics, 71-202 
membership statistics, 71-202 

Lace, all kinds, shipments. 34-210 
Laces, shoe, shipments. 34-210 
Lacquers. sales, 46-001 
Lacquers, shipments. 46-210,46-2 16 
Lacquers. see also Varnish 
I.adders, wooden, shipments. 35-208 
Laker Airways, international charter operations. 51-003, 
5 1-207 

Lamb, 
exports and imports. 23-203 
frozen, stocks, 23-203 
frozen, stocks in cold storage. 32-012 
in cold storage. 32-217 
industry selling price index, 62-01 1.62-528,62-543 
per capita disappearance. 2 1-5 14,32-220,32-226 
production and domestic disappearance. 21-514,32-220 
shipments. 32-221 
urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-545  

Lamb, see also Mutton 
Lambs. 

'arm cash receipts. 21-001 
farm value, by province, 21-514 
markelings. 23-203 
number on farms. 2 1-5 14.23-008.23-203 
number on 'arms, by province. 2 1-5 14 
prices. 2 1-5 14.23-203 
shipments. 23-203 
slaughterings, 23-203.32-221 
slaughterings, by province. 21-514 

Lamp, 
paris. shipments. 35-214 
parts, wooden, shipments. 35-208 
shades (all types), shipments. 35-214 

Lamps, 
electric, incandesceni and fluorescent, shpmcnis. 43-210 
electric, manufacturers' sales. 43-007,43 009 
electric, shipments, 35-2 14 
floor, shipments, 35-214 
pole. shipments, 35-214 
retail sales. 63-526 
table, shipments. 35-2 14 

Land. 
Areas and Densities of Statistical Units, ' 1 8.701 
farm price index, 62-004,62-534 
usc(maps), 96-871 

Landscape contracts, revenue from. 22.2(3 
Landscaping, value of work performed. 6 1.201.64.502 
Landscaping, see also Hedges; Parks: Pei.nnials: Shrubs; 
Trees 

Language, 
education, minority, by province, level. I rade, 81.257 
in Canada. 99-707 
minority, relevant provincial legislation, 8 1-257 
minority, taught as a second language. S 1-257 
official, 92.726.92-733 
official, by ethnic groups. 92-736 
official, see also Bilingualism 
retention and transfer, 92-776 
use, transtr and retention, 99.707 

Lapierre-adamcyk, Evelyne. Socio-econ& nic Correlates of 
Fertility in Canadian Meiropolitan Are.', 1961 and 1971, 
99.757 

Larch. shipments. 35-204 
Lard, 
exports and imports. 23-203 
industry selling price index. 62-011,62-' 28.62-543 
per capita disappearance, 2 1-5 14 
production and domestic disappearancL. 2 1.514.23-203. 

32 -220 
shipments. 31-211,32-221 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 

Large Farms in Canada, 99-729 
Latex compounds, shipments, 33-206 
Lath, 
gypsum, production, shipments and storks. 44-003 
gypsum, shipments. 44-210 
metal, shipments, 4 1-227 

Lathing, plastering and stucco contraeto' s, summary 
statistics. 64-210 

Laths, wooden, shipments. 35-204 
Laundries, value ol'construction work pt rformed, 64-201. 
64- 502 

Laundry equipment (washers, dryers), siipments. 43-204 
Laundry. urban family expenditure, 62- 44.62-547 
Lavatories, 41-009 
shipments. 44-216 

Law Enforcement. Judicial and Correcti.rnal Statistics 
Service Bulletin. 85.001 

Lead, 
average annual prices. 26-201.26.209.-11 -214 
consumption, 41-0 IS 
drilling completed. 26-207 
production. 26-201.26-202,26-216,4 l 14 
products. shipments. 41.215 
shipments. 26-216 
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stocks, 41-0 18 
unalloyed, shipments, 41-215 
zinc-silver deposits, drilling completed, 26-207 

Leather, 
all kinds, shipments, 33-202 
dressings and finishes, shipments. 46-216 
glove, shipments, 33-202 
industries, 3 1-203,3 1-209 
industries, fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-211, 

13-5 68 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
products. shipments, 33-205 
shipments, 31-211 
sole, shipments. 33-202 
Tanneries, 33-202 
tanneries, principal statistics. 33-202 

Leather, see also Hides and skins 
Lecithin, shipments. 32-223 
Ledgers, printed, shipments, 36-203 
Legs, wooden, shipments, 35-208 
Lenses, shipments. 47-206 
Leotards, shipments, 34-215 
Letterheads, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Lettuce, 
acreage, production, and farm value. 22-003 
consumer price index, 62-010 
per capita disappearance, 32-22 6 

Libraries, 
college and university, holdings, staff, etc., 87-652 
college and university, operating expenditures. 87-652 
historical statistIcs, 81-568 
labour costs, 72-616 
public, holdings, acquisitions. circulation, etc., 81-001. 
87-651 

public, operating income and expenditures, 87.651 
school, size, staff, expenditures, holdings. 87-650 

Liccnces, 
consolidated government revenue, 68-202 
drivers' and chauffeurs', 53-219 
drivers' and chauffeurs', revenues, 53-006 
federal government revenue. 68-211 
local government revenue, 68-203,68-204 
provincial government revenue, 68-205,68-207 

Leisure activities, participation In. 87-501 
Life expectancy. 84-206,84-533,91-516,91-520,98-802 
Life insurance plans, payments in, 
all industries, 72-618 
education, libraries and museums. 72-616 
finance, insurance and real estate, 72-610 
manufacturing. 72-612 
mines, quarries and oil wells, 72-511.72-613 
services to business management, 72-617 
trade (retail and wholesale), 72-615 
transportation. communication and other uiilities. 72-61 

Life Tables. Canada and Provinces, 1970-1972. 84-532 
Life tables, male and female. 84.532.84-533.91-516 
Lifeboats, shipments. 42-205 
Lift trucks. 42-214 
Light standards, shipments. 41.227 
Lighters, cigarette. shipments. 47-205 
Lighting equipment, shipments. 43-007,43-211 
Lightning arresters. shipments. 43-207 
Lignite. consumption. 57-208 
Lilies, greenhouse grown. 22-202 
Limbs, artificial, shipments. 47-206 
Lime, 
industry selling price index, 62-01 I 
Manufacturers, 44-209 
production, 26-201.26-202 
shipments. 44-209 

Lime, see also Cement 
Limestone. shipments. 26-2 17,44-2 13 
Limestone, see also Marble 
Lindsay, J.: Mortality Differences in Canada, 1960-1962 
and 1970-1972,84-533 

Linens, 
consumer price index, 62-0 10  

department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
retail sales. 63-526 

Linens, see also Bedding 
Lines, fishing, shipments. 34-203 
Lingerie, 
chain stores. 63-2 10 
children 's, shipments. 34-217 
consumer price index. 62-010 
department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
retail sales, 63.526 

Lipstick, sales. 46-221 
Lipstick, shipments, 46-215 
Liqueurs, sales. 32-206,63-202 
Liquor. 
sales, 32-206.63-202 
stores, chain, 63-210 
urban family expenditure, 62-544.62-547 

Liquors, see also Liqueurs 
List of, 
Canadian Hospitals and Related Facilities, 83-201 
Occupation Codes and Titles, 94.727.94-737 
Special Care Facilities. 83-221 

Lithia, prod uction, 26-201,26-202 
Lithographing. 36-203 
Liver. consumer price index, 62.010 
Liver, urban family expenditure. 62-545 
Livestock. 
and Animal Products Statistics, 23-203 
distribution, sales and ownership. 99-728 
farm cash receipts. 21-001 
number (maps), 96-871 
prices. 2 1-5 14 
products. farm cash receipts. 21-001 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63.602 
wholesale merchants, 63.601 

Livestock, see also Cattle; Horses; Milk cows; Sheep; Swine 
Livestock, on census-farms, 96-701,96-71 9,96-800,96-852 
Alberta, 96-710.96-809 
Atlantic Provinces, 96-729.96-859 
British Columbia, 96-711.96-810 
Manitoba, 96-708,96-807 
New Brunswick, 96-705,96-804 
Newfoundland, 96-702.96-801 
Nova Scotia, 96-704.96-803 
Ontario, 96.707,96.73 1.96-806,96-86 1 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703.96-802 
Quebec, 96-706,96-730,96-805,96-860 
Saskatchewan, 96-709,96-808 
Western Provinces, 96-732,96-862 

Loaders, front-end and self-propelled, shipments. 42-214 
Loaders, tailgate, shipments, 42-217 
Loans, 13-002,13-562,13-563 
personal. 61-209 

I.oans, see also Interest rates; Investment 
Lobster, industry selling price index. 62-011,62-528,62-543 
Local government, 
assets and liabilities, 68-204 
capital and repair expenditures, 61-205,61-206 
Employment. 72-009 
employment and payroll, 72-009 
finance. 68-203.68-204 
Finance. Revenue and Expenditure. Assets and Liabilities, 
Actual, 68-204 

Finance. Revenue and Expenditure. Preliminary Estimates. 
68-203 

financial flow accounts. 13-002,13-562,13.563 
per capita revenue and expenditure. 68-204 
revenue and expenditure. 68-202.68-203.68-204 

Lockers, metal, shipments. 35-211,35-212.35-213 
Lockers. shipments. 41-227 
Locomotives, owned or lcascd, 52-209 
Locomotives, shipments. 42-211 
Logging. 25-201 
booms, value of construction work performed, 64-201.64-502 
industry. 3 1-402 
industry, consumpiion of fuel and electricity. 57-208 
industry, principal statistics, 25-201.25-202 
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Logs. production. 25-201 
London. Ont.. 
population, household and family characteristics. 95-712 
population, household, family and labour krcc 
characteristics, 95-809 

population, housing. labour forec and income 
characteristics, 95-742 

Lot Polish Airlines, international charter operations. 
51.003.51-207 

Lotions, lace, body and hand, sales. 46-221 
Lotions, face, body and hand, shipments. 46-215 
Loudspeakers. shipments. 43-206 
Love, Roger: Income Distribution and Inequality in Canada. 
99- 755 

Love, Roger. Income Inequality: Statistical Methodology 
and ('anadian Illustrations. 13-559 

Low Inconie in Canada. Statistics on, 13.553 
Low income, see Income, low 
Lufthansa. international charter operaiions, 51.003.51-207 
Luggage. 
industry selling price index, 62-011 
leather hand, shipments. 33-205 
retail sales. 63-526 
stores.c ham. 63-210 

Lumber. 
exports. 25-202.25-505.35-003 
industry, principal statistics. 25-505 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528.62-543 
price. 35.002 
production, 25-202.25-505.35-002,35-003.35-204 
sawn, purchases. 35-002 
sawn, shipments. 35.003 
shipments. 25-202.25-505,35-002.35-003.35-204.35-205. 
35-208.35-209 

stocks, 35.002.35-003 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants. 63.601 

Lumber. we also Hardwood; Planing mills; Sawmills; Timber 
Lynx, number and value of pelts. 23-207 

Macaroni, 
canned, shipments. 32-218 
consumer price index. 62-010 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528.62-543 
shipments. 32-224 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62.545 
(with meat), shipmcnts. 32.221 

Macedoine, canned, shipments. 32-218 
Macedoine, frozen, shipments. 32-218 
Machine Shops, 42-207 
Machinery. 
and Equipment Manufacturers. Miscellaneous. 42-214 
bakcrs. shipments. 42-2 14 
business, shipments. 42-216 
cement mill, shipments. 42.2 14 
concrete-making. shipments. 42-214 
construciion, shipments. 42-2 14 
cultivating, shipments. 42-202 
dairy. shipments. 42.202 
dredging, shipments. 42-214 
drilling, shipments. 42.214 
excavating, shipments. 42-214 
excavating, see also Dredges 
farm, number, value (maps). 96.871 
farm, shipments. 42-202 
farm, wholesale trade, 63-008.63-521 
farm, see also Agricultural implements 
Cultivators; Fanning mills; Farm equipment: Harrows; 
Mowers; Plows; Spraying eq utpment; Transplanters 

fertiliiing. shipments, 42.202 

harvesling. shipments, 42-202 
harvesting, see also Combines; Mowers 
haying. shipments. 42-202 
hoisting. shipments. 41-207,42.214 
hoisting. see also Conveyors; Cranes; Elevators;  

Machinery, mining 
industrial, shipments. 42-214 
industries, 31-203,32-209 
industries. fixed capital flows and stocks, 3-211 

13-568 
industry selling price index. 62-011 .62-5.' 8.62-543 
laundry. 43-002 
laundry, see also Dryers. clothes; Washing machines 
logging, shipments, 42-2 14 
metal-working, shipments. 42-214 
milking, shipments. 42-202 
mining, shipments. 42.207.42-214 
ofuice and store, shipments, 42-216 
oil refining, shipments. 42.214 
parts. shipments. 4 1-226 
planting, shipments. 42-202 
plastics industry, shipments. 42-214 
rentalestablishments, locations, rcvcnuc, expenses. 
63. 53 3 

rubber mill, shipments. 42.214 
sawmill, shipments. 42.207,42-214 
seeding, shipments, 42-202 
shipments, 31-211 
textile, shipments. 42.214 
tilling, shipments. 42-202 
weeding. shipments. 42-202 

Machinery. farm, on census-farms. 96-701.96-720.96.8(X). 
96-85 3 
Alberta, 96-710,96-809 
Amla flOe provinces. 96-729,96-859 
British Columbia, 96-711.96-810 
estimates and coefficient of variation of .stimates. 
96- 73 5 
Manitoba, 96-708,96-807 
New Brunswick. 96.705,96-804 
Ncwk,undland, 96-702.96-801 
Nova Scotia, 96-704,96-803 
Ontario. 96-707.96-731.96.806.96-861 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703,96.802 
Quebec, 96-706.96. 730.96-805.96-861 
Saskatchewan. 96.709,96-808 
Western Provinces, 96.7 32.96-862 

Mackerel, industry selling price index, 62 1)11 
MacKenzie. international charter operatt..ns. 51.207 
Maersk Air, international charter operatii'ns, 5 1-207 
Magazines, 
direct sales, 63-218 
retail sales, 63.526 
shipments. 36-203 
subscriptions, revenue from. 36-203 

Magazines, see also Newspapers; PeriodiaIs 
Magnesitic dolomite, 
and brucite, production. 26-201 
brucite, production. 26-202 
production. 26-220 

Magnesium. 
consumption. 26-219.41 -010 
metal, consumption, 41-018 
production. 26-201.26-202 
shipments. 26-219,41-214 

Mahogany. plywood and veneer, 3 5-206 
Mail, 
handled by air carriers. 51-001.51-002 
loaded and unloaded, at airports, 5 I-000 1-203 
order sales, 63-218 

Mailing machines, shipments, 42-216 
Make-up preparations, sales. 46-221 
Make-up preparations, shipments. 46-21 
Male. female earnings differential. 13-55 
Males, working life tables, 71-524 
Mallows (biscuits), production. 32-026 
MaR and malt products, shipments. 32-2 4 
Malt, customs exports by selected des lini Lions, 22-007 
Malt, exports. 22-201 
Malted milk mix, shipments. 32-209 
Man-hours worked of persons employed 14-201.34-208 
Manganese ore, consumption. 41-010 
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Manicuring preparations, sales, 46-221 
Manicuring preparations. shipments. 46-215 
Manitoba, 
census of agriculture. 96-708,96-807 
education. 81-546.81-557 
labour force by detailed industry and sex, 94-752 
labour force by detailed occupation and sex, 94-726,94-732 
population by census divisions and sub-divisions. 92-805 
population by sex for census divisions and sub-divisions. 
92 -707 

population of unorganized townships. 92-711 
provincial census tracts, population, household, family 
and labour force characteristics, 95-856 

Telephone System, employment, finances, telephones 
operated and calls reported. 56-202 

Mannequins, shipments, 47-209 
Manpower supply, Ontario, projections, 81-567 
Manpower underutilization. 71-5 13 
Manpower. we also Labour force 
Manslaughter. see Homicides: Murder 
Manual, 

1973 Industrial Commodity Classification Vol. I - The 
Classification, 12-541 

Occupational Classification. Census of Canada. 1971, 
Based on the Canadian Classification and Dictionary 
of Occupations, Volume I, 12-536 

Occupational Classification, Census ot'Canada, 1971, Based 
on the Canadian Classification and Dictionary of 
Occupations, Vol. II. 12-537 

Standard Commodity Classification, Volume 1: The 
Classification, 12-502 

Standard Industrial Classification, Revised 1970, 12-501 
Manufactured products, shipments, imports, exports and 
apparent domestic availability. 31-529 

Manufacturers, 
Abrasives, 44-202 
Aircraft and Aircraft Parts, 42-203 
Asphalt Roofing, 36-205 
Battery, 43-208 
Cement. 44-204 
('lay Products, Domestic. 44-215 
Clay Products, Imported. 44-2 16 
Commercial Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. 42-215 
('ommunications Equipment. 43-206 
Corrugated Boxes, 36-213 
Electric Wire and Cable, 43-209 
Electrical Industrial Equipment, 43-207 
Folding ('anon and Set-up Box, 36-214 
Glass and Glass Products, 44-207 
Hardware, Fool and Cutlery. 4 1-208 
Healing Equipment, 4 1-225 
Household Radio and Television Receivers, 43-205 
Industrial Chemicals, 46-219 
Lighting Fixtures, 43-211 
Lime, 44-209 
Major Appliances (Electric and Non-electric). 43-204 
Miscellaneous Electrical Products, 43-210 
Miscellaneous Furniturc and Fixture, 35-213 
Miscellaneous Vehicle, 42-212 
Mixed Fertilizers, 46-220 
Motor Vehicle, 42-209 
Motor Vehicle Parts and Accessories, 42-210 
Office and Store Machinery, 42-216 
Paint and Varnish, 46-210 
Paper Bag, 36-207 
Pharmaceuticals and Medicines, 46-209 
Plastics and Synthetic Resins. 46-211 
Ready-mixed ('oncrete. 44-211 
Refractorics, 44-214 
shipments. 31-522 
Small Electrical Appliances. 43-203 
Soap and Cleaning Compounds, 46-214 
Stone Products, 44-2 13 
Toilet Preparations. 46-215 
l'ruck Body and 'l'railer. 42-217 
Wire and Wire Products, 41-216 

Manufactures. Census of, concepts and definitions. 31-528 

Manufacturing, 11-003.11-202,1 1-505 
capital and repair expenditures, 61-205.61-206 
capital and repair expenditures, by country ofcontrol. 
61-2 15 

corporation financial statistics, 6 1-207 
employment, earnings and hours, 72-517 
impact on the environnment. 11-509 
sub-industries, capital and repair expenditures. 6 1-2 14 

Manufacturing industries, 31-402 
by province. 31-203 
by small areas. 31-209 
capacity utilization rates. 31-003 
capital and repair expenditures. 61-007 
consumption off uel and electricity. 57-208,57.506 
cost of fuel and electricily, 3 1-203,3 1-209 
cost ofmatcrials and supplies. 31-203,31-209 
domestic and foreign control. 31-523 
domestic control, 31-401 
employment. 3 1-5 18 
employment and payroll. 31-203.31-209 
estimates ofemployees. 72-008.72-5 14,72-516 
fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211.13-568 
foreign control, 31-401 
growth patterns, 3 1-5 18 
index of potential output. 31-003 
inventory accounting methods. 31-524 
labour costs, 72-612 
Miscellaneous, 47-205 
of Canada: National and Provincial Areas, 31-203 
of Canada: Sub-provincial Areas, 3 1-209 
value added, 31-203.31-209 
value olinventory, 31-001.3 l-00IS,3 1-51931-52031-521. 
31-525.31-527 

value ol'orders, 31-0013 1-00lS.3 1-519,31-520.31-521. 
31-525,31-527 

value of shipments. 3 1-001,3 1-00 1 S.3 1-203,31-209,31-519, 
3 1-52 1,3 1-52 5.3 1-527 

wages and salaries. 72-005 
Manure spreaders. shipments. 42-202 
Maple. 
butter, shipments, 32-224 
hard, price. 35.002 
plywood and veneer. 35-206 
production. 35-002 
products. 22-204 
products. farm cash receipts. 21-001 
products, (arm net Income. 21-202 
shipments. 35-204 
stocks, 3 5-002 
taffy. production. 22-204 
taffy. value. 22-204 

Maple sugar. 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production. 22-204 
shipments. 32-224 
value. 22-204 

Maple syrup. 
production. 22-204 
shipments, 32-224 
value, 22-204 

Maps. shipments. 36-203 
Maps, see also Atlases 
Marble, shipments, 26-217.44-213 
Margarine, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
domestic disappearance. 21-515 
industry selling price index. 62-() 11.62-528,62-543 
per capia disappearance. 21-515,32-226 
production. 21-515 
retail sales, 63-526 
sales, 32-006 
shipments. 31.211.32-22132-224 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 

Marine accessories, plastic, shipmen is, 47-208 
Marine products. shipments. 31-211 
Marital Status and Nuptiality in Canada. 99-704 
Marital status projections, by sex and age group. 91-517 
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I .1.. employment. 
!Idnccs. tcicplloncs operated and calls reported. 56.202 

NI.t rkers, stone, shipments. 44-2 13 
N i ket Research Handbook, 63-224 
\lirl. 26-220 
\I .irmalades, per capita disappearance. 32-226 
\I rmalades. shipments. 32-21 8.32-224 
\I trriagc rate, 84-205 
\f .irriages. Il-003,ll-505,84-00I,84-205,98-801 

s local arc,is, 84-207 
NI rriages, see also Divorces; Families 
\I.irshmallows, shipments. 32-2 13 
'1 irccn. number and value olpelts. 23.207 
'4 irtinair Holland, international charter operations. 51-003, 
'1-207 

\I,iscara, sales, 46-221 
\t.iscara, shipments. 46-2 15 
\1,isonry contractors, summary statistics. 64-210 
Matches, in hooks, shipments. 464004,46-216 
Mats, 
hath, 34-205 
hath, shipments, 34-2 10,34-221 
place, shipments. 36-206 
ubber. shipments. 33-206 

shipments, 34-221 
Mattress covers, shipments, 34-20 
Mattresses, shipments. 34-202,35-211,35-213 
Mayonnaise, shipments, 32-218.32-224 
Mayonnaise, urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 
MeCulloch International. international charter operations. 
S 1-207 

Mcllveen, Neil and Harvey Sims: The Flow Components of 
Unemployment in Canada. 71-527 

Meals. ready.to-scrve. shipments, 32-218,32-221.32-227 
Meal, 
all kinds, shipments. 32-221 
canned, per capita disappearance, 2 I-S 14 
canned, production and domestic disappearance. 21-514 
canned, shipments. 32-218.32.221 
consumer price index. 62-0 10 
cooked, shipments. 32-221 
cured, shipments, 32.221 
direct sales, 63-218 
dry-salted, shipments. 32-221 
exports and imports. 32.220 
extracts, shipments. 32-224 
family expenditure. 62-532 
farm net income, 21-202 
fresh, shipments, 32-221 
frozen, shipments. 32-221 
frozen, stocks in cold storage, 32-012 
industry selling price index. 62-011,62.528.62.543 
loaves, shipments. 32-221 
packing plants, 32-221 
pastes. shipments. 32-221 
per capita disappearance. 21-514,23-202,23-203.32-220, 
32 -226 

pickled, shipments. 32-221 
pies. consumer price index. 62-010 
pies, shipments. 32-203,32-218,32-221 
processors, 32-2 2 I 
production and domestic disappearance, 23.203,32-220 
products, frozen, in cold storage, 32.2 17 
products, shipments. 31-211.32-221 
products, see also Bologna; Frankfurters; Salami; Sausage; 
Wieners 

retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 31-211 
slicing machines, shipments. 42-216 
smoked, shipments. 32.221 
stores, chain, 63-210 
stores, retail trade, 63-005.63-5 19 
urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-545 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 
wholesale trade, 63-008,63-521 

Meat, see also Bacon; Beef; Ham; Hamburger; Lamb; Mutton; 

Offal: Pork; Rabbit meat; longue; Veal 
Mechanical Contracting Industry, 64.204 
Medals, shipments. 47-211 
Medical. 
care insurance, total shared cost, 86-201 
instruments, shipments, 47-206 
preparations. shipments. 32-224 
Services and Associated Diagnoses. Sask tchewan. 1971. 

82-533 
Services and Associated Diagnoses. Sask. tehewan, 1972. 

82-5 36 
services, by type. Saskatchewan, 82-533.2-536 
staff, in mental institutions, 83-205 
staff, in tuberculosis institutions. 83-207 
sundries, plastic, shipments, 47-208 
sundries, rubber, shipments. 33-206 
supplies, shipments. 31-211 

Medicare, 86-201 
Medicare plans, provincial, payments in, 
all industries, 72-618 
education, libraries and museums, 72.61 
finance, insurance and real estate, 72-610 
manufacturing, 72-612 
mines, quarries and oil wells. 72-613 
services to business management. 72-617 
trade (retail and wholesale). 72-615 
transportation, communie.Ition and othcr utilities. 72-611 

Medicinal preparations, shipments. 46-21 
Medicines, 
direct sales, 63-218 
industry selling price index, 62-01 1.62-5: 8.62-543 
manufacturers, 46-209 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 31.211.46-209 
urban family expenditure. 62-544.62-54 
veterinary, shipments. 46-209 

Melons, per capita disappearance. 32-226 
Memorials, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Men's Clothing Industries, 34-2 16 
Mental Health Statistics, 
Volume I: Institutional Admissions and Separations. 
83 -204 

Volume III: Institutional Facilities, Servit es and 
Finances. 83-205 

Mental institutions, admissions and separations, 83-204 
Mental institutions, facilities, services and finances. 
83-205 

Merchandising, 63-224.63-601.63-602 
Businesses Survey: Agents and Brokers. f3-602 
Businesses Survey: Wholesale Merchants. 63-601 
Inventories, 63-014 

Mercury. consumption. 26.219,41-010 
Mercury. production. 26-201,26-202,26-219 
Metal. 
alloys, shipments. 41-215 
fabricated, shipments. 4 1-228 
fabricating industries, 31-203.31-209 
fabricating industries, fixed capital flows and stocks, 
13-211.13.568 

Fabricating Industries, Miscellaneous, 41-228 
Rolling. Casting and Extruding. 41-2 IS 
Stamping. Pressing and Coating Industrs, 41-227 

Metal products. 4 1-009 
architectural and structural, shipments, 41-221,41-227 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-5 '8.62-543 
shipments. 3 1-21 1.41-207 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 

Metals, non-ferrous, see Non-ferrous mct,tls 
Metals Service Bulletin. 41-018 
Metalwork, ornamental and architectural shipments. 41-221, 
4 1-227,41-228 

Metalwork, see also Ironwork 
Meters, electrical, industrial, shipments, 41-207 
Meters. gas. shipments, 41-228 
Methodology of the Canadian Labour Foi ce Survey, 1976, 
7 1-526 
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Metropolitan areas, socio-economic correlates of 
fertility, 99-757 

Mica, consumption. 26-220 
Mica, production, 26-201.26-202 
Mica, see also Vermiculite 
Microform materials, holdings in libraries, 87-652 
Migrants, by age group and sex, and place of residence in 

1966. 92.7 19 
Migrants, in the labour force, by age groups and sex, 92-747 
Migration, 98-802,99.751 
in Canada, 99-705 
internal. 92-719.92-745.92-746,92-747,92-748.92-749.99-705 
international and intet-provincial. 91-208,91-520 
international and interprovincial. projections. 9 1-5 16 
occupational and educational composition. 99-752 
ofchildren, 8 1-2 16 

Miles flown, by air carriers, 5 1-00 1,5 1-002 
Milk, 
condensed, in cold storage, 32-217 
condensed, shipments. 32-209 
consumer price index. 62-010 
cows, farm value, 23-203 
cows, number on farms. 23-008,23-203 
cows, number on farms, by province, 21-515 
family expenditure. 62-532 
farm cash receipts, by province, 23-001 
farm value, 2 1-5 15 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528.62-543 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
powder, shipments. 32.209 
production, by province. 2 1-5 1 5.23-001 
production, farm value, by province. 2 1-5 15 
products, in cold storage. 32.217 
sales, by province. 23-001 
shipments. 32-209 
skim, in cold storage. 32.217 
skim, shipments. 32-209 
subsidy payments. 23-001 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 
utilization, by province. 2 1-5 1 5,234)01 
vending machines, number and sales. 63-213 

Milk, see also Butter; Cheese; Cream 
Milk, concentrated, 
by-products, shipments. 32-209 
in cold storage. 32-217 
products. production. 23-001 
products, supply and disposition. 23-001 

Milk, evaporated, 
in cold storage, 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 21-515 
production. 2 1-5 15 
shipments. 32-209 
supply and disposition. 21-515 

Milk, skim, powder. 
in cold storage. 32-217 
inventories. 32-024 
per capita disappearance, 21-515 
production. 2 1-5 15.32-024 
sales. 23-001 
supply and disposition, 21-515 

Milkshake mix, shipments. 32-209 
Millardair, international charter operations. 51-207 
Millinery, department store sales and stocks, 63-002 
Millinery, retail sales, 63-526 
Millinery, see also Hats; Headwear 
Millwork plants. 35-205 
Mincemeat, shipments. 32-218.32-221.32-224 
Mine shafts, value ofconstruction work performed. 64-201, 
64-502 

Mine timbers, shipments, 35-205 
Mineral, 
Industries (Mines. Quarries and Oil Wells) General Review. 
26-20 I 

industries, principal statistics. 26-201.26-204 
Industries: Principal Statistics, 26-204 
production, by province. 26-201.26-202 
Production. Preliminary Estimates, 26-202  

production, value, by province. 26-201 
Mineral Wool. 44-004 
production and shipments. 44-004 
shipments. 44-210 

Minerals Service Bulletin, 41-010 
Mincs. 26-204 
asbestos, 26-205 
coal, 26-206 
copper-gold-silver. 26-209 
feldspar. 26-208 
gold quartz. 26-209 
gypsum. 26-221 
iron. 26-210 
labourcosts. 72-51 1,72-613 
miscellaneous metal. 26-219 
miscellaneous non-metal. 26-220 
molybdenum. 26-2 19 
nickel-copper. 26-211 
potash, 26-222 
production. 26-201 
quartz. 26-208 
salt, 26-2 14 
silver-cobalt, 26-216 
silver-lead-zinc, 26-216 
wages and salaries, 72-005 

Mining, 
capital and repairexpenditures. 61-205.61-206 
capital and repair expenditures. by country of 
control, 61-215 

corporation II nancial statistics. 61-207 
employment, earnings and hours, 72-517 
estimates ofemployces. 72-008.72.514.72-516 

Mining industry. 31-402 
consumption of fuel and electricity. 57-208.57-506 
domestic and foreign control. 31-523 
fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-211.13-568 
investment statistics, 6 1-007 

Mink, 
feeds, shipments, 32-004.32-214 
number and value of pelts. 23-207 
number and value of pelts. by province. 23-208 
number on fur farms, by province. 23-208 
supply and disposition, by province. 23-208 

Minority and Second Language Education. Elementary and 
Secondary Levels, 8 1-257 

Mirrors, framed, shipments. 35-213 
Mirrors, shipments, 44-207 
Miscellaneous, 
Chemical Industries, 46-2 16 
Clothing Industries, 34-218 
Food Processors. 3 2-224 
Furniture and Fixture Manufacturers, 35-213 
Leather Products Manufacturers, 33-205 
Machinery and Equipment Manufacturers, 42-214 
Manufacturing Industries, 47-205 
Metal Fabricating Industries, 41-228 
Metal Mines, 26-219 
Non-metal Mines, 26-220 
Non-metallic Mineral Products Industries. 44-210 
Paper Converters. 3 6-206 
Petroleum and Coal Products Industries, 45-207 
Textile Industries, 34-210 
Vehicle Manufacturers, 42-212 
Wood Industries. 35-208 

Mittens. knitted, shipments. 34-2 15 
Mitts, baseball, hockey. etc.. shipments. 47-204 
Mixes, prepared (cake, doughnut. etc.). retail sales. 63-526 
Mixes, prepared (cake, doughnut, etc. ), shipments. 32-224 
Mobility, iner-municipal, 99-751 
Mobility rates. 71-508 
Moccasins, shipments. 33-203 
Model kits(toys). shipments. 47-204 
Models for Time Series, 12-548 
Models. shipments. 47-205 
Molasses, shipments. 32-222 
Molasses, urban family expenditure, 62-545 
Molybdenum. 
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concentrates, shipments. 41-214 wholesale trade, 63-008,63-521 
consumption, 41 -0 10 Motor vehicles, see also ALitomobiles; Dunt buggies; Mopeds; 
mines, principal statIstics, 26-219 Motorcycles; Vehicles, commercial 
production. 26-2() 1,26-202 Motorcycle registrations. 53-2 19 
shipments. 26-219 Motorcycles, in households. 64-202 

Moncton. NB., population. household. Family and labour Motorcycles, retail sales. 63-526 
Ilirce characteristics. 95-810 Motorcycles, see also Mopeds 

Monetary assets and liabilities, international. 67-001, Motors. 
67-201 ac. and d.c.. shipments. 43-207 

Money transfers through telegraph and cable companies, electric, shipments. 43-007,43-207 
56-20 I outboard, shipments. 42-205 

Monthly Production ofSofi Drinks. 32-001 Moulding, 
Montigny. G. and K.S. Gnanasekaran: Working Life Tables metal, shipments. 41.221 
for Males in Canada and Provinces. 1971, 71.524 picture and mirror, shipments. 35-213 

Montreal. Que., wooden, shipments. 35-204.35-205 
population, household and family characteristics. 95-704 Moulds, shipments. 42-207.47-205 
population, household, lmily and labour Iirce Mouthwashes. sales, 46-22 I 
characteristics, 95-811 Mouthwashes, shipments. 46-2 15 

population. housing. labour force and income Mowers, farm, shipments. 42-202 
characteristics. 95-734 Mowers, lawn, shipments. 42-214 

variations in fertility. 99.757 Mowers, see also Machinery, harvesting 
Monuments, stone, shipments. 44-2 13 Mufflers, men 'sand boys'. shipments, 34-2 16 
Mopcd registrations. 53-219 Mufflers (motor vehicle), shipments. 42-2 I 
Mops. direct sales, 63.218 Multiplex equipment, shipments. 43-206 
Mops. shipments. 47-205 Municipal financial in krmation. 12-533.12534 
Morbidity. hospital, 82-206.82-209 Municipal government, fixed capital flows md stocks. 
Mortality. 13-211.13.568 
Differences in Canada, 1960.1962 and 1970-1972. 84-533 Municipalities, changes to. 12-201 
from cancer, by site, 1960- 1973. 84-534 Municipalities, population, household, famly and labour 
propections. 91.520 force characteristics, 92-810 
rate. 84-533 Murder. 
trends and projections. Canada and provinces. 9 1-5 16 persons charged with, legal proceedings aid court 

Mortars, refractory, shipments. 44-214 dispositions. 85-209.85-505 
Mortgage loan companies, financial flow accounts. 13-002. rate. 85-209 
13-562.13-563 suspects and victims, characteristics. relatmmnship. 

Mortgage loan companies, financial statistics. 61-006 85.209.85-502.85-505 
Mortgages, 13-002,13-562.13-563 Murder, see also Homicides 
Mortgages, census-farms, 96-701 Murders, number and incidents, methods. mictims. 85-209, 
Alberta, 96-7 10 85-505 
British Columbia, 96-711 Muriate 01 potash. shipments, 46-220 
Manitoba, 96-708 Museums, 
New Brunswick. 96-705 attendance, operating expenditure. 81 -56't 
Newfoundland. 96-702 attendance, staff, etc., 81-001 .87-655,87-t'56 
Nova Scotia, 96-704 labour costs, 72-6 lb 
Ontario, 96-707 operating expenditures and income, 87-6"6 
Prince Edward Island, 96.703 Mushrooms. 
Quebec. 96-706 acreage, production. and farm value. 22-01)3 
Saskatchewan. 96-709 canned. industry selling price index, 62.011 

Morticians, equipment and supplies, 35-210 canned, shipments. 32-218 
Motels, principal statistics, 63-204 canned. stocks. 32-01 I 
Mother tongue. 92.733 per capita disappearance. 32-226 
by sex, 92-725 M ushrooms. on census-farms, 96-701.96-7 25,96-800.96-85 I 

Motion Picture Production, 63-206 Albcrta, 96-7 tO,96.809 
Motion Picture Theatres and Film Distributors, 63-207 British Columbia, 96-711.96-810 
Motor Carriers - Freight and Household Goods Movers. 53-222 Manitoba, 96-708.96-807 
Motor carriers, operating statistics. 53-222 New Brunswick, 96.705,96-804 
Motor robes, shipments. 34-209 Newfoundland, 96-702,96-801 
Motor vehicle, Nova Scotia, 96.704,96-803 
dealers, retail trade, 63-005,63.519 Ontario. 96-707.96-806 
Equipment and Machinery Rentals. 1976, 63-533 Prince Edward Island. 96-703,96-802 
licences and fees, consolidated government revenue, 68-202 Quebec, 96-706.96-805 
M anufaciurers, 42-209 Saskatchewan, 96-709,96-808 
Parts and Accessories Manufacturers, 42-210 Music Competition Festivals. 1971. 81 -551s 
rental establishments, locations, revenues, expenses. Music, sheet, shipments, 36-203 
63-533 Musical instruments. 

traffic, Canada- United States. 66-001.66-201 retail sales, 63.526 
traffic entering Canada, 66..002 shipments. 31-211.47-205 

Motor vehicles, wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
exports and imports. II 'OF) I wholesale merchants, 63-601 
industry selling price index, 62-011,62-528.62-543 Muskrat, number and value of pelts, 23-20 
new, retail value, 63-007 Mustard, 
new, sales. 63-007.63.208 prepared. shipments, 32-218.32-224 
retail sales, 63-526 seed, acreage. production and value, 2 1-5 16 
shipments. 31-211.42-209 seed. exports, 22-201 
stolen and recovered, 85-205 Mutton. 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 exports and imports, 23-203 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 frozen, stocks, 23-203 
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roZefl, stocks in cold storage, 32-012 
i n cold storage. 32-217 
industry selling price index. 82-0 I 1.62-528.62-543 
per capita disappearance, 32-220,32-226 
production and domestic disappearance. 21-514.32-220 
'.hipmcnts. 32-221 
urban family expenditure, 62-542.62-545 

M utton, see also Lamb 
M ritual iund, financial how accounts, 13-002,13-562,13-563 

N ,irl s. 
iecl. shipments. 41-216 

wire, production. 41-006 
wire, shipments. 41-006 

Naphiha. shipments. 45-205 
Naphiha, supply and disposition. 45-004 
N apktns, paper. shipments. 36-204,36-206 
N arcissus, greenhouse grown, 22.202 
National accounts, income and expenditure. see National 
income and expenditure accounts 

National 1-larbours Board Police, personnel, transport. area 
policed, 85-204 

National income and expenditure accounts. 11-003.11-505 
annual), 13-201 

irrethodology. 13-549 
quarterly). 13-001 

Volume l.Thc Annual Estimates. 1926-1974, 13-531 
V .1 roe 2, The Quarterly Estimates, 1947-1974. 13-533 

rue 3, A Guide to the National and Expenditure 
\.,runts: Definitions; Concepts; Sources; Methods. 

N,iirrrial income, see Gross national product; Income. 
n ational 

National Welfare Grants, contributions, recipients. 86-201 
Nativepeoples, 11-507,11-508 
Natural gas. see Gas, natural 
Natural resources. 11-202 
..onsolidated government revenue and expenditure. 68-202 
federal government revenue and expenditure. 68-211 
focal government expenditure. 68-203.68-204 
provincial government revenue and expenditure, 68-205, 
68-207 

Natural resources, see also Forestry; Mines 
Navigational equipment. shipments. 43-206 
Neckties, shipments, 34.216 
Neckwear, fur, shipments. 34-213 
Negligecs. shipments, 34-217 
Neoplasms. malignant, new primary sites, 82-207 
Neoplasms. see also Cancer 
Nephcline syenite. 
consumption. 26-208.26-220 
production. 26-201.26-202.26-208 
hipmcnts. 26-208 

Netting, wire, shipments. 41-216 
New Brunswick, 
census of agriculture. 96-705,96.804 
labour force by detailed industry and sex. 94-750 
labour lirce by detailed occupation and sex. 94-724.94-730 
population by census divisions and sub-divisions, 92-802 
population by sex for census divisions and sub-divisions. 
92-704 

provincial census tracts, population, household, family 
and labour force characteristics, 95-850 

New Brunswick Telephone Co. Ltd.. employment, finances, 
telephones operated and calls reported, 56-202 

New Horizons program, number of projects and value of 
grants. 86-201 

New Motor Vehicle Sales (annual). 63-208 
New Motor Vehicle Sales (monthly), 63-007 
New Surveys, 11-006 
Newfoundland, 
census oh agriculture. 96-702,96-801 
labour lirree by detailed industry and sex. 94-750 
labour force by detailed occupation and sex, 94-724,94-730 
population b census drvioorr arid rih-drvisirrn. 92-802 

population by sex for census divisions and sub-divisions, 
92 -704 

provincial census tracts, population. household, family 
and labour force characteristics, 95-850 

Newfoundland Telephone Co. Ltd., employment, finances, 
telephones operated and calls reported. 56-202 

Newspapers, 
advertising and sales revenue. 87-625 
births and deaths. 87.625 
circulation. 87-625 
direct sales, 63-218 
retail sales. 63-526 
shipments. 36.203 
subscriptions, revenue from. 36-203 
urban family expenditure. 62-544.62.547 

Newspapers, see also Advertising, newspaper; Magazines; 
Periodicals 

Newsprint, 
industry selling price index. 62.011,62-528.62-543 
production. 36-204 
shipments, 36-204 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 
wholesale trade. 63.008,63.521 

Niagara. Ont.. 
population. household and family characteristics, 95-713 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-817 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-743 

Nickel, 
consumption. 26-211.41.018 
copper deposits, drilling completed, 26-211 
Copper Mines, 26-211 
copper mines, principal statistics. 26-211 
drilling completed. 26-207 
production. 26-201.26-202,26-211,41-214 
stocks. 41 -0 18 

Nightgowns. shipments, 34-217 
Nitrogen. production. 26-202 
Nitrogen solution, shipments. 46-220 
Non-ferrous metals, shipments. 31-211 
Non-metallic mineral products industries. 31-203.31-209 
fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-211,13-568 
Miscellaneous, 44-210 

Non-metallic mineral products, shipments. 31-211 
Non-metallic minerals. consumption, 41-010 
Non-metallic minerals, shipments. 31-211 
Non-residential General Building ('ontracting Industry. 'The. 
64-207 

Noodles, dry. shipments. 32-224 
Norcanair, international charter operations. 51-207 
Nordair, 
financial statements, 51-206 
international charter operations. 51-003.51-207 
operating revenues and expenses, 5 1-00 1 
operaiing statistics, 51-002 

North Central Airlines, international charter operations. 
51-003.51-207 

Northern Alberta Railways Company, 
equipment and track statistics. 52-209 
financial statistics, 52-208 
freight traffic. 52-211 
operating statistics, 52-210 

Northern Telephone Ltd, employment, finances, telephones 
operated and calls reported, 56-202 

Northwest Orient Airlines, international charter operations. 
5 1-003,5 1-207 

Northwest Territories. 
education. 81-549 
population by census divisions and sub-divisions. 92-805 
population by sex for census divisions and sub-divisions. 
92- 707 

provincial census tracts, population, household, a ird 
labour force characteristics, 95.856 

Notices, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Notkm . 
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department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
retail sales, 63-526 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 

Nova Scotia, 
census ol' agriculture. 96-704,96-803 
labour force by detailed industry and sex. 94-750 
labour force by detailed occupation and sex. 94-724,94-730 
population by census divisions and sub-divisions, 92-802 
population by sex for census divisions and sub-divisions. 
92-704 

provincial census tracts, population, household, family 
and labour force characteristics. 95-850 

Novelties, 
plastic, shipments. 47-208 
prtnted, shipments, 36-203 
shipments. 47-205 

Nuptiality, 99.704 
N ti rsery products, on census- farms. 96-701.96-725.96-800, 
96-851 
Alberta. 96-710,96-809 
British Columbia, 96-711,96-810 
Manitoba. 96-708,96-807 
New Brunswick, 96-705,96-804 
Newfoundland. 96.702,96-801 
Nova Scotia, 96-704.96-803 
Ontario, 96-707,96-806 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703,96-802 
Quebec, 96-706,96-805 
Saskatchewan. 96-709,96-808 

Nursery schools. see Kindergartens 
Nursery stock, direct sales. 63-218 
Nursery stock, sales, 22-203 
Nursery trade operations, farm cash receipts. 21-001 
Nursery trades industry, 
principal statistics, 22-203 
sales of stocks. 22-203 
Survey, 22-203 

Nurses, 
education, employment, etc.. 83-226.83.231 
employed in hospitals. salaries. 83-231 
employed in mental health institutions, 83-205 
employed in tuberculosis sanacoria, 83-207 
public health, salaries, 83-231 
salaries. 83-226 
socto-economic characteristics, 83-22 6,83-231 

Nurses, see also Hospitals 
Nursing in Canada; Canadian Nursing Statistics, 83-226 
Nursing schools, enrolment, 81-222 
Nuts and bolts, shipments, 41-216.41-228 
Nuts and bolts, see also Washers 
Nuts, per capita disappearance. 32-226 
Nuts, roasted and salted, industry selling price index. 
62-011 

Nuts, shipments. 31-211.32-213.32.218.32-224 

0 

Oak, plywood and veneer, 35-206 
Oak, shipments. 3 5-2(14 
Oars, shipments. 42-205 
Oatmeal, per capita disappearance. 32-226 
Oatmeal, shipments. 32-228 
Oats, 22-002 
consumption. 32-214 
export clearances by final destination, 22-007 
exports, 22-20 I 
farm cash receipts. 21-001 
farm supply and disposition, Prairie Provinces, 22-007 
for grain, acreage, production and value. 2 1-5 16 
for grain. acreage, yield and production. 22-201 
monthly average cash tuotations, 22-007 
prices, 22-201 
producers' deliveries, Prairie Provinces, 22.007 
shipments, 22-201 
supply and disposition, 22-007.22-201 

Occupancy Patterns and Trends in Canadian Housing, 99.724 

Occupation groups. 
by Industry Divisions and Sex, for Canad.t and Provinces. 
94-73 6 

by Sex, for Canada, Provinces and Censu Divisions, 94.718 
by Sex, for Municipal Sub-divisions from 10,000 to 30,000. 

94- 722 
by Sex. Showing Age, Level ofSchoolin. Number Married 
and Number of Wage-earners, for ('en'. is Metropolitan 
Areas, 94-735 

Occupational, 
Classification Manual, Census otCanada, 1971, Based on 
the Canadian Classification and Dictionary of 
Occupations. Volume I, 12-536 

Classitication Manual. Census ofCanad,i 1971, Based on 
the Canadian Classification and Dictioi .Iry ol 
Occupations. Volume II, 12-537 

Composition of Canada's Labour Force, 99-718 
Composition of Canadian Migration. 99 752 
titles, 12-536,12-537 
training, expenditures. 81-208 

Occupations, 
census, methodology and definitions of t,,rms used, 94-715, 

94- 72 8 
classification. 12-536,12-537 
Historical, for Canada and Provinces, 94716 
Introduction to Volume Ill (Part 2). 94- AS 
Introduction to Volume Ill (Part 3),94- '28 
list ofcodes and titles, 94-727,94-737,94 770,94-784 
of Females by Marital Status by Age, lot Canada, 94-733 

Occupations by sex, 
for Municipal Sub-divisions of 30,000 aid Over. 94-721 
l'or Census Agglomerations of25.000 ani Over. 94-720 
t'or Canada and Provinces, 94-717 
for Census Metropolitan Areas. 94-719 
Showing (a) Level of Schooling by Age ind School 
Attendance, and (h) Vocational Traini ig. for Canada. 
94- 72 9 

Showing Age, Marital Status and Class' 'f Worker for 
Atlantic Provinces, 94-724 

Showing Age, Marital Status and Class f Worker for 
Canada, 94-723 

Showing Age, Marital Status and Class 'l'Worker for 
Quebec and Ontario, 94-725 

Showing Age, Marital Status and Class of Worker for 
Western Provinces, 94-726 

Showing Birthplace. Period of lmmigraion and Ethnic 
Group. for Canada and Regions, 94-7 i4 

Showing Level of Schooling by Age, fin Atlantic 
Provinces, 94-730 

Showing Level ol'Schooling by Age. foi Quebec and Ontario. 
94-731 

Showing Level of Schooling by Age. l'oi Western Provinces. 
94-73 2 

Off Farm Work by Farmers. 99-756 
Offal, 
per capita disappearance. 21-514.32-22 1.32.226 
production and domestic disappcaranc&. 2 1-5 14,32-220 
shipments. 32-227,33-202 

Office, 
and Store Machinery Manufacturers, 4 -216 
filing euipmenl. shipments. 35-006,35 212 
Furniture Manufacturers, 35-212 
supplies. shipments. 31-211 

Offices ol'Architects, 1977. 63-534 
Oil, 
castor, shipments. 32-223 
coconut, 32.006 
condensate, refinery receipts. 45-004 
corn, 32-006 
corn, shipments. 32-224 
cottonseed, shipments. 32-223 
creosote, shipments. 46-216 
export taxes, consolidated government cvcnue, 68-202 

export taxes, federal government reven ie, 68-211 
family expenditure. 62-532 
fusel, sales, 32-206 
linseed, exports. 22-201 
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linseed, shipments. 32-223 
lubricating, shipments. 45-205 
lubricating, supply and disposition. 45-004 
marine, shipments. 32-223 
palm. 32-006 
peanut. 32-006 

Pipe Line Transport (annual). 55-201 
Pipe Line Transport (monthly), 55-001 
rapcseed. 32-006 
rapesced, shipments, 32-223 
refineries, 45-205 
refineries, value of construction work perlormed. 64-201. 
64-502 

soybean. 32-006 
soybean, shipments. 32-223 
Stove, supply and disposition, 45.004 
sunflower seed. 32.006 
sunliower seed. shipments. 32-223 
urban family expenditure, 62-542.62-545 

Oil. sec also Petroleum 
Oil, crude. 
production, 26-006 
receipts and disposition. 55-201 
refinery receipts. 45-004 
supply and demand, 57-003.57-505 
supply and disposition. 26-006,26-2 13 
transport through pipe lines. 55-001.55.201 

Oil, diesel, 
consumption. 52-207,57-208,57-506 
net sales, 53-21 8 
supply and demand. 57-003.57-505 
supply and disposition, 45-004 

Oil wells. 26-204 
capital and repair expenditures. 6 1-205,6 1-206 
fixed capital flows and stocks, 13.568 
labour cOsts. 72.511,72-613 
production, 26-201 
value of construction work performed. 64-201.64-502 
wages and salaries, 72-005 

Oil wells, see also Gas wells 
Oilcake, 
linseed. slupnients. 32-223 
rapeseed, shipments. 32-223 
soybean, industry selling price index, 62-01 1.62-528. 
62-5 43 

soybean, shipments. 32-223 
sunflower, shipments. 32-223 

Oils, 
all kinds, 32-223 
all kinds, consumer price index. 62-010 
all kinds, production, purchases and sales. 32-006 
all kinds, shipments. 32-224,45-205 
and Fats, 32-006 
animal, production and purchases, 32-006 
animal, shipments, 32-221 
cooking, shipments. 32-213 
crude (vegetable), shipments. 32-223 
deodorized, production. purchases and sales, 32-006 
marine, production and purchases. 32-006 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
raw, shipments. 32-223 
refined (vegetable), shipments. 32-223 
salad, purchases and sales, 32-006 
salad, shipments. 32-2 13 
shipnients. 31-211 
sulphonated, shipments. 46-2 16 
vegetable, production and stocks. 32-006 
vegetable, shipments. 32-223 

Oilsceds. crushings. 22-201,32-006 
Okanagan Telephone Co., employment, finances, telephones 
operated. and calls reported. 56-202 

Old age pension, number of recipients, payments, 86-201 
Old age pension. see also Pension 
Old people, socio-economic characteristics. 98-800 
Olives, bottled, shipments, 32-218 
O mans, 
acreage, production. and farm value, 22-003  

canned, shipments. 32-218 
consumer price index. 62-010 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
stocks, 32.010 

Ontario. 

census ot'agriculture. 96-707,96-731.96-806,96-861 
labour force by detailed industry and sex, 94-751 
labour force by detailed occupation and sex, 94-725.94-751 
population by census divisions and sub-divisions, 92.804 
population by sex for census divisions and sub-divisions, 

92- 706 
population ofunorganized townships. 92-711 
projeclions ol enrolment, graduates and labour force, 

8 I-S 67 
provincial census tracts, population, household, family 
and labour three characteristics, 95-854 

provincial census tracts, reference maps. 95-855 
Provincial Police, personnel, transport, area policed. 
etc.. 85-204 

Ontario Northland Railways, 
equipment and track statistics. 52-209 
financial statistics, 52-208 
freight traffic, 52-211 
operating statistics, 52.210 

Operating Results. 
Independent Retail Hardware Stores, 63-605 
Independent Women's Retail Clothing Stores, 63-604 
Men's Retail Clothing Stores, 63.603 
Retail Shoe Stores, 63-606 

Ophthalmic goods, shipments. 47-206 
Optical instruments, shipments. 47-206 
Optical instruments, see also Mirrors 
Opticians. chain, 63-210 
Opticians, see also Eyeglasses; Lenses 
Oral hygiene products. sale. 46-221 
Oral hygiene products. shipments. 46-215 
Orange juice. consumer price index. 62-010 
Orangejuice. shipments. 32-218 
Oranges, consumer price index. 62-010 
Orders, value of, manufacturing industries, 31-00131-001 S. 
31-519.31-520.31-521,31.525.31-527 

Organization, industrial, see Industrial organization 
Origin and destination, airline passengers. 51-004 
domestic reports. 51-204 
international charter flights, 51-003.51-207 
transhorder report. 51.205 

Origin and Destination for Selected Commodities (Shipping 
Report. Part V). 54-207 

Origin and L)estination for Selected Ports (Shipping Report, 
Part IV). 54-206 

Ornamental and Architectural Metal Industry, 4 1-22 1 
Orthopaedic apparatus, shipments. 47-206 
Oshawa, Ont., 
population, household and family characteristics, 95-714 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-812 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics. 95-744 

Ottawa, Ont., 
population, household and thmily characteristics. 95-715 
population, household. timily and labour force 
characteristics, 95-813 

population, housing. labour lorce and income 
characteristics, 95-745 

variatLons in frtility. 99-757 
Otter, number and value of pelts. 23-207 
Out-migrants, census metropolitan areas, 92-746 
Out oiSchool - Into the Labour Force, 81-570 
Outerwear, knitted, shipments. 34-2 IS 
Output per man-hour worked of persons employed. 14-201 
Output per person employed. 14-201 
Ovens, domestic electric. shipments. 43-204 
Overalls, men 'sand youth's. shipments, 34-216 
Overalls, shipments. 34-217 
Overalls, see also Jeans 
Overcoats, men's and youth's. shipments. 34-216 
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Overpasses, value of'construccion work pertrnied, 64-201. 
64-502 

Overseas National, international charter operations. 51-003. 
5 1-207 

Overshoes, shipments. 33-206 
Overtime, pay and rates, 71-518 
Overtime pay in, 
all industries. 72-618 
education, libraries and museums. 72-616 
finance, Insurance and real estate, 72-610 
manufacturing, 72-6 12 
mines, quarries and oil wells. 72.5 11.72-613 
services to business management. 72-617 
trade (retail and wholesale). 72-615 
transportation. communication and other utilities. 72-611 

Ownership, corporate, 61-210.61-512.61-517 
Oxygen, gas and liquid, production. 46-002 
Oxygen. shipments. 46-2 19 
Ozark Air Lines, international charter operations. 51-003, 
51-207 

IN 

Pacific Western Air Lines Ltd., 
financial statements. 51-206 
international charter operations. 51-003.51-207 
operating revenues and expenses. 51-001 
operating statistics. 51-002 

Packaging supplies, consumption by manufacturing industries. 
3 1-2 12 

Padding. shipments. 34.2 19 
Paddles, shipments. 42-205 
Pads. 
shipments. 34-210.35.213 
shoulder, shipments, 34-218 
writing, shipments, 36-203,36-206 

Pails, all kinds, shipments. 4 1.227 
Pails, paper. shipments. 36.214 
Paint, 
all types, shipments. 46-210 
and Varnish Manufacturers, 46-210 
chain stores. 63-210 
department store sales and stocks. 63.002 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528,62-543 
manufacturers. 46-210 
root, shipments. 36-205 
sales. 46-001 
shipments, 46-2 16 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63.602 
wholesale merchants. 63.601 

Paint, see also Pigments; Primers 
Painting, 34.210 
Painting and decorating contractors, summary statistics. 
64-2 10 

Pallets, wooden, shipments. 35-205.35-208,35-209 
Pamphlets, shipments. 36-203 
Pan American, international charter operations. 51-207 
Panel boards, distribution, lighting and residential. 
shipments. 43-207 

Panels, 
building hoard, prod uction. 36-204 
building hoard, shipments. 36-204 
ceiling, production. 36-002 
ceiling, shipments, 36-002 
hardhoard ceiling. 36-001 
pre ía brtcated exterior metal, shipments. 41-221 
wooden, 35-205 

Pans, frying, domestic electric, productton and stocks, 
43.003 

Pans, frying, domestic electric, shipments, 434)03.43-203 
Panties, 
knitted, shipments. 34-215 
waterproof, children's, shipments. 34-217 
women's, shipments. 34-2 17 

Pants, 
men's and youth's. shipments. 34-216 
ski, men's and youth's shipments. 34-216  

ski, shipments. 34-217 
Paper, 
abrasive, shipments. 44-202 
all types, production. 36-204 
all types, shipments. 36-204 
and Plastic Bag Manulicturers. 36-207 
blueprint, shipments. 36.206 
hoards, productions, 25-202 
hoards, shipments, 25.202 
cigarette. shipments. 36-206 
clay coated and enamelled, shipments. 36. 206 
Converters, Miscellaneous, 36.206 
corrugated. shipments. 36-213 
exports. 25-202.25-505 
gilt wrapping. shipments. 36.206 
industry selling price index, 62-01 I ,62-521'.62-543 
mills, principal statistics. 36-204 
mills. see also Pulp and paper mills 
newsprint, shipments. 36-206 
packaging. production. 36-204 
packaging. shipmenis. 36-204 
polyethylene coated, shipments. 36.206 
printing, production. 36-204 
printing, shipments. 36.204 
production. 25-202.25-505,36-204 
products, retail sales. 63-526 
products, see also Cartons; Stationery 
reinforced, shipments. 36-206 
reproduction, shipments, 36.206 
sanitary. production. 36.204 
sanitary, shipments. 36-204 
shipments, 25-202.25-505.31-211.36-204 
tissue, production. 36-204 
tissue, shipments. 36-204 
toilet, shipments, 36-204,36.206 
typewriter, shipments. 36-206 
waste, shipments. 36-206.36-213.36-214 
waterproof, shipments. 36-206 
waxed, shipments. 36-206 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 
wholesale trade. 63-008.63-521 
wrapping. production. 36-204 
wrapping. shipments. 36-204 
writing, production. 36-204 
writing, shipments. 36.204 

Paper industries. 3 1-203.3 1-209 
fixed capital Ilows and stocks, 13-211.13- '68 
principal statistics. 2 5-202 

Paperboard, 
exports. 25.505 
production. 25-505.36-204 
shipments. 25-505,31-211.36.204.36-206 

Paperhoard, see also Cartons; Wallboard 
Papermakers' and Other Felts. 47-003 
Parchment, vegetable, shipments. 36.206 
Parents, one-parent fismilies. characteristit., 93-82 
Parking lots, value of construction work pc l'ormcd. 64-201, 
64- 502 

Parks, value ofconstruction work perIrmud. 64-201.64-502 
Parsnips, acreage, production, and farm value, 22-003 
Parsnips, per capita consumption. 32.226 
Participation raes. education, 81-552 
Particle Board, 36-003 
exports. 36-003 
industry selling price index. 62-01 I 
production. 36-003 
shipments. 35-208.364)03 
stocks, 36-003 

Partitions, shipments, 35-211,35-212.35-213.41-221.41-227 
Passenger. 
Bus and Urban Transit Statistics. 53-215 
bus carriers, revenue, passengers carried. nilcage, fuel 
consumed. I 1-001 

terminals, bus, hoat or air, value ofconstruction work 
performed. 64-201,64-502 

traffic, atairpons, 51-005.51-203.51-501 
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Passengers. 
airline. 51-001,51-002 
airline, origin and destination, 51.204,51-205 
bus, 53-215 
carried by air carriers. 5 1-003.5 1-207 
international charter flights, origin and destination, 
51-003.51-207 

railway, 52-210 
Passport applications, number, 66-202 
Pasta, per capita disappearance. 32-226 
Pasta, urban family expenditure. 62-545 
Paste, shipments, 46-216 
Pastries, shipments, 32-203 
Pastries, urban family expenditure, 62-545 
Pastries. see also Cakes; Doughnuts; Pies 
Pastry vending machines, number and sales. 63-2 13 
Patching materials (for walls and floors), shipments. 46-210 
Paticnts, 
in and out of mental institutions, 83-204 
in mental institutions. 83-205 
number treated. Saskatchewan. 82-533 
number treated, services, and amount paid per patient. 
82-536 

Patterns, shipments. 47-205 
Paving blocks, shipments, 26-217 
Paving mixtures, asphalt. shipments. 45-207 
Pay, for overtime, holidays, shifls, sick leave, etc., in. 
all industries, 72-6 18 
education, libraries and museums. 72-616 
finance, insurance and real estate. 72-610 
manufacturing. 72-6 12 
mines, quarries and oil wells. 72-511.72-613 
services to business management. 72-617 
trade (retail and wholesale). 72-615 
transportation, communication and other utilities, 72-6 I I 

Payroll, 
federal government. 72-004.72-205 
local government, 72-009 
provincial government. 72-007 
taxes, consolidated government reven ue. 68-202 
taxes, provincial government revenue. 68-207 

Peaches, 
canned, consumer price index. 62-010 
canned, shipments, 32-218 
canned, stocks. 32-011 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production and farm value. 22-003 
sales, 22-003 

Peanut butter, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
shipments, 32-2 13.32-218,32-224 
urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-545 

Peanuts, industry selling price index. 62-528.62-543 
Peanuts, per capita disappearance, 32-226 
Pearls. artificial and cultured, shipments. 47-211 
Pears. 
canned, consumer price index, 62-010 
canned, industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
canned. shipments. 32-2 18 
canned, stocks. 32-011 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 
production and farm value, 22-003 
sales, 22-003 
stocks, 32-0 10 

Peas, 
acreage, production. and farm value. 22.003 
canned, consumer price index. 62-010 
canned, industry selling price index. 62-011.62.528.62-543 
canned, shipments. 32-218 
canned. stocks. 32-011 
dry. 22-002 
dry, acreage, production and value. 2 1.516 
frozen, shipments. 32-218 
frozen, stocks, 32-011 
in cold storage. 32-217  

per capita disappearance, 32-226 
shipments, 32-228 
stocks, 32-0 10 

Peat, 
Industry. 26-212 
industry, principal statistics, 2 6-2 12 
moss, exports. 26-212 
moss, production. 26-201,26-202 
moss, shipments, 26-212 

Peavies. shipments. 4 1-208 
Pectin. fruit, shipments. 32-224 
Pekan, number and value of pelts. 23-207 
Pencils, shipments. 47-205 
Penicillin, 46-209 
Penitentiaries, capacity, inmate movements. etc., 85-207 
Pennants, shipments. 34-202.34-210 
Pens, shipments. 47-205 
Pension funds, 
assets. 74-001,74-201 
coverage. eligibility, contributions etc.. 74-401,74-505 
financial flow accounts. 13-002.13-562,13-563 
financial statistics. 74-201 
income and expenditure, 74-001,74-201 

Pension plan payments in, 
all industries, 72-6 18 
education, libraries and museums, 72-616 
finance, insurance and real estate. 72-610 
manufacturing. 72-6 12 
mines, quarries and oil wells, 72-511.72-613 
services to business management. 72-617 
trade (retail and wholesale), 72-615 
transportation, communication and other utilities. 72-611 

Pension plans. 
consolidated government revenue and expenditure. 68-202 
federal government revenue and expenditure, 68-211 
in Canada. 74-401 
provincial government revenue, 68-205 
provincial government revenue and expenditure. 68-207 

Pensions, number ofcontributors, benefits paid. etc., 
86-201 

Pentanes, 
plus, transport through pipe lines. 55-001.55-201 
production. 26-006 
refinery receipts. 45.004 

Peonies, greenhouse grown. 22-202 
Peppers, per capita consumption. 32-226 
Perennials, nursery shipments. 22-203 
Performing arts, number of performances, attendance, grants. 
etc. SI -0)) 1.87-610 

Perkirm ing arts organizations, performances, expenses. 
revenues. 87-001 

Perfume, 
bases, shipments. 32-224 
compounds. shipments. 32.224 
sales, 46-221 
shipments. 46-215 

Periodicals, 
advertising and sales revenue, 87-625 
births and deaths. 87-625 
circulation, 87-625 
shipments. 36-203 

Periodicals, see also Magazines; Newspapers 
Perlite, expanded. shipments. 44-210 
Permits, 
consolidated government revenue, 68-202 
federal government revenue. 68-211 
local government revenue. 65.203.68-204 
motor vehicle dealers', 53-219 
provincial government reven ue. 68-205.68-207 

Personal care, consumer price index, 62-001.62-010 
Personal care, urban family expenditure. 62-544.62-547 
Personal income, see Income. personal 
Personal Income tax. see Income taxes 
Personal loans, see Loans. personal 
Personsemployed. 14-201 
Persons who worked, 
Canada and provinces, by sex, age groups, class of worker 
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and employment oicome groups. 94.764 
('anada and provinces, by sex, and 1970 employment income 
groups. 94-789 

Canada and provinces, by weeks worked, showing employment 
income groups and sex. 94-764 

Canada, by detailed industry and sex, showing weeks 
worked in 1970, 94-780 

Canada. by detailed occupation and sex, showing weeks 
worked in 1970, 94-781 

Canada, by detailed occupation. showing employment income 
by level of schooling and sex. 94-768 

Canada, by detailed occupation, showing employment income 
groups and sex. 94-765 

Canada, by detailed occupation. showing work experience, 
labour firce activity and sex. 94.781 

Canada, by level of schooling and agc groups. showing 
weeks worked, in 1970 and sex. 94-779 

census metropolitan areas, by wcks worked, showing 
employment income groups and sex. 94-764 

full-time. Canada and provinces, by detailed occupation. 
showing employment income groups and sex. 94-767 

provinces, by detailed occupation and sex showing current 
labour trcc activity and weeks worked in 1970. 94-782 

provinces, by detailed occupation and sex, showing 
employment income by level of schooling. 94-769 

provinces, by detailed occupation, showing employment 
income groups and sex, 94.766 

provinces, by industry divisions, showing weeks worked in 
1970 and sex. 94-780 

Perspective Canada, 11-507 
Perspective Canada II, 11-508 
Pesticides, shipments. 46-216 
Pesticides, see also Herbicides; Insecticides; Rodeniicides 
Pet. 
food, retail sales, 63-526 
food, shipments. 32-214,32.221,32-228 
shops, chain, 63-210 

Peterhorough. Ont., 
population, household and family characteristics. 95-716 
population. household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-814 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics. 95-746 

Petro-chemical feed stocks, shipments. 45-205 
Petro-chemical feed stocks, supply and disposition. 45-004 
Petroleum, 
and Coal Products Industries, Miscellaneous, 45-207 
coke, shipments, 45-205 
coke, supply and demand. 57-003 
crude and condcnsate. production. 26-201 
crude, production. 26-202,26-2 13 
drilling completed. 26-207 
field equipment, shipments. 42-207 
gases, consumption. 57-208,57-506 
gases, liquified, receipts and disposition. 55-002 
gases, liqutlied. sales and revenue. 55-002 
indusiries, capital expenditures. 61.007 
industries, fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-568 
Refineries, 45-205 

Petroleum products. 
exports and imports, 45.004 
farm price index. 62-004.62-534 
industries, 31-203,31-209 
industries, fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211, 
industry selling price index, 62.011.62.528,62-543 
refined, sales, 45.004 
refined, shipments, 45-205 
shipments, 31-211 
supply and demand. 57-003.57-505 
supply and disposition. 45.004 
transport through pipe lines, 55-001.55-201 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchanis. 63.601 

Petroleum products, see also names of individual products, 
e.g. Gasoline; Naptha 

Pets, retail sales, 63-526 
Pets, see also Pet food; Pet shops 

Pharmaceuticals, 
direct sales. 63-218 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-5 !8.62-543 
shipments. 31-211.32-224.46-209,46-21 

Pharmacies, retail trade, 63-005 
Phenol-farmaldehyde. shipments, 46-2 II 
Phosphate rock, consumption. 26-220 
Phosphate rock, see also Superphosphatc 
Photo-engraving. 36-203 
Photo-mounts, shipments. 36-206 
Photographic equipment and supplies, 
department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
shipments. 47.206 
wholesale merchants, 63-601.63-602 

Photographic equipment and supplies. WC also Bulbs, 
photoflash: Cameras 

Photography. commercial. 36-203 
Physiotherapists, education, employment etc.. 83.231 
Physiotherapists, socio-cconomic charact'ristics. 83-23 I 
Pianos, in households, 64.202 
Pianos, shipments. 47-205 
Pickerel, industry selling price index. 62-1 II 
Pickets. Fence, shipments, 35-204 
Pickles, 
consumer price index. 62-0 10 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
shipments. 32-218.32-224 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-54 

Pictures, framed, shipments. 35-213 
Pie filling, 
canned, shipments. 32-218 
powder. shipments. 32-218,32-224 
shipments. 32.224 

Piece goods. 
department store sales and stocks, 63-0o2 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 

Piers, value of construction work perfumed. 64-201,64-502 
Piers, see also Wharves 
Pies. Frozen, shipments. 32-218 
Pics, shipments. 32-203 
Piggyback traflic, 11.001 
Pigments. consumption. 46-210 
Pigments, shipments. 46-219 
Pigments. see also Paint 
Pigs, 
farm value, 23-203 
marketings. 23-203 
number on farms, 23-008,23-203 
prices. 2 3-203 
shipments. 23-203 
slaughterings. 23-203 

Pigs, see also Hogs: Pork: Swine 
Pikepoles. shipments. 41.20$ 
Pillow cases, shipments, 34-205,34-210 
Pillows, shipments. 34-210.35-211.35-2 13 
Pillows, see also Cushions 
Pine, 
consumption. 35-001 
(jack, lodgepole and white), price. 35402 
(jack, lodgepole and white), productioii, 35-002 
(jack, lodgepole and white). shipments 35.204 
(jack, lodgepole and white), stocks, 35 002 
plywood and veneer. 35-001.35-206 
(ponderosa and red), shipments, 35-204 
production. 35-001 
shipments. 35-00 I 
stocks, 35-00 I 

Pineapples, canned. hipments. 32-218 
Pineapples, per capita disappearance. 3 -226 
Pipe. 
and elbows (furnace and stove. shipments, 41-227 
brass and bronze. shipments. 4 (-224 
cast iron, shipments. 41-226 
concrete, shipments. 44-205,44-211 
copper. shipments. 41-224 
coverings, asbestos, shipments. 44.210 
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culvert, shipments. 41-227 
fittings. cast Iron, shipments. 41-226 
fittings. shipments. 4 1-228 
fittings, steel, production. 41-001.41-011 
fittings, steel, shipments. 41-001,41-011,41-220 
line mileage and capacity, 55-20157-205 
line movements of oil and gas, 55-001.55-201 
line movements of petroleum and products. 55-001,55-201 
line transport industry, financial statistics. 55-20 I 
lines, fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-211.13-568 
lines, inventories, operating statistics. 55-001 
lines, value of construction work performed, 64-201,64-502 
plastic. shipments. 47-208 
sewer, clay, shipments. 44-215 
steel, production. 41-001.41-011 
steel, shipments. 41-001.41-011.41.220,41-223 

Pipe, see also lubes 
Pipes, 
exhaust and tail (motor vehicle), shipments, 42-210 
rubber lined, shipments. 33-206 
smokers', shipments. 47-205 

Piping contractors, principal statistics. 64-204 
Pistons and parts, shipments. 42-210 
Pitch (roofing), shipments, 45-001 
Pitch, shipments. 46-216 
Pizza, shipments, 32-203.32-224 
Place of Birth and Citizenship of Canada's Population, 
99-711 

Plane fares, consumer price index, 62-010 
Planing mills, principal statistics. 25-202 
Planing mills, products, 35-208 
Plants, greenhouse grown, sales, by province. 22-202 
Plants, potted, greenhouse grown. 22-202 
Plants, see also Field crops; Floriculture; Flowers; Shrubs; 
Trees 

Plants (buildings), value of construction work perl'ormed. 
64-201,64-502 

Plasters, gypsum, production, shipments and stocks. 44-003 
Plastic. 
film (Sheeting and Layflat Tubing )and Coated Products. 
47-2 12 

products industries, 31-20131-209 
products industries, fixed capital flows and stocks. 

13-568 
products, industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528 
products. shipments. 31-211.33-206.47-208 
products. see also Film, plastic: Pipe, plastic: 
Polyester; Resins, synthetic: Rubber, synthetic 

shapes and forms, shipments. 47-208 
Plastics, 
Fabricating Industry. 47-208 
manufacturers, 46-211 
refractory, shipments, 44.214 

Plate, 
brass and bronze, shipments. 41-224 
copper. shipments. 41-224 
steel, production. 4 1-203 
steel, sales, 41-203 
steel, shipments. 41-203.41-207,41-223 

Plates. paper. shipments. 36-206 
Plates, shipments. 34-213 
Platinum, production. 26-201.26-202.26-211 
Platinum, shipments. 41-214 
Playground equipment. shipments. 47-204 
Playsuits, costume. shipmcnts, 34-217 
Pleating. 34.210 
Plows, 
farm price index. 62-004,62-534 
farm, shipments. 42.202 
snow, shipments. 42-214 

Plugs. wooden, shipments. 35-208 
Plum hers' supplies, brass, shipments. 41-228 
Plumbing. 
contractors, principal statistics. 64-204 
contractors, summary statistics. 64-2 10 
equipment. wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
equipment, wholesale merchants. 63-601 

facilities, in dwellings. 99-723 
Plums, 
canned, shipments. 32-218 
canned, stocks. 32-01 
frozen, stocks, 32-01 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production and farm value. 22-003 
sales. 22-003 
stocks, 32-0 10 

Plywood. 
exports, 25-202.25-505 
exports and imports. 35-001 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
mills, 35-206 
mills, principal statistics, 25-202.25-505 
production. 35.001 
products. shipments. 35-206 
shipments. 25-202,25-505,35-001 
stocks, 35-001 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 

Plywood, see also Veneer 
Poinsettias, greenhouse grown. 22-202 
Poles and Zones ofAttraction. 99-754 
Poles ofattraction. 99.754 
Poletrailers, shipments. 42-217 
Police, 
Administration Statistics, 85-204 
killed on duty, 85-204 
protection, federal government expenditure. 68-2 II 
protection, local government expenditure. 68-203.68-204 
protection, provincial government expenditure. 68-207 
strength. personnel, cadets. 85-204 
transport, horses and dogs. 85.204 

Polishes, auto, furniture, silver. etc.. shipments. 46-216 
Polishes, floor, shipments. 46-2 14,46-2 16 
Polyester, unsaturated, shipments. 46.211 
Polyethylene. shipments. 46-211.47-208 
Polystyrene, shipments. 46-211.47-208 
Polyvinyl chloride, shipments. 46-211.47-208 
Popcorn, shipments. 32-213.32-224 
Poplar. 
consumption. 35-001 
plywood and veneer, 35-001.35-206 
shipments. 35-001,35-204 
stocks. 35-001 

Population, 11-202,11-203.1 1-507.11-508.63-224 
age-sex structure, 99-703 
by Age Groups. 92-756 
by Birthplace. 92-760 
by Ethnic Group. 92-762 
by Language Most Often Spoken at i-Ionic and by Official 
Language. 92-759 

by Marital Status and by sex. 92-757 
by Mother Tongue. 92-758 
by Period of Immigration. 92.761 
by province. 11-003,1 1-505 
by Religious Denomination. 92.763 
by School Attendance and Level of Schooling. 92-764 
by sex and age group. 84-206 
by Speci lied Age Groups and Sex. Census Divisions and 
Sub-divisions, 92-772 

by Specified Ethnic Groups, Census Divisions and 
Sub-divisions, 92-774 

by Specified Mother Tongues fi.,r Census Divisions and 
Sub-divisions. 92-773 

census, cross-classifications of characteristics. 
methodology and definitions of terms used. 92-741 

census, general characteristics, methodology and 
definitions of terms used, 92-713.92-722 

census, geographic distributions, methodology and 
definitions of terms used. 92-701.92-800 

census tracts, 92-710 
change, components of, for census divisions. 91-206.91-521 
change, components of, forcounties and census divisions, 
91-513 
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children per married women by various characteristics, 
92-777 

comparison hetwecn census population counts and post 
censal estimates, 9 1-20 1 

composition, 98-802 
CoUnties, 92-702 
cross-classifications of characteristics. methodology and 
deflnitions of LCrflis used. 92-709 

density. 92-831.98-701 
distribution, 91-518.91-519.91-520.98-802 
efl'ects ol change on the need for hospital space. 

8 3-520 
elderly. soeto-economic characteristics. 98-800 
estimated, Canada and provinces. 91-001 
estiniated. Canada and provinces. by marital status, sex 
and age groups. 91-203.91-519 

estimated. Canada and provinccs, by sex and age group. 
9 1-202 .9 1-5 12 

estimated. Canada and provinces, by sex and years ol' 
age. 9 1-5 18 

estimated, census divisions, 91-206,91-513.91-521 
estimated, census metropolitan areas. 91-207 
estimated, counties, 91-513 
Estimates by Marital Status, Age and Sex. for Canada 
and Provinces. 91-203 

Estimates for Census I)ivisions. 91-206 
farm, socio-economic characteristics. 99-750 
farm, socio-economic characteristics (maps). 96-871 
tderal electoral districts, 92-752.92-801.92-808 
federal electoral districts, by sex and voting age. 92-703 
lidcral electoral districts, by specified mother tongue. 
92. 82 2 

Female, by marital status, age groups, children, showing 
labour force activity by level of schooling. 94-836 

female, Canada and regions, by marital status, age groups, 
children, showing labour force activity by level of 
schooling. 94-774 

IS Years and Over by Income. 94-789 
foreign-horn, selected characteristics. 99-711 
loreign-horn, size and distribution. 99.711 
growth. 91.520.98-802 
growth and distribution. 99-701 
Growth in ('anada, 99-701 
households by type, 93-703.93-707.93-806 
low income, household facilities, 13-565 
married female, census divisions, in the labour force 
by age groups. 94-775,94-83 5 

married kmale, cities and towns, in the labour force by 
age groups. 94-77 5 

married female, municipalities, in the labour force by 
age groups. 94-83 5 

1921-1971. Revised Annual Estimates olPopulation, by 
Sex and Age Group. ('anada and the Provinces, 91-512 

of Census Divisions. 92-753 
of the Federal Electoral 1)istricts. 92-752 
of Unincorporated Settlements. 92.771 
of Urban Centres of 5,000 and over, 92-754 
projection model. 91-5 lb 
projections. Canada and provinces, by marital status, sex 
and age group, 91-517 

projections. Canada and provinces, by sex and age group, 
9 1-520 

projections. methodology, 91.516 
Projections for Canada and the Provinces, 1976-2001. 
9 I-S 20 

proportion of males to females. 92-714 
provinces and territories, 92-702 
provinces, urban size groups, rural non-farm and farm. 
by sex. 92-755 

Revised Annual Estimates, by Sex and Age for Canada 
and the Provinces, 91-518 

sex, ratio by age group, 91-5 18 
sex ratio by age group and marital status. 91-519 
unincorporated places. 92-830 
unincorporated settlements. 92.771 
unorganized townships. 92-711 
urban and rural composition, 99.702  

Population. see also Census: Migration; Mortality 
Populaiton. Canada, 
by school attendance, level of schooling ind sex. 92-764 
househlds by selected characteristics slowing 1970 
income groups othead, 93-710 

labour force by detailed occupation and nter-municipal 
moves. 92-749 

labour force by level of schooling, sex and age. 94-833 
Population. Canada and provinces. 91 -2( I 
age at tirst marriage by age groups and sex. 92-750 
by birthplace. 92-760 
by birthplace and sex. 92-727 
by country ofcttizenship and sex. 92-72 
by date ofcompletion oivos'ational trailing, showing 
labour force activity and sex. 94-772 

by employment income groups and sex 94.711 
by household and family status and age showing sex and 
marital status, 93-8 10 

by income groups and sex, 94-709 
by labour force activity. 94-790 
by language most often spoken at homi and official 
language, 92-759 

by level and type of vocational training completed and 
sex. 92-721 

by migration status, age group and sex 92-7 19 
by migration status and selected demo1 raphie and social 
characteristics, 92.745 

by migration status, by labour force aeiivity, age groups 
and sex, 92.747 

by number of inter-municipal moves. ) 2-745 
by official language and language mosi often spoken at 
home by ethnic group and sex. 92-73t 

by official language and language mosi often spoken at 
home by sex and age group, 92-733 

by official language. language most oftcn spoken at 
home and sex. 92-726 

by period ofimniigration. 92.761 
by period of immigration and sex, 92- 28 
by school attendance, age group and sx. 92-742 
by school attendance and selected denographic and social 
characteristics, 92-742 

by school attendance, level ofsehooliiig and sex. 92-720 
by single years ofage and sex, 92-716 92.832 
by size and source of income and sex. 04-761 
by specified mother tongue. 92-822 
by specified religious denominations. 12-775 
by urban size groups, rural non-farm .nd farm, by sex. 
92 -709 

by vocational training and selected de nographic and 
social characteristics. 92-744 

by wage and salary income groups and sex. 94-713 
children in families, 93-7 15 
distribution of mother tongue by language most often 
spoken at home, 92.776 

husband-wife families, by various characteristics. 93-720. 
93- 832 

immigrant families by various characieristics, 93-722 
migrants, by age group and sex. 92-7 19 
not attending school, by age group aid sex. 92-743 
not attending school, by selected den ographie and social 
characteristics, 92-743 

one-parent families by variouscharat teristics, 93-721, 
93-8 33 

persons born outside ('anada by periid ol'immigration and 
sex. 92-740 

urban and rural distribution by sex. ui2,807 
women ever married by age groups. ge at tirst marriage 
and number ofehildren horn. 92-7 19 

Population. Canada and provinces. b age groups. 92-756 
and sex. 92-823 
and sex, showing labour force activity by level of school 
attendance, 94-806 

and sex, showing level of schooling. )2-827 
and sex. showing marital status, 92-s25 
and sex, showing mobility status, 92 828 
and sex, showing mobility status ansi level olschooling, 
92-834 
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and sex, showing mother tongue. 92-833 
and work experience, showing income groups and sex. 
94.762 

by birthplace and sex. 92-737 
school attendance, and level of schooling. showing 
labour force activity and sex. 94-772 

Population. Canada and provinces, by ethnic group. 92-762 
and sex. 92-723 
by age groups and sex, 92-731 
by birthplace and sex, 92-738 

Population, Canada and provinces, by marital status, 
and age groups, showing labour force activity and sex. 
94-773.94-805 

and sex, 92-717,92-824 
and sex, showing age groups. 92-730.92-825 
by ethnic group. sex and age group, 92-734 

Population. Canada and provinces, by mother tongue. 92-758 
and sex, 92-725.92-821 
by ethnic group and sex. 92-736 
sex and age group, 92-733 

Population, Canada and provinces, by religious denomination 
92 -763 
and sex. 92-724 
by ethnic group and sex, 92-735 
by sex and age group. 92-732 

Population, Canada and provinces, by sex. 92-714 
age and marital status, showing household and family 
status, 93-763 

age and relationship to head of household, 93-7 12 
age groups and school attendance, showing weeks worked 
in 1970, 94-779 

age groups, level of schooling and income groups. 94-763 
and age groups. 92-715 
and 1970 income group. 94-789 
and work experience, showing marital status and age 
groups. 94-777 

labour force activity, and period last worked, showing age 
groups. 94-777 

marital status and age groups, showing income groups and 
major source of income, 94-760 

showing labour force by level of schooling. 94-786 
showing labour force by marital status and age groups. 

94-7 85 
showing school attendance and level of schooling. 92-826 

Population. Canada and provinces, families by. 
age, marital status and sex of head. 93-716 
ages ofchildrcn, 93-715 
income. 93-724.93-725 
labour forcc activity of family members. 93-723 
marital status, age and sex of head, 93.718 
number ofchildren. 93-715.93-823 
number ol'persons. 93-7 14 
schooling and age of head. 93-719 
selected characteristics of head. 93-717 
size, 93-7 14 
structure and type. 93-822 
type. 93-7 14,93-7 19 

Population, Canada and provinces, households, 
and average number olpersons per household. 93-702 
by characteristics of head. 93-705.93-808 
by income of head showing selected dwelling 
characteristics, 93-711 

by level of schooling and mother tongue of head. 93-830 
by marital status, age and sex of head, 93-709.93-809 
by 1970 income group of head. 93-710 
by number of l'amily and non-family persons. 93-704,93-807 
by number of persons. 93-702.93-805 
by size showing selected characteristics of head. 93-708 
by type and source olincome of head. 93-710 
by type showing selected characteristics of head. 93-707 
with immigrant heads, 93-706 

Population. Canada and provinces, labour force. 
activity by sex. 94-703,94-801 
by age groups and sex, 94-704,94-802.94-804 
by level of schooling and sex. 94-707 
by marital status and sex, 94-706,94-804 
by work experience and sex. 94-708  

migration status by age groups. schooling, sex and 
occupation. 92-749 

mobility by age groups and sex, 94-807 
mobility by level of'schooling. sex and age. 94-837 

Population. Canada and regions. 
by kind of vocational course and sex, showing labour force 
activity. 94-772 

by language most often spoken at home, by birthplace, 
mother tongue and age groups. 92-739 

by period of immigration and age groups, showing income 
income groups and sex. 94-760 

by sex and period ofimmigrauon, in labour force by age 
groups. 94-776 

families by income. 93-725 
women, by number of children horn. 92-751 

Population Census: 
Age at First Marriage, 92-750 
Age Groups, 92-715 
Age Groups by birthplace. 92-737 
Birthplace, 92-727 
Census Sub-divisions (Historical), 92-702 
Census Iracts, 92-710 
Cities, Towns, Villages, Census, Metropolitan Areas and 
Census Agglomerations, 92-708 

Citizenship and Immigration. 92-728 
Current Fertility (Own-children Ratios) for Married 
Women, 92-777 

Electoral Districts, 92-703 
Ethnic Groups, 92-723 
Ethnic Groups by Age Groups. 92-731 
Ethnic Groups by Birthplace. 92-738 
Internal Migration, 92-7 19 
Labour Force Migration by Schooling. Age and Occupation. 
92- 749 

Language and Age by Birthplace. 92-739 
Language by Age Group, 92-733 
Language by Ethnic Groups, 92-736 
Marital Status. 92-717 
Marital Status by Age Groups. 92-730 
Marital Status by Ethnic Groups. 92-734 
Migration by Labour Force Activity. Canada and Provinces. 
92 -747 

Migration by Labour Force Activity. Censtis Metropolitan 
Areas, 92-746 

Mobility Status and General Population ('haracteriscics, 
92- 834 

Mother Tongue. 92-725 
Mother Tongue by Age Groups. 92-833 
1976: Supplementary Bulletins: Geographic and 
Demographic: Specified Age Groups. 92-835 

Official Language and Language Most Often Spoken at Home, 
92-72 6 

Out-of-school Population, 92-743 
Population of Unincoporated Places, 92-830 
Reference Maps, 92-712 
Religious l)cnominations. 92-724 
Religious I)enominations by Age Groups. 92-732 
Religious Denominations by Ethnic Groups, 92.735 
School Attendance and Schooling. 92-720 
School Population, 92-742 
Sex Ratios, 92-7 14 
Single Years olAge. 92-716.92-832 
Specified Religious Denominations, 92-775 
Statistics on Language Retention and Transfer, 92-776 
Supplementary Bulletins: Geographic and 1)emographic: 
Population, Land Area and Population Density. 92-831 

Unorganized Townships, 92-711 
Urban and Rural Distributions, 92-709 
Vocational Training, 92-721 
Women Ever Married by Number olChildren Born. 92-718 

Population, census agglomerations. 92-806.92-809 
by age groups and sex. 92-823 
by birthplace and sex, 92-72 7 
by employment income groups and sex. 94-712 
by ethnic group and sex. 92-723 
by income groups and sex, 94-710 
by level and type of vocational training completed and 
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sCX, 92.721 
by marital status and sex, 92-717.92-824 
by marital status, showing income groups and sex. 94-760 
by mother tongue and sex. 92-725,92-821 
by official language, language most oflen spoken at home 
and scx, 92-726 

by period olimmigration and sex. 92-728 
by religious denomination and sex, 92-724 
by sex. 92-714 
by sex and age groups. 92-715 
by sex, showing school attendance and level of schooling, 
92-826 

by single years of age and sex. 92-832 
by wage and salary income groups and sex. 94-714 
children in limilies, 93-715 
distribution of mother tongue by language most otien 
spoken at home, 92-776 

with coniponents, 92.708 
Population. census agglomerations, families by, 
age, marital status and sex of head. 93-716 
ages of children. 93-715 
number oichiklren. 93-715,93-823 
number olpersuns, 93-7 14 
selected characteristics of head, 93.717 
structure and type. 93-822 
type. 93.7 14 

Population, census agglomerations, households by. 
characteristics of head, 93-705.93-808 
1970 income group oihead. 93-710 
number of family and non-family persons. 93-704.93-807 
number of persons, 93-702.93-805 
type. 93-703,93-806 

Population, census agglomerations, labour force, 
activity by sex, 94.703.94.801 
by age groups and sex, 94-705,94-803 
by level of schooling and sex. 94-707,94.831 
by marital status and sex. 94-706,94430 
by work experience and sex, 94-708 

Population Census: Census Divisions and Sub-divisions. 
(Atlantic Provinces), 92-704 
(Ontario ).92.706 
(Quebec). 92-705 
(Western Provinces). 92-707 

Population Census: ('haracteristics. 
of Migrants in Census Metropolitan Areas. 92-746 
of Persons Born Outside Canada. 92-740 
of Persons with Vocational Training, 92-744 
of the Migrant and Non-migrant Population. 92-745 
of Women Ever Married by Number of Children Born, 92-751 

Population Census: Demographic Characteristics: 
Five-year Age Groups, 92-823 
Introduction to Volume II, 92-820 
1.evch of Schooling by Age Groups, 92-827 
Marital Status, 92-824 
Marital Status by Age Groups, 92-825 
Mobility Status, 92-828 
Mother Tongue. 92-821 
School Attendance and Level of Schooling. 92.826 
Specified Mother Tongue. 92-822 

Population, census divisions. 92-702.92-753 
Atlantic provinces. 92-802 
by age groups, 92.756 
by age groups and sex, 92-772.92-823,92-835 
by birthplace. 92-760 
by birthplace and sex, 92-727.92-737 
by employment income groups and sex, 94-711 
by ethnic group, 92-762,92-774 
by ethnic group and sex, 92-723 
by income groups and sex, 94- 709 
by labour turcc activity, 94-790 
by language most often spoken at home and official 
language. 92-759 

by marital status and sex. 92.717.92-757.92-824 
by migration status, 92-719 
by mother tongue. 92-758,92-773 
by mother tongue and sex. 92-725,92.281 
by official language, language most often spoken at home  

and sex. 92-726 
by period of immigration. 92-761 
by period of immigration and sex. 92.728 
by religious denomination, 92.763 
by religious denomination and sex. 92-724 
by school attendance and level of schooling. 92-764 
by school attendance, level olschooling aid sex. 92-720 
by urban size groups and sex. 92-709 
by wage and salary income groups and ses, 94-713 
children in families. 93-715 
Ontario. 92-804 
Quebec. 92-803 
showing mobility status. 92-828 
urban and rural distribution by sex. 92-80 
urban, rural non-farm and farm, 92-709 
urban size groups, rural non-farm and far '1, 92-755 
Western Provinces and territories. 92-805 

Population. census divisions, by sex. 92-71 
and age groups. 92.715 
Atlantic provinces. 92-704 
Ontario. 92-706 
Quebec, 92-705 
showing school attendance and level ofscliooling. 92-826 
Western Provinces, 92-707 

Population, census divisions, families by, 
age and sex of head. 93-7 16 
income. 93-724 
number of children, 93-715,93-823 
number oh persofls. 93-714 
structure and type. 93-822 
type, 93-7 14 

Population, census divisions, households h.. 
characteristics of head, 93-808 
1970 income group of head. 93-7 10 
number olfamily and non-family persons 93-807 
number of persons. 93-702.93-805 
type, 93-703.93-806 

Population, census divisions, labour force. 
activity by sex. 94-703.94-801 
by age groups and sex. 94-704.94-802.94 832 
by level of schooling and sex, 94-707,94-3 I 
by marital status and sex. 94-706.94-830 
by work experience and sex, 94-708 

Population Census: Geographic Distributions, 
Census Divisions and Sub-divisions. Atla tue Provinces. 
92-802 

Census Divisions and Sub-divisions. Ontrio, 92-804 
Census Divisions and Sub-divisions, Quchec, 92-803 
Census Divisions and Sub-divisions, Western Provinces and 
the Territories. 92-805 

Census Metropolitan Areas and Census Agglomerations. 
Population and Housing Characteristics 92-809 

Federal Electoral t)istricts, 92-801 
Federal Electoral Districts- Population aid Housing 
Characteristics, 92-808 

Introduction to Volume 1.92-800 
Municipalities, Census Metropolitan Arc.is and Census 
Agglomerations. 92-806 

Municipalities 5.000 and Over- Population and Housing 
Characteristics, 92-810 

Reference Maps, 92-811 
Urban and Rural Distribution. 92-807 

Population Census: Introduction. 
to Volume I (Part 1). 92-701 
toVolunie I (Part 2), 92-713 
to Volume I (Part 3). 92-722 
to Volume I (Part 4). 92-729 
to Volume I (Part 5), 92-741 

Population, census metropolitan areas, 92 806.92-809 
by age groups and work experience, shoss ing income groups 
and sex. 94-762 

by income groups and sex. 94-710 
by labour force activity. 94-790 
by level and type of vocational training completed and 
sex, 92-721 

by marital status and age groups. showing labour force 
activity and sex, 94-773,94-805 
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by migration status, by sex, age groups and labour force 
activity. 92-748 

by period of immigration and sex. 92-728 
by school attendance, age group and sex, 92-742 
by school attendance, level of schooling and sex, 92-720 
by single years olage and sex. 92-71 6.92-832 
by wage and salary income groups and sex, 94-714 
children in families, 93-7 15 
distribution of mother tongue by language most often 
spoken at home. 92-776 

households with immigrant heads. 93-706 
immigrant families by various characteristics, 93-772 
in-migrants and out-migrants. 92-746 
migrants by place of residence in 1966. 92-719 
not attending school, by age group and sex. 92-743 
persons born outside Canada by period of immigration and 
sex, 92-740 

with components. 92-708 
women ever married by age groups and number ofchildren 

horn. 92-7 18 
Population, census metropolitan areas, by age groups and 
sex, 92-823 
by birthplace and sex. 92-737 
by employment Income groups and sex. 94-712 
school attendance, level of schooling showing labour 
firce activity and sex. 94-772 
showing income groups and sex. 94-760 
showing level of schooling. 92-827 
showing marital status, 92-825 
showing mobility status and place of residence. 92-828 
showing mother tongue. 92-833 

Population, census metropolitan areas, by ethnic group, 
and sex. 92-723 
by age group and sex. 92-731 
by birthplace and sex, 92-738 

Population, census metropolitan areas, by marital Status, 
and sex. 92-717.92-824 
by ethnic group and sex, 92-734 
by mother tongue and sex, 92-72 5 
by mother tongue by ethnic group and Sex. 92-736 
by mother tongue by sex and age group. 92-733 
by sex and age groups. 92-730 
showing income groups and sex, 94.760 

Population, census metropolitan areas, by official language 
and language most often spoken at home. 
and sex, 92-726 
by ethnic group and sex, 92-736 
by sex and age group. 92-733 

Population, census metropolitan areas, by religious 
denomination, 

and sex, 92-724 
by ethnic group and sex. 92-735 
by sex and age group. 92-732 

Population, census metropolitan areas, by sex, 92-714 
and age groups. 92-715 
and 1970 income group. 94-789 
and period of immigration. in labour lorce by age groups. 

94- 7 76 
showing labour force by marital status and age groups. 

94- 785 
Population, census metropolitan areas, families by. 
age. marital status and sex of head, 93-716 
ages ofchildrcn. 93-715 
income. 93-724 
marital status, age and sex of head, 93-718 
number of children, 93-715,93-823 
number of persons. 93-7 14 
schooling and age of head, 93-719 
selected characteristics of head. 93-717 
structure and type. 93-822 
type. 93-714,93-719 

Population, census metropolitan areas, households by, 
characteristics of head, 93-705.93-808 
level ol schooling and mother tongue of head, 93-830 
marital status, age and sex ol head. 93-709.93-809 
1970 income group of head, 93.710 
number of family and non-family persons. 93-704.93-807  

number of persons, 93-702.93-805 
size showing selected characteristics of head. 93-708 
type. 93-703,93-707,93.806 
type showing selected characteristics of head. 93-707 

Population, census metropolitan areas, labour force, 
activity by sex. 94- 703 
by age groups and sex. 94- 705.94-803 
by level of schooling and sex. 94-707 
by level of schooling, school attendance, sex and age. 
94-834 

by marital status and sex. 94-706 
by work experience and sex. 94-708 
mobility by age groups and sex. 94-808 

Population, census sub-divisions, 92-702.92.703.92-801 
Atlantic provinces, 92-802 
by age group and sex. 92-772,92-835 
by ethnic groups. 92.774 
by mother tongue. 92-773 
by sex, Atlantic provinces. 92-704 
by sex, Ontario, 92.706 
by sex, Quebec. 92-705 
by sex, Western Provinces. 92-707 
by specified mother tongue. 92-822 
by specified religious denominations. 92-775 
Ontario, 92-804 
Quebec, 92-803 
Western Provinces and territories, 92-805 

Population, cities and towns, 
by birthplace and sex. 92-727 
by employment income groups and sex. 94-712 
by ethnic group and sex. 92-723 
by income groups and sex. 94.710 
by level and type of vocational training completed and 
sex, 92-721 

by official language. language most often spoken at home 
and sex, 92-726 

by period of inimigraiion and sex. 92.728 
by religious denomination and sex, 92-724 
by school attendance, level ol'schooling and sex. 92-720 
by sex. 92-714 
by wage and salary income groups and sex, 94.714 
families by age. marital status and sex of head. 93-716 
families by ages ofchildren. 93-715 
families by income. 93-724 
families by number ofchildren, 93.715 
families by number of persons. 93-714 
families by iype. 93-714 
households by number of persons. 93-702 
households by type. 93-703 
labour farce activity by sex. 94.703 
labour farce by age groups and sex. 94-705 
labour force by marital suaius and sex. 94-706,94-707 
labour farce by work experience and sex, 94-708 

Population, cities, towns, villages. 92.702,92.708.92-754 
by birthplace. 92-760 
by ethnic grotip. 92-762 
by language most often spoken at home and official 
language. 92.759 

by marital status and sex. 92-717.92.757 
by mother tongue. 92-758 
by mother tongue and sex. 92-725 
by period ot'immigraiion. 92-761 
by religious denomination. 92-763 
by school attendance and level olschooling. 92-764 
by sex and age groups. 92-715 
children in families, 93.715 
families by size. 93-714 
households and average number of persons per houschold. 

93- 702 
Population. municipalities. 92.806.92-810 
by age groups and sex, 92-823 
by marital status and sex. 92.824 
by mother tongue and sex. 92-82 I 
by sex. showing school attendance and level of schooling. 

92-82 6 
families by number of children, 93-823 
families by structure and type. 93-822 
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households by characteristics of head, 93408 paste. shipments. 32-221.32-227 
households by number ol'family and non-family persons, per capita disappearance. 32-226 

93-807 pies. frozen. shipments. 32-21 8 
households by number olpersons. 93-805 production, by province, 23-202 
households by type, 93-806 shipments. 32-227 
labour force activity by sex. 94-801 stocks. 23-003 
labour force by age groups and sex. 94-803.94-832 supply and disposition. 23-202 
labour force by level of schooling and sex, 94-831 urban familyexpenditure. 62-542.62-545 
labour force by marital status and sex. 94-830 Poultry meat, see also Chicken; Duck meat Goose 'neat; 

Porcelains, electrical, shipments. 44-216 Fowl meat; Turkey meat 
Pork, Poultry. number (maps I. 96-871 
all kinds, shipments. 32-221 Poultry. on census-farms. 96-701.96-719.96-800,96-852 
consumer price index. 62.010 Alberta, 96-710.96-809 
exports and imports. 23-203 Atlantic provinces. 96-729.96-859 
family expenditure. 62-532 Briiish Columbia, 96-711.96-810 
frozen, stocks. 23-203 Manitoba. 96-708,96-807 
frozen, stocks in cold storage. 32-012 New Brunswick. 96-705.96-804 
in cold storage. 32-217 Newfoundland. 96-702,96-801 
industry selling price index. 62-01 1.62-528,62-543 Nova Scotia. 96-704.96-803 
per capita disappearance. 21-514,32-220.32-226 Ontario. 96-707,96-731.96-806,96-681 
prices. 23-203 Prince Edward Island. 96-703,96-802 
production and domestic disappearance. 21-514.32-220 Quebec. 96-706.96-730.96-805,96-860 
urban family expenditure, 62-542,62-545 Saskatchewan, 96-709.96-808 

Pork, see also Bacon; Ham; Sausage Western Provinces. 96-732.96-862 
Porter. Poverty. 13-559 
inventories, 32-205 Powder, 
production. 32-205 lace and body. sales. 46-221 
sales. 32-205 face and body. shipments. 46-215 
shipments. 32-205 food drink, shipments, 32-213 

Portfolio cases, leather, shipments. 33-205 Prairie wolf, number and value 01' pelts. 23.207 
Ports. ('anadian, list of. 54-204 Presses, metal, shipments. 42-214 
Ports of Call '[ravel Club. international charter operations. Pressure measuring instruments. shipmcnis. 47-206 
51-207 Price, 

Post-secondary Student Population Survey, 1968-69, 81-543 index, consumer, 62-001,62-010 
Postage. consumer price index. 62-010 index, consumer, revision, concepts and Procedures. 62-546 
Postal service, consolidated government revenue and index, education. 81-002 
expenditure. 68-202 index, industry selling. 62-01 1.62-528.62.543 

Postal service, federal government revenue and expenditure, index, travel. 66-202.87-001 
68-211 index, weekly security. 11-001 

Postcards, shipments. 36-203 indexes. 11-003.11-505.13-001.13-201.1 3-531.13-533 
Pot holders, shipments. 34-210 lists, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Potash, Primary Iron and Steel. 41-001 
consumption. 26-220 Primary metals industries. 3 1-203.3 1-209 
Mines. 26-222 fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211.13 568 
mines, principal statistics, 26-222 Primers, shipments, 46-210 
production, 26-201.26-202 Princc Edward Island, 
shipments. 26-222 census of agriculture. 96-703.96-802 

Potassium permanganate. consumption. 46-401 labour force by detailed industry and sex 94-750 
Potato products. shipments. 32-224 labour force by detailed occupation and e*. 94-24.94-730 
Potatoes. 22-002 population by census divisions and sub-divisions. 92-802 
acreage, production and value. 21-516.22-003 population by sex for census divisions an.l sub-divisions, 
canned, shipments. 32-218 92-704 
canned, stocks. 32-01 I provincial census tracts, population, household, family 
consumer price index. 62-0 10 and labour force characteristics, 95-85o 
farm cash receipts, 21-001 Principal Vital Statistics by Local Areas, 84-207 
frozen, shipments. 32-218 Principals, public elementary and seeond.ry schools, 
in cold storage. 32-217 salaries and qualifications. 81-202 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 Printed matter, shipments, 31.211 
stocks. 32-010 Printing. 

Pouches (tobacco), leather, shipments, 33-205 industries. 31-203.31-209 
Poultry. industries, fixed capital flows and stocks 	13-211. 13-568 
consumer price index, 62-010 plates. offset or lithographing. 36-203 
larni cash receipts. 21-001. Publishing and Allied Industries, 36-203 
lieds. shipments, 32-004.32-2 14 Prisons, capacity, inmate movements. etc 	85-207 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 Private and Public Investment in Canada Mid-year Review, 
Processors, 32-227 6 1-206 
products, in cold storage. 32-2 17 Private and Public Investment in Canada Outlook, 61-205 
retail sales, 63.526 Product, gross national, see Gross nation.il  produci 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 Production, 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 and Disposition of Tobacco Products. 32-022 

Poultry, see also Geese; Hens and Inventories of Process Cheese and I istant Skim Milk 
Poultry meat. Powder. 32-024 
canned, shipments. 32-2 27 and Sales of Phonograph Records and P re-recorded Tapes 

direct saks, 63-2 18 in Canada, 47.004 
family expenditure, 62-532 and Shipments of Floor Files. 47-001 
farm net income. 21-202 and Shipments of Steel Pipe. Tubing and Fittings. 41-011 
farm value, by province. 32-202 and Stocks of Eggs and Poultry. 23-003 
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and Stocks of Tea. Coffee and Cocoa. 32-025 
and Value olMaple Products. 22-204 
indexes, 31-003 
of Biscuits and Cones. 32-026 
of Poultry and Eggs, 23-202 
Shipments and Stocks on Hand of Sawmills East of the 

Rockies. 35-002 
Shipments and Stocks on Hand of Sawmills in British 
Columbia, 35-003 

survey. 61-202 
Productivity indexes. 
agriculture, 14-201 
commercial goods-producing industries, 14-201 
commercial industries, 14-201 
commercial non-agricultural goods-producing industries, 

14-201 
commercial non-agricultural industries. 14-201 
commercial service-producing industries. 14-201 
manufacturing. 14-201 

Products Shipped by Canadian Manufacturers, 31-211 
Professors, number and salaries. 81-241 
Prognosis for Hospitals: The Effects of Population 
Change on the Need for Hospital Space, 1967-2031. 
83-5 20 

Programs, printed, shipments, 36-203 
Propane, 
and mixes, supply and disposition. 45-004 
production. 26-006 
shipments. 45-205 

Property insurance companies, financial statistics, 61-006 
Property taxes, 
consolidated govern ment revenue. 68-202 
consumer price index, 62.0 10 
local government revenue. 68-203,68-204 
provincial govern ment revenue. 68-207 

Property taxes, see also Real property taxes 
Provincial Economic Accounts, 13-213 
Provincial government, 
assets and liabilities. 68-209 
capital and repair expenditures, 61-205,61-206 
Employment. 72-007 
employment and payroll, 72-007 
Enterprise Finance, 61-204 
finance. 68-205,68-207.68-209 
Finance, Assets, Liabilities, Sources and Uses of Funds, 
68-209 

Finance. Revenue and Expenditure. 68-207 
Finance. Revenue and Expenditure (Estimates), 68-205 
financial how accounts, 13-002,13-562.13-563 
fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-21 1,13-568 
revenue and expenditure. 68-202.68-205.68-207 

Prunes, production and farm value. 22-003 
Prunes, sales. 22-003 
Psychiatric facilities, in mental institutions, 83-205 
Public, 
address systems, shipments, 43-206 
administration, estimates ofemployces. 72-008,72-5 14. 
72-5 16 

administration, wages and salaries. 72-005 
administration, see also Federal government; Local 
government: Provincial government 

works, local government expenditure. 68-203,68-204 
Publications, 
new Statistics Canada. 11-001 
religious, shipments. 36-203 
sales, revenue from. 36-203 
Statistics Canada, 11-504.11-506 

Publishers, number by income group and language. 87-601 
Publishing industries, 31-203.31-209.36-203 
fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-211.13-568 

Pudding powder. shipments. 32-218.32-224 
Pulleys, shipments, 42-214 
Pullovers, knitted, shipments, 34-215 
I'ullovers. shipments, 34-216 
Pulp and paper mill machinery, shipments. 42-214 
Pulp and Paper Mills. 36-204 
principal statistics, 25-202.25-505,36-204  

Pulp and paper mills, see also Paper mills 
Pulp chips. shipments. 25-201,35-204 
Pulpwood, 
and Wood Residue Statistics, 25-001 
consumption. 25-001 
exports, 25-202.25-505 
exports and imports. 25-001 
inventorIes, 25-001 
production, 25-201.25-202,25-505 
production, by province. 25-001 
shipments. 25-201.25-202.25-505,31-211.35-204 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 

Pulpwood, see also Wood pulp 
Pumping stations, value of construction work performed. 
64-201,64-502 

Pumpkin, 
canned, shipments, 32-218 
canned, stocks, 32-01 
frozen, stocks, 32-01 
per capita consumption, 32-226 

Pumps, all kinds, shipments, 41-009,42-214 
Pumps, motor vehicle, (fuel, water and oil), shipments. 
42-210 

Putty. shipments. 46-210 
Puzzles (toys), shipments. 47-204 
Pyjamas, 
knitted, shipments. 34-215 
men 'sand youth 's. shipments. 34-216 
women 'sand children 's, shipments, 34-217 

Pyrite. production. 26.201.26-202 
Pyrite. shipments. 26-220 
Pyrometers, shipments. 47-206 
Pyrophyllite. consumption. 26-220 
Pyrophyllitc. production, 26-201.26-202 
Pyrrhotite. production. 26-201,26-202 
Pyrrhotite. shipments. 26-220 

Qantas, international charter operations. 51-207 
Qualifications, public elementary and secondary school 
teachers, 81-202 

Quarries, 26-204 
capital and repair expenditures. 61-205.61-206 
fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-568 
labour costs, 72.511.72-613 
production, 26-201 
wages and salaries, 72-005 

Quarterly. 
Estimates olthe Canadian Balance of International 
Payments, 67-001 

Estimates of Population for Canada and Provinces. 91-001 
Report on Energy Supply- Demand in Canada, 57-003 
Shipments of Office Furniture Products. 35-006 
Survey of Trusteed Pension Funds. 74-001 

Quartz, 
consumption. 26-208 
drilling completed. 26-208 
mines, principal statistics. 26-208 
production. 26-201.26-202,26-208 
shipments, 26-208 

Quebec, 
census of agriculture. 96-706.96-730.96-805.96-860 
labour force by detailed industry and sex. 94-751 
labour force by detailed occLipation and sex. 94-725.94-731 
Police Force, personnel, tranport, area policed, etc., 
85-204 

population by census divisions and sub-divisions. 92-803 
population by sex for census divisions and sub-divisions, 
92-705 

population of unorganized townships. 92-711 
provincial census tracts, population, household, family 
and labour force characteristics, 95-852 

provincial census tracts. rcfirencc maps. 95-853 
savings banks. financial flow accounts, 13-002,13-562. 

13-563 
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Quebec North Shore and Labrador Railways. 
equipment and track statistics, 52-209 
financial statistics, 52-208 
freight traffic. 52-211 
operating statistics, 52-210 

Quebec Pension Plan, 
number olconirihutors. benefits paid. etc.. 86-201 
payments in all industries. 72-618 
payments in education, libraries and museums. 72-616 
payments in finance, insurance and real estate. 72-610 
payments in manufacturing. 72-6 12 
payments in mines, quarries and oil wells, 72-511,72-613 
payments in services to business management, 72-617 
payments in trade (retail and wholesalc). 72-615 
payments in transportation, communication and other 
utilities. 72-611 

Quebec. Que. 
population, household, and family characteristics, 95-705 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics. 95-815 

population. housing, labour force and income 
characteristics. 95-735 

Quebec 1elcphonc. employment. finances, telephones operated 
and calls reported. 56-202 

Quehecair, 
financial statements, 51-206 
international charter operations. 51-003.51-207 
operating revenues and expenses. 51-001 
operating statistics. SI -002 

Quicklime, shipments. 44-209 
Quilts, shipments. 34-210 

Rabbit, 
feeds, shipments. 32-004,32-214 
meat, shipments. 32-221 
number and value of pelts. 23-207 

Raccoon, number and value of pelts. 23-207 
Racc sets (toys), electric, shipments. 47-204 
Radar equipment. shipments. 43-206 
Radiators, heating. shipments. 4 1-225 
Radiators, (motor vehicle), shipments, 42-210 
Radio, 
and phonograph combinations, shipments, 43-205 
and television, 87-630 
and 'relevissn Broadcasting, 56-204 
Broadcasting, 56-003 
broadcasting industry, operating and financial statistics. 
56-204 

broadcasting industry, see also Television broadcasting 
industry 

communication equipment, shipments, 43-206 
stations, commercial, time sales, 56-003 
stations, marine, messages handled, 56-201 
stations, operating and financial statistics, 46-204 

Radiological technicians, education, employment, etc.. 
83-23 I 

Radiological technicians, socio-cvonomic characteristics, 
83-231 

Radios, 
automobile, shipments. 43-205 
in households, 64-202 
retail sales, 63-526 

Radishes, per capita disappearance, 32-226 
Rafters, wooden, shipments. 35-205 
Rags. shipments. 34-210 
Rail fastenings, shipments. 42-211 
Railroad Rolling Stock Industry, 42.211 
Rails, steel, 
production. 41-203 
sales, 4 1-203 
shipments. 4 1-203 

Railway, 
Carloadings. 52-001 
carloadings. 52-004 
carloadings, (weekly). 11-002  

cars. 52-207,52-209 
cars, shipments, 42-2 II 
employment. 52-212 
equipment. 52-207,52-209 
Freight traffic (annual). 52-205 
freight traffic, see also Piggyback traffic 
fuel, origin and consumption. 52-209 
operating and financial statistics. 52-003,5.'4)04.52-207, 
52-208 

Operating Statistics (monthly). 52-003 
revenues and expenditures. 52-003.52.207 52-208 
track, mileage. 52-207.52-209 
tracks, value of construction work perfornsd. 64-201. 
64- 502 

traffic, 52-003.52-210.52-211 
Iranspori, Part I. 52-207 
Transport, Part II. 52.208 
Iranspori. Part III. 52.209 
transport. Part IV. 52.210 
Transport. Part V. 52-211 
Transport, Part VI, 52-212 
Iransport, Service Bulletin, 52-004 

Rainwear. 
men's and youth's, shipments. 34-216 
rubber, shipments. 33-206 
women's and children's, shipments. 34-21 

Raisins, consumer price index. 62-010 
Raisins, shipments. 32-2 1 8,32-224 
Rakes, side, shipments. 42-202 
Ranges. 
consumer price index, 62-010 
electric, shipments. 43-203,43-204 
gas. shipments, 4 1-225,43.204 

Ransome Aviation. international charter operations. 51-207 
Rapeseed. 22-002 
acreage, prod uction and value. 21-516 
acreage. yield and production, 22-201 
crushings, 22-201,32-006 
export clearances by final destinations. 22-107 
exports, 22.201 
farm cash receipts. 2 1-001. 
larm supply and disposition. Prairie Proviices. 22-007 
monthly average cash quotations, 22-007 
prices, 22-201 
processed products, 22-007 
prod ucers'deliveries, Prairie Provinces. 22-007 
shipments, 22-201 
supply and disposition. 22-007.22-201 

Raspberries. 
canned, shipments. 32-218 
canned, stocks, 32-01 I 
frozen, shipments. 32-218 
frozen, stocks, 32-01 I 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 
production and farm value. 22-003 
sales. 224)03 
stocks, 32-0 10 

Razors, electric, shipments. 43.203 
Razors, saiity. shipments. 41-208 
Reading. urban family expenditure. 62-544 62-547 
Ready-mix Concrete Manufacturers, 44-21 
Real Domestic Product. 
by Industry, 61.213 
by Industry. 1961 Basc,6l-516 
index. 61-005,61.213,61.516 

Real estate companies, capital and repair expenditures, 
61-205.61.206 

Real estate industry, 
employment, earnings and hours oflaboui. 72-517,72-603 
estimates ofemployces, 72.008,72.514,72 516 
fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-568 
labour costs, 72-6 10 
wages and salaries. 72-005 

Real property taxes, consolidated governmnt revenue, 68-202 
Real property taxes, local government reveiue, 68-203,68-204 
Record players, 
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in households. 13-565.1 3-567,64-202 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments, 43-205 

Record stores, chain, 63-210 
Recording instru ments, shipments. 47-206 
Records, phonograph, 
direct sales, 63-2 18 
production and sales. 47-004 
shipments, 47-205 

Recreation, 
activities, participation in, 87-501 
consolidated government expenditure. 68.202 
consumer price index. 62-001.62-010 
facilities, value of construction work performed. 64-201. 
64-502 

federal government expenditure. 68-211 
local government expenditure. 68-203.68-204 
outdoor. 66-202 
provincial government expenditure. 68-205,68-207 
urban family expenditure, 62-544,62-547 

Recreational services industry, employment, earnings and 
hours of labour. 72-602 

Rectifiers, shipments. 43-207 
Redfish. industry selling price index. 62-01 
Reducers, paint, shipments, 46-210 
Reels, wooden for wire cable, shipments. 35-209 
Reeve Aleutian Airways, international charter operations. 

5 1-207 
Refills, hinder, notebook. etc.. shipments. 36-206 
Refined Petroleum Products, 45-004 
Refractories Manufacturers, 44-2 14 
Refrigeration, 
accessories, plastic, shipments. 47-208 
contractors, principal statistics, 64-204 
equipment, commercial, shipments. 42-215 

Refrigerators, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
domestic, production, sales and stocks. 43.001 
domestic, shipments, 43-204 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528.62-543 
in households, 64-202 
retail sales. 63-526 

Refrigerators, see also Storage, cold; Storage. refrigerated 
Regina. Sask., 
population, household and family characteristics. 95-724 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-816 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-754 

Regional development. 31-518 
consolidated government expenditure. 68-202 
federal government expenditure. 68-211 
provincial government expenditure, 

Registers. hot air, shipments. 4 1-225 
Registrations, motor vehicle. 53-006.53-219 
revenues, 53-006 

Regulators. shipments. 47-206 
Religious denominations, 92.724.92-732 
by ethnic groups. 92-735 
history, geographical distributions, and other 
characteristics, 99-710 

Relishes, 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528,62.543 
per capila disappearance. 32-226 
shipments. 32-2 18.32-224 

Removers, paint, shipments, 46-210 
Rent, 
consumer price index, 62-010 
farm net income. 21-202 
farm price index, 62-004.62-534 
urban family expenditure. 62-544,62-547 

Report on Fur Farms, 23-208 
Report on Livestock Surveys, 23-008 
Reports, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Research, 
awards. 81-551 
industrial, 13-555  

Research and development, 11-202.13-003,13-212,13-555 
expenditures. 13-545 

Research establishments, 
consolidated government expenditure, 68.202 
federal government expenditure, 68.211 
provincial government expenditure, 68-205,68-207 

Reservoirs, value ofconstruction work performed. 64-201. 
64-502 

Reservoirs, see also Irrigation 
Residence, place of, spatial relationship between place of 
work and. 99-754 

Residential General Building Contracting Industry, The, 
64-20 8 

Resins, synthetic, manufacturers. 46-211 
Resins, synthetic. shipments. 46-002.46-210.46-21 1.46-2 19 
Resins, synthetic, see also Polyester 
Resistors, electronic, shipments. 43-206 
Resonators (motor vehicle), shipments. 42-210 
Response errors, methods of evaluation. 13-564 
Restaurant Statistics, 63-011 
Restaurants, 
Caterers and Taverns Industry Survey, 1977, 63-535 
chain and independent, estimated receipts. 63-01 
franchised. 63-524 
value of construction work performed. 64-201.64-502 

Restaurants. see also Hotels 
Restorations, historic, attcndance, staff, operating 
expenditures. etc.. 87-656 

Restorations, historic, days open, attendance, staff. etc., 
87-65 5 

Retail. 
Chain Stores, 63-210 
Commodity Survey, 1974, 63-526 
price indexes, 62-001.62-010 
stores, chain and independent, stocks. 63-014 
stores, see also Department stores; Drug stores; Fixtures, 
store; Shopping centres; Stores, chain 

Retail trade, 11.003,1 1-505.63-005.63-224.63-526.63-527. 
63-530.63-603,63-604.63-605 

ancillary units, by kind of business group, 97-706 
by annual sales size, by kind of business. 97-705 
by kind ol business. 97-712 
by kind of business, Canada and provinces. 97-702 
by kind ol'husiness. census metropolitan areas, census 
agglomerations and cities. 97-702 

by kind of business group and selected trades, counties or 
census divisions. 97-703 

by kind of business group and selected trades. 
incorporated cities. 97-703 

by kind of business group, census metropolitan areas and 
census agglomerations, by census tract, 97-704 

by kind of business group, incorporated places of 2,000 
population and over, 97-703 

by ownership size, by selected trade, 97-705 
by personnel size, by kind olbusiness group. 97-705 
capital and repair expenditures. 61-205.61-206 
Census: Business Establishments, General Statistics, 

9 7-707 
Census: Business Location Statistics and Ancillary Units, 

Miscellaneous Data, 97-706 
Census: Business Location Statistics. Counties or Census 

Divisions. Cities and Towns, 97-703 
Census: Business Location Statistics. Metropolitan Areas 

by Census Tracts, 97-704 
Census: Business Location Statistics. Provinces and 

Cities by Kind of Business. 97-702 
Census: Business Location Statistics, Size of Business. 

97- 70 5 
Census: Business Locations, 97-7 12 
Census: Introduction and General Review. 97-701 
census, methodology and definitions olterms used. 97-701 
corporatton financial sia tistics. 61-207 
earnings and hours of labour. 72-601 
employment, earnings and hours. 72-517 
establishments, by form of organization. 97-707 
establishments, by kind of business. 97-707 
establishments, by kind of business, summary of operating 
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revenue and expenses, 97-707 
establishments, by ownership size, 97-707 
gross trading margin, by kind of business. 97-706 
labour costs, 72-615 
(monthly). 63-005 
net sales and receipts. inventory, employees and other 
selected data. 97-702 

Revisions to 1966-1970 Posteensal Estimates, 63-519 
Retail trade, we also Department stores; General stores; 
Gift shops; Hardware stores; Retail stores; Shopping 
centres; Stores, chain; Variety stores; Vending machines: 
Wholesale trade 

Revenue, 
loderal government. 68.211 
government. 68-202 
government (by level oIgovernment). 13-213 
government, concepts, sources and meihods. 68-506 
local government. 68-203.68-204 
provincial government. 68-205.68-207 

Review, 
('anadian Statistical, 11-003 
Canadian Statistical, Historical Summary. 1970, 11-505 
of Employment and Average Weekly Wages and Salaries. 

72-201 
of Foreign Trade, 1966-1972. 65-50 I 

Revised Annual Estimates of Population, 
by Marital Status, Age and Sex for Canada and the  
Provinces, 1971.1976.91-519 

by Sex and Age for Canada and the Provinces. 1971-1976, 
91-5 18 

for Census Divisions, 1971.1976, 91.521 
Reviscd Estimates of Population for Counties and Census 
1)ivtsions, 1967 to 1970,91.513 

R hododendrons, ntirsery sales. 22-203 
Ribbons, shipments. 34-210 
Rice, 
industry selling price index, 62-01 I 
per capita disappearance. 32.226 
shipments. 32-224.32-228 
urban family expenditure. 62-545 

Ricour-singh, Francoise: Poles and Zones ol'Attraction. 
99-754 

Rigid Insulating Board, 36-002 
Rinses, hair, sales. 46.221 
Rinses, hair, shipments. 46.215 
Rivets, shipments. 41-216.41-228 
Road, 
emulsions, asphalt. shipments, 45.207 
Motor Vehicles - Fuel Sales, 53.218 
Motor Vehicles. Registrations. 53-219 
Transport, Service Bulletin, 53.006 

Roads, contracting industry. 64-206 
Roads, value of construction work performed. 64-201.64-502 
Roads, we also Highways; Streets 
Robes, men 'sand youth's. shipments. 34-216 
Rod weeders. shipments. 42.202 
Rodenticides, shipments. 46-216 
Rods, 
aluminum, shipments. 41-204 
welding, shipments, 41-216,43.207 
wire, production. sales and shipments. 41-203 

Rollers, paint, shipments. 47-205 
Rollers, printers', shipments. 46-216 
Rolls, 
adding machine, cash register. etc.. 36-206 
plain (bakery products), industry selling price index. 
62-011,62-528,62-543 

plain (bakery products). shipments. 32-203 
plain (bakery products). urban Family expenditure. 62-545 
rubber covered, shipments. 33-206 

Rompers, children's, shipments. 34-217 
Roof. 
coatings, liquid, shipments. 36-205 
drainage equipment, shipments. 41-221.41-227 
trusses, wooden, shipments, 35-205 

Roofing, 
aluminum and steel, shipments. 4 1-227  

asphalt, industry selling price index, 62-01 I .62-52k, 
62- 543 

asphalt. shipments. 36-205.45-001 
contractors, summary statistics, 64-210 

Roofing, see also Shakes; Shingles 
Rooms, number per dwelling. 64-202 
Rope. all kinds, shipments. 34-203 
Rope, steel wire, shipments. 41-216 
Roses, greenhouse grown. 22-202 
Roses, nursery sales. 22.203 
Rouge. sales. 46-221 
Rouge. shipments. 46-215 
Round Wood, shipments. 25-202,25-505 
Rowboats, shipments. 42-205 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police, personnel, transport, area 
policed. etc., 85-204 

Rubber, 
imports. 33-003 
industries, fixed capital flOWS and stocks. 13-211,13-568 
products. industries. 31-203.31-209 
Products Industries, 33-206 
products. shipments. 3 1-2 1 1.33-206 
synthetic, consumptIon, 33-003 
synthetic. inventories, 33-003 
synthetic, prod uCtion. 33-003 
synthetic. shipments. 46-219 

Rugs. shipments. 34-221 
Rugs, see also Carpets 
Rum, sales, 32-206,63-202 
Runways. value of construction work performed. 64-201.64-502 
Rust preventatives. shipments. 46-216 
Rutabagas. acreage, production and farm alue. 22-003 
Rutabagas. per capita disappearance, 32-2 6 
Rye (beverage)' sales, 32-206 
Rye (grain). 22-002 
acreage, production and value. 21.516 
acreage, yield and production. 22-201 
consumption. 32-214 
export clearances by final destination. 22007 
exports, 22-201 
fall. 22-002 
fall, acreage. production and value. 21-516 
farm cash receipts. 21.001, 
farm supply and disposition. Prairie Pros inces. 22-007 
monthly average cash quotations. 22.00 
prices. 22-20 I 
produeers'deliveries. Prairie Provinces. .' 2-007 
shipments. 22-201 
spring. 22-002 
spring, acreage, production and value, 2 -516 
supply and disposition, 22-007.22.201 

SAS Scandinavian Airlines, international 'harter operations. 
5 1-207 

Sahena, international charter operations. i 1-207 
Sachets, sales, 46-221 
Sachets, shipments. 46-2 15 
Sacks, chevkstand. shipments, 114)01 
Saddles, shipments. 33-205 
Sailboats, shipments, 42-205 
Sails, canvas, direct sales, 63-218 
Sails, shipments. 34-202 
Saint John, NB., 
population, household and family chara.tcristics, 95-703 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-8 19 

population, housing, labour force and iieome 
characteristics. 95-733 

Salad dressing, consumer price index. 62 010 
Salad dressing. shipments. 32-218,32-224 
Salami, industry selling price index. 62-011,62-528,62-543 
Salami, shipments. 32.221 
Salaries. 
and Qualifications of Teachers in Publu Elementary and 
Secondary Schools. 81-202 
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average weekly, by industry, 72-20 I 
by industry, 72-005 
educational staff'of community colleges and public trade 
schools, 81-254 

hospital nursing personnel. 83-23 I 
public elementary and secondary school teachers, 81-202 
public health nurses, 83-420,83-231 
university teachers, 8 1-241 

Sales, 
department store. 63-002,63-004 
direct, mail-order. etc.. 63-2 18 
finance companies, financial flow accounts. 13-002.13-562. 

13- 563 
finance companies, financial statistics, 61-006 
of Paints. Varnishes and Lacquers. 46-001 
of Toilet Preparations in Canada. 46-221 
taxes, consolidated government revenue. 68-202 
taxes, federal government revenue. 68-211 
(axes, provincial government revenue. 68-205,68-207 

Salmon, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
industry selling price index. 62-011,62-528,62-543 
urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-545 

Salt, 
consumption. 26-214 
deposits, drilling completed. 26-214 
Mines, 26-214 
mines, principal statistics. 26-214 
prod tiction, 26-201.26-20226-214 
shipments, 26-214 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 

Sampling and estimation errors, methods ofevaluation, 
13- 564 

Sanatoria, tuberculosis, 
beds, personnel and finances, 83-207 
directory. 83-207 
list of. 83-201 

Sanatoria, value olconstruction work performed. 64-201. 
64- 502 

Sand, 
and Gravel Pits, 26-215 
consumption. 26-215 
lime products. shipments. 44-205 
pits, principal statistics, 26-215 
production, 26-201.26-202 
shipments. 26-215 

Sandals, shipments. 3 3-203 
Sandstone. shipments. 26-217.44-213 
Sandwich spreads. 32-218.32-224 
prod uction. 41-009 
shipments. 41-009.41-227.41-228.44-216 
stocks, 4 1-009 

Sanitation, local government expenditure. 68-203.68-204 
Sardines, industry selling price index, 62-01 I 
Sarnia, Ont., 
population, household and family characteristics. 95-717 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics. 95-820 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics. 95-747 

Sash. Door and Other Millwork Plants, 35-205 
Sash, wooden, shipments. 35-213 
Saskatchewan. 
census of agriculture. 96-709,96-808 
education, 81-546,81-557 
labour force by detailed industry and sex. 94-752 
labour force by detailed occupation and sex, 94-726. 

94- 732 
medical services performed. 82-533,82-536 
population by census divisions and sub-divisions, 92-805 
population by sex for census divisions and sub-divisions. 

92- 70 7 
population of'unorganizod townships. 92-711 
provincial census tracts. population, household, family 
and labour force characteristics, 95-856 

Telecom munications, employment, finances, telephones 
operated and calls reported. 56-202 

Saskatoon. Sask.. 
population, household and family characteristics. 95-725 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-821 

population. housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-755 

Saucepans, domestic, electric, shipments. 43-203 
Sauces, all kinds, per capita disappearance. 32-226 
Sauces, all kinds. shipments. 32-218.32-224 
Sauerkraut, canned, shipments. 32-2 18 
Sauger, industry selling price index. 62-01 
Sault Ste. Marie. Ont., 
population, household and family characteristics, 95-718 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-822 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics. 9 5-748 

Sausage, 
all kinds, shipments. 32-221 
casings, shipments, 32-221 
consumer price index. 62-010 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
manufacturers, 32.22 I 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 

Saving, gross. 11-003.11-505.13-001.13-533 
Saving, personal, 13-001,13-201.13-531.13-533 
Sawdust, shipments, 35-204,35-205,35-208 
Sawmills and Planing Mills and Shingle Mills. 35-204 
Sawmills, principal statistics. 25-202,25-505 
Saws, all types. shipments. 41-208.42-2 14 
Scales, shipments, 42-2 16 
Scarves. 
dresser, shipments. 34-210 
fur, shipments. 34-2 13 
men 'sand youth 's, shipments. 34-216 

School. 
attendance, 92-720.92-742.92-743 
attendance regulations. provincial. 81-210 
attendance, see also Drop-outs 
bags, leather, shipments, 33-205 
hoards, financial statistics. 81-208 
hoards, list of. 81-2 10 
hoards, operating and capital expenditures. 81-568 
buildings, prefabricated, shipments. 35-205 
leavers, relationship with labour market. 81-570 

Schools, 
British Columbia. 81-550 
finances. 8 1-208 
fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-568 
historical statistics. 8 1-568 
labour costs. 72-616 
Northern Canada, 8 1-549 
private and public, enrolment. 81-220 
private, enrolment. 8 1-2 10 
public, enrolment, 8 1-2 10 
revenues and expenditures. 81.208 
value of construction work performed. 64-201.64-502 
Western Provinccs, 81-546,81-557 

Schools, see also Colleges; Community colleges; Education; 
Elementary schools; Kindergartens; Universities; 

Science, activities in. 13-212 
Science Statistics Service Bulletin, 13-003 
Scienilfic and Professional Equipment Industries. 47-206 
Scientific equipment. wholesale trade. 63-008,63-521 
Scissors, shipments, 4 1-208 
Scooters, children's, shipments. 47-204 
Scooters. retail sales, 63-526 
Scows. shipments, 42-206 
Scrap Iron and Steel, 41-212 
Screens, aluminum, direct sales, 63-218 
Screens, window, metal, shipments. 41-221 
Screws, shipments. 41-216.41-228 
Screws, see also Washers 
Scribblers. shipments. 36-203.36.206 
Scalers, paint, shipments. 46-210 
Seals, (animal), number and value olpelts. 23-207 
Seals, (printed), shipments, 36-203 
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Seasonings, shipments. 32-224 
Seat covers. automobile, shipments. 34-222 
Seats, theatre. shipments. 35-21 I 
Secondary education, Western Provinces, 81-546.81-557 
Secondary schools. enrolment, 81.2 10,8 1-220.81-552 
Securities. Canadian and fareigo. 67-001,67-201 
Securities price index, 62-011 
Securities, see also Bonds; Investment, tL)retgn; Mortgages; 
Mutual funds; Stocks 

Security price indexes, weekly. 11-001 
Sectirity transactions, 67-001.67-002,67-201 
with Non-residents. 67-002 

Seed, farm price index. 62-004.62-534 
Seed, garden, sales by nurseries. 22-203 
Selected, 
Financial Statistics ol'Associations, 1973,   61.514 
Financial Statistics of Associations, 1974,   61-515 
Statistics on Technological Innovation in Industry. 13.555 

Selenium, consumption. 4 1 -0 10 
Selenium, production. 26-201,26-202,26-211.26-219.41-214 
Se1lemployed. Canada, 
by detailed industry and sex, showing hours usually 
worked, 94-783 

by detailed occupation and sex, showing hours usually 
worked, 94-783 

by detailed occupation, showing employment income groups 
and sex. 94-765 

Separation pay in, 
education, libraries and museums. 72.616 
linance, insurance and real estate, 72-610 
manufacturing. 72-6 12 
mines, quarries and oil wells, 72-511,72-613 
services to business management. 72-617 
trade (retail and wholesale). 72-615 
transportation, communication and other utilities. 72-6 I I 

Service station equipment, shipments. 42-214 
Service stations. 
chain, 63-210 
retail trade. 63-005,63-519 
value of construction work perfiirmed. 64-201,64-502 

Service trade ancillary units, by kind of business group. 
97-7 46 

Service trade establishments, 
by Oarm ol'organization, by kind of business group. 
97. 747 

by kind of business. 97-747 
by kind of business. summary of operating revenue and 
expenses. 97-747 

by ownership size. 97-747 
net sales and receipts, inventory, employees and other 
selected data, 97-747 

Service trades. 63.224 
by annual receipts size, by kind of business, 97.745 
by county or census division, 97-743 
by kind of business. 97-742.97-752 
by kind of business. for metropolitan areas, census 
agglomerations and cities, 97-742 

by kind of business group and selected trades, for 
Counties for census divisions, 97-743 

by kind of business group, by selected trade. 97-742 
by kind of business group, census metropolitan areas and 
census agglomerations, by census tracts. 97-744 

by kind of business group, incorporated places. 97-743 
by ownership size, by selected trade, 97-745 
by personnel size, by kind of business group, 97-754 
corporation financial statistics. 61-207 
employment, earnings and hours. 72-517 
net sales and receipts, inventory, employees and other 

selected data, 97-742,97-743 
Service Trades Census, 
Business Esta blishments, General Statistics, 97-747 
Business Location Statistics and Ancillary Units, 
Miscellaneous Data, 97-746 

Business Location Statistics, Counties or Census 
Divisions, Cities and Towns. 97-743 

Business Location Statistics, Metropolitan Areas by 
Census Tracts, 97-744 

Business Location Statistics, Provinces an Cities by 
Kind of Business, 97-742 

Business Location Statistics, Size ol Businrss, 97-745 
Business Locations, 97.752 
Introduction and General Review, 97-741 
methodology and definitions of terms uset, 97-741 

Severance pay. in all industries. 72-618 
Sewage systems, value of construction worl performed. 
64-201,64-502 

Sewage treatment equipment, shipments. 42-214 
Sewing machines, in households. 64-202 
Sewing machines, retail sales. 63-526 
Shades, window, shipments. 34-210 
Shakes, exports. 2 5-505 
Shakes, shipments. 25-505.35-204 
Shale, shipments. 26-217 
Shampoo, hair, sales, 46-221 
Shampoo, hair, shipments. 46-215 
Shaving preparations, sales, 46-221 
Shaving preparations, shipments, 46-2 IS 
Shaw, Paul: Canada's Farm Poptilation: A ialysis of Income 
and Related Characteristic,, 99.750 

Sheathing, gypsum, prodtiction, shipment' and stocks, 44-003 
Sheathing, tar and asphalt, production and shipments. 45-001 
Sheep, 
exports and imports. 23-203 
farm cash receipts, 21-001 
farm value, 21-514,23-203 
farm value, by province, 2 1-5 14 
tIeds, shipments. 32-214.32-221 
marketings. 23-203 
numberon farms,21-514,23-203 
number on farms, by province, 21-514 
prices, 2 3-203 
shipments. 23.203 
shorn, 23-204 
slaughterings, 23-203,32-221 
slaughterings, by province. 21-514 

Sheep. see also Lambs; Mutton 
Sheet metal work contractors, principal shiltstics. 64-204 
Sheet metal work contractors, summary sL.itistics, 64-210 
Sheets. 
bed, shipments. 34-205,34-210 
corrugated, shipments. 36-2 13 
plastic, shipments. 47-208 
rubber, shipments. 33-206 
steel, production. 41-203 

Shellac, shipments. 46-210 
Shelter, consumer price index. 62-001.62-i 10 
Shelter, urban family expenditure, 62.54462-547 
Shelves, wire, shipments. 41-216 
Shelving, metal, shipments, 35-211,35-21 .',35-2 13,41-221, 

41 -227 
Sherbets, shipments. 32-209 
Sherhnxke, Que,, 
population, household and family charat ieristics, 95-706 
population, household, family and labou force 
characteristics, 95-823 

population. housing, labour l'orec and mt ome 
characteristics, 94-7 36 

Shift work pay in, 
all industries, 72.618 
education, libraries and museums. 72.61t 
finance, insurance and real estate. 72.611 
manufacturing. 72-612 
mines, quarries and oil wells, 72-511 .72-n 13 
services to business management, 72.61 
trade (retail and wholesale). 72-615 

transportation, communication and othe utilities, 72-611 
Shingle mills, principal statistics, 25-202.25-505 
Shingles, 
asphalt. production. 45-001 
asphalt. shipments, 36-205,45-001 
exports, 25-202,25-505 
industry selling price index, 62-01 I .62-5.8.62-543 
shipments. 25-202,25-505 
wooden, shipments. 3 5.204 
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Ship arrivals and departures, coastwise shipping, 54-204 
Ship arrivals and departures, international and domestic 
shipping. 54-002 

Shipbuilding and Repair, 42-206 
Shipbuilding, value of. 42-206 
Shipments. 
by manufacturers. 31-211 .31-522 
by manufacturers, by provinces. 31-211 
destinaion. 31-522 
of Animal and Poultry Feeds. 32-004 
value of, manufacturing industries, 31-001,31-001 S.3 1-519, 
31-520.31-521,31-525,31-527 

Shipping. 
coastwise. 54-204 
international and domestic. 54-002,54-004 
Report. Part Ill: Coastwise Shipping, 54-204 
Report, Part IV: Origin and Destination for Selected 
Ports, 54-206 

Report, Part V: Origin and Destination for Selected 
Commodities, 54-207 

Statistics, 54-002 
Ships, 
machinery and fittings, shipments. 42-214 
number, size, type, 54-205 
passenger. shipments. 42-206 
shipments, 31-211.42-206 

Ships, see also Boats; Scows: Whaleboats; Yachts 
Shirts, men's and youth's, shipments, 34-216 
Shirts (underwear), knitted, shipments. 34-215 
Shirts, see also T.shirts 
Shoe, 
Factories and Boot and Shoe Findings Manufacturers. 33-203 
findings, shipments, 33-203 
stores, chain, 63-210 
stores, operating results, 63-606 
stores, retail trade. 63-005,63-519 

Shoes, 
all types, shipments. 33-203 
industry selling price index. 62-011,62-528.62-543 
orthopaedic, shipments, 47-206 
production, 33-002 

Shoes, see also Boots; Moccasins; Sandals; Sneakers 
Shopping Centres in Canada. 1951.1973.63-527 
Shopping centres, retail sales per store, 63-527 
Shopping centres, see also Retail stores; Retail trade 
Shorn Wool Production, 23-204 
Short-term Variations in Student and Non-student Labour 
Force Participation Rates, 1966-73, 71-523 

Shortening. 
consumer price index, 62.0 10 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528.62-543 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
sales. 32-006 
shipments, 31-211.32-221.32-224 
urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-545 

Shorts, 
men's and youth's, shipments. 34.216 
(underwear), knitted, shipments. 34-215 
women 'sand children's, shipments. 34.217 

Shrubs, nursery sales. 22-203 
Shuttles, wooden, shipments. 35-208 
Sick leave pay in, 
all industrics, 72-618 
education, libraries and museums, 72-6 16 
finance, insurance and real estate. 72-6 10 
manufacturing, 72-6 12 
mines, quarries and oil wells, 72-5 11,72-613 
services to business management. 72-617 
trade (retail and wholesale), 72-615 
transportation, com munication and other utilities. 72-611 

Sidewalks, value of construction work performed, 64-201. 
64- 502 

Siding, 
aluminum and steel, shipments. 41-221.41-227 
asphalt, production and shipments. 45-001 
contractors, summary statistics, 64-210 
felt, shipments. 36-205 

shingle type. shipments. 36-205 
Signs. 
and Displays Industry, 47-209 
electric, shipments. 47-209 
metal, shipments. 4 1-22 1,41-227.47-209 
plastic. shipments. 47-208.47-209 

Signs. see also Billboards 
Silicon carbide, crude, shipments. 44-202 
Silver, 
average annual prices, 26-201.26-209,41-214 
cobalt deposits. drilling completed. 26-207 
Cobalt Mines and Silver-lead-Zinc Mines 26-216 
cobalt mines, principal statistics. 26-216 
gold-copper deposits, drilling completed. 26-207 
lead-zinc deposits, drilling completed. 26-207.26-2 16 
lead-zinc mines, principal statistics, 26-216 
production. 26-201,26-202,26-2 11.26-2 16,41-2 14 
shipments, 26-216 
sterling, shipments, 47-211 

Silver, see also Jewellery 
Silverware, 
industry selling price index. 62-011,62-528.62-543 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 47.211 

Silverware, see also Knives 
Sims, Harvey and Neil Meilveen: The Flow Components of 
Unemployment in Canada, 71-527 

Sinks, 41-009 
Skates, ice, 
production. 33-002 
retail sales. 63-526 
shipments. 47-204 

Skiffs, shipments, 42-205 
Skins, dressed, shipments. 34-213 
Skins, shipments. 32-221 
Skirts. women 'sand children 's. shipments, 34-217 
Skis, snow and water, shipments, 47-204 
Skunk, number and value olpelts. 23-207 
Skydomes, plastic. shipments. 47-208 
Slacks, men's and youth's. shipments, 34-216 
Slacks. women 'sand children's, shipments. 34-216 
Slaughtering and Meat Processors, 32-221 
Sleepers, infants', shipments. 34-217 
Sleighs, children's, shipments. 47-204 
Sleighs, farm, shipments. 42-202 
Slims. women's and children's, shipments. 34-217 
Slip covers, shipments. 35-211 
Slippers, shipments. 33-203 
Slips, women's and children's, shipments. 34-217 
Smallwares, retail sales, 63-526 
Smelting and Refining. 41-214 
Smelts, industry selling price index, 62-011 
Smocks, shipments. 34-216 
Smokestacks, shipments. 41-223 
Smoking sets, shipments. 35-214 
Snack food vending machines, number and sales, 63-213 
Snack foods, shipments, 32-224.32-228 
Snack foods, urban family expenditure, 62-542.62-545 
Snapdragons, greenhouse grown, 22-202 
Snow removal contracts, revenue from. 22-203 
Snowmobile accessories, plastic. shipments.47-208 
Snowmohile registrations. 53-219 
Snowmobiles, 
in households. 64-202 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 42-212 

Snowshoes, shipments. 47-204 
Snowsuits, children's, shipments, 34-217 
Snuff, shipments, 32-225 
Soap, 
household, direct sales, 63-218 
industry selling price index. 62-011,62-528,62-543 
shipments. 46-2 14.46-2 15,46-2 16 

Soap, see also Cleaning products; Detergents; Toilet 
preparations 

Soapstone. 
consumption. 26-220 
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production. 26-20 .26-202 
shipments. 26-220 

Social. 
indicators. 11-507.11.508 
ilisurance levies, consolidated government revenue. 68-202 
insurance levies, provincial government revenue, 68-205. 
68-207 

insurance, see also Health insurance: Old age pension; 
Unemployment insurance; Workmen's compensation 

security funds, financial flow accounts. 13-002.13-562, 
13-563 

Security, National Programs, 86-20 I 
Social welfare. I 1-202 
consolidated government expenditure, 68-202 
ftderal government expenditure. 68-211 
local government expenditure, 68-203.68-204 
provincial government expenditure, 68-205.68-207 

Socto-economie Characteristics of Small Farm Operators in 
Canada. 99-731 

Socio-economic Correlates of Fertility in Canadian 
Metropolitan Areas. 1961 and 1971. 99-757 

Socks, industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
Socks, men's, shipments. 34-215 
Soda biscuits, production. 32-026 
Sodium, 
chlorate, production. 46-002 
compounds, consumptIon, 46-401 
hydroxide, consumption. 46-401 
hydroxide, production. 46-002 
sulphate. consumption. 26-220 
sulphate. production. 26-201.26-202 
sulphate. shipments. 2 6-220 

Sofas, shipments, 35-211.35-213 
Soft Drink Manufacturers, 32-208 
Soft drink vending machines, number and sales, 63-213 
Soft drinks, 
carbonated, shipments, 32-208 
consumer price index. 62-010 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
production. 32-001 
retail sales. 63-526 
urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-545 
wholesale trade. 634)08,63-521 

Sol't balls. shipments. 47-204 
Softhoard, insulating, production. 36-204 
Softhoard, insulating, shipments. 36-204 
Software, rental income, 63-222 
Softwood. 
consumption. 35-001 
industry selling price index, 62.011.62-528.62-543 
plywood and veneer. 354001 
plywood and veneer, shipments. 35-206 
production. 35-001.354X)2.35-204 
shipments. 35-001.35-002.35-204 
stocks, 35-001,35-002 

Soil packers. shipments, 42-202 
Soil pulverizers, shipments. 42-202 
Solders, all kinds, shipments. 41-215 
Sonar equipment. shipments. 43-206 
Sound equipment, electronic, shipments. 43-206 
Soup, 
canned. industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528.62-543 
canned, shipments, 3 2-2 18.32-224 
consumer price index. 62-010 
mixed. shipmcnis. 32-224 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 
urban family expenditure. 62.542.62-545 

Sources and Distribution of Canadian Income, 99-721 
Southern Air Transport, international charter operations, 

5 1-207 
Southern Airways, international charter operations. 51-003, 

5 1-207 
Souvenir shops. chain. 63-210 
Sows, number on farms and number farrowed, 23-008 
Soya sauce, shipments. 32-224 
Soybeans. 22-002 
acreage. production and value, 21-516  

crushings, 32-006 
ftirm cash receipts. 21 -001 
monthly average cash quotations. 22.007 
processed products. 22-007 

Spaghetti, 
canned, shipments, 32-218 
dry. shipments. 32-224 
with meat), shipments. 32-221 

Spark plugs. shipments. 42-210 
Special care fticilities, 
capacity and ownership. 83-221,83-222 
list f, 83.22 I 
Residential Facilities and Services, 83-22 

Speci.il Labour Force Studies, 
No, 8: Underutilization of Manpower in Canada. 71.513 
Series A. No. 9: Workers With Long Floti i5, 7 1-5 18 
Series A. No. 10: Job Search Patterns in ( inada, 7 1-525 
Series A. No. II: The Flow Components l'Uncmployment in 
Canada, 7 1-527 

Series B, No. 6: Short-term Variations in student and 
Non-student Labour Force Participatiofl Rates, 1966-73, 
7 1-523 

Special Trades Contracting Industry. The, 62-210 
Specilied Chemicals, 46-002 
Specilied l)omestic Electrical Appliances, 43-003 
Spices, 
consumer price index, 62-010 
industry selling price index, 62-01 1.62-52 8.62-543 
shipments. 31-211.32.224 
urban family expenditure. 62-545 

Spinach, 
acreage, production. and farm value. 22.1iO3 
canned, shipments. 32-218 
canned, stocks. 32-01 
frozen, stocks. 32-0I 
in cold storage, 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
stocks. 32-010 
urban ftimily expenditure, 62-545 

Spools. wooden, shipments. 35-208 
Spoolwood. shipments. 35-204 
Sport, participation in, 87.501 
Sporting equipment, shipments. 34-02.47 204 
Sporting goods. 
and Toy Industries, 47-204 
department store sales and stocks. 63-00.' 
plastic. shipments. 47-208 
retail sales, 63-526 
stores, chain, 63-210 
stores, retail trade. 63-005 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63.602 
wholesale merchants. 63-601 

Sporting goods, see also Balls 
Spraying equipment, farm, shipments, 42 202 
Spraying. on census-farms, 96-701 
Alberta, 96.710 
Atlantic provinces. 96-72 9 
British Columbia. 96-711 
Manitoba, 96-708 
New Brunswick. 96.705 
Newfoundland, 96-702 
Nova Scotia, 96-704 
Ontario, 96-707,96-731 
Prince Edward Island, 96-703 
Quebec, 96.706,96-730 
Saskatchewan. 96-709 
Western Provinces, 96-732 

Spraying, see also Pesticides 
Spreads. sweet, shipments, 32-224 
Springs. 
bed, shipments. 35-211,35-213 
box, shipments. 35.211.35-213 
coil, leafand flat, shipments. 42-210 
wire, shipments. 41.216 

Sprinkler system contractors, principal statistics, 64-204 
Spruce. 
consumption. 35-001 
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exports, 35-003 
plywood and veneer, 35-001,35-206 
price. 35-002.35-003 
production. 35-001,35-002,35-003 
shipments, 35-001.35-003,35-204 
stocks, 35-001,35-002,35-003 

Squash, 
canned, stocks, 32-011 
frozen, stocks, 32-011 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 
stocks, 32-010 

Squirrels, number and value ot'pelts, 23-207 
St. Catharines, Oni., 
population, household and family characteristics, 95-7 13 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-817 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-743 

Si. John's. NOd., 
population, household and family characteristics. 95-701 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-818 

population. housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-731 

Siackers, industrial, shipments. 42-214 
Stains, shipments. 46-2 10 
Stains, see also Varnish 
Stair treads, rubber, shipments, 33-206 
Stairs, wooden, shipments, 35-205 
Stampings, metal, shipments. 41-22 1,41-227.42-2 10 
Stamping.s, steel, shipments. 41-216 
Stamps, postage, revenue, etc., shipments. 36-203 
Standard Commodity Classification Manual, Volume!: The 
Classification, 12-502 

Standard Geographical Classification Manual, 
Volume t - The Classification, 12-554 
Volume II - Numerical Index, 12-555 
Volume III, Alphabetical Index by Provinces, 12-556 

Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Revised 1970, 
12-501 

Stands, wire advertising display. shipments, 41-216 
Staples, 
shipments. 41-216 
wire, production. 41-006 
wire, shipments. 41.006 

Starch, shipments. 32-224 
Statements, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Stationery, 
campus book store sales, 63-219 
department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
printed, shipments. 36-203 
retail sales. 63-526 
shipments. 36-206 
supplies, shipments. 31-211,47-205 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 

Stationery, see also Envelopes; Letterheads; Paper 
Stations, 
broadcasting. radio and television, value of construction 
work performed. 64-201,64-502 

electric, net generating capability. 57-204 
electric, value of construction work performed, 64-201. 
64-502 

railway, value of construction work performed. 64-201, 
64-502 

Statistical, 
Report on the Operation of the U nemploymeni insurance Act. 
73.001 

Review, Canadian, 11-003 
Review, Canadian, Historical Summary, 1970. I I-SOS 

Statistics, 
Canada Annual Report, 11-201 
Canada Daily. 11-001 
on Low Income in Canada, 13-553 
on Low Income, 1970, 93-773 

Statues and statuettcs. shipments. 47-205 

Steam equipment, inventory of. 57-206 
Steel, 
Pipe and Tube Mills. 4 1-220 
industry selling price index. 62-01 1.62-528,62-543 
Ingots and Pig Iron, 4 1-002 
production. 41-001,41-203 
products, rolled, disposition, 41-001 
products, rolled, shipments, 41-203 
scrap, consumption. 41-212 
scrap, exports and imports. 41-212 
shipments. 31-211 
structural, 41-001 
structural, price index, 62-007 
structural, production, 41-203 
structural, sales. 41-203 
structural, shipments. 41-203.41-207,41-221.41.223 
structural, see also Plate, steel 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 
wholesale trade, 63-008.63-521 
Wire and Specified Wire Products, 4 1.006 

Steers, number on farms, 23-008 
Steers, prices. 23-203 
Stencilling, 34-210 
Stereotyping. 36.203 
Stereotyping, see also Electrotyping 
Stew, canned, shipments, 32-218 
Sticks (confectionery, surgical, etc.). shipments. 35-208 
Stillbirths, 84-204,84-206 
by local areas. 84-207 

Stirrers, plastic, shipments, 47-208 
Stock feeds, shipments. 32-004.32-214 
Stockings. shipments. 34-215 
Stocks, 
common and preferred, international transactions. 67-002 
department store. 63-002 
of Food Commodities in Cold Storage and Other Warehouses, 
32-2 17 

of Frozen Meat Products, 32-0 12 
of Fruit and Vegetables. 32-010 

Stocks, see also Bonds; Securities 
Stoles, fur, shipments, 34-213 
Stone. 
artificial, shipments. 44-205,44-211.44-213 
artificial. see also Concrete 
building. shipments, 26-217.44-213 
crushed, shipments. 26-217 
monumental and ornamental, shipments. 26-2 17 
prod uction. 26-201,26-202 
Products Manufacturers, 44-213 
pulverized, shipments. 26-217 
Quarries, 26-217 
quarries, principal statistics, 26-217 
shipments. 26-217 

Stone, sec also Quarries 
Stone, Leroy 0., The Frequency of Geographic Mobility in 
the Population ofCanada. 99-751 

Stone, Leroy 0., Occupational Composition olCanadian 
Migration, 99-752 

Storage. cold, 32.217 
Storage, refrigerated, value of construction work performed, 
64-201,64-502 

Storehouses, value of construction work performed. 64-201. 
64-502 

Stores. 
chain and independent. numberin shopping centres. 63-527 
chain and independent, retail trade, 63-005,63-519 
chain, principal statistics. 63-210 
chain, sec also Department stores; Variety stores 
men's clothing, operating results, 63-603 
retail sales. 63-526 
value of construction work performed. 64-201.64-502 
women's clothing, operating results, 63-604 

Stout. 
inventories, 32.205 
production, 32-205 
sales, 32-205 
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shipments, 32-205 
Stoves, 
electric, shipments. 43-203.43-204 
fuel oil, shipments. 43-204 
gas, shipments. 41.225,43-204 
industry selling price index, 62-01 1.62-528,62-543 
retail sales. 63-526 

Strapping. steel, shipments. 4 1-227 
Straps, leather, shipments. 33-205 
Strawberries, 
canned, shipments, 32-2 18 
canned. stocks, 32.011 
frozen, shipments. 32-218 
irozen. stocks, 32-011 
in cold storage. 32-217 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production and farm value. 22-003 
sales. 22-003 
stocks, 32-0 10 

Straws, paper, shipments, 36-206 
Street lighting equipment, shipments. 43-211 
Street lighting, value of construction work performed. 
64-201.64-502 

Streetcars, owned or leased. 53-215 
Streetcars, passengers. revenue and mileage. 53-003 
Streets, contracting industry, 64-206 
Streets, value of construction work performed, 64-201.64-502 
Streets. see also Highways; Roads; Sidewalks 
Sireptomycin. 46-209 
Structural Aspects of Domestic and Foreign Control in the 
Manufacturing. Mining and Forestry Industries. 1970-1972, 
3 1-523 

Structural Metal Industry, Fabricated, 4 1-207 
Structural steel erection contractors, summary statistics. 
64-210 

Structure ot'Canadian Agriculture. 99-730 
Students, 

tine and applied arts, number, sex, citizenship, etc.. 
81-568 

foreign, tuition fees. 81-219 
labour force participation. 71-523 
post-secondary, financial assistance, 81-568 
post-secondary, soclo-economic characteristics. 81-543 

Studio equipment, radio and television, shipments. 43-206 
Studio lounges, shipments, 35-213 
Suhprovincial Changes in the Labour Force by Industry, 

1961.1971, 13-571 
Subscriptions, revenue t'rom. 36-203 
Subway cars, owned or leased. 53-215 
Subways. passengers, revenue and mileage. 53-003 
Subways, value of construction work performed, 64-201,64.502 
Succession duties, consolidated government revenue. 68-202 
Succession duties, provincial government revenue. 68-205, 
68-207 

Sucrose, shipments. 32-222,32-224 
Sudhury. Ont., 
population, household and family characteristics. 95-719 
population. household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-824 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-749 

Sugar beets, 22-002 
acreage, production and value, 21.516 
farm cash receipts. 21-001 

Sugar. 
cane, 32.222 
consumer price index. 62-010 
granulated. shipments. 32-222 
icing. shipments. 32-222 
industry selling pnce index. 62-01 1.62-528,62-543 
invert, shipments. 32-222 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production. 32-013 
refined, consumption. 32.222 
refined, exports and imports, 32-222 
refined, production. 32-222 
refined, stocks, 32-222  

shipments. 31-211.32-013 
Situation. 32-013 
syrup, shipments. 32-222 
stocks, 32-013 
urban family expenditure. 62.542,62.545 

Sugar, we also Glucose; Maple sugar; MIasses; Syrups 
Suicide rate. 84-530 
Suicides. 84.203.84-530 
Suits, 
bathing. men 'sand youth 's, shipments. 34-2 16 
bathing. shipments. 34-2 15,34-2 17 
knitted, shipments, 34-215 
men's and youth s. shipments. 34-216 
pram. shipments. 34.217 
ski, shipments. 34-217 
snowmobilc, shipments. 34-216.34-21 1  
women 'sand children s. shipments, 34-217 

Sulphate, pulp. production. 36-204 
Sulphate, pulp. shipments. 36-204 
Sulphite. pulp. production. 36-204 
Sutphite, pulp. shipments. 36-204 
Sulphur. 
consumption. 26-220 
dioxide, consumption, 46-40 
production. 26-201.26-202 

Summary ol. 
External Trade, 65-001 
Family ('haracteristics. 93-748 
Family Income Statistics, 93-746 
Household and Family ('haracteristics. )3-743 
Household Characteristics. 93.747 
Household Income, 93-749 
Housing Characteristics, 93.744.93.74' 

Summerfallow. acreage. 21-5 1 6,22-002 
Sunflower seed, acreage, production and value. 2 1-5 16 
Sunflower seed. crushings. 32-006 
Sunscreen preparations. sales. 46-221 
Sunscreen preparations. shipments. 46-2 15 
Superphosphate, shipments. 46-220 
Supplement to the Canadian Statistical Review, Section 1 
(annual), 11-206 

Supplement to the Canadian Statistical Review (weekly). 
11-004 

Surgical, 
instruments, shipments. 47-206 
instruments, see also Medical instrumei Ls; Orthopaedie 
apparatus; Trusses, surgical 

Procedures and Treatments, 82-208 
Survey of. 
Canadian Nursery Trades Industry, 22-203 
Consumer Finances. Volume I. SeIecte' Reports. 13-551 
Consumer Finances, Volume 11. Selecte I Reports, 13-551 
Education in the Western Provinces. 199-70. 81-546 
Production, 61.202 
restaurants, caterers and taverns, 1977. 63-535 

Surveys, 
methods ol'error evaluation, 13-564 
New, 11.006 
statistical. I 1-006 

Suspenders. shipments. 34-216.34-218 
Swathers. shipments, 42-202 
Sweat shirts, knitted. shipments. 34-2 15 
Sweat shirts, shipments. 34-216 
Sweaters, knitted, shipments. 34-215 
Sweaters, shipments, 34-216 
Sweetening agents, artificial and natural shipments. 32.224 
Swimming pools, 
building permits issued. 64-001.64-203 
plastic. shipments. 47-208 
shipments. 47-204 
value of construction work perIrmed. 4-20 1.64-502 

Swine feeds, shipments. 32-004.32-214 
Swine, slaughterings. 32-221 
Swine, see also Hogs; Pigs 
Swissair, international charter operations. 51-207 
Switches, shipments. 43-207 
Switchgear equipment, shipments. 43-21 7,43.214) 
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. rup, industry selling price index. 62-01 I 
"., pups, 

'crcapita disappearance. 32-226 
liipmenis, 32-21 8.32-224 
.ilt drink, shipments. 32-208 

'tem of National Accounts. 
\ggregate Productivity Measures, 14-201 

tnadian Balance of International Payments, 67-201 
I )imestic Product by Industry. Indexes of Real Domestic 
Product by Industry (including the Index of Industrial 
Production), 6 1-005 

1)omcstic Product by Industry, Real Domestic Product by 
Industry, 61-213 

l)omesiic Product by Industry, Real Domestic Product by 
Industry. 1961-1971.61-516 

l)omcstic Product by Industry. Survey of Production. 61-202 
Financial Flow Accounts(quarterly), 13-002 
iriancial Flow Accounts. Volume I. Quarterly Flows, 
962-1975, 13-562 

inancial Flow Accounts, Vol. 2, Annual Flows and Year-end 
Financial Assets and Liabilities, 1961-1976, 13-563 

Input-output Structure of the Canadian Economy in Constant 
Prices, 1961-71, 15-509 

I nput-oulput Structure of the Canadian Economy, 1961-1971 
I 5-508 

N tional Income and Expenditure Accounts, (annual). 13-201 
NiIional Income and Expenditure Accounts, (quarterly). 

I 3-001 
Nitional Income and Expenditure Accounts, Volume!, The 

\nnual Estimates, 1926-1974, 13-531 
National Income and Expenditure Accounts, Volume 2, The 
Quarterly Estimates 1947-1974. 13-533 

National Income and Expenditure Accounts, Volume 3, A 
Guide to the National Income and Expenditure Accounts: 
l)etinitions; Concepts: Sources: Methods, 13-549 

I' ivincl Economic Accounts, 13-213 
rly Estimates ufthc Canadian Balance of 

iianonal I'ivmcnt,. (7-()fl I 

I 	 . 	•. 	 onal charter operations. 

I liirts, knitted, shipments. 34-215 
I ,ihle, 
.Iiths. shipments. 34-2 It) 

ps. shipments. 35-211 
ups, wooden, shipments. 35-205 
ihiets, drawing and writing, shipments, 36-203 

J ,ihlets, writing, shipments, 36-206 
ihleware. china and porcelain, shipments. 44-216 

I .u. ks. shipments. 41-216 
I ups, shipping and merchandise, shipments. 36-203.36.206. 
16-214 
tilors' canvas fronts, shipments. 34-218 
uk:. 

nsumplion. 26-220 
ruijuction, 26-201.26-202 
nipments, 26-220 
Ic. see also Soapstone 

illow. shipments, 32-221.32-223 
jinarack. shipments. 35-204 

I midan. Nand K.: Underutilization of Manpower in Canada 
I special Labour Force Studies, No. 81. 71-513 
,tiidan. Nand K.: Workers With Long Hours (Special Labour 
Force Studies. Series A, No. 9), 71-518 

linkers, shipments. 42-206 
I inks. 

'cl. (motor vehicle). shipments. 42-210 
Liel oil, shipments. 41-223 

iiital. shipments. 41-207.41-228 
il and gas storage, value of construction work performed. 
'4.20164.502 

sure. storage. etc.. shipments. 41.207,41-223.41-227 
ihhcr lined, shipments. 33-206 

ft. 	i11'iiC 	K 	I  

64-201,64-502 
Tantalum, production. 26-201,26-202 
Tantalum, shipments. 26-219 
Tape-recorders. in households, 64-202 
Tape-recorders, retail sales, 63-526 
Tape. 
friction, shipments. 33-206 
gummed. shipments. 36-206 
plastic. shipments. 33-206 
pressure-sensitive, shipments, 33-206.34-210 
rubber, shipments, 33-206 
ticker, shipments. 36-206 

Tapes. 
pre-recorded. production and sales. 47-004 
pre-recorded. shipments. 47-205 
shipments. 34-210 

Tar, refined, shipments, 46-2 16 
Tarpaulins, industry selling price index. 62-011 
Taverns, 63-535 
Tarpaulins, shipments. 34-202 
Tax levies, receipts. 
federal. 68-202.68-211 
local, 68-202,68-203.68-204 
provincial. 68.202.68-205.68-207 

Taxes, 13-00I.l3-201.l3-53l,l3-533 
changes in. by province. 68-205 
federal government revenue. 68-211 
government revenue from. 68-202 
local government revenue. 68-203,68-204 
provincial government revenue. 68-205.68-207 
urban family expenditure. 62-547 

Taxes, see also Income taxes, Property taxes: Retail sales 
taxes: Revenue: Sales taxes 

Taxi fares, consumer price index. 62-010 
Tea, 
consumer price index. 624)10 
industry selling price index. 62-011,62-528.62-543 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production and stocks, 32-025 
retail sales. 63-526 
shipments. 31-211.32-224 
urban family expenditure, 62-542.62-545 

leachers. 
British Columbia, 8 1-550 
community colleges, age, degrees, salaries, etc..81-254 
in Universities, 8 1-241 
northern Canada. 8 1-549 
number, sex, salaries, 8 1-229 
public elementary and secondary schools, 8 1-568 
public elementary and secondary schools, salaries and 
qualifications. 81-202 

public trade schools, age. degrees, salaries. etc.. 81-254 
university. 8 1-568 
university, salaries, 81-241 

Teachers. see also Educators: Professors 
Technical Report on Population Projections for Canada and 
the Provinces, 1972-2001, 91-516 

Technological Innovation in Industry. 13-555 
Technological innovations, 13-555 
Tedders. shipments. 42-202 
l'elehcc Limitec, employment, finances, telephones operated 
and calls reported, 56-202 

lelecommunications, 56-001 
accessories, plastic, shipments. 47-208 
companies, employment statistics, 56-201 
companies. operating and linancial statisiics. 56-201 
companies, property statistics, 56-201 
equipment. shipments, 43-205.43-206 
Statistics, 56.201 

Telecommunications, see also Multiplex equipment: Radio; 
Telegraph lines: Telephone; Television 

Teleglobe Canada. operating and financial statistics. 56-201 
Telegrams transmitted. 56-201 
Telegraph lines, value oI'construction work performed. 
64-201,64-502 

I 	phone 
lone-distince. nunihr. 6-20.S6-203 
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-(.Inies. reveilues ,ind expenditure. 56-002.56-203 

Iflent, shipments, 43-206 
value olconstruction Work perkrmed, 64-201,64-502 

cc. consumer price index. 62-010 
c,ticS. 56-002 

LaLiStIcs (annual), 56-203 
'iatistics, Preliminary Report on Large Systems. 56-202 
urban family expenditure. 62-544.62-547 
clephones. 
business and residential, number. 56-002,56-202.56-203 
lixed capital flows and stocks, 13-568 
in households, 13-565.1 3-567,64-202 
destit Canada. linancial statistics, 56-20 I 

I elevision broadcasting industry. operating and financial 
statistics. 56-204 
I elevision receivers, 
in households, 13-565. (3-567.64-202 
industry selling price index, 62-011 .62-528,62-543 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 43-205 
Iclevision series, production. 63-206 
I elevision. radio and. 87-630 
I elevision stations, operating and tinaneial statistics. 
56-204 

I cllurium. consumption. 26-219.41-010 
'lellurium, production. 26-201.26-202.26.211.26-219.41-214 
'lemperature instruments, shipments. 47-206 
'lennis courts, value ol construction work performed. 64-201, 

64. 502 
tents, all kinds, shipments. 34-202 
lents, direct sales. 63-218 
Terminals, bus, boat and air, value of construction work 
performed. 64-201.64-502 

Terminals. see also Airports: Stations, railway 
Textbooks, 
average list price, sales. 87.603 
campus hook store sales, 63.219 
publishing, sales, etc.. 81-001 
shipments. 36-203 

Textile, 
industries. 31-203.31-209 
industries, fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211,13-568 
industries, see also Fabrics; Wool; Yarn 
products, industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528 

Textiles, 34.205.34-208.34-209,34.210.34-215 
synthetic. 34-208 

'l'hallium, production. 26-219 
'I heatres, 
drive-in, admissions, car capacity. etc., 63-207 
motion picture, admissions, seating capacity. etc.. 63-207 
value olconstruction work performed. 64-201.64-502 

Therapeutic Abortions. Canada, Advance Inliirmation, 82-211 
l'hcrapeutic abortions, see Abortions, therapeutic 
Thermal plants, consumption of fuel and electricity, 57-208. 

5 7- 506 
Thermal plants. fuel used and energy generated. 57.202 
'rhermt&iupIes. shipments, 47.206 
Thermometers, shipments, 47-206 
[hermoscais, shipments. 47.206 

Thinners, paint, shipments. 46-210 
Thorium, production. 26-202 
Thorium, shipments. 26-219 
'thread, shipinenis. 34-210 
1humhtacks, shipmencs, 41-216 
'l'hunder Bay. Ont., 
population, household and family characteristics. 95-720 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics. 95-825 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95.7 50 

Thunder Bay 'l'ciephone System, employment, linances, 
telephones operated and calls reported. 56.202 

'l'ickets, printed, shipments. 36-203 
'l'ickets. ratile, shipments, 36.203 
Ties, wooden. 35-003 
shipments. 25-201.25-202,35-204  

lights. shipments. 34-215 
Tile. 
acoustic, production. 36-002.36-204 
acoustic, shipments. 36-002,36-204 
culvert, concrete, shipments, 44-211 
drain, clay, shipments. 44-2 15 
floor. production. 47-001 
lloor. shipments. 47-001,47.205 
glaLcd. shipments. 44-2 16 
hardwood floor, shipments, 35-205 
structural, shipments. 44-215 

'riling contractors, summary statistics. 64- ! 10 
Timber, merchantable, 25-505 
'riinher. see also Forestry: Lumber; Pulps'ood: Wiod 
Time series. 12.548 
rime series. stiirage and retrieval. 12.202 12.203. 12-204. 
12-530.12.553 

Timetables, printed, shipments. 36-203 
Tin, consumption. 26-219.41-0 IC) 
Tin, production. 26-202.26-2 19.41-214 
Tire fabrics, shipments. 34-208 
Tire tubes, all types, shipments, 33-206 
Tires. 
all types. shipments, 33-206 
consumer price index. 62-0 10 
industry selling price mdcx. 62-01 1.62-S !8.62-543 
pneumatic, shipments. 33-206 

Tissue, facial, shipments. 36-206 
Titanium dioxide, production. 26-202 
Titanium ore, shipments. 26-219 
Toasters, electric, production, shipments .ind stocks, 43-003 
Toasters, electric, shipments. 43.203 
Tobacco, 
consumer price index, 62-001.62-010 
disposition, 32-022 
farm cash receipts. 21-001 
industries, fixed capital flows and stocks 13-211, 13-568 
industry selling price index. 62-01 I .62-5 28,62.543 
production. 32-022 
products industries, 31-203.31-209 
Products Industries, 32-225 
products, retail sales. 63-526 
products. wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 
products, wholesale merchants. 63-601 
shipments. 3 1-21 1,32-225 
stocks, 32.022 
stores, chain, 63-2 10 
taxes, consolidated government reven uc 68-202 
taxes, tderaI government revenue. 68-211 
taxes, provincial government revenue.6'205.68- 207 
urban family expenditure. 62.544.62.541 
wholesale trade, 63-008.63.521 

Tobacco, see also Cigarettes 
Tohoggans. shipments. 47-204 
Toilet howls, 4 1-009 
shipments. 44-216 

Toilet l'acilities, in households. 13-565.13 567.64-202 
Toilet preparations. 46-2 2 I 
department store sales and stocks. 63-002 
retail sales, 63-526 

shipments, 31-211.46.209.46-214,46-215 
urban family expenditure. 62-547 
wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63.601 

Toilet preparations, see also Cosmetics; I 5eniifrices; Hair 
preparations; Perfume; Soap 

Toilet seals, 41-009 
Toilet tanks, 4 1-009 
shipments. 44-216 

Toluene, shipments. 45-205 
Tomato, 
Juice, stocks, 32-01 I 
products, per capita disappearance. 32-226 
products, shipments. 32-218 

Tomatoes, 
acreage, production, and farm value, 22 003 
canned, shipments. 32-2 18 
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anned, stocks. 32-0 I I 
- onsumer price index. 62-010 
er capiui disappearance. 32-226 
nguc (beef, pork, etc), shipments. 32-22 I 

igricuhural, see Agricultural implements 
a utomotive and power-driven, shipments. 41-20842-2 14 
arpenters' and mechanics', shipments. 41-208 

hand and small, shipments, 4 1-208 
iiianufacturers, 41-208 
octal working, shipments. 42-207 
shipments. 4 1-227 
I iols, see also Cutlery and specifIc tools. e.g. Files; 
Saws; etc. 
I opcoats. men's and youth's, shipments. 34-216 
I ronto, Ont., 
population, household and family characteristics, 95-721 
population, houschold, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-826 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics. 95-751 

.ariations in fertility. 99-757 
I ourisni, 

onsolidated government expenditure, 68-202 
lederal government expenditure, 68-211 
local government expenditure, 68-203,68.204 
provincial government expenditure. 68-205,68-207 

urist, 
ihins. principal statistics. 63-204 
ade, 66-001,66-002,66-201,66-202 

see also Travel; l'ravellers 
wards a Comprehensive Framework for Environmental 
.itisiics: A Stress-response Approach. 1976, 11-510 

I wels. 
dish, shipments. 34-205 
r.iper, shipments. 36-204,36-206 
diipments. 34-210 
crry, shipments. 34-205 
-wers, transmission, shipments. 4 1-207 
wnships, unorganized, maps, 92.711 

I v shops. chain, 63-210 
I 	vs. 
Jepariment store sales and stocks. 63-002 
plastic. shipments. 47-208 

tail sales, 63-526 
rubber, shipments. 33-206 
Jupments. 47-204 
wholesale agents and brokers, 63-602 

holesale merchants. 63-601 
s, see also Dolls; Games 

iic tors, farm price index. 62-004.62-534 
ractors, industrial, shipments, 42-214 

-timates of employees. 72-008,72-514.72-516 
ed capital flows and stocks, 13-568 
Canada - Exports by Com modities. 65-004 
Canada- Exports by Countries, 65-003 
Canada- Exports- Merchandise Trade. 65-202 

-; Canada - Imports by Commodities. 65-007 
Canada - Imports by Countries. 65-006 

- Canada - Imports - Merchandise Trade. 65-203 
Canada - Imports - Merchandise Trade - Commodity 

I )ctail. 65-207 
Canada - Review of Foreign Trade, 1966-1972, 65-501 
Canada - Summary of External Trade. 65-001 

ireliminary statement. 11-001 
rctail, see Retail trade 
schools, public, educational staff, 81-254 
wages and salaries. 72-005 
wholesale, see Wholesale trade 
I rifflcenlircement, 85-001,85-205 
I riffle signals. shipments, 43-206 

affic statistics, international vessel. 54-004 
I ruler registrations. 53-2 19 

,itler tents, shipments. 34-202 
I 	ulers. 

vp's. sltipnus .1 1 7 17  

auto camping. shipments. 34-202 
boat, shipments. 42-205.42-217 
industrial, shipments. 42-214 
retail sales. 63-526 
tent, shipments, 42-217 

Trailers, see also Homes, mobile 
Train fares. consumer price index, 62-010 
Training, 
in Industry. 1969-70. 81-555 
schools, capacity, inmate movements. eec.. 85-207 
on-the-job. 8 1-555 

Trans-Canada Air Lines, historical background. 51-501 
Trans-Canada Air Lines, see also Air Canada 
Trans International Airlines, international charter 
operations. 51-003.51-207 

Trans World Airlines, international charter operations, 
51-003.51-207 

Transair Ltd., 
financial statements. 5 1-206 
international charter operations. 5 1-003,5 1-207 
operating revenues and expenses. 51-001 
operating statistics, 51-002 

iranscontinental and Regional Air Carrier Operations, 51-001 
Transfers, printed, shipments. 36-203 
I'ransforrners and parts. shipments. 43-007.43-207 
Transit companies. 53-003.53-215 
Transmission belting, rubber, shipments. 33-206 
Transmission equipment. shipments, 42-214 
Transmissions. (motor vehicle), shipments. 42-210 
Transmitters, radio, television and telephone, shipments. 
43-206 

Transplanters. shipments. 42-202 
Transportation. 11-003.11-202.11-505 
consolidated government expenditure. 68-202 
consumer price index. 62-001.62-010 
employment, earnings and hours. 72-517 
equipment industries. 31-203.31-209 
equipment industries, fixed capital flows and stocks, 

13-2 1 1,13-568 
equipment, wholesale agents and brokers. 63-602 
equipment, wholesale merchants. 63-601 
equipment, wholesale trade, 63-008.63-521 
estimates of employees. 72-008.72.5 14.72-516 
federal government expenditure, 68-211 
impact on the environment. 11-509 
industries, fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211,13-568 
labour costs, 72-611 
local government expenditure, 68-203,68-204 
piggyback, see Piggyback traffic 
provincial government expenditure. 68-205,68-207 
urban family expenditure, 62-544.62-547 
wages and salaries, 72-005 

Iransportation. see Air travel: Automobiles: Bridges: 
Canals; Ferries; Freight; Pipe lines; Postal services; 
Railway transport; Shipping 

Trapping industry, corporation financial Statistics. 61-207 
Trapping industry, see also Fur 
Trapping. wages and salaries. 72-005 
'fravel. 
Between Canada and Other Countries. 66-001.66-201 
family expenditure, 66-202 
price index. 66-202.87-001 
'l'ourism and Outdoor Recreation - A Statistical Digest. 
66-202 

to work, method of transportation. 87-001 
to work, method, time, distance, etc.. 81-001.87-502 
urban family expenditure 62-547 

Travel, see also Air travel; Railway transport; Tourist 
trade 

Traveller Accommodation Statistics, 63-204 
Travellers, 
expenditures in ('anada, 66-201.66-202 
number entering Canada. 66-001.66-002.66-201,66-202 
socio-economic characteristics, 66-202 

Frays. plastic, shipments. 47-208 
Treasury hills, international transactions, 67-002 
1 rcrs. jrjlli,iJ  (lirNiriras. 	 4-2 
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I i'lcs. saiiie ol coIlslructi,ia v,och licrioii'd, 14-20 
4-502 
ii in ings, fur. shipments. 34-213 

I r Immings. shipments. 34-210 
I 'is-rivicres, Que.. 

pulailon, household and family characteristics, 95-707 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-827 

population, housing. labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-737 

I rilley coaches, owned or leased. 53-215 
rIley coaches, passengers, revenue and mileage. 53-003 
rolley coaches, see also Buses 

I rphies, shipnients. 47-211 
Ii oui. industry selling price index. 62-011 
I ruck, 
bodies, shipments, 42-2 17 
Body and Trailer Manufacturers. 42-2 17 
registrations. 53-219 

Trucking industry, origin and destination of shipments, 
5 3-224 

Trucking industry, revenue, tonnage and mileage. 53-224 
Trucks, 

farm price index, 62-004.62-534 
industrial, shipments, 42-214 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528,62-543 
purchased by farm operators. estimates and coefficient 
of variation of estimates, 96-735 

shipments. 42-202.42-209 
Trusses, surgical. shipments, 47-206 
'Irust companies, tinancial flow accounts, 13-002,13-562, 

13-563 
Trust companies, financial statistics. 61.006 
Trusteed Pension Plans. Financial Statistics (annual). 

74-201 
l'uhe repair kits, shipments, 33-206 
Tuberculosis Statistics, Institutional Facilities. Services 
and Finances. 83-207 

Tubes, 
construction, shipments, 36-206 
electronic, shipments. 43-20 5 
mailing. shipments. 36-206 
metal, collapsible. shipments. 41-228 
plastic, shipments. 47-208 
textile winding, shipments, 36-206 

'Fuhes, see also Pipe 
Tubing, 
brass and bronze, shipments, 41-224 
copper. shipments, 4 1-224 
plastic, shipments. 47-208 
steel, production, 41 -001,41-011 
steel, shipments. 41-001.41-011,41-220 
l'uhs. 
bath, 414)09 
concrete, laundry. shipments. 44-205 
laundry, 4 1-009 

Tugs. departures, 54-204 
Tugs. shipments. 42-206 
Tuition and Living Accommodation Costs at Canadian 
Universities, 81-219 

Tuition Ies, at universities, 8 1-219 
Tulips, greenhouse grown. 22-202 
Tuna, consumer price index. 62-010 
Tuna, urban family expenditure. 62-542,62-545 
Tungsten, 
carbide blanks and tools, value of domestic shipments. 
41-013 

carbide products. shipments. 41-009,41-208 
consumption. 41-0 ID 
production. 26-202.26-219 

Funnels, value of construction work performed. 64-201,64-502 
Funnels, see also Subways 
I'urhines, hydraulic and steam, shipments. 42-214 
turkey, consumer price index, 62-010 
Turkey meat, 
farm value, by province, 23-202  

in cold storage. 32-217 
industry selling price index, 62-0I 1.62-528,62-543 
per capita disappearance, 32-226 
production, by province, 23-202 
shipments. 32-227 
supply and disposition. 23-202 
urban family expenditure, 62-542.62-54 

'lurnips. consumer price index. 62-010 
Turnips, see also Rutabagas 
Twine, shipments, 34-203,31-211 
Typesetting, 36-203 
Typewriters, shipments. 42.216 

Undercoats. shipments. 46-210 
Underground production bonuses, paymc its in mines, quarries 
and oil wells, 72-511.72-613 

Underpads. shipments. 34-210 
Underutilization of Manpower in Canada k Special Labour Force 
Studies, No, 8), 71-5 13 

Underwear, 34-212 
consumer price index. 62-010 
shipments. 34-215,34-216.34-217 

Underwear, see also Brassieres; Corselets, Corsets; 
Garments, foundation; Lingerie; T-shirt 

Unemployed, 71-001.71-201.7 1-525 
annual averages. 7 1-529 
Canada and provinces, by detailed indu'ry and SCX, 94-780 
census metropolitan areas, by industry division and sex. 

94-7 80 
census metropolitan areas, by occupatiot major groups and 
sex, 94-782 

demographic. social and economic char,IcteristiL's, 99-713 
Unemployed, sec also Unemployment insurance 
Unemployment. 71-001.71-201,71-520 
by province, industry, duration, etc.. annual averages. 
7L-529 

flows into, annual averages. 71-558 
in Canada, 99-713 
rate, by province, industry, occupation, ttc,, annual 
averages, 71-529 

rates, now components. 7 1-527 
Unemployment insurance. 
Act, report on operation. 73-001 
benefit periods and payments, 73-201 
claimants, benefits, revenues and expenlitures. 86-201 
t'und. federal government revenue and cpentiture, 68-211 
payments, by province, month, type ofl'enefit. etc.. 

7 3-00 1 
payments, in all industries, 72-6 18 
payments, in education, libraries and museums, 72-616 
payments, in finance, insurance and real estate. 72-6 10 
payments, in manufacturing industries. 12-506,72-612 
payments, in mines, quarries and oil wells, 72-511,72-613 
payments, in services to business management, 72-617 
payments. in trade(retail and wholesal). 72-615 
payments, in transportation, communkition and other 
utilities, 72-611 

Uniforms, shipments. 34-216.34-217 
Unit labourcost, 14-201 
United Airlines, international charter oprations. 51-207 
Universities, 
enrolment. 81-204.81-220.81-229,81-5 Q 
fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-568 
labour costs, 72-616 
operating and capital expenditures, 81- S68 
operating income, 8 1-208 
teachers' salaries, 81-241 
tuition fees and living accommodation costs, 81-219 
Western Provinces, 81-546,81-557 

Universities, see also Colleges; Degrees•, t'(igher education; 
Professors; Students 

University and college graduates. 1976, doctoral degree 
recipients, 81-571 

University degrees. see Degrees 
Upholstery, retail sales. 63-526 
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Upholstery, see also Draperies; Furniture; Slip covers 
Uranium, production. 26-202 
Uranium, shipments. 26-219 
Urban, 
and Rural Composition of Canada's Population, 99.702 
and Rural Population, 92-755 
areas, by census divisions, enumeration area reference 
list, 99-8 20 

data, guide to. 12-558 
Family Expenditure, 1974,62-544 
Family Expenditure, 1976,62-547 
Family Food Expenditure, 1974. 62-542 
Family Food Expenditure, 1976, 62-545 
Transit (monthly), 53-003 

Urea. 
consumption. 46-004 
formaldehyde, shipments, 46-2 II 
production, 46-002 

Urinals, shipments. 44-216 
Utilities. 
capital and repair expenditures. 61-205,61-206 
consumer price index, 62-010 
corporation financial statistics, 6 1-207 
electric, construction price index, 62.533 
electric, number ofcustomers, 57.202 
electric, operating and financial statistics, 57-202 
employment, earnings and hours. 72-517 
fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-568 
gas, operating and financial statistics. 57-205 
labour costs. 72-61 I 
natural gas, operating statistics. 55-002 
urban family expenditure. 62-544.62-547 
value of construction work performed. 64-201.64-502 

Utility industries, fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-211 

Vacation pay in, 
all industries. 72-618 
education, libraries and museums. 72-616 
finance, insurance and real estate. 72-610 
manufacturing, 72-6 12 
mines, quarries and oil wells. 72-511,72-613 
services to business management. 72-6 17 
trade (retail and wholesale), 72-615 
transportation, communication and other utilities, 72-611 

Vaccines, shipments. 46-209 
Vacuum cleaners, 
consumer price index, 62-010 
in households, 64-202 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528,62-543 
production, shipments and stocks. 43-003 
retail sales, 63-526 
shipments. 43.203 

Value of factory shipments, 
Valves, shipments. 41-009,41-226,41-228,47-206 
Vanadium, 26-2 19 
Vancouver. B.C., 
population, household and family characteristics. 95-728 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-828 

population. housing. labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-758 

variations in fertility. 99-757 
Variety stores, retail trade. 63-005,63-519 
Variety stores. see also Department stores; Storcs,c ham 
Varig Airlines, international charter operations. 51-003. 

5 1-207 
Varnish, 
manufacturers. 46-210 
removers, shipments, 46-210 
retail sales, 63-526 
sales. 46-001 
shipments. 46-210,46-216 

Varnish, see also Lacquers; Primers 
Vaults, burial, 
concrete, shipments. 44-205  

metal, shipments, 35-210 
sales, 63 .523,63-532 

Veal, 
all kinds, shipments. 32-221 
consumer price index. 62-010 
frozen, stocks, 23-203 
frozen, stocks in cold storage. 32-012 
in cold storage. 32-217 
industry selling price index. 62-01 1,62-528.62-543 
per capita disappearance. 21-514,32.220.32-226 
prices, 2 3-203 
production and domestic disappearance. 21-514,32-220 
urban family expenditure, 62-542.62-545 

Vegetable. 
juices, shipments, 32-218 
Oil Mills. 32-223 
oil mills, principal statistics. 32-223 
preparations, shipments. 32-218 
products (inedible), shipments. 31-211 

Vegetables, 
acreage, production, and farm value, by province. 22-003 
annual pack. 32-023 
canned, shipments. 32-218 
canned, stocks, 32-01 
consumer price index. 62-010 
family expenditure. 62-532 
farm cash receipts. 21-001 
farm net income, 21-202 
frozen, in cold storage. 32-217 
frozen, shipments. 32-218 
frozen, stocks, 32-011 
greenhouse grown, farm value, by province. 22-202 
in cold storage. 32-217 
industry selling price index, 62-01 1.62-528,62-543 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
retail sales. 63-526 
shipments. 31-211 
stocks. 32-0 10 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 
wholesale and brokers, 63-602 
wholesale merchants, 63-601 
wholesale trade, 63-008.63-521 

Vegetables. see also names of vegetables. e.g.. Peas; 
Pota toes 

Vegetables, on census-farms. 96-701.96-725,96-800,96-851 
Alberta, 96-710.96-809 
Atlantic provinces. 96-729,96-859 
British Columbia, 96-71 I .96-8 10 
Manitoba. 96-708,96-807 
New Brunswick, 96-705.96-804 
Newfaundland, 96-702.96-801 
Nova Scotia, 96-704,96-803 
Ontario, 96-707,96-73 1.96-806.96-861 
Prince Edward Island. 96-703.96-802 
Quebec, 96-706.96-730,96-805.96.860 
Saskatchewan, 96-709.96-808 
Western Provinces, 96.732.96-862 

Vehicles, 
children's, shipments. 47-204 
commercial, new, sales, 63-007.63.208 
commercial, see also Buses; Trolley coaches; Trucks 

Vending Machine Operators (annual). 63-213 
Vending machmncs,all types, number and sales. 63-213 
Vending machines. shipments. 42-214 
Veneer, 
and Plywood Mills. 35-206 
exports. 25-202.25-505 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528.62-543 
logs, shipments. 35-204 
mills. 35-206 
mills, principal statistics. 25-202.25-505 
production. 35-001 
products. shipments. 35-206 
shipments. 25-202,25-505.35-001 
stocks, 35.001 

Ventilating controls, shipments. 47-206 
Ventilating equipment. shipments, 42-214 
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Ventilators and ducts, shipments. 41-227 
Vermicelli, dry. shipments. 32-224 
Vermiculite, expanded. shipments. 44-210 
Vcssel arrivals and departures, coastwise shipping. 54-204 
international and domestic shipping, 54-002 

Vsscl traffic statistics, international. 54-004 
Vcssels, 
cargo, shipments. 42-206 
commercial, shipments. 42-206 
metal, shipments. 41-207 
number, size, type, 54-205 

Vestments, church, shipments, 34-216 
Vests, shipments. 34-216 
Vests (underwear), knitted, shipments. 34-215 
Veterans, allowances, disability pensions. 86-201 
Viaducts, value of construction work performed. 64-201. 
64- 502 

Viaduets. see also Bridges 
Victoria. B.C., 
population, household and family characteristics, 95-729 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-829 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics. 95-759 

Videotape. production. 63-206 
Vinegar, 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528.62-543 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
shipments. 32-2 18 

Vines, nursery sales, 22-203 
Vital statistics, 84-001,84-203,84-204,84-205.84-206,84-524, 

84-527,84-530,84-532,84-533.84-534 
by local areas, 84-207 
(quarterly report), 84-001 
Volume I - Births. 84-204 
Volume II - Marriages and Divorces. 84-20 5 
Volume 111- Deaths, 84-206 

Vital statistics, sec also Census; Death rate; Fertility; 
Mortality; Population 

Vitamins, shtpments, 46-209 
Vocational rehabilitation, number of persons assisted. 
86-201 

Vocational training, 81-555.92-721.92-744.99-708 
expenditures on. 81-208,81-560 

Vocational training, see also Occupational training; Trade 
schools 

Vodka, sales. 32-206.63-202 
Voluntary Group Stores (Retail Food Trade), 63-215 
Voters' lists, printed, shipments, 36-203 

w 

Wadding. shipments. 34-219 
Wage-earners. 
Canada and provinces, by sex and 1970 wage and salary 
income groups. 94-79 I 

Canada and provinces, by sex, showing weeks worked in 
1970, 94-778 

Canada, by detailed industry and sex, showing hours 
usually worked, 94-783 

Canada, by detailed occupation and sex, showing hours 
usually worked. 94-783 

('anada, by detailed occupation, showing employment income 
groups and sex, 94-765 

census agglomerations, by sex, showing weeks worked in 
1970, 94-778 

census divisions, by sex, showing weeks worked, in 1970, 
94-778 

census metropolitan areas, by sex, showing weeks worked in 
1970, 94-778 

cities and towns, by sex, showing weeks worked in 1970, 
94-778 

Wages, 11-003.1 l-505.13-OOl.13-201.13-531.l3-533.l3-554 
average weekly. by industry. 72-201 
hourly, by industry. 72-002.72-206 
weekly, by industry. 72-002,72-206 

Wages, see also Bonuses  

Wagons, farm, shipments. 42-202 
Wallboard, gypsum. production, shipments and stocks. 44.003 
Wallboard, gypsum, shipments. 44-210 
Wallboard. see also Paperboard; Particle h,'ard 
Wallets, leather, shipments. 33-205 
Wallpaper, wholesale agents and brokers, ('3-602 
Wallpaper. wholesale merchants, 63-601 
Walls, retaining, value ofconsiru'tion work perfornied. 
64-201,64-502 

Walnut, plywood and veneer. 35-206 
Wardair, international charter operations. 1-003,5 1-207 
Wardrobes, shipments. 35-211 
Warehouses, value of construction work pc formed. 64.201. 
6 4-502 

Warehousing. 53.006 
fixed capital flows and stocks. 13-211.1 3-68 

Wargon, Sylvia 1.: Canadian Households .tnd Families: 
Recent I)emograph ic Trends. 99.753 

Wargon. Sylvia 'F.: Children in Canadian F .imilies, 
98-8 tO 

Washers, metal, shipments, 41-216.41-227 
Washers, retail sales, 63-526 
Washers, see also Gaskets 
Washing machines, 
domestic, consumer price index. 62-010 
domestic, production and sales. 43-002 
domestic, shipments, 43-204 
in households, 13-565,13-567.64-202 

Watches, retail sales. 63-526 
Watches, shipments, 47-206 
Water, 
mineral, natural and artificial, shipments. 32-208 
softencrs. shipments. 42-2 14 
supply and source in households, 64-202 
Transport Service Bulletin. 54-0(13 
transportation. 54-002.54-003,54-204.54 205,54-206.54-207 
treatment equipment, shipments. 42-214 
well drilling establishments, summary staii5tics. 64-210 

Watersheds, population, area and pupulalon density. 11-509 
Waterways, value ofconstruction work pe formed, 64-20 I. 
64- 502 

Waterworks, 
local government expenditure. 68-2030204 
municipal, chemicals used. 46-401 
value of construction work performed. 64.201.64-502 

Wax, floor, shipments, 46-216 
Wax, shipments, 45-205 
Weatherstripping, shipments. 33-206 
Webbing, shipments. 34-210 
Weed killers, s-c Herbicides 
Weekly Supplement to the Canadian Stati tical Review, 11404 
Welding apparatus, electric, shipments, 4 '-207 
Welfare services, beneficiaries, payments. 96-201 
Welfare services, wages and salaries, 72-005 
Western Airlines, international charter operations. 51-207 
Western Provinces, 
census of agriculture. 96-732.96-862 
provincial census tracts, population, household, limily 
and labour force characteristics, 95-856 

provincial census tracts, reference maps. 45.857 
Western Provinces, see also individual privince names 
Wet heating contractors, summary statisiis. 64-210 
Whaleboats. shipments, 42-205 
Wharves, value ol'construction work pen' 'rmcd. 64-201.64-502 
Wharves, see also Docks; Piers 
Wheat. 22-002 
acreage, production and value, 21-516 
acreage, yield and production. 22-201 
consumption. 32-2 14 
estimated supply and disposition. 22-00 
export clearances by final destination. 2?-007 
exports. 22-201 
farm cash receipts. 21-001 
farm supply and disposition. Prairie Pro'inees, 2 2-007 
millings, 22-201 
monthly average cash quotations, 22-00 
prices. 22-201 
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processed products. 22-007 
producers' deliveries. Prairie Provinces. 22-007 
shipments. 22-201 
supply and disposition. 22-007,22-201 

Wheat, see also Flour 
Wheat, durum, 22-002 
acreage, production and value. 21.516 
customs exports by selected destinations, 22-007 
exports, 22-201 
shipments. 32-228 

Wheat, spring, 22-002 
acreage, production and value. 2 1-5 16 

Wheat, winter, 22-002 
acreage. production and value, 21-516 

Wheel parts, (motor vehicle), shipments. 62-210 
Wheels, abrasive, shipments, 44-202 
Wheels. (motor vehicle), shipments. 42-210 
Wheelt (motor vehicle), see also Tires 
Where Canadians Work, 99-719 
Whisky. industry selling price index. 62-011,62-528,62-543 
Whisky. sales. 32-206,63-202 
Whisky, see also Rye (beverage) 
Whitefish, industry selling price index. 62-01 I 
Wholesale price index, 62-0I1 
Wholesale trade. 63-601.63-602 
ancillary units, by kind of business. 97-724 
by county or census division, 97-723 
by kind of business. 97-722,97-732 
by kind olbustness group, census metropolitan areas, 
census agglomerations and cities. 97-723 

by ownership size, by kind of business. 97-724 
by personnel size, 97-724 
by type of operation. by kind of business. 97-72 2 
by volume of trade, by kind of business. 97-724 
capital and repair expenditures. 6 1-205. 61-206 
Census: Business Establishments, General Statistics, 
97-72 5 

Census: Business Location Statistics. Countries or Census 
Divisions, Metropolitan Areas. Cities and Towns, 97-723 

Census: Business Location Statistics. Provinces by Kind 
of Business and Type of Operation, 97-722 

Census: Business Location Statistics, Size of Business, 
Ancillary Units. Principal Statistics, 97-724 

Census: Business Locations, 97-732 
Census: Introduction and General Review. 97-721 
census, methodology and definitions of terms used, 97-721 
corporation financial statistics, 61-207 
employment, earnings and hours. 72-517 
establishments, by form of organization, by type of 
operation, by kind of business group. 97-725 

establishments, by kind of business. summary of operating 
revenue and expenses, 97-725 

establishments, by kind of business. 97-725 
establishments, by ownership size, by kind of business. 

97- 72 5 
establishments, by type of operation. by kind of business. 
97-725 

estimates of inventories and sales. 63-008.63-521 
inventory, employees and other selected data. 97-722, 

97- 72 3 
labour costs. 72-615 
(monthly). 63-008 
monthly inventories, 63-014 
1961-1971.63-521 

Wholesale trade, see also Retail trade 
Wholesalers, principal statistics. 63-601.62-602 
Wieners, 
consumer price index. 62-010 
industry selling price index, 62-011.62-528.62-543 
shipments. 32-221 
urban family expenditure. 62-542.62-545 

Wigs, retail sales. 63-526 
Wigs. shipments. 47-205 
Wildcat, number and value of pelts. 23-207 
Wilkinson. Bruce W., and Frank J. Whittingham: Work 
Patterns of the Canadian Population, 1 964.( Special Labour 
Force Studies, No. 2), 72-506 

Window units and parts, wooden. 35-205 
Window units, multi-pane, shipments. 44-207 
Windows, 
aluminum, direct sales. 63-218 
aluminum, shipments, 41-221 
metal, shipments. 41-221,41-227 

Windrowers. shipments. 42-202 
Windsor, Ont., 
population, household and family characteristics, 95-722 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-830 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-752 

Wine, 
industry selling price index, 62.011.62-528.62-543 
production. 32-207 
sales. 63-202 
shipments. 32-207 
stores, chain. 63-210 
urban family expenditure. 62-544.62-547 

Wineries, 32-207 
principal statistics, 32-207 

Winnipeg. Man., 
population, household and timily characteristics. 95-723 
population, household, family and labour force 
characteristics, 95-831 

population, housing, labour force and income 
characteristics, 95-753 

variations in fertility. 99-757 
Wipers. shipments. 34-210 
Wire. 
all kinds, shipments. 41-216 
and Products Manufacturers, 41-216 
barbed, shipments, 41-2 16 
cable, shipments. 41-216 
electric, shipments. 43-007,43-209 
galvanized, production. 41-006 
galvanized. shipments. 41-006,41-216 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528,62-543 
mesh, shipments. 41-216 
products, production. 41-006 
products, shipments. 41-006 
steel, production. 4 1.006 
steel, shipments. 41-006 

Wiring devices, shipments. 43-210 
Wives, in husband-wife families, characteristics. 93-843 
Wives, in the labour force. 98-801 
Wolf. number and value of pelts. 23-207 
Wolfson. Michael C. Income Inequality: Statistical 
Methodology and Canadian Illustrations, 13-559 

Wolverine, number and value of pelts. 23-207 
Women, 
by marital status, showing weeks worked in 1970. 94-779 
married, by age groups, age at first marriage and number 
ofchildren horn. 92.7 18 

married, labour force participation. 94-775,94-804.94-835 
number oichildren horn and other characteristics. 92-751 
occupations, by marital status by age. 94-733 

Women, see also Families: Wives 
Women 'sand Children's Clothing Industries, 34-217 
Wood, 
chips. exports. 25-202,25-505 
chips. shipments, 25-202.25-505.35-208 
industries, 3 1-203.3 1-209 
industries, fixed capital flows and stocks, 13-211.13-568 
Industnes, Miscellaneous, 35-208 
products. industry selling price index, 62-011,62-528 
products. shipments. 31-211,35-205.35-208,35-209 
pulp. production. 36-204 
pulp. shipments, 36-204 
pulp, see also Newsprint; Sulphate, pulp: Sulphite. pulp 
residue, 25-001 
turnings, shipments, 35-208 

Wood, see also Forestry; Hardwood: Lumber; Plywood; 
Pulpwood; Timber 

Wooden Box Factories, 35-209 
Woodenware, kitchen, shipments. 35-208 
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domestic disappearance. 23-205 
exports and imports. 23-203,23.205 
farm net income. 21-202 
farm value. 23-203,23-205 
prices, 23-203 
production. 21-514,23-203 
production and supply, 23-205 
pulled. production. 23-205 
shorn, farm value, 2 1-5 14,23-203 
shorn, farm value, by province. 21-514 
shorn, production. 21-5I 4.23-203.23-204.23-205 
Yarn and Cloth Mills, 34-209 

Wool, see also Yarns 
Work, 
oW-farm, by farmers, 99-7 56 
place of. 99.719,99-729 
place of. spatial relationship between place of residence 
and. 99-754 

Workers With Long Hours (Special Labour Force Studies, 
Series A. No.9), 71-518 

Working Life Tables for Males in Canada and Provinces, 1971 
7 1-524 

Working life tables, males. 71-524 
Work men's compensation, payments in, all industries. 72-618 
education, libraries and museums, 72-6 16 
finance, insurance and real estate. 72-6 10 
manufacturing. 72-6 12 
mines, quarries and oil wells. 72-511.72-613 
services to business management. 72-617 
trade (retail and wholesale), 72-615 
transportation and communicationand other utilities. 
72-611 

Workshops, value of construction work performed. 64-201. 
64-502 

Workshops, see also Factories 
World Airways, international charter operations. 51-003, 
51-207 

Wrap, aluminum, shipments. 36-206 
Wrappers, corrugated, shipments. 36-004,36-2 13 
Wrappers, paper, shipments. 36-207 
Wreaths, decorative and memorial, shipments. 47-205 
Wright Air Lines, international charter operations. 51-003. 
5 1-207 

Yachts, shipments. 42-205 
Yard goods, retail sales. 63-526 

Yarns, 
all kinds, shipments. 34.205 
dyeing and finishing, 34-210 
industry selling price index. 62-011.62-528 62-543 
man-made fibre, shipments, 34-208 
shipments. 31-211.34-203.34-209 
total spun, 34-205.34-208.34-209,34-2 IS 

Yarns. see also Wool 
Yearbook, Canada, 11-202 
Yearbooks, sales, revenue from, 36-203 
Yearhooks, see also Almanacs; Calendars 
Yeast, brewers, shipments. 32-205 
Yeast, shipments. 32-224 
Yogurt. 
per capita disappearance. 32-226 
production, 21-515 
production, by province. 23-001 
shipments, 32-209 
urban t'amily expenditure. 62-542,62-545 

Yttrium. 26-219 
production. 26.202 

Yugoslav Airlines, international charter opc rations. 51.003. 
5 1.207 

Yukon. 
education, 8 1-549 
population by census divisions and suh-dis isions, 92-707 
population by sex for census divisions and ,uh-divisions. 
92-707 

provincial census tracts, population, household, family 
and labour force characteristics, 95-856 

Zinc. 
average annual prices. 26-209.41-214 
consumption. 41-018 
deposits, drilling completed. 26-207 
industry selling price index. 62-01 I 
production. 26.202.26-216,41-214 
shipments, 26-216 
stoks.4l-0I8 

Zones of attraction, 99-754 
Zsigmond, Z.. et al; 
Future Trends in Enrolment and Manpo er Supply in 
Ontario, 8 1-567 

Out &jfSchool. Into the Labour Force. 81 570 
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